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Summary

The baseline module of LEWICE is an ice accretion prediction code that applies a time step-

ping procedure to calculate the shape of an ice accretion. The potential flow field can be calcu-

lated in LEWICE using the Douglas Hess-Smith 2-D panel code ($24Y) 5. In the current version,

the potential flow module can be bypassed by setting a flag in the user input file. In this mode, the

user has the option to call a grid generator and grid-based flow solver (Euler or Navi_r-Stokes) or

to read in the solution file from this flow solver. For any of the methods chosen, the flow solution

is then used to calculate the trajectories of particles and the impingement points on the body 6.

These calculations are performed to determine the distribution of liquid water impinging on the

body, which then serves as input to the icing thermodynamic model. The icing model, which was

first developed by Messinger 7, is used to calculate the ice growth rate at each point on the surface

of the geometry. By specifying an icing time increment, the ice growth rate can be interpreted as

an ice thickness which is added to the body, resulting in the generation of new coordinates. This

procedure is repeated, beginning with the flow calculations, until the desired icing time is reached.

The thermal module used for the de-icing and anti-icing analysis is an extension of two previ-

ously separate programs. LEWICE/Thermal 8 analyzed the performance of electrothermal deicers

where the user controlled heater power and cycle times. Its output included temperatures in the

deicer and the ice as well as ice shedding times and residual ice growth. ANTICE 9 analyzed the

performance of a hot air anti-icing system where the user controlled mass flow rate and bleed air

temperature. Its output included temperatures and residual ice thickness distributions. Both of

these programs have been included in this release integrated into the LEWICE 2.2 structure with

expanded capabilities.

The operation of LEWICE is illustrated through the use of several examples. These examples

are representative of the types of applications expected for LEWICE. A more extensive set of

example cases are provided in a validation report on this version of LEWICE 1°. LEWICE has

been used to calculate a variety of ice shapes, and is considered a validated production code.

However, development continues toward improvement of the physical models. Any modifications

identified as a result of this research, or of additional experimental results, will be incorporated

into the model.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The evaluation of both commercial and military aircraft systems in icing conditions continues

to be important during both design and certification. These systems can be evaluated in flight in

natural icing, in a simulated cloud produced by a lead aircraft, and in ground test facilities

equipped with a droplet spray system. Icing testing is relatively expensive, and each test tech-

nique, i.e., flight or ground testing, has operational considerations which limit the range of icing

conditions that can be evaluated. As a result, it benefits the aircraft or flight system manufacturer

to be able to analytically predict the performance of the system for a range of icing conditions.

The first step in the prediction of the performance characteristics is the determination of the

location, size, and shape of the ice that will form on the surface of interest. Analytical modeling of

the ice accretion process allows the evaluation of a wide range of proposed test conditions in

order to identify those that will be most critical to the flight system. This can substantially reduce

the amount of test time required to adequately evaluate a system and increase the quality and con-

fidence level of the final evaluation. The analytically predicted ice accretion could also serve as

the input to an advanced aerodynamic or ice protection software to allow more complete evalua-

tion in the design phases of the aircraft.

The computer software LEWICE contains an analytical ice accretion model that evaluates the

thermodynamics of the freezing process that occurs when supercooled droplets impinge on a

body. The atmospheric parameters of temperature, pressure, and velocity, and the meteorological

parameters of liquid water content (LWC), droplet diameter, and relative humidity are specified

and used to determine the shape of the ice accretion. The software consists of four major modules.

They are 1) the flow field calculation, 2) the particle trajectory and impingement calculation, 3)

the thermodynamic and ice growth calculation, and 4) the modification of the current geometry by

adding the ice growth to it.

LEWICE applies a time-stepping procedure to "grow" the ice accretion. Initially, the flow

field and droplet impingement characteristics are determined for the clean geometry. The ice

growth rate on each segment defining the surface is then determined by applying the thermody-

namic model. When a time increment is specified, this growth rate can be interpreted as an ice
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thickness and the body coordinates are adjusted to account for the accreted ice. This procedure is

repeated, beginning with the calculation of the flow field about the iced geometry, and continued

until the desired icing time has been reached.

Ice accretion shapes for cylinders and several single-element and multi-element airfoils have

been calculated using this software. The calculated results have been compared to experimental

ice accretion shapes obtained both in flight and in the Icing Research Tunnel at NASA Glenn

Research Center. The results of this comparison with the experimental database is described in a

recent contractor report 3.

The thermal module of LEWICE 2.2 can model any number of heaters, any heater chordwise

length, and any heater gap desired. The heaters may be fired in unison, or they may be cycled with

periods independent of each other. The heater intensity may also be varied. In addition, the user

may specify any number of layers and thicknesses depthwise into the airfoil. Thus, the new addi-

tion has maximum flexibility in modeling virtually any electrothermal de-icer installed into any

airfoil. It can also model a bleed air anti-icing system where the user can specify the heat flux (or

heat transfer coefficient) from the bleed air or the user can set an "optimal" operating temperature

and have the program iteratively solve for the required heat flux

The new module has several enhancements over previous de-icing and anti-icing models.

These features include heaters (or bleed air supply) which are temperature-controlled, heaters

with a variable (temperature-dependant) resistance, improved stability as well as improved ice

shedding and runback freezing.

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the model simulates both shedding and runback.

With the runback capability, it can simulate the anti-icing mode of heater performance, as well as

detect icing downstream of the heaters due to runback over unprotected portions of the geometry.

The shedding model allows for the ice to be shed as a whole, by control volume or by heater sec-

tion.

This version of LEWICE can be run in two modes. In the first mode, all heat transfer is con-

sidered to be caused by conduction, but no heaters are firing. This is equivalent to the LEWICE
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2.0model.In thesecondmode,conductionheattransferwheretheheatersareengagedis mod-

eled,with subsequenticeshedding.Whenrun in thefirstmode,thereis virtually identicalagree-

mentwith LEWICE2.0 in thepredictionof accretedice shapes.Outputfrom thesoftwarehas

beenexpandedto includesupportfor PLOT3D,TECPLOTandselectedtemperaturedistributions

eitherdepthwiseataspecificchordlocationorchordwiseataspecificdepth.

Thepurposeof thecurrentresearchhasbeentomodularizetheprogramsothattheusercould

utilizeawidevarietyof optionsfor modelingthecompleteicingproblem.Forexample,LEWlCE

2.0hasanoptionwheretheusercanbypassthepotentialflow moduleandreadin resultsfrom a

Navi6r-Stokesprogram.Theusersimplyselectsthe grid option in thecurrentinput file anda

grid-basedflow solverof theuserschoicecanbeusedwith anyof theothermodulesof LEWlCE.

Forthefirst time,aNavi6r-Stokesprogramcanbeusedwith thethermalde-icingmoduleorwith

thehotair anti-icingmodule.Forbothof thesemodules,featuressuchasmultiplebodies(suchas

multi-elementairfoils) andmulti-timestepflow solutionscanalsobe utilized.Thisstreamlined

approachalsomeansthatseparateroutinesno longerneedto bemaintainedfor commonfeatures

suchasiceshedding,waterrunbackandfreezing(includingrivuletformation)whichcanacceler-

atefuturemoduledevelopment.
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Chapter 2: Installation Procedure

The PC executable for LEWICE is distributed on a CD-ROM compatible with PC, Macintosh

and Unix systems. The PC executable will run only on the PC systems or under PC emulation

with the other operating systems. Simply copy the executable and input files to a suitable direc-

tory onto a hard disk to install LEWICE. LEWICE cannot be run from the CD. Users who wish to

run LEWICE on other systems should consult Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3: Running LEWICE on a PC

The PC executable provided on the disk can be run by double-clicking the icon in Windows

3.1 or higher. It can also be run by typing "lewice" at a DOS prompt if the user is in the directory

where LEWlCE resides or if the proper path has been set in the AUTOEXEC.BAT file. However,

it must be run from the user's hard disk and not from the CD-ROM. When run from Windows, a

console shell opens for interactive input and output. This console shell disappears when the run is

finished. For this reason, it is highly recommended that the user run the PC executable from a

DOS Shell instead of from the console shell.

3.1 LEWICE Quick Start Guide

This section is intended for users unfamiliar with LEWICE and/or DOS Shell commands.

The commands below (indented bold lines) should be typed at the C:\ prompt in a DOS Shell

window on a Windows machine. Alternatively, the user can use the Windows interface for any of

the commands shown.

1) Create a directory on the hard drive to store output

md lewice

2) Insert the LEWICE CD-ROM and copy all files from this disk to the lewice directory as

described in the Installation Procedure.

3) Inside the lewice directory, make additional directories for each run

md casel

4) Run LEWICE

lewice <return>

- program will prompt for input file name. Enter the following:

casel.inp <return>

- after printing a copyright notice, the program will prompt for a geometry file name. Enter the

following:
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casel.xyd <return>

- if any warning messages appear, type

Y <return>

to continue the simulation.

5) copy output data files to the proper directory

copy *.dat casel

6) repeat steps 3-5 for each case to be run

3.2 PC Requirements

This program was run successfully on a Compaq Presario ® with a 133MHz Pentium ® CPU

and 24MB of RAM running Windows95 ®. This machine took 9 minutes to run the first example

case provided. Lower end systems were not available for testing. It is believed that the program

should run on at least a 486 and Windows 3.1, although this has not been verified. LEWICE 2.2

was developed on a Silicon Graphics Indigo2 running IRIX 6.2. Various changes were made in

this software to make conversion to personal computers much easier. The validation report 1

shows comparisons of ice shape predictions on a personal computer and a Silicon Graphics work-

station. The ice shape predictions on various PCs using the executable provided on the distribu-

tion disk were identical to the results shown in the validation report.

Most of the output data is provided in columns of text, with a text header identifying the vari-

able. This file format can be easily imported into any spreadsheet package for plotting. The pro-

gram takes about 650 KB of hard disk space for the executable, and several megabytes for output

files. The second example case shows the program's potential to produce large output files. The

output files for this case take only 3.3 MB of disk space. However, several of the larger output

files were not printed in this example and output was further reduced using the print flags in the

main input file. If this same case were to be run with all of the outputs activated, the output for

this case would occupy over 45 MB of disk space.
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Chapter 4: Running LEWICE on Other Systems

Source code is not included in the general release of LEWICE. The software has been suc-

cessfully compiled and tested on Sun and SGI workstations. The executables for those systems

are included on the distribution CD-ROM. The SGI executable was created on the SGI under

IRIX 6.2. Test cases were run on a SGI Indigo2 and a SGI Power Challenge. The Sun executable

was created under Solaris 2.6. Test cases were run on a Sun Enterprise 3500 system. Users who

are interested in running LEWICE on these systems or other platforms should contact the Icing

Branch office for the source code and the documents describing the benchmark procedure for dif-

ferent platforms. Due to a small variability in output for different compilers and platforms, it is

important for users to revalidate LEWICE using the benchmark tests if the code is recompiled.

The complete set of benchmark tests is included on the distribution CD-ROM. The run procedure

described in Chapter 3 can also be used on unix machines, with the exception that DOS com-

mands should be replaced with unix commands.

4.1 Source Code Modification

Developers who wish to obtain source code for LEWICE 2.2 for modification should also

contact the Icing Branch office for access to source code. If the code is modified in any way and

not simply recompiled, the developer will need to repeat the complete set of validation tests 1 in

order to establish the validity of the modified code. Several different combinations of compiler

flags were used during testing to establish software sensitivity to those flags. It was discovered

that the variation was very minimal to non-existent, depending upon the flag set. For the PC exe-

cutable, the default flags were used in Digital's Visual Fortran 5.0.A with the configuration set to

"Win32 release". For the Sun and SGI executables, the only flag used was the optimization flag

02. The precise procedure used to compile the codes and test the executable will be supplied with

any source code distribution.
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Chapter 5: Changes From Version 2.0

LEWICE 2.2 differs from LEWICE 2.0 in the procedure for analyzing hot air or electrother-

mal ice removal (de-icing) or prevention (anti-icing) systems. Other aspects of the software have

seen minor changes and the ice shapes generated using LEWICE 2.2 should be very similar if not

the same as those generated using LEWICE 2.0. However, enough discrepancies exist such that a

complete revalidation is warranted to consider this version validated. As an interim release, that

validation has not yet been performed. Section 7.4 will describe the additional interactive input

needed for the de-icing/anti-icing option. Section 8.3.1 will describe a change made to the auto-

matic time step criteria. Section 8.3.9 will describe an additional setting for the input flag IDE-

ICE. Sections 8.3.10 through 8.3.13 describe additional input flags added since the last release.

Section 8.7 will describe the addition of a new namelist which can be read. Section 10.1 will

cover the inputs for the revised de-icing function. Sections 10.5 through 10.11 describe additional

input files which can be read. Chapter 12 will cover the additional output files for this option. Sec-

tion 14.6 will summarize the runtime errors for the de-icer input. Sections 15.13 to 15.18 will

describe de-icing and anti-icing example cases. Chapter 16 will summarize the user tips for run-

ning de-icing and anti-icing cases.

Note: At a minimum, the user must add the following two lines to the end of the main input

file for existing LEWICE 2.0 input files for them to work with LEWICE 2.2:

&RDATA

&END

See Section 8.7 for details of the new namelist.
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Chapter 6: Recommended Practices

This section will list a set of recommended practices for running LEWICE 2.2. These recom-

mendations are provided at various locations in this manual. They are summarized here for conve-

nient reference by the user. Each paragraph may contain a recommended practice which is not

directly related to other notes in that section. This section differs from Chapter 16 which list user

notes in that this section contains those notes considered most important for accurate use of the

software.

6.1 Panel Criteria

The key to obtaining good ice shape prediction for glaze ice is to run multiple time step cases

where each time step produces a flow solution which is acceptable. Poor flow solutions in poten-

tial flow are characterized by 'noise' in the CP vs. S curve which is caused by the rough surface.

Spikes in this solution will result in irregular ice shape formations. In LEWICE 2.2, this is highly

automated by the software, but the user has some control to attempt to obtain better flow solu-

tions.

The number of panels and control volumes used are virtually independent of the number of

points contained in the geometry input file.

The input parameter DSMN will control the number of control volumes and panels used. For

single body simulations, very few problems have been encountered. The effect of DSMN on ice

shape has been documented in the validation report 1. However, multiple bodies sometimes have

problems when running multiple time step simulations. Common problems are for the user to

specify a value for DSMN which is too small or too large. Values in the range 2"10 -4 _ DSMN

8* 10 -4 are recommended. The lower limit reflects the current limits of the array sizes in the pro-

gram and is not a reflection of the accuracy for low DSMN values. For DSMN values of S*10 -4 or

higher, quantitative differences occur due the coarse spacing provided. An exception was found

for cylinders which have a very large surface area compared to similarly sized airfoils. Larger

DSMN values are necessary for this geometry due the limitations on array sizes. Please check the

geometry output file(s) to determine how many panels the program is using for each body.
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It is recommendedthattheusersupplyapproximately100ormorepointsfor eachbodyinput.

Themodificationof the initial input pointscansometimeshavethe adversesideeffectof

slightlychangingtheairfoil shape,especiallyfor a sparseinitial geometry.Theinitial geometry

writtento thegeometryoutputfile(s) shouldbeexaminedverycarefullyfor anomaliesregarding

thissideeffect.

6.2Time Step

As statedbefore,oneof thekeysto goodiceshapepredictionin glazeiceis theuseof multi-

ple timesteps.TheoriginalLEWICEmanualstatedthatthemaximumamountof iceaccretedin

anytimestepshouldbenogreaterthan1%of thechord.Thisisstill a reasonablevalue.Thecom-

putationusedis

N= (LWC)(V)(Time)
(chord)(Piee)( O.O1) (1)

where N is the number of time steps, LWC is the liquid water content, V is the velocity (air-

speed), and Pice is the ice density. The user should insure that they are using consistent units for

this calculation.

This will give the user a rough idea of the time step size needed for an accurate simulation.

Even for long runs (for example 45 min. hold conditions) small time steps can be used.

The variability of LEWICE results for various time steps and point spacings is discussed in

the section on Numerical Variability in the report on the validation tests. Due to this variability,

LEWICE 2.2 selects automatic time stepping to be on as its default setting.

For very small (< 6 inch) chord geometries such as cylinders, the number of time steps recom-

mended by the software may be considered prohibitive by the user. It may be possible (and even

necessary) to decrease the number of time steps for these cases. It should be noted though that the

smallest chord airfoil in the validation database is a 14 inch chord NACA0015 for which 8 ice

shapes have been digitized.
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Timestepssmallerthan30secondsarediscouragedastheycancauseundesirablenumerical

effects.Thesoftwareshouldnot choosea time stepthis smallunlessthechordlengthis very

smallaswell.

Theprocedurefor thevalidationreportsetthenumberof time stepsequalto thenumberof

minutesof icingor 15,whicheverwaslower. Thisprocedureis highlyrecommendedto maintain

consistencywith thevalidationreportresults.Theautomatedtime stepprocedurewill usethis

methodologyby default.

6.3DSMN (PointSpacing)

Thenumberof panelsandcontrolvolumesusedarevirtually independentof thenumberof

points contained in the geometry input file.

In version 2.2 the number of control volumes will be much greater than the number of panels.

The ratio of control volumes to panels is approximately 50 to 1. The default value for DSMN is

4.10 -4"

There is one value of DSMN for each body. If only one body exists, only the first value input

is used by the software. For multi-body simulations, it is to the user's advantage to use smaller

DSMN values on the smaller bodies and larger values on the larger bodies which are input.

Unless otherwise indicated, the user should not select excessively large values for DSMN. Values

smaller than 2* 10-4 have been used for small airfoil elements such as slats and flaps.

DSMN values larger than 8* 10 -4 are sometimes needed when the ice shape is extremely large

in comparison to the airfoil. An example of this condition occurs for cylinders below six inches in

diameter, especially when a lengthy accretion time is used (20 minutes or more). The time step for

this case may have to be increased from the recommended values in order to run this case as well.

The total wrap distance around a typical airfoil is slightly greater than 2 (dimensionless

value). For a DSMN value of 4*10 -4, the number of control volumes produced will exceed 5000.

Since the array size limit is 10000 points, the total wrap distance around the iced geometry needs

to be more than four times greater than the chord length for the array bounds to be exceeded. For

a DSMN value of 8* 10-4, the total wrap distance around the iced geometry needs to be more than
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eighttimesgreaterthanthechordlength.Theratioof wrapdistanceto chordlengthfor acylinder

isby definitionpi (3.1415926536...).Thisratiowill increaseastheicegrowsonthecylinder.This

exampleshowswhylargerDSMNvaluesarelikely neededfor acylinder.

6.4Numberof Trajectories

The number of trajectories used in the impingement region is an input to the software. A good

approximation would be to first estimate how many panels are expected to be in the impingement

region. The number of trajectories should not be less than one trajectory for every three panels

and should not be greater than one for each panel. An excessive number of trajectories should be

avoided as this will slow down the solution. The actual number which the software uses for the

collection efficiency calculation may be different than the value input. The software is limited to

one trajectory strike per panel. If more than one trajectory hits a given panel, only the first hit will

be saved.

6.5 One-Dimensional Anti-Icing

This program will calculate the heat requirements using a hot air or an electrothermal anti-

icer. It will then compute the ice shape as if the surface were unheated. Layers are input with the

inner surface first, and the outer surface last. The information in the de-icer input file will be used

for each body in a multi-element calculation. The desired surface temperature input in the de-icer

input file must be above freezing (in Kelvin) for this option to work properly. NASA Glenn also

had programs which performed more detailed analysis of de-icer and anti-icer performance. The

LEWICE/Thermal program 8 performed a 2D transient de-icer simulation and the ANTICE

program 9 performed a 2D steady-state anti-icing simulation. These two programs have been inte-

grated into this version of LEWICE. If the user needs a more detailed analysis than provided with

the one-dimensional anti-icing function, they are encouraged to try IDEICE = 2 or IDEICE = 3

options in the main input file.

This routine does not affect the ice accretion routine. The software will output an ice shape as

if no heat had been applied. This routine generates a separate file containing the temperatures and

heat fluxes needed to maintain a desired surface temperature which is input by the user.
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Thisroutinetreatsthecurrentgeometryastheairfoil anddoesnot distinguishanicedairfoil

from anun-icedairfoil.Therefore,onlytheresultsobtainedin thefirst timestepareapplicableto

ananti-icingproblem.

Thetextaccompanyingtheinputfields in the exampleslistedis providedfor informational

purposes.Only thenumericalvalueisreadby LEWICE.

Typicalrunningwetanti-icingsystemsoperatein theregion5-10 +Cwhile anevaporative

systemmayoperateat 50+Cor evenhigher.

Theinternalheattransfercoefficientfor regionsoutsidethosespecifiedby theuserwill be

zero.

Theresultsfor a desiredsurfacetemperatureat (or below)freezingwill be inaccuratesince

theanti-icingmoduledoesnothaveprovisionsto freezesurfacewaterasdoestheLEWlCEicing

module.

6.6 Droplet Distribution

Most cases run with LEWICE 2.2 in the validation database use a single drop size, the Median

Volume Diameter (MVD) for the flight condition. Although multiple drop size distributions can

be run with LEWICE 2.2, execution times will be increased. The difference in ice shape and icing

limits are documented in the validation report 1. This report shows that the effect is very slight for

single body simulations. The procedure used by LEWICE for multiple drop size distributions is to

calculate a collection efficiency for each drop size, and then to superimpose the solutions. For a

five drop size distribution, this feature essentially makes the software five times slower to obtain

what is often a marginal effect. The main practical use for this feature would be to determine

more accurate impingement limits on the clean airfoil. Preliminary results have shown that multi-

ple drop size distributions can have a large impact on the collection efficiencies and ice accretion

of multi-element airfoils.

The FLWC values input in the main input file are Fraction Liquid Water Content. These val-

ues must add to one (1). The program will adjust the FLWC values proportionately so they add to

1.
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Theprogramwill determinethenumberof dropsizesin thedistributionby lookingfor the

first occurrencewhereFLWC= 0. Therefore,theusershouldnotplacezerosin theFLWC field

until theendof thedistributionisreached.

MVD isnot aninputvariableto LEWICE.TheMVD is calculatedfrom theindividualdrop

sizesinputin thissection.

Important: The validation database contains MVD drop sizes in the range 15_< MVD _<270.

Although some experimental data has been collected in the 50 < MVD _<270 micron range and

has been used for software validation, there is not enough data available to consider the software

validated for these drop sizes. Caution should be exercised when running cases above 50 micron

MVD. Due to the recent popularity of drop size inputs in these exceedence conditions, it is worth

emphasizing the above statement. This statement does not imply that LEWlCE cannot run the

drop size distribution input by the user. It most likely can. The warning statement does not imply

that the results will be inaccurate. LEWlCE results for exceedence conditions are quite encourag-

ing in this respect. The statement simply points out that insufficient experimental data is available

at these drop sizes. Since the results cannot be experimentally validated, the true accuracy of the

results cannot be verified.

6.7 Collection Efficiencies and Droplet Trajectories

The wrap distance from the leading edge output in the collection efficiency data file

(BETA.DAT) and the impingement limit data file (IMP.DAT) may lose physical meaning past

the first time step. This occurs since the calculated "leading edge" of a glaze ice shape will likely

be at the tip of the upper ice horn and nowhere near the leading edge of the clean geometry.

The impingement limit listed in the output file "IMP.DAT" may not match the wrap distance

location where the collection efficiency (beta) goes to zero in the output file "BETA.DAT". The

difference is due to the resolution of surface points in the impingement limit region. The value

quoted in the file "IMP.DAT" is the computed impingement limit. The location where the collec-

tion efficiency goes to zero is the surface point closest to this value.
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Droplettrajectoryoutputis sequential.Thefirst setof coordinatescontainthecoordinatesof

thefirst trajectorycalculated.Subsequentoutputcontainscoordinatesfor eachsuccessivetrajec-

torycalculated.No indicatorispresentin theoutputfile to offsettrajectoryoutputfrom onetime

stepto another.Hence,thisoutputis onlyrecommendedfor thefirst timestep.

6.8 Static Pressure/Altitude

Ambient pressure is not recorded as part of the tunnel data, so the exact value during the tests

is unknown. However, since ambient pressure is at best a secondary effect on the ice accretion

process, a representative value near atmospheric pressure was used for the comparison.

To a good approximation, for a 'standard atmosphere', the following equation can be used:

P = 100920 - 11.35H + 0.00039456H 2 where

P = pressure in N/m 2 and

H = height (altitude) in meters

6.9 Temperature

The input variable for temperature in LEWICE is the ambient static temperature in degrees

Kelvin. The data supplied to researchers is often the total temperature, not the static temperature.

Make certain the value input is correct!

6.10 Relative Humidity

Relative humidity is not recorded as part of the tunnel data, so the exact value during the tests

is unknown. However, since it is at best a secondary effect on the ice accretion process, a repre-

sentative value of 100% humidity can be used.

6.11 Printer Flags

Output files from LEWICE can be very large. If all of this information is not needed, the user

can save a great deal of disk space by not generating individual files or by reducing the amount of

information which is sent to those files. Example Case 2 illustrates this effect. As listed in this

example, the case produces 3.3 MB of output. If all of the printer flags are activated, the output
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will exceed45 MB. Finally,it shouldbe notedthatthedefinitionfor theprint flag TPRThas

changedfromversion1.6.Thecurrentdefinitionof TPRThastheoppositemeaningfor inputval-

uesof TPRT= 1andTPRT= 2thanthedefinitionusedin version1.6.

6.12 Geometry Input

It should be noted that all of the validation data uses airfoils. Although LEWICE can simulate

any enclosed body (or bodies), the validation performed to date has been limited to the available

data.

A separate input file must be provided for each body being simulated. If only one body

exists, only one geometry file will be read. Each line of the geometry input file contains an x,y

coordinate pair for the body geometry. The x-coordinate is listed first. The format of the data is

free format for the x,y coordinates. It is quite common for problems to arise when inputting a new

geometry for the first time. The following discussion will describe some of the common errors

made by users in generating an input file.

If the body geometry is too coarse, the panel model created may not replicate the body geom-

etry input. The initial set of coordinates output to file "ICE1 .DAT" contain the initial panel model

of the first body geometry. The user should check that this airfoil matches their geometry input

file whenever a new geometry is input or if the point spacing (DSMN) has increased. Standard

geometry input files used for testing purposes range from 50 to 150 points.

The panel solution used in this software assumes that the body(s) being simulated are closed

bodies. Several tests have been run using airfoils with open trailing edges and some of the results

appear acceptable. If the flow solution calculated with an open trailing edge is acceptable to the

user, then there may be no need to alter the trailing edge simply to enclose the body.

LEWICE requires that the body geometry points should be input in a clockwise fashion. This

means that the points are input starting at the trailing edge and proceed sequentially toward the

leading edge along the lower surface up to the leading edge, then traverse back to the trailing edge

along the upper surface.
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Severalerrorscanoccurwhenpointsaretypedin. Theseerrorsmaycausethegeometrytobe

differentfromtheoneintendedby theuser.Somecommonerrorsinclude:pointsinputin reverse

order;missingormisplaceddecimalpoints;or mistypednumbers.LEWlCEcannotcheckfor all

possibleerrors.Theusershouldalwayscheckthefirst panelgeometryprintedto "ICE1.DAT" to

ensurethatthebodybeingusedby LEWlCEcloselyresemblestheintendedgeometry.Specifi-

cally,theusershouldensurethattherearesufficientinputpointsin regionsof highcurvature.The

pointdistributionmethodologyusedin LEWlCEwill tendto "roundoff" comersif aninsufficient

numberof pointsareused.

Additionalinputproblemsmayarisewhentheuserattemptsto inputmorethanonebody.One

suchproblemcanoccurwhenthebodiesintersect.Thiscaneasilyoccurwithmulti-elementair-

foils if theuserdoesnotproperlyrotatetheflaporusethepropergapsettings.

LEWICEcannotrunmultiplebodieswhereonebodyis completelyinsideanotherbody.This

canoccurif thecoordinatesfor thebodiesaresuppliedrelativeto differentpointsof originrather

thanrelativeto thesamepointof origin.

The logic usedby thetrajectorymoduledictatesthat multiplebodiesneedto be input in

sequentialorderin thex-direction.Thismeansthatthefirst bodyaparticlecouldencountermust

be listedfirst, thesecondbodyit couldencountermustbelistedsecondandsoon.Thiscriteriais

basedupontheleadingedgeof eachbody,noton thetrailingedgeasparticlesaremostlikely to

impingeontheleadingedgeof eachbody.

6.13De-icer Input

The program will only ask for the de-icer input file name for cases where IDEICE is not equal

to zero.

Both the IDEICE = 2 and IDEICE = 3 options will perform a detailed thermal analysis within

the airfoil, ice and water. The IDEICE = 2 option is recommended for failed thermal cases with

significant ice accretion. The laminar flag, IDEICE = 3, provides consistently better predictions

for cases with a clean leading edge. However, it is the less conservative option and has a tendency

to overpredict temperatures for some cases.
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Theoutputfile "NOICE.DAT"containsoutputfromthesimplified1Dthermalanalysis.This

analysisis providedfor all caseswhereIDEICE> 0. WhenIDEICE = 1, it is theonly thermal

analysisperformed.It is alsoperformedfor IDEICE= 2 andIDEICE= 3 casesasthe1Doption

doesnot takesignificantcomputationtime.Also seeSection10.1.4.4for additionalcapabilities

whenIDEICE= 2or 3.

Thede-icergeometryis specifiedby theuserin the(rectangular)computationaldomain,not

in thephysicaldomain.

Unlikethermalconductivityanddensity,thespecificheatof materialsisoftendifficult to find

in references.Manufacturersoftendonotmeasure(or list) thisquantityin specsheets.However,

thisparameteris onlyimportantfor transient(time-dependant)cases.

Dataisreadfree-form.Thenumbersdonothaveto residein anyparticularcolumnanddonot

havetolineupwith thecomments.Thenumbersmustbeinputin thecorrectorderhowever.

Theinput unitsfor LEWICE 2.2aremetric.Dueto therelativescaleof certainvalues,the

inputunitscanbewattsorkilowatts.

W/in2* 1.55= kW/m2

Heatflux valuesareinput(andoutput)in unitsofkW/m2while thermalconductivityandheat

transfercoefficientsareinput(andoutput)in unitsof W/m/KandW/m2/Krespectively.

Thefirst layerinputis theinnermostlayerandthelastlayerwill be thetopsurface.

Whileperformingde-icingor anti-icingsimulations,makecertainthatthetoplayercontains

thethermalpropertiesof ice. If theicemelts,thesoftwarewill changethepropertiesaccordingly.

Foranyicing,de-icingoranti-icingsimulation,thethicknessgivento theicelayerin thissec-

tionwill onlybeusedto determinethegrid spacingwithin theice.Theactualicethicknessateach

gridpointispartof theoutputfromthismodule.
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Thetotalnumberofpointsin thenormaldirectioniscurrentlylimitedto 310points.Thetotal

numberof pointsis thesumofthepointsin eachindividuallayerminusthenumberof layers,plus

2.

Only thelineswithdataareusedby thesoftware.Thecommentsincludedin thisexampleare

extraneousandareignoredby LEWICE2.2.

Thesectiondatais enteredfrom theleft sideof thecomputationaldomaintowardtheright

side.In thephysicaldomain,datais enteredstartingfrom thelowersurfacetrailingedgeclock-

wisetowardtheleadingedgeanendingbackatthetrailingedge.

Thelengthof theendsegmentswill be changedsothatthetotalsegmentlengthequalsthe

totalwrapdistancecalculatedby LEWICE2.2.An identicalamountwill beadded(or subtracted)

from eachendsegment.Segmentsmaybeeliminated,if needed,to matchthe airfoil wrapdis-

tance.

Thecenterof themiddlesectionis not alignedwith thebodyleadingedgeby default.This

canbechangedin thenextsetof input datausingvariableOFFSET.Itis notnecessaryfor the

inputdatato alignonagivencolumn.Thiswasdonein theexamplecasestoimprovereadability.

Commentlineshavebeenaddedto improvereadability.Thesoftwarewill ignorethecom-

mentsandonlyreadthedatalines.

If therewasanerrorreadingdatain thefirst section,thesoftwarewill continuetoreadtherest

of the input file. However,anerrorin anearliersectioncancauseincorrecterrormessagesto

appearfor subsequentsections.It ishighly recommendedthattheuserfix thefirst errorsencoun-

teredandresubmitthecase.

Normaloperationof thissoftwareusesoneparameterstudyperrun (IPAR= 1).Whileamul-

tipleparameterstudyoptionhasbeenincluded,it is possiblethatoutputfrom amultipleparame-

terstudyrunmaybedifferentfromtheoutputthatwouldhavebeenachievedif thecasewererun

separately.Thisoptionhasseenlimitedtesting.Section13.1describesapotentiallybetterway to

performaparameterstudyby usingexternalscripts.
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Temperaturecontrolledheatersasmodeledin thissoftwaredonotnecessarilydeterminethe

"optimum"heatflux. Initially, it usesthewattagesinput until thetemperatureexceedstheON

temperature.It then turnsoff all heatuntil thetemperaturedropsbelow the OFFtemperature.

Heatis thenturnedon,but at a lowerwattage.Thisprocesscontinuesuntil thesimulationtime

(TSTOP)is reached.If thesimulationtimeis sufficientlylongandthewattagehasnotchanged

for a long time,thenthewattagereportedin "QOPT.DAT"maybecloseto theoptimumheat

flux. Results to date have been inconsistent for this option.

To model a section which does not have a heater, simply input QDE = 0.

To model an electrothermal anti-icing system or parting strip, set TOFF = 0.

The heat transfer coefficient input at the top surface may be overwritten using the IBOUND

flag in the next input section.

The inside heat transfer coefficient, HI, can be used to model a hot air anti-icer. Section

10.1.4 provides a better way to model of this type of system.

The wall heat flux, QWl, can be used to model a hot air anti-icer. Section 10.1.4 provides a

better way to model of this type of system.

The IQW flag does not necessarily determine the "optimum" heat flux. Initially, it uses the

wattages input until the temperature exceeds the ON temperature. It then turns off all heat until

the temperature drops below the OFF temperature. Heat is then turned on, but at a lower wattage.

This process continues until the simulation time (TSTOP) is reached. If the simulation time is suf-

ficiently long and the wattage has not changed for a long time, then the wattage reported in

"QOPT.DAT" may be close to the optimum heat flux. Also see the description of temperature

controlled heaters in Section 10.1.2.2. Results to date have been inconsistent for this option.

IBLEED and IQAIN flags are most often used when the input data is known. Examples of this

condition occur when experimental test data is available or when values are calculated by another

program or via correlation. IQW is most often used when this data is not available.
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IBOUNDvaluesareignoredbythesoftwareunlessIBC2= 2boundaryconditionisused.

Mostof thecasesperformedto date(especiallythosewhichhaveexperimentaldata)useINIT

= 2 andICOND= 1.Othercombinationshaveseenlimitedtesting.

If anodeof icemelts,thesoftwarewill automaticallychangethethermalpropertiesof that

nodeto water.

If phasechangeis considered(IGDE= 1),thelength(ELDE)givento thetoplayerin Section

10.1.1.2will onlybeusedto definethenormaldirectiongrid spacingin theicelayer.In thiscase,

theicethicknessattime= 0will bezero.

Somecombinationsof flagsin Table22maygeneratewarningmessagesbut theflagvalues

will notbechanged

To modelafixed-bodyproblem,simplysetRPM= 0.

Thesoftwareusestherotordatainputfor threecalculations:1)therotationalspeedisusedto

calculatean increasein theaerodynamicheatingterm in the energybalance;2) therotational

forceis usedto shedice;and,3) therotationalforceis usedto find theresultantforceof theshed

iceparticle,whichis usedto tracktheparticleafterit sheds.

Therotatingbodyinformationis notusedby thepotentialflow solverin LEWICE2.2nor is

therotatingbodyinformationusedby thetrajectoryequation.

If STA= 0 or RPM= 0, thenthereisno differencebetweenIROT= 0 andIROT= 1(rota-

tionalforceiszero).

De-icertimestepslessthan10-4secondsarenot allowedasthesoftwarewill runveryslowly

atsuchde-icertimesteps.De-icertimestepsgreaterthan1secondcannotaccuratelycapturetem-

peraturedistributionsevenfor caseswhereonlythesteady-stateoutput(ananti-icingcase)issim-

ulated.Thisoccursbecauseconvergencecannotbemaintainedfor largerde-icertimesteps.
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DTAUI valuesotherthan0.1secondshavebeenusedin testcaseswhichhavealargeinitial

transientin thetemperaturedistribution.Smallerinitial time stepswerechosenin thesecasesto

accuratelymodelthetemperaturedistribution.Largerinitial timestepswerechosenfor steady-

stateanti-icingcases.Notethatsincethephaseof eachnodein theicelayermustbeiteratedupon,

a largertimestepdoesnotalwaysprovideafastersolution.

Timesfor temperatureoutputselectedby theuserdonothaveto bein equaltimeincrements.

Equalincrementswereusedin theexamplecasesfor convenience.

Previousversionsof theLEWlCE/Thermalsoftwareusedtimestepinsteadof time.

Thelasttwooutputtypes(IOTYPE= 4or 5)areintendedfor debuggingpurposesandshould

notnormallybeneededbytheuser.

Theshedtrajectorycomputationassumesthatshediceparticlesarespheres.

Theshedforcedatafilescanbeextremelylargeandshouldbedeletedif theyarenotneeded.
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Chapter 7: Interactive Input

This section will describe the interactive input required by LEWICE. Error messages are also

described along with suggested corrective measures. The error messages are generated by the

operating system and are unique to the platform being used. Since LEWICE can be compiled and

run on a wide variety of operating systems and hardware platforms, it is not possible to identify

the error messages for every platform. Two operating systems were chosen to provide representa-

tive examples of the operating system errors. The systems chosen were those generated by

Windows95/DOS for PCs and those generated by IRIX 6.2 for SGI workstations. The latter

example should be representative of error messages provided by other unix operating systems.

The error generated by the system will be listed in italics, while the explanation of the error is

listed in plain text. The errors listed in this document are those which result from running the exe-

cutable provided on the LEWICE distribution disks. Users who recompile the program for their

system may generate different errors.

7.1 Enter Input File Name

The first interactive input directs the user to input the name of the main input file. The name

can be up to 80 characters long. This filename length is necessary as the user must also input the

directory path of this file if it is different from the directory containing the program. Please read

the error messages in this section concerning the proper form of the input using a directory path.

If the file cannot be accessed, the following system error will be generated:

external file

IRIX 6.2 Message

open(name): No such file or directory

apparent state: unit 35 named

last format:

Unit 35 is a sequential formatted

*** Execution terminated (2) ***

Windows DOS Shell Message

forrtl: The system cannot find the file specified.

forrtl: severe (29): file not found, unit 35, file C:\Lewice\test.inp
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This error indicates that the file name input does not exist, or does not exist in this directory.

Common problems:

1) The file name was not typed correctly (in the example case, remember to include the exten-

sion - i.e. use "casel.inp" not simply "casel");

2) The input file is in a different directory than the program. The input file can be in a differ-

ent directory than the program, but in order for LEWlCE to recognize the input file the path must

be specified. For example, use "inputs\naca0012\casel .inp" instead of simply "casel .inp" to read

the input file "casel .inp" in the directory "inputs" and subdirectory "naca0012". Note: The above

example used the DOS directory convention of backward slashes "V' to list subdirectories. IRIX

and many other unix systems use forward slashes "/" instead.

PC Note: To get to the root directory, first type a backward slash "V', then the path and file

name. For example, the command "\lewice\inputs\naca0012\casel.inp" can also be used to read

the file "casel .inp" in the directory "C:\lewice\inputs\naca0012".

Unix Note: It is common practice in unix to place all programs in a predefined directory such

as/usr/bin so that everyone using that system can run the program. The path for specifying the

input file in this case is to provide the path from the directory the user is in. For example, if the

user is in their home directory and the input file is in the home directory, no path should be pro-

vided. If the user is in their home directory and the input files are in directory ../inputs/naca0012,

then the proper path to input is "inputs/naca0012/casel.inp". If the user is in directory ../inputs/

naca0012 and the input file is in this directory, then no path needs to be provided in this case

either. P.S.: This sequence is correct based on the IRIX 6.2 operating system. Behavior for other

unix operating systems are expected to be the same, but potentially could be different.

7.2 Enter File Name for Body 1

This interactive input directs the user to input the name of the file containing the body geome-

try points for the first body being used. If only one body is being run, the program will not ask for

additional geometry files. If more than one body is being simulated, the software will prompt the

user for additional file names for each body. If the file cannot be accessed, the error message
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listedpreviouslyfor themaininputfilenamewill alsobegenerated.In thiscasehowever,theunit

numberreferencedin theerrormessagewill beunit 44 for thefirst body,unit 45 for thesecond

body,unit 46for thethirdbody,unit 47for thefourthbodyand48for thefifth body.Thecorrec-

tivemeasuresconcerningfile nameanddirectorypathlistedearlierfor thiserrorwill alsoapplyto

errorsinvolvingthebodygeometry.

7.3 Confirmation of Warnings

The file name inputs for the main input file name and geometry input file name(s) are the only

interactive inputs to LEWICE unless the program has a problem reading the input files or if a de-

icer input file is being used. LEWICE may issue a warning message or an error message in accor-

dance with the nature of the problem. These warning messages and error messages are listed in

the following chapters which describe the input files for LEWICE. After any warning messages

are issued, the user will have to confirm the settings to continue the run from the following inter-

active input:

There is' a problem with your input. (value) warnings have been issued. Do you wish to con-

tinue? Answer Y or N

This question will be asked after all of the input fields have been processed within the soft-

ware. The listing (value) in the above statement will be replaced by the actual number of warning

messages issued. The program will only continue running if the response to this question is Y or

y. Other responses (including no response) will be interpreted as a negative response and the pro-

gram will exit. This message will not appear if there are no warnings issued. If the user wishes to

correct the input file based on a warning message, simply respond negatively to the prompt and

edit the file after the program quits.

For every error message, the following line will be printed:

The program will stop because of the above error.

This message indicates that the statement above this error message has caused the program to

exit. The program will then continue processing the input file. Once all of the input fields have

been processed, the following line will be printed:
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(value) problems have occurred with the input which cannot be corrected by the program.

Please correct the input and resubmit the case.

Once again, the (value) field in the above statement will be replaced with the actual number of

errors detected. After this statement prints out, the user must correct the errors listed. Refer to the

sections on that variable for assistance with correcting the error.

7.4 Enter De-icer File Name for Body 1

This interactive input directs the user to input the name of the file containing the internal

geometry of the body, physical properties, heater wattages and various flags. If only one body is

being run, the program will not ask for additional de-icer input files. If more than one body is

being simulated, the program will prompt the user for additional file names for each body. The

same file can be used for different bodies if the user desires. If the file cannot be accessed, the

error message listed previously for the main input file name will also be generated. In this case

however, the unit number referenced in the error message will be unit 10 for the first body, unit 11

for the second body, unit 12 for the third body, unit 13 for the fourth body and 14 for the fifth

body. The corrective measures concerning file name and directory path listed earlier for this error

will also apply to errors involving the de-icer input. The de-icer input file will be checked for any

errors or warning messages. If any problems occur with this input file, the warning and error mes-

sages described in the previous section will be issued.

Note: The program will only ask for the de-icer input file name for cases where IDEICE is not

equal to zero.
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Chapter 8: Main Input File

This section will define the variables in the main input file to LEWICE. Several notes are also

added to aid the user in properly setting up an input file for this software. Any warning messages

or error messages based on improper inputs will also be described in this section.

In the examples provided in this section, the input file was named "test.inp" and was located

in a directory called "Lewice". In every instance where a screen message is referenced, the mes-

sage is also written to the debug file, "JUNK.DAT".

8.1 Listing Variables in a Namelist

The main input file for LEWICE is formatted as a series of namelists. Variables in namelist

format are input on separate lines. Each line contains a unique variable which is listed in that

namelist. The line should contain the variable name followed by an equal sign (=) followed by the

value to be assigned to that variable. The value can be in integer, real or exponential format

regardless of the definition used within the program. For example, an integer variable does not

have to be input as an integer. The value will be truncated for use in the program. In addition, the

user is not required to list every variable in the namelist. If a variable is not listed in the input file,

the program will use the default value. Default values are listed in this section for each variable.

Examples of valid inputs are provided for each namelist section.

8.1.1 Variable not in namelist error

If the user lists a variable which is not in one of the namelists, the following system error is

generated:

IRIX 6.2 Message

namelist read: variable not in namelist

apparent state: unit 35 named test.inp

last format: namelist io

Unit 35 is a sequential unformatted external file

*** Execution Terminated (119) ***
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Windows DOS Shell Message

forrtl: severe (19): invalid reference to variable in NAMELIST input, unit 35,

file C : \Lewice\test. inp

Common causes for this error occur when the user mistypes the variable name or when the

user enters a variable from a previous LEWICE version which is no longer input into that namel-

ist. IRIX 6.2 has an additional constraint that the first character of each namelist and each namel-

ist variable resides in column 2. This constraint was not noticed on the PC. Also note that the

LEWICE input files are ASCII text. PCs, Macs and Unix workstations all have different formats

for treating line breaks with ASCII files which may cause problems when transferring input files

to different platforms. Specifically, when PC ASCII files are moved to an SGI with IRIX 6.2,

there is an extraneous character (AM) at the end of each line. This character must be removed

from each line to use the file on the SGI.

8.1.2 Namelists Listed Out of Order or Missing Namelist

The namelists used for LEWICE 2.2 are LEW20, DIST, ICE1, and LPRNT in that order. If a

namelist appears out of order or is missing, the following system error is generated:

IRIX 6.2 Message

namelist read: cannot position within current file

apparent state: unit 35 named test.inp

last format: namelist io

Unit 35 is a sequential unformatted external file

*** Execution Terminated (170) ***

Windows DOS Shell Message

forrtl: severe (24): end-of-file during read, unit 35, file C:\Lewice\test.inp

Each section of the main input file will now be explained. Statements which are output to the

screen are in italics. Statements which contain the phrase (value) indicate that a numerical value

will be output where the phrase (value) is located.
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8.2 Line 1

Line 1 is the title assigned to the run by the user. The title can be up to 80 characters in length

and will be written to the output files "MISC.DAT" and "JUNK.DAT". If no title exists, the fol-

lowing system error will be generated:

IRIX 6.2 Message

namelist read: cannot position within current file

apparent state: unit 35 named test.inp

last format: namelist io

Unit 35 is a sequential unformatted external file

*** Execution Terminated (170) ***

Windows DOS Shell Message

forrtl: severe (24): end-of-file during read, unit 35, file C:\Lewice\test.inp

8.3 LEW20 Namelist

The LEW20 namelist contains a collection of inputs from a number of separate namelists

from version 1.66. The inputs have been rearranged for clarity. Input for the LEW20 namelist is

identified by the line:

&LEW20

This line should immediately follow the title line. Refer to the list of namelist errors at the

beginning of this section if there are problems with this input.

LEW20 Namelist Variables

8.3.1 ITIMFL

Default Value: ITIMFL = 1

ITIMFL is a flag indicating whether LEWICE will use automatic time stepping or will use a

user-defined number of time steps. If ITIMFL = 0 then the number of time steps will remain as

input by the user in the IFLO variable. If ITIMFL = 1 then the time step will be calculated based
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on the accumulation parameter. In either case, the time steps are of equal length throughout the

run. When ITIMFL = 1, the minimum number of time steps is calculated internally in the program

by the following procedure. First, a preliminary number is calculated based upon the accumula-

tion parameter as given below.

where

N= (LWC)(V)(Time)
(chord)(Pice) (0.01 ) (2)

LWC = liquid water content (g/m 3)

V = velocity (m/s)

Time = accretion time (s)

chord = airfoil chord (m)

Pice = ice density = 9.17* 105 g/m 3

A second time step number is calculated by

Time
N2 - (3)

60

IFLO is then calculated by the following expression

IFLO = Max[Min(N, 30), Min(N2, 15)] (4)

The values of IFLO calculated in this fashion will correspond to the values used in the

LEWICE validation report. When ITIMFL = 1 and the number of time steps input by the user is

less than the number calculated, the number of time steps will be increased and a warning mes-

sage will be generated. If the number of time steps input by the user is greater than the value cal-

culated, no adjustment is made and no warning message will be generated. The variability of

LEWICE results for various time steps and point spacings is discussed in the section on Numeri-

cal Variability in the validation report 1. Due to this variability, LEWICE 2.2 selects automatic
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time steppingto be on as its default setting. The warning message listed below will be printed

whenever the user sets automatic time stepping to the off value:

You are not using automated time stepping procedure. The accuracy of the program in this

situation is unknown.

In addition, if the number of time steps selected (see IFLO input) is less than the recom-

mended value, the following additional warning message will print out:

You are running fewer time steps than recommended. Number of time steps recommended =

(value). Number of time steps selected = (value). Ice shapes produced may be different from those

used to validate this' program.

The valid inputs for ITIMFL are 0 and 1. If any other value is input, the following warning

occurs:

Valid inputs' of ITIMFL are 0 and 1. Your input value of (value) is' out of range. Setting

ITIMFL to 1.

If ITIMFL is not specified in the namelist, its default value will be set to 1 (automatic time

stepping is on).

8.3.2 TSTOP

Default Value: TSTOP = 60

TSTOP is the total time of the icing simulation in seconds. This value must be > 0. An input

value < 0 will generate the following error:

Severe input error: Time cannot be negative! TSTOP = (value) is an invalid input.

After checking the other inputs, the program will exit due to this error.
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An input of zerofor TSTOPwill causea "divide by zero"problembecausethecalculated

timestepwill alsobezero.Thefollowingerrormessagewill begenerated:

Calculated time step is < = zero! dtime = (value)

After checking the other inputs, the program will exit due to this error.

An extensive validation effort has been performed to define the regimes where LEWICE pro-

duces acceptable results. The existing experimental data base does not contain any data points for

icing times greater than 45 minutes (2700 seconds). If a TSTOP value greater than 2700 seconds

is input, the following warning message will be generated:

The maximum icing time used for evaluation of this software was 45 rain. Your time of tstop =

(value) exceeds' this value. The accuracy of the program in this situation is' unknown.

The default time used by LEWICE is 60 seconds if the user does not specify a value.

8.3.3 IBOD

Default Value: IBOD = 1

IBOD is the number of bodies to be simulated. For example, a three body simulation can con-

sist of a slat, main element and flap. However, multi-body simulations are not limited to this

example.Valid input values for IBOD are 1 _<IBOD _<5. If the input value for IBOD is _<0, the

following error message will be generated:

Severe input error: You must run at least 1 body! IBOD = (value)

After checking the other inputs, the program will exit due to this error.

If the input value for IBOD is > 5, the following error message will be generated:
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Array size limits' the number of bodies to 5. Your input value of (value) is out of range.

Decrease the number of bodies input or increase the array size to fix this problem. The latter sug-

gestion requires changes to the source code.

After checking the other inputs, the program will exit due to this error. The last statement is

intended for code developers. The size of the array can be easily increased to run more than five

bodies. This change would require that the code be recompiled.

As stated earlier, LEWlCE 2.2 can run multiple body simulations including multi-element air-

foils. A report of its capabilities in this region shows very encouraging results 7. However, much

of the development effort for version 2.2 has centered on validating the existing features of the

program. Even though the results to date have been encouraging, there is not enough data avail-

able to consider LEWlCE 2.2 validated for multi-body flows. Therefore, if the input value for

IBOD is in the region 2 _ IBOD _ 5, the following warning message will be generated:

NASA does not have enough data to thoroughly validate LEWICE for multi-body condi-

tions. The built-in flow solver is for incompressible and inviscid (potential)flow. This' is usually

inadequate for the flow around multi-element wings. It is often necessary to alter the angle of

attack and flap angle to analyze these cases. Number of bodies input = (value)

The default number of bodies is equal to 1 if the user does not specify a value.

8.3.4 IFLO

Default Value: IFLO = 1

IFLO is the number of time steps to be used in the simulation. A value greater than 0 is

required for this input. If the input value is _<O, the following warning message will be generated:

Number of flow solutions input is <= zero! Resetting number of flow solutions (IFLO) = 1.

IFLO input = (value)
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As statedin thismessage,theprogramwill continuewith asingletimestep.Thisvaluemay

bechangedagainif theauto-timestepflag ison (ITIMFL = 1).

If theautomatictimestepoptionis used(ITIMFL = 1),thenthenumberof timestepsmaybe

overwrittenwith thecalculatednumberof time steps.Theprogramwill usethevalueof IFLO

inputif it is _ thecalculatedvalueandnowarningwill beissued.If thenumberof timestepsis

lessthantherecommendedvalueandITIMFL = 1,thefollowingwarningmessageis generated:

The input number of time steps (5) has been changed to the calculated value of(19). Unless

otherwise noted, this occurred because the auto-time stamp ITIMFL is' set = 1.

In the above example, the calculated number of time steps was 19 and the input value was 5.

The actual values printed out will depend on the conditions input by the user.

If the automatic time step option is not used (ITIMFL = 0) and the number of time steps input

less than the recommended value, the following warning message is generated:

You are running fewer time steps than recommended. Number of time steps recommended =

(value). Number of time steps selected = (value). Ice shapes produced may be different from those

used to validate this' program.

If no time step value is specified by the user, the default number of time steps is set equal to 1

if auto-time stepping is off and will be calculated if auto-time stepping is set on.

Note: For very small (< 6") chord geometries such as cylinders, the number of time steps rec-

ommended by the program may be considered prohibitive by the user. It may be possible (and

even necessary) to decrease the number of time steps for these cases. It should be noted though

that the smallest chord airfoil in the validation database is a 14" NACA0015 for which 8 ice

shapes have been digitized. Therefore, results for chord lengths smaller than this have not been

validated.
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Note: Time steps smaller than 30 seconds are discouraged as they can cause undesirable

numerical effects. The software should not choose a time step this small unless the chord length is

very small as well.

Note: The procedure for the validation report set the number of time steps equal to the number

of minutes of icing or 15, whichever was lower. This procedure is highly recommended to main-

tain consistency with the validation report results.

8.3.5 DSMN

Default Value: DSMN = 4* 10 -4

DSMN is the minimum size of the control volumes (non-dimensionalized). It is also tied indi-

rectly to the number of panels produced for the flow solution. The exact number of panels and

control volumes used will depend on the surface area and complexity of the input geometry.

Larger values of DSMN create fewer control volumes and fewer panels while smaller values of

DSMN create more control volumes and more panels.

Part of the validation effort for LEWICE 2.2 centered on defining practical ranges for the val-

ues of DSMN. The results of these tests are provided in the validation report 1. For all of the air-

foils studied, the range of DSMN values was 2"10 -4 < DSMN _ 8"10 -4. The lower limit reflects

the current limits of the array sizes in the program and is not a reflection of the accuracy for low

DSMN values. For DSMN values of 8"10 -4 or higher, quantitative differences occur due to the

coarse spacing provided. An exception was found for cylinders which have a very large surface

area compared to similarly sized airfoils. However, results on cylinders have not been validated

against experimental data. Larger DSMN values are necessary for cylinders due to the limitations

on array sizes. The value of DSMN input must be greater than zero however. If a value of DSMN

-<0 is input, the following error message is generated:

Severe input error: DSMN must be greater than zero! DSMN = (value)

After checking the other inputs, the program will exit due to this error.
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If avalueof DSMNgreaterthan8*10-4 is input, the following warning message is generated:

The point spacing input is larger than those tested. DSMN(i) = (value). Ice shapes produced

may be different from those used to validate this program.

There is no warning message generated for DSMN values below 2"10 -4. However, the user

should expect that for values of 2* 10-4 or below, the program may generate an error message that

the array size has been exceeded. See the section in this manual on runtime errors for a listing of

errors produced when the array sizes have been exceeded. All of the validation tests were run with

a DSMN value of 4*10 -4.

The following notes also contain useful information regarding the use of DSMN.

Note: In version 2.2 the number of control volumes will be much greater than the number of

panels. The ratio of control volumes to panels based on the validation tests is approximately 50 to

1. The default value for DSMN is 4"10 -4. As the total wrap distance around a typical airfoil is

slightly greater than 2 (dimensionless), the default DSMN value will produce over 5000 control

volumes. The number of panels produced in this case will be approximately 100.

Note: There is one value of DSMN for each body. If only one body exists, only the first value

input is used by the program. For multi-body simulations, it is to the user's advantage to use

smaller DSMN values on the smaller bodies and larger values on the larger bodies. Unless other-

wise indicated, the user should select values within the appropriate range.

Note: The number of panels and control volumes used are virtually independent of the num-

ber of points contained in the geometry input file.

Note: DSMN values larger than 8* 10 -4 are sometimes needed when the ice shape is extremely

large in comparison to the airfoil. An example of this condition occurs for cylinders below six

inches in diameter, especially when a lengthy accretion time is used (20 minutes or more). The

time step for this case may have to be increased from the recommended values in order to run this

case as well.
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8.3.6 NPL

Default Value: NPL = 24

NPL is the number of particle trajectories (including the impingement limit trajectories)

which define the collection efficiency distribution. LEWICE needs at least 10 trajectories in order

to calculate an accurate collection efficiency curve. If the input value for NPL is less than 10, the

following warning message will be generated:

Number of trajectories input (5) is' insufficient for this' program. Increasing to default value

(24).

In this example, the value input for NPL was 5. In addition, LEWICE will issue a warning if

the user attempts to run an excessive number of trajectories. This warning message reads:

The number of trajectories input (500) is' quite large. Although not a real problem, you can

likely reduce NPL without loss of accuracy. Default NPL = 24

In this example, a value of 500 for NPL was input. The warning message will occur for any

value of NPL over 50. It should be noted that in this case the value input by the user is not over-

written (the extra trajectories will be performed). All of the validation tests were run with a value

of 24 for NPL, which is the default value if none is specified by the user.

Note: The actual number which the software uses for the collection efficiency calculation

may be different than the value input. The program is limited to one trajectory strike per panel. If

more than one trajectory hits a given panel, only the first hit will be saved. Thus the use of large

NPL values may result in unnecessary computations which do not enhance the accuracy of the

final result.

8.3.7 RHOP

Default Value: RHOP = 1000
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RHOPis thedensityof thewaterparticlein kg/m3.Thishasbeenplacedin theinput file to

broadentheutility of thissoftwareto industry.Exceptfor very largeparticlesizes,thephysicsof

waterdroplettrajectoriesis thesameasfor sandparticletrajectories.Theonlyrequiredchangeto

modelsandparticletrajectoriesis thedensityof theparticle,assandhasdifferentpropertiesthan

water.If sanddensityis substituted,thesoftwarecanbeusedto predictdepositionof sand(sand

collectionefficiency).In thismode,the iceaccretionresultsshouldbe ignoredandtheprogram

canberunusingasingletimestep.

Thisinputvaluemustbegreaterthanzero.If avalueof RHOP_ 0is input,thefollowingerror

messagewill begenerated:

Severe input error: Density must be greater than zero! RHOP = (value)

After checking the other inputs, the program will exit due to this error.

In addition, LEWICE will warn the user when this input is not equal to the density of water

(1000 kg/m3).

The value input for particle density (value) is different than for water (1000). Most likely, this

was done in order to simulate sand particle trajectories. The output for this' run should not be

used for ice accretion studies. Ice shapes produced may be different from those used to validate

this' software.

8.3.8 IGRID

Default Value: IGRID = 0

IGRID is a flag which allows a grid solution to be used in place of the potential flow solver.

If IGRID = 0, off-body air velocities are determined directly from the potential flow solution. If

IGRID = 1, the panel solution will not be used. Instead, a grid solution will be read in from files

XY.PLT and Q.PLT which are supplied by the user. These files are the grid and flow solution

files in PLOT3D format. The user is referred to Section 10.5 for details on the format for these

files. LEWlCE will then interpolate from these points to find the air velocity at the drop location
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whencalculatingtrajectories.Valid inputsfor thisvariableare0 and1.Otherinputvalueswill

producethefollowingwarningmessage:

Valid inputs' of lGRID are 0 and 1. Your input value of(value) is' out of range. Setting to

IGRID = O.

Some cases have been made using a grid solution as input to verify that the routines function

as designed. However, this module has not been thoroughly tested and could contain errors. In

addition, since only one time step can be used with this option, it has limited use for ice accretion

results. Therefore if the user selects IGRID = 1, the following warning message is issued:

You are bypassing the potential flow solution to use a grid solution. This option has been

tested on exactly two grids': one single body and one multi-body grid. This procedure may still

contain errors and is not recommended unless you are willing to customize the software for your

use. This' option can only be used with a single time step. Setting IFLO = 1

Since the grid read in can only be applicable for the clean airfoil, the number of time steps will

be set to 1 if the user has not already done so. The default value for IGRID is 0 if not specified.

8.3.9 IDEICE

Default Value: DEICE = 0

DEICE is a flag that controls which de-icer model will be invoked. If DEICE = 0 (default),

this routine will not be run. If DEICE = 1, then a 1D steady state anti-icer will be run to generate

an estimate of the heat required to keep the surface ice free. This solution can then be used as a

starting point for using the de-icing or anti-icing models. If DEICE = 2 or DEICE = 3, the soft-

ware will access a module to analyze 2D transient icing with heater inputs. For DEICE = 2, the

software will perform the analysis using the standard heat transfer coefficients predicted assum-

ing an ice roughened surface. This option is often preferable for de-icing simulations where ice

will form. For DEICE = 3, the software will use the laminar heat transfer coefficient, which

assumes a clean surface. This option is recommended for anti-icing simulations or cases which

generate a very small ice shape. A value of DEICE > 0 also requires an additional input file
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whichcontainsinformationneededfor theadditionalmodule.Thesoftwarewill prompttheuser

for thenameof thede-icerinput file. Thesoftwarewill askfor aninput file for eachbodyin a

multi-elementcalculation.However,theusercaninputthesamefile if theinformationis thesame

for eachbody.Valid inputvaluesare0, 1,2, and3. Otherinputvalueswill producethefollowing

warningmessage:

Valid inputs' of lDEICE are 0 to 3. Your input value of (value) is' out of range. Setting IDEICE

=0.

In order to distinguish the attributes of the various options, the following warning message is

generated when DEICE = 1 is selected:

The anti-icing analysis performed with this' option provides only an approximate solution.

Surface temperature and heat flux predictions are reasonable. Heater temperature and hot air

temperature predictions are much higher than actual. IDEICE = 2 or IDEICE = 3 should be used

for more accurate predictions.

Note: Setting IDEICE = 1 does not affect the ice accretion routine. The software will output

an ice shape as if no heat had been applied. This routine generates a separate file containing the

temperatures and heat fluxes needed to maintain a desired surface temperature which is input by

the user.

Note: This routine treats the current geometry as the airfoil and does not distinguish an iced

airfoil from an un-iced airfoil. Therefore, for DEICE = 1, only the results obtained in the first

time step are applicable to an anti-icing problem.

When DEICE = 2 or 3, the following warning message will be displayed:

This' option accesses a module which will run MUCH more slowly than a standard (IDEICE =

0) LEWICE run.

When DEICE = 3, the following additional warning message will be displayed:
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This option will use laminar heat transfer coefficients.Some users believe this option will

produce more accurate results for anti-icing cases. However, it is less conservative than the

IDEICE = 2 option.

Note: Both the IDEICE = 2 and IDEICE = 3 options will perform a detailed thermal analysis

within the airfoil, ice and water. The IDEICE = 2 option is recommended for failed thermal cases

with significant ice accretion. The laminar flag, IDEICE = 3, provides consistently better predic-

tions for cases with a clean leading edge. However, it is a less conservative option and has a ten-

dency to overpredict temperatures for some cases.

Note: The output file "NOICE.DAT" contains output from the simplified 1D thermal analy-

sis. This analysis is provided for all cases where DEICE > 0. When DEICE = 1, it is the only

thermal analysis performed. It is also performed for DEICE = 2 and DEICE = 3 cases as the 1D

option does not take significant computation time. Also see Section 10.1.4.4 for additional capa-

bilities when DEICE = 2 or 3.

8.3.10 ICP

Default Value: ICP = 0

ICP is a flag which allows surface pressure coefficients from another program to be used in

place of the potential flow module. If ICP = 0, surface pressure coefficients (and hence air veloci-

ties) are determined directly from the potential flow solution. If ICP = 1, the panel solution will

not be used. Instead, a file will be read in from file "RFLOW.INP" which is supplied by the user.

This file contains surface pressure coefficients referenced to specified wrap distance values. The

wrap distance is the distance along the surface of the body geometry as measured from some ini-

tial reference location. All of the input files for LEWICE 2.2 use the trailing edge on the lower

surface as the reference location. Output files will normally use the stagnation point as the refer-

ence location. The format for the input file is covered in Section 10.6 and additional information

is given in Section 8.7. LEWICE 2.2 will then bypass the potential flow module and use these val-

ues. Valid inputs for this variable are 0 and 1. Other input values will produce the following warn-

ing message:
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Valid inputs of lCP are 0 and 1. Your input value of(value) is out of range. Setting to O.

In addition, since pressure coefficients alone are insufficient to calculate collection efficien-

cies, this option can only be used in conjunction with the IBETA flag or the IGRID flag. If ICP =

1 and IBETA = 0 and IGRID = 0, the following warning message is issued:

The program cannot calculate trajectories using only surface pressure coefficients. Either

read in collection efficiencies (IBETA = 1) or read in a grid-based flow solution (IGRID = 1).

Setting ICP = 0

Some cases have been made using surface pressure coefficients as input to verify that the rou-

tines function as designed. In addition, since the pressure coefficients read in can only be applica-

ble for the initial geometry, only one time step can be used with this option thus it has limited use

for ice accretion results. Therefore if the user selects ICP =1, the following warning message is

issued:

You are bypassing the potential flow solution to use individual pressure coefficients. This

option has seen limited testing. This option can only be used with a single time step. Setting IFLO

=1

The number of time steps will be set to 1 if the user has not already done so. The default value

for ICP is 0 if not specified.

8.3.11 IBETA

Default Value: IBETA = 0

IBETA is a flag which allows collection efficiencies from another program to be used in place

of the particle trajectory module. If IBETA = 0, collection efficiencies are determined directly

from the particle trajectory module. If IBETA = 1, the trajectory module will not be used. Instead,

a file will be read in from file "RBETA.INP" which is supplied by the user. This file contains col-

lection efficiencies referenced to specified wrap distance values. The format for this file is cov-

ered in Section 10.7 and additional information is given in Section 8.7. LEWICE 2.2 will then
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bypasstheparticletrajectorymoduleandusethesevalues.Valid inputsfor thisvariableare0 and

1.Otherinputvalueswill producethefollowingwarningmessage:

Valid inputs' of lBETA are 0 and 1. Your input value of(value) is' out of range. Setting to O.

Some cases have been made using collection efficiencies as input to verify that the routines

function as designed. In addition, since only one time step can be used with this option, it has lim-

ited use for ice accretion results. Therefore if the user selects IBETA =1, the following warning

message is issued:

You are bypassing the trajectory module to use individual collection efficiencies. This option

has seen limited testing. This' option can only be used with a single time step. Setting IFLO = 1

Since the collection efficiencies read in can only be applicable for the initial geometry, the

number of time steps will be set to 1 if the user has not already done so. The default value for

IBETA is 0 if not specified.

8.3.12 IHTC

Default Value: IHTC = 0

IHTC is a flag which allows convective heat transfer coefficients from another program to be

used in place of the integral boundary layer in LEWICE 2.2. If IHTC = 0, convective heat transfer

coefficients are determined directly from the integral boundary layer. If IHTC = 1, the integral

boundary layer will not be used. Instead, a file will be read in from file "RHTC.INP" which is

supplied by the user. This file contains convective heat transfer coefficients referenced to speci-

fied wrap distance values. The format for this file is covered in Section 10.8 and additional infor-

mation is given in Section 8.7. LEWICE 2.2 will then bypass the integral boundary layer routines

and use these values. Valid inputs for this variable are 0 and 1. Other input values will produce the

following warning message:

Valid inputs' of lHTC are 0 and 1. Your input value of(value) is out of range. Setting to IHTC

=0.
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TheIHTC flag andtheIQEXflag from Section8.3.13aremutuallyexclusive.If bothareset

equalto one,thefollowingwarningmessagewill appear:

This' program can use either a convective heat transfer coefficient on the outer surface or a

heat flux, but not both. Setting both IHTC = 0 and IQEX = 0

Some cases have been run using convective heat transfer coefficients as input to verify that

the routines function as designed. In addition, since only one time step can be used with this

option, it has limited use for ice accretion results. Therefore if the user selects IHTC = 1, the fol-

lowing warning message is issued:

You are bypassing the integral boundary layer to use individual convective heat transfer coef-

ficients'. This' option has seen limited testing. This' option can only be used with a single time step.

Setting IFLO = 1

Since the convective heat transfer coefficients read in can only be applicable for the initial

geometry, the number of time steps will be set to 1 if the user has not already done so. The default

value for IHTC is 0 if not specified.

8.3.13 IQEX

Default Value: IQEX = 0

IQEX is a flag which allows external heat fluxes from another program to be used in place of

the integral boundary layer in LEWICE 2.2. If IQEX = 0, convective heat transfer coefficients are

determined directly from the integral boundary layer. If IQEX = 1, the integral boundary layer

will not be used. Instead, a file will be read in from file "QEXTIN.INP" which is supplied by the

user. This file contains external heat fluxes referenced to specified wrap distance values. The for-

mat for this file is covered in Section 10.9 and additional information is given in Section 8.7.

LEWICE 2.2 will then bypass the integral boundary layer routines and calculate convective heat

transfer coefficients from the equation
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h - q (5)
(r=-

where q is the heat flux read in, T s is the surface temperature at a given wrap distance location

and To+is the ambient temperature. Some users may find external heat flux input more convenient

than the convective heat transfer coefficient.

Valid inputs for this variable are 0 and 1. Other input values will produce the following warn-

ing message:

Valid inputs' of IQEX are 0 and 1. Your input value of(value) is out of range. Setting to O.

The IHTC flag from Section 8.3.12 and the IQEX flag from Section 8.3.13 are mutually

exclusive. If both are set equal to one, the following warning message will appear:

This' program can use either a convective heat transfer coefficient on the outer surface or a

heat flux, but not both. Setting both IHTC = 0 and IQEX = 0

Some cases have been run using external heat fluxes as input to verify that the routines func-

tion as designed. In addition, since only one time step can be used with this option, it has limited

use for ice accretion results. Therefore if the user selects IQEX = 1, the following warning mes-

sage is issued:

You are bypassing the integral boundary layer to use individual heat flux values. This' option

has seen limited testing. This' option can only be used with a single time step. Setting IFLO = 1

Since the external heat fluxes read in can only be applicable for the initial geometry, the num-

ber of time steps will be set to 1 if the user has not already done so. The default value for IQEX is

0 if not specified.

&END

This line concludes the section for the LEW20 namelist. The following table lists an example

input for this namelist.
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Table 59: Example LEW20 Namelist

&LEW20

ITIMFL = i

TSTOP : 300.

IBOD = i

IFLO = 5

DSMN = 4.D-4

NPL = 24

RHOP = i000.

IGRID = 0

IDEICE = 0

ICP = 0

IBETA = 0

IHTC = 0

IQEX = 0

&END

8.4 DIST Namelist

The DIST namelist defines the particle size and distribution. For each variable, there are 10

possible values, as the software can handle up to a 10 drop size distribution.

&DIST

This line identifies the start of this namelist section. Refer to the list of namelist errors at the

beginning of this section if there are problems with this input.

8.4.1 FLWC

Default Value: FLWC = 1.

FLWC is the volume fraction of the total liquid water content contained in each drop size. The

associated drop sizes are discussed in the next section. The sum of the FLWC values must equal

one. If the sum of the FLWC values is not one, the following warning message is generated:
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The FL WC values are the Fractional Liquid Water Content attributed to each droplet size.

These values must add to one (1). Your input of (value) does not add up to 1. The program will

adjust your FL WC values proportionately so they add to 1.

If the sum of the FLWC values is greater than zero, the individual values input will be

increased/decreased so that their sum equals one. If this sum is _ 0, then the water mass will be

equally distributed for each of the drop sizes input (FLWC = 1/[number of drop sizes input]).

The program will determine the number of drop sizes in the distribution by looking for the

first occurrence where FLWC = 0. Therefore, the user should not place zeros until the end of the

distribution is reached.

Table 60: Example of bad input for FLWC

&DIST

FLWC = 0.05, 0.i, 0.2, 0.3, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.2, 0.i, 0.05

DPD = 6.2, 10.4, 14.2, 20.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 27.4, 34.8, 44.4

&END

Table 61: Example of correct input for FLWC

&DIST

FLWC = 0.05, 0.i, 0.2, 0.3, 0.2, 0.i, 0.05, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0

DPD = 6.2, 10.4, 14.2, 20.0, 27.4, 34.8, 44.4, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0

&END

8.4.2 DPD

Default Value: DPD = 20

DPD is the size, in microns, of the water drops. If only one size is input, it is the MVD

(median volume droplet). MVD is not an input variable to LEWlCE. The MVD is calculated from

the individual drop sizes input in this section. The individual drop sizes and the calculated MVD

must both be greater than zero. An input drop size less than zero will generate the following error

message:

Severe input error: Drop size must be > O! DPD = (value)for bin number (value).
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After checking the other inputs, the program will exit due to this error.

A calculated MVD less than zero will generate the following additional error message:

Severe input error: MVD drop size < = O! MVD = (value)

In addition, LEWICE will generate warning messages if the drop size input is outside of the

range in the validation database. If the MVD drop size is below 15 microns, the following warn-

ing message is generated:

Your MVD value of (value) is' below 15 microns. No validation data is available. The accu-

racy of the software in this' situation is' unknown.

If the MVD drop size is greater than 270 microns, the following warning message is gener-

ated:

The MVD of your drop size distribution exceeds' 270 microns. No validation data is available

for your drop size of(value) microns. The accuracy of the software in this situation is' unknown.

Due to the recent popularity of drop size inputs outside the FAA certification envelope, it is

worth emphasizing the above warning message. This statement does not imply that LEWICE can-

not run the drop size distribution input. It most likely can. The warning statement does not imply

that the results will be inaccurate. LEWICE results for exceedence conditions are quite encourag-

ing in this respect. The statement simply points out that limited experimental data is yet available

at these drop sizes. Since the results cannot be experimentally validated, the true accuracy of the

results cannot be verified. The following plot shows the range of drop sizes in the validation data-

base versus liquid water content.
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Figure 1: Test Conditions in Database Used for Software Validation

If the MVD drop size is greater than 50 microns, the following warning message is generated:

Your MVD of (value) exceeds the FAA intermittent maximum drop size of 50 microns.

Although some data has been collected in this regime and used for software validation, there is

not enough data available to consider the software validated for this drop size. The accuracy of

the software in this situation is unknown.

Once again, consult the earlier statement concerning the implications of running exceedence

conditions. An analysis of the capabilities of LEWICE in this regime can also be found in the pro-

ceedings of an FAA conference in 1996 l°.

&END

This line concludes the section for the DIST namelist. The following table lists an example

input for this namelist.
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Table62: ExampleDISTNamelist
&DIST

FLWC = 0.05, 0.i, 0.2, 0.3, 0.2, 0.i, 0.05, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0

DPD = 6.2, 10.4, 14.2, 20.0, 27.4, 34.8, 44.4, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0

&END

Note: The example provided is a Langmuir 'D' drop size distribution, with an MVD of 20

_tm.

Note: If the user does not specify input values, the default value for this namelist is a mono-

dispersed drop size of 20 gm.

8.5 ICE1 Namelist

The ICE1 namelist provides the meteorological and flight conditions of the icing simulation.

&ICE1

This line identifies the start of this namelist section. Refer to the list of namelist errors at the

beginning of this section if there are problems with this input.

8.5.1CHORD

Default Value: CHORD = 0.9144

CHORD is the distance from the leading edge to the trailing edge in meters. For a cylinder,

this represents the cylinder diameter. For airfoils, it is the standard chord length. For a multi-body

simulation, CHORD represents the reference length used to nondimensionalize the coordinates

input. A typical value used for multi-element airfoils is the length of the airfoil in the stowed con-

figuration. The input must be greater than zero. For input values of CHORD _<0, the following

error message is generated:

Severe input error: Chord must be greater than zero! CHORD = (value)

After checking the other inputs, the program will exit due to this error.
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If no value is input for chord, its default value is 0.9144 m (36"). The range of chord lengths

in the experimental database is 13.9" to 78".

8.5.2AOA

Default Value: AOA = 0.

This is the angle of the body(s) as input with respect to the flow in degrees. There are no error

messages associated with this input. If the angle of attack is greater than 6° (or less than -6°), the

following warning message will be generated:

Angle of attack value of(value) may incur separation once ice forms. This' may not be mod-

eled well by the software. The accuracy of the software in this' situation is unknown.

Potential flow cannot model stall or post-stall behavior. The user should also note that in the

validation test procedure, the angle of attack input into the software was sometimes different from

the actual angle of attack value. This difference was made to compensate for the difference in pre-

dicted lift using a potential flow software and the actual lift of the clean airfoil.

If no value of AOA is supplied by the user, the value will be set to 0 degrees. The range of

angle of attack values in the validation database is -4 to +7 degrees.

8.5.3 VINF

Default Value: VINF = 90

VINF is the ambient velocity (the flight speed) in m/s.

Note: Knots * 0.51481 = m/s; MPH * 0.447 = m/s

The input value for VINF must be greater than zero. If a value of VINF _ 0 is input, the fol-

lowing error message will be generated:

Severe input error: Velocity must be greater than zero! VINF = (value)
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After checkingtheotherinputs,theprogramwill exitdueto thiserror.

An upperlimit onMachnumberexistswithin thesoftware.If theambientMachnumberis

1,thefollowingerrormessageis generated:

Mach number is => 1! Cannot calculate supersonic flow with this' software! Mach No. =

(value)

After checking the other inputs, the program will exit due to this error.

In addition, high subsonic Mach numbers have not been validated against experimental data.

Problems may exist due to the limitations of potential flow. The following warning message is

generated if the ambient Mach number exceeds 0.45 (the highest value in the validation database).

High roach number of (value) may not be modeled well by the software. The accuracy of the

software in this' situation is' unknown.

If no value of VINF is supplied by the user, its default value is 90 m/s. The range of velocity

values in the validation database was 56 m/s to 146 m/s. In terms of Reynolds number, the range

of data was 2.26"106 to 1.3"107. In terms of Mach number, the range of data was 0.17 to 0.45.

8.5.4 LWC

Default Value: LWC = 0.54

LWC is the liquid water content of the air in g/m 3. This value must be _ 0. If a negative value

is input, the following error message will be generated:

Severe input error: LWC cannot be negative! LWC = (value)

After checking the other inputs, the program will exit due to this error.

In addition, if the LWC value input is greater than 2 g/m 3, the following warning message will

be generated:
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There is' no data available to validate the software for LWC values this high. LWC = (value).

The accuracy of the software in this situation is' unknown.

The user should also consult the statement concerning the use of exceedence conditions listed

in the description of the drop size input.

If no value of LWC is input by the user, its default value is 0.54 g/m 3. The range of values for

Liquid Water Content in the validation database was 0.31 to 1.8 g/m 3. See Figure 1 for a plot of

LWC versus MVD for the validation database test points.

8.5.5 TINF

Default Value: TINF = 268.15

TINF is the ambient static temperature in degrees Kelvin. This input value must be greater

than zero. A value of TINF _<0 will generate the following error message:

Temperature input is < = zero! Make sure temperature is in degrees Kelvin. TINF = (value)

After checking the other inputs, the program will exit due to this error.

In addition, warning messages are generated when the static temperature is outside the normal

icing regime. If the input value of TINF is less than 240 K, the following warning message is gen-

erated:

It is unlikely that supercooled droplets' exist below 240 Kelvin. TINF = (value) Make sure

your input value is' in degrees Kelvin. The accuracy of the software in this situation is' unknown.

If the input value of TINF is greater than 273.15 K, the following warning message is gener-

ated:

No ice will form at above freezing temperatures! Is' this' what you want? TINF = (value)
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An exampleof acasewheretheuseof abovefreezingtemperaturesiswarrantedwouldbe to

matchexperimentaldataondropletcollectionefficiencywhichis takenatabovefreezingtemper-

atures.

Note: The data supplied to researchers is often the total temperature, not the static tempera-

ture. Make certain the value input is correct!

2
V_

Ts = T° 2cp (6)

where

T s = static temperature, K

T o = total temperature, K

V_ = velocity, m/s

Cp = specific heat of air, J/kg/K

If no value of TINF is input by the user, its default value is 268.15 K. The range of values in

the validation database was 241.3 K to 270.2 K.

8.5.6 PINF

Default Value: PINF = 100000.

PINF is the ambient static pressure in Pascals (N/m2). The input value for PINF must be

greater than zero. An input value of PINF _<0 will generate the following error message:

Severe input error." Pressure input is < = zero! PINF = (value)

After checking the other inputs, the program will exit due to this error.
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No other warning messages or error messages are generated for this input variable. However,

it should be noted that all of the validation tests used an input of 105 N/m 2.

Note: Ambient pressure is not recorded as part of the tunnel data, so the exact value during

the tests is unknown. However, since ambient pressure is at best a secondary effect on the ice

accretion process and since the NASA Glenn Research Center Icing Research Tunnel (IRT) is not

a pressurized tunnel, a representative value near atmospheric pressure was used for the compari-

son.

Note: To a good approximation, for a 'standard atmosphere', the following equation can be

used:

P = 100920 - 11.35/-/+ 0.00039456/-/2 where

P = pressure in N/m 2 and

H = height (altitude) in meters

Note: lb(in 2 * 6894.7 = N/m2; atmospheres * 101330 = N/m2; in. Hg * 3386.4 = N/m 2

If no value of PINF is input by the user, its default value is 10 5 N/m 2.

8.5.7RH

Default Value: RH = 100.

RH is the relative humidity and is input in percent relative humidity. This input value is nor-

mally assumed to be 100%, unless the actual value is known. Relative humidity is not recorded as

part of the tunnel data, so the exact value during the tests is unknown. However, since relative

humidity is at best a secondary effect on the ice accretion process, a value of 100% can be

assumed. The value of relative humidity must be in the range 0% -<RH _<100%. Input values out-

side this range will produce the following error message:

Relative humidity must be between 0% and 100%. Your input of(value) is outside this range.
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After checkingtheotherinputs,theprogramwill exitdueto thiserror.

If novalueof relativehumidityis inputby theuser,its defaultvalueis 100%.

&END

This line concludesthe sectionfor theICE1namelist.Thefollowingtablelists anexample

inputfor thisnamelist.

Table63: ExampleICE1Namelist
&ICEI

CHORD

AOA

VINF

LWC

TINF

PINF

RH

&END

= 0. 9144

: 0.0

= 89.5

= 0.34

= 269.

= i00000.0

= i00.0

8.6 LPRNT Namelist

The LPRNT namelist controls output file print options for LEWICE 2.2. Users can limit the

amount of information sent to each printout file which saves disk space and computation time.

&LPRNT

This line identifies the start of this namelist section. Refer to the list of namelist errors at the

beginning of this section if there are problems with this input.

8.6.1 FPRT

Default Value: FPRT = 1

If FPRT = 0, the flow solution output (FLOW.DAT and PRES.DAT) will not be written. If

FPRT = 1, every 10th control volume will be written to reduce the size of the output. IfFPRT = 2,
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everycontrolvolumewill beoutput.Valid inputsfor FPRTare0, 1and2.Otherinputvalueswill

producethefollowingwarningmessage:

Valid inputs' of FPRT are O, 1, and2. Your input value of(value) is' out of range. Setting to 1.

If no value of FPRT is input by the user, its value will default to 1.

8.6.2 HPRT

Default Value: HPRT = 1

If HPRT = 0, the heat transfer coefficients (HTC.DAT) will not be written. If HPRT = 1,

every 10th control volume will be written to reduce the size of the output. If HPRT = 2, every

control volume will be output. Valid inputs for HPRT are 0, 1 and 2. Other input values will pro-

duce the following warning message:

Valid inputs' of HPRT are O, 1, and 2. Your input value of(value) is' out of range. Setting to 1.

If no value of HPRT is input by the user, its value will default to 1.

8.6.3 BPRT

Default Value: BPRT = 1

If BPRT = 0, the collection efficiencies will not be written. If BPRT = l, they will be written.

Collection efficiencies are only written for the panel geometry, not for the control volume geome-

try. There is no need for a reduced input flag. Valid inputs for BPRT are 0 and 1. Other input val-

ues will produce the following warning message:

Valid inputs' of BPRT are 0 and 1. Your input value of(value) is' out of range. Setting to 1.

If no value of BPRT is input by the user, its value will default to 1.
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8.6.4 EPRT

Default Value: EPRT = 0

If EPRT = 0, the energy balance output (,TEMP.DAT QENER.DAT, XKINIT2.DAT) will

not be written. If EPRT = 1, every 10th control volume will be written to reduce the size of the

output. If EPRT = 2, every control volume will be output. Valid inputs for EPRT are 0, 1 and 2.

Other input values will produce the following warning message:

Valid inputs' of EPRT are O, 1, and2. Your input value of(value) is' out of range. Setting to O.

If no value of EPRT is input by the user, its value will default to 0. Note that the default state

results in no printout to these files.

8.6.5 MPRT

Default Value: MPRT = 0

If MPRT = 0, the mass balance output (MASS.DAT, FRACT.DAT, DYICE.DAT,

DENS.DAT) will not be written. If MPRT = 1, every 10th control volume will be written to

reduce the size of the output. If MPRT = 2, every control volume will be output. Valid inputs for

MPRT are 0, 1 and 2. Other input values will produce the following warning message:

Valid inputs' of MPRT are O, 1, and 2. Your input value of(value) is out of range. Setting to O.

If no value of EPRT is input by the user, its value will default to 0. Note that the default state

results in no data written to these files.

8.6.6 TPRT

Default Value: TPRT = 0

If TPRT = 0, the x,y coordinates of individual droplet trajectories will not be written

(TRAJ 1.DAT, TRAJ2.DAT, TRAJ3.DAT, TRAJ4.DAT, TRAJ5.DAT). If TPRT = 1, only traj ec-
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toriesusedfor thecollectionefficiencycalculationwill bewritten.If TPRT= 2, all trajectories

will bewritten.Valid inputsfor TPRTare0, 1and2. Otherinputvalueswill producethefollow-

ing warningmessage:

Valid inputs' of TPRT are O, 1, and 2. Your input value of(value) is' out of range. Setting to O.

If no value of TPRT is input by the user, its value will default to 0. Note that the default state

results in no data written to these files.

Note: The trajectories calculated for a given body are all written sequentially to the file. If

only one body exists, only TRAJ1 .DAT will be created.

Note: The definition of this flag has been reversed from version 1.6!

8.6.7 IDBF

Default Value: IDBF = 0

If IDBF = 0, debug information will not be written. If IDBF = 1, debug info will be written to

the screen and to the file "JUNK.DAT".Valid inputs for IDBF are 0 and 1. Other input values will

produce the following warning message:

Valid inputs' of lDBF are 0 and 1. Your input value of(value) is out of range. Setting to O.

If no value of IDBF is input by the user, its value will default to 0. Note that the default state

results in only limited data written to this file.

&END

This line concludes the section for the LPRNT namelist. The following table lists an example

input for this namelist.

Table 64: Example LPRNT Namelist

&LPRNT

FPRT = 1
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HPRT : i

BPRT : i

EPRT : 0

MPRT : 0

TPRT : 0

IDBF : 0

&END

8.7 RDATA Namelist

The RDATA namelist controls additional input file options for LEWICE 2.2. Users can

bypass various calculations within LEWICE 2.2 by reading in data from external files. This

approach is useful for reading in results from other programs such as a 2D Navi6r-Stokes flow

program or 2D streamlines extracted from a 3D CFD package. The input flags were presented in

the LEW20 Namelist in Section 8.3.

&RDATA

This line identifies the start of this namelist section. Refer to the list of namelist errors at the

beginning of this section if there are problems with this input.

8.7.1 ISCOLC, JSCOLC, KSCOLC, SSLOPC, SZEROC

The first five lines of this data input section contains variables used when reading pressure

coefficient data (i.e. when ICP = 1). This input option can be useful to transfer data from a

Navi6r-Stokes program such as WIND for a 2D anti-icing analysis with LEWICE 2.2. These vari-

ables can be read regardless of the value of ICP however. The data line contains five variables

which define the format of the pressure coefficient data. The first three variables (ISCOLC,

JSCOLC and KSCOLC) define the column numbers in the pressure coefficient input data file

which contain the requested values. ISCOLC defines which column contains the wrap distance.

JSCOLC defines the column which contains the pressure coefficients, and KSCOLC defines the

total number of columns in the file. A file which contained only the necessary data would there-

fore have ISCOLC = 1, JSCOLC = 2, and KSCOLC = 2. (ISCOLC = 2, JSCOLC = 1 and

KSCOLC = 2 would also be valid.) This type of data input format was used since the data proba-
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bly came from a separate program and this format style reduces the amount of reformatting

needed for LEWlCE 2.2. ISCOLC must be at least 1 and no greater than KSCOLC. If a value is

read which is outside this range, the following warning message will be generated:

Columns for 1st variable must be at least one (1)

and no greater than the number of columns.

Your value of(value) is' out of range. Setting ISCOLC = 1

Similarly, JSCOLC must be at least 1 and no greater than KSCOLC. It also cannot be the

same as ISCOLC. If a value is read which is outside this range, the following warning message

will be generated:

Columns for 2nd variable must be at least one (1)

and no greater than the number of columns.

Your value of(value) is' out of range. Setting JSCOLC = 1

If the values for ISCOLC and JSCOLC are the same, the following warning message will be

generated:

Columns for 1st and 2nd variable cannot be the same.

Setting ISCOLC = 1 andJSCOLC = KSCOLC

The total number of columns, KSCOLC must be at least 2, but can be higher. If a value is read

which is outside this range, the following warning message will be generated:

Number of columns must be at least two (2)

Your value of(value) is' out of range. Setting KSCOLC = 2
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Thefourthvariable,SSLOPC,definestheconversionfactorwhichwill beappliedto thewrap

distancevaluesinput.LEWlCE2.2useswrapdistancesin dimensionlessvalues(valuedividedby

chord).Thewrapdistancevaluesinputcanbe in anysetof unitsif theusersuppliesthecorrect

conversionto SSLOPC.Theslopecanbepositiveornegative,but notzero.If avalueof zerois

readfor thisdatainput,thefollowingwarningmessagewill begenerated:

Slope cannot be zero.

Setting slope = 1.

The fifth value in this data input section, SZEROC, defines the offset of the input wrap dis-

tances from those needed for LEWICE 2.2. If SZEROC = 0., the software will assume that a wrap

distance value of 0 in the input data corresponds to the lower surface of the trailing edge. If this is

not the case, the user should supply a value (in dimensionless distance) which supplies the correct

offset. The value for SZEROC should not be greater than the wrap distance from the leading edge

to the trailing edge. If the value read is greater than 1.2 (1.2 chord lengths), the following warning

message will be generated:

Offset may be past the trailing edge. Setting SZEROC = 1.

The following equation is used within LEWICE to convert wrap distance values using

SSLOPC and SZEROC:

SLEWICE = Sinputsslopc + szeroc (7)

where SLEWICE is the wrap distance used by LEWICE and Sinpu t is the wrap distance in the

input file.

The format of the input data file "RFLOW.INP" and corresponding error messages will be

described in Section 10.6.

8.7.2 ISCOLB, JSCOLB, KSCOLB, SSLOPB, SZEROB
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Thenext five linesof thisdatainputsectioncontainsvariablesusedwhenreadingcollection

efficiencydata(i.e.whenIBETA = 1).This inputoptioncanbeusefulto transferdatafrom a3D

trajectoryprogramsuchasLEWI3DGRfor a 2D anti-icinganalysiswith LEWICE 2.2.These

variablescanbereadregardlessof thevalueof IBETA however.Thedataline containsfive vari-

ableswhichdefinetheformatof thecollectionefficiencydata.Thefirst threevariables(ISCOLB,

JSCOLBandKSCOLB)definethecolumnnumbersin thecollectionefficiencyinput datafile

whichcontaintherequestedvalues.ISCOLBdefineswhichcolumncontainsthewrapdistance.

JSCOLBdefinesthecolumnwhichcontainsthecollectionefficiencies,andKSCOLBdefinesthe

totalnumberof columnsin thefile. A file whichcontainedonly thenecessarydatawouldthere-

fore haveISCOLB = 1, JSCOLB= 2, and KSCOLB= 2. (ISCOLB= 2, JSCOLB= 1 and

KSCOLB= 2 wouldalsobevalid.)Thistypeof datainputformatwasusedsincethedataproba-

bly camefrom a separateprogramandthis format stylereducesthe amountof reformatting

neededfor LEWICE2.2.ISCOLBmustbeatleast1andno greaterthanKSCOLB.If avalueis

readwhichisoutsidethisrange,thefollowingwarningmessagewill begenerated:

Columns for 1st variable must be at least one (1)

and no greater than the number of columns.

Your value of(value) is' out of range. Setting ISCOLB = 1

Similarly, JSCOLB must be at least 1 and no greater than KSCOLB. It also cannot be the

same as ISCOLB. If a value is read which is outside this range, the following warning message

will be generated:

Columns for 2nd variable must be at least one (1)

and no greater than the number of columns.

Your value of(value) is' out of range. Setting JSCOLB = 1

If the values for ISCOLB and JSCOLB are the same, the following warning message will be

generated:
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Columns for 1st and 2nd variable cannot be the same.

Setting ISCOLB = 1 and JSCOLB = KSCOLB

The total number of columns, KSCOLB must be at least 2, but can be higher. If a value is read

which is outside this range, the following warning message will be generated:

Number of columns must be at least two (2)

Your value of(value) is out of range. Setting KSCOLB = 2

The fourth variable, SSLOPB, defines the conversion factor which will be applied to the wrap

distance values input. LEWICE 2.2 uses wrap distances in dimensionless values (value divided by

chord). The wrap distance values input can be in any set of units if the user supplies the correct

conversion to SSLOPB. The slope can be positive or negative, but not zero. If a value of zero is

read for this data input, the following warning message will be generated:

Slope cannot be zero.

Setting slope = 1.

The last value in this data input subsection, SZEROB, defines the offset of the input wrap dis-

tances from those needed for LEWlCE 2.2. If SZEROB = 0., the software will assume that a wrap

distance value of 0 in the input data corresponds to the lower surface trailing edge. If this is not

the case, the user should supply a value (in dimensionless distance) which supplies the correct

offset. The value for SZEROB should not be greater than the wrap distance from the leading edge

to the trailing edge. If the value read is greater than 1.2 (1.2 chord lengths), the following warning

message will be generated:

Offset may be past the trailing edge. Setting SZEROB = 1.

The following equation is used within LEWICE to convert wrap distance values using

SSLOPB and SZEROB:
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SLEWICE = Sinputsslopb + szerob (8)

where SLEWICE is the wrap distance used by LEWICE and Sinpu t is the wrap distance in the

input file. The format of the input data file "RBETA.INP" and corresponding error messages will

be described in Section 10.7.

8.7.3 ISCOLH, JSCOLH, KSCOLH, SSLOPH, SZEROH

The next five lines of this data input section contains variables used when reading external

heat transfer coefficient data (i.e. when IHTC = 1). This input option can be useful to transfer data

from a 2D Navi6r-Stokes program or a 3D trajectory program such as LEWI3DGR for a 2D icing

or anti-icing analysis with LEWlCE 2.2. These variables can be read regardless of the value of

IHTC however. The data line contains five variables which define the format of the external heat

transfer coefficient data. The first three variables (ISCOLH, JSCOLH and KSCOLH) define the

column numbers in the external heat transfer coefficient input data file which contain the

requested values. ISCOLH defines which column contains the wrap distance. JSCOLH defines

the column which contains the external heat transfer coefficients, and KSCOLH defines the total

number of columns in the file. A file which contained only the necessary data would therefore

have ISCOLH = 1, JSCOLH = 2, and KSCOLH = 2. (ISCOLH = 2, JSCOLH = 1 and KSCOLH =

2 would also be valid.) This type of data input format was used since the data probably came from

a separate program and this format style reduces the amount of reformatting needed for LEWlCE

2.2. ISCOLH must be at least 1 and no greater than KSCOLH. If a value is read which is outside

this range, the following warning message will be generated:

Columns for 1st variable must be at least one (1)

and no greater than the number of columns.

Your value of(value) is' out of range. Setting ISCOLH = 1

Similarly, JSCOLH must be at least 1 and no greater than KSCOLH. It also cannot be the

same as ISCOLH. If a value is read which is outside this range, the following warning message

will be generated:
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Columns for 2nd variable must be at least one (1)

and no greater than the number of columns.

Your value of(value) is out of range. Setting JSCOLH = 1

If the values for ISCOLH and JSCOLH are the same, the following warning message will be

generated:

Columns for 1st and 2nd variable cannot be the same.

Setting ISCOLH = 1 and JSCOLH = KSCOLH

The total number of columns, KSCOLH must be at least 2, but can be higher. If a value is read

which is outside this range, the following warning message will be generated:

Number of columns must be at least two (2)

Your value of(value) is out of range. Setting KSCOLH = 2

The fourth variable, SSLOPH, defines the conversion factor which will be applied to the wrap

distance values input. LEWICE 2.2 uses wrap distances in dimensionless values (value divided by

chord). The wrap distance values input can be in any set of units if the user supplies the correct

conversion to SSLOPH. The slope can be positive or negative, but not zero. If a value of zero is

read for this data input, the following warning message will be generated:

Slope cannot be zero.

Setting slope = 1.

The last value in this data input subsection, SZEROH, defines the offset of the input wrap dis-

tances from those needed for LEWlCE 2.2. If SZEROH = 0., the software will assume that a wrap

distance value of 0 in the input data corresponds to the lower surface trailing edge. If this is not

the case, the user should supply a value (in dimensionless distance) which supplies the correct

offset. The value for SZEROH should not be greater than the wrap distance from the leading edge
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to thetrailingedge.If thevaluereadis greaterthan1.2(1.2chordlengths),thefollowingwarning

messagewill begenerated:

Offset may be past the trailing edge. Setting SZEROH = 1.

The following equation is used within LEWICE to convert wrap distance values using

SSLOPH and SZEROH:

SLEV/ICE = Sinputssloph + szeroh (9)

where SLEWICE is the wrap distance used by LEWICE and Sinpu t is the wrap distance in the

input file. The format of the input data file "RHTC.INP" and corresponding error messages will

be described in Section 10.8.

8.7.4 ISCOLX, JSCOLX, KSCOLX, SSLOPX, SZEROX

The final five lines of this data input section contains variables used when reading external

heat flux data (i.e. when IQEX = 1). This input option can be useful to transfer data from a

Navi6r-Stokes program such as WIND for a 2D anti-icing analysis with LEWlCE 2.2. This option

was provided since the convective heat flux may be easier for the user to obtain from the Navi6r-

Stokes flow solver. These variables can be read regardless of the value of IQEX however. The

data line contains five variables which define the format of the external heat flux data. The first

three variables (ISCOLX, JSCOLX and KSCOLX) define the column numbers in the external

heat flux input data file which contain the requested values. ISCOLX defines which column con-

tains the wrap distance. JSCOLX defines the column which contains the external heat fluxes, and

KSCOLX defines the total number of columns in the file. A file which contained only the neces-

sary data would therefore have ISCOLX = 1, JSCOLX = 2, and KSCOLX = 2. (ISCOLX = 2,

JSCOLX = 1 and KSCOLX = 2 would also be valid.) This type of data input format was used

since the data probably came from a separate program and this format style reduces the amount of

reformatting needed for LEWlCE 2.2. ISCOLX must be at least 1 and no greater than KSCOLX.

If a value is read which is outside this range, the following warning message will be generated:

Columns for 1st variable must be at least one (1)
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andno greater than the number of columns.

Your value of(value) is out of range. Setting ISCOLX = 1

Similarly, JSCOLX must be at least 1 and no greater than KSCOLX. It also cannot be the

same as ISCOLX. If a value is read which is outside this range, the following warning message

will be generated:

Columns for 2nd variable must be at least one (1)

and no greater than the number of columns.

Your value of(value) is out of range. Setting JSCOLX = 1

If the values for ISCOLX and JSCOLX are the same, the following warning message will be

generated:

Columns for 1st and 2nd variable cannot be the same.

Setting ISCOLX = 1 and JSCOLX = KSCOLX

The total number of columns, KSCOLX must be at least 2, but can be higher. If a value is read

which is outside this range, the following warning message will be generated:

Number of columns must be at least two (2)

Your value of(value) is out of range. Setting KSCOLX = 2

The fourth variable, SSLOPX, defines the conversion factor which will be applied to the wrap

distance values input. LEWICE 2.2 uses wrap distances in dimensionless values (value divided by

chord). The wrap distance values input can be in any set of units if the user supplies the correct

conversion to SSLOPX. The slope can be positive or negative, but not zero. If a value of zero is

read for this data input, the following warning message will be generated:

Slope cannot be zero.
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Setting slope = 1.

The last value in this data input section, SZEROX, defines the offset of the input wrap dis-

tances from those needed for LEWICE 2.2. If SZEROX = 0., the software will assume that a wrap

distance value of 0 in the input data corresponds to the lower surface of the trailing edge. If this is

not the case, the user should supply a value (in dimensionless distance) which supplies the correct

offset. The value for SZEROX should not be greater than the wrap distance from the leading edge

to the trailing edge. If the value read is greater than 1.2 (1.2 chord lengths), the following warning

message will be generated:

Offset may be past the trailing edge. Setting SZEROX = 1.

The following equation is used within LEWICE to convert wrap distance values using

SSLOPX and SZEROX:

SLEWICE = Sinputsslopx + szerox (10)

where SLEWICE is the wrap distance used by LEWICE and Sinpu t is the wrap distance in the

input file. The format of the input data file "QEXTIN.INP" and corresponding error messages

will be described in Section 10.9. Table 7 shows an example of the input data for this section.

Table 65: Example input for RDATA namelist

&RDATA

ISCOLC = 4

JSCOLC = 6

KSCOLC = 6

SSLOPC

SZEROC

ISCOLB

JSCOLB

KSCOLB

SSLOPB

SZEROB

ISCOLH

JSCOLH

: 3.937d0

: 0.d0

: 1

: 2

: 2

: 3.937d0

: 0.d0

: 1

: 2
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KSCOLH = 2

SSLOPH = 3.937d0

SZEROH = 0.d0

ISCOLX = 1

JSCOLX = 2

KSCOLX = 2

SSLOPX = 3.937d0

SZEROX = 0.d0

SEND

8.8 Complete Example Case Input File

This concludes the section describing the variables in the main input file. The following table

lists an example input for this file.

Table 66: Example Test Input File

Example 1

&LEW20

ITIMFL = 1

TSTOP = 300.

IBOD = 1

IFLO = 5

DSMN = 4.D-4

NPL = 24

RHOP = i000.

IGRID = 0

IDEICE = 0

ICP = 1

IBETA = 1

IHTC = 1

I3D = 1

IQEX = 1

&END

&DIST

FLWC

DPD

=0.05,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.2,0.1,0.05,0.0,0.0,0.0

=6.2,10.4,14.2,20.0,27.4,34.8,44.4,0.0,0.0,0.0
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&END

&ICE1

CHORD = 0.9144

AOA = 0.0

VINF = 89.5

LWC = 0.34

TINF = 269.

PINF = i00000.0

RH = i00.0

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT =i

HPRT =i

BPRT =i

EPRT =0

MPRT =0

TPRT =0

IDBF =0

&END

&RDATA

ISCOLB = 1

JSCOLB = 2

KSCOLB = 2

SSLOPB = 3.937d0

SZEROB = 0.d0

ISCOLH = 1

JSCOLH = 2

KSCOLH = 2

SSLOPH = 3.937d0

SZEROH = 0.d0

ISCOLC = 4

JSCOLC = 6

KSCOLC = 6

SSLOPC = 3.937d0

SZEROC = 0.d0

ISCOLX = 1
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JSCOLX

KSCOLX

SSLOPX

SZEROX

SEND

= 2

= 2

= 3. 937d0

= O.dO

8.9 Extent of Data in Validation Database

This section will summarize the range of experimental data used to validate LEWICE 2.2.

LEWICE will most likely produce results outside of these ranges. However, since no experimen-

tal data is available for validation, the true accuracy of the results cannot be verified. This state-

ment does not imply that LEWICE cannot run the data input. It most likely can. The warning

statement(s) generated do not imply that the results will be inaccurate. The statement simply

points out that no experimental data is yet available.

Table 67: Range of Experimental Data for Validation

Variable Range

Time: 2 min. to 45 min.

Chord: 13.9 inches to 78 inches

AOA: -4 ° to 7 °

Velocity: 56 m/s to 146 m/s

Reynolds Number: 2.26* 106 to 1.3" 107

Mach Number: 0.17 to 0.45

LWC: 0.31 g/m 3 to 1.8 g/m 3

MVD: 15 gm to 270 gm

Temperature (static): -25.3°F to 26.7°F

Temperature (total): - 15°F to 33 °F
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Chapter 9: Body Geometry Input

This section will describe the proper format for the input to the geometry file(s). It will also

describe warning messages and error messages which could result from an improperly formatted

file. It should be noted that all of the validation data uses airfoils. Although LEWICE can simulate

any enclosed body (or bodies), the validation performed to date has been limited to the available

data 1.

In the interactive input to the program, LEWICE 2.2 will prompt the user for the file name(s)

of the geometry input file(s). A separate input file must be provided for each body being simu-

lated. If only one body is simulated, only one geometry file will be read in. Each line of the geom-

etry input file contains an x,y coordinate pair for the body geometry. The x-coordinate is listed

first. The format of the data is free-format for the x,y coordinates. A sample body input geometry

is listed in Table 10 below.

Table 68: Example Body Geometry (NACA 23014)

1.0006 -0.0025295

0.98460 -0.0049304

0.96895 -0.0072317

0.95325 -0.0094792

0.93745 -0.011684

0.92169 -0.013835

0.90590 -0.015936

0.89007 -0.017990

0.87424 -0.019997

0.85838 -0.021958

0.84252 -0.023873

0.82664 -0.025742

0.81073 -0.027568

0.79485 -0.029346

0.77894 -0.031082

0.76300 -0.032776

0.74707 -0.034426

0.73111 -0.036035

0.71518 -0.037598
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0. 0029083

0. 0048311

0.0067977

0. 0087496

0. 012939

0. 015252

0. 017814

0. 020953

0. 023386

0. 026571

0.030689

0. 033220

0. 036504

0.038999

0. 041659

0. 044448

0. 047613

0. 050539

0. 053291

0. 056412

0.058997

0. 061712

0. 064857

0.066489

0. 073202

0. 080154

0. 088125

0. 099735

0. 11462

0.12940

0. 14454

0.15802

0.18655

0.20491

0.22594

0.24642

0. 017135

0. 020258

0. 022936

0. 025330

0. 029991

0. 032287

0. 034591

0. 037204

0. 039080

0. 041418

0. 044188

0. 045771

0. 047745

0. 049176

0. 050643

0. 052116

0. 053697

0. 055095

0. 056346

0. 057696

0. 058773

0. 059879

0. 061087

0. 061718

0. 063984

0. 066505

0. 068774

0. 071726

0. 074895

0. 077445

0. 079325

0. 080718

0. 083164

0. 084047

0. 084694

0. 085044
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0.26546

0.28616

0.30437

0.32198

0.34505

0.36169

0.37983

0.40332

0.42432

0.45166

0.48189

0.51205

0.53792

0.56294

0.58539

0.63827

0.67977

0.70802

0.72582

0. 74476

0.76651

0.78926

0.80617

0.82429

0.84640

0.86233

0.87581

0.88985

0.90557

0. 92131

0.93709

0. 95298

0.96881

0. 98460

1.0006

0. 085239

0. 085354

0. 084924

0. 084534

0.083789

0. 083010

0. 082035

0. 080534

0. 079198

0. 076774

0. 074390

0. 071520

0.068763

0. 065910

0. 062993

0. 056776

0. 051450

0. 047307

0. 044603

0. 041645

0. 038213

0. 034527

0. 031748

0. 028683

0. 024814

0. 022217

0. 020070

0. 017608

0. 014849

0. 012070

0. 0092346

0.0063447

0. 0034328

0. 00048670

-0. 0025295
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It is quite common for problems to arise when inputting a new geometry for the first time. The

following discussion will describe some of the common errors made by users in generating an

input file. Error messages and warning messages printed to the screen will also be covered. As

mentioned in the previous section, all warning and error messages are also written to the debug

file "JUNK.DAT".

9.1 Number of Points

An empty (blank) file will produce the following error:

Severe input error: Number of points must be greater than zero!

The software will stop because of the above error.

After checking the other inputs, the program will exit due to this error. A file which does not

exist at run time (missing file) should generate a system error. That error is listed in Chapter 5:

Interactive Input.

9.2 Blank Lines

Blank lines in the geometry file should be avoided. On an SGI workstation running IRIX 6.2,

blank lines are ignored by the software. Other systems may read blank lines as an additional data

point ofx = 0, y = 0. The software is set to check for this occurrence at the end of the file. If blank

lines exist at the end of the file, the following warning message may print out:

Removing blank line from geometry input file.

9.3 Too Few Points

If the body geometry is too coarse, the panel model created may not replicate the body geom-

etry input. The initial set of coordinates output to file "ICE1 .DAT" contain the initial panel model

of the body geometry. The user should check that this shape matches their input file for any new

geometry or if the user increases the point spacing (DSMN). If the number of points input is less

than 30, the following warning message will be generated:
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The number of geometry points input (5) is less than 30. A coarse geometry such as this may

not run well.

In the example above, a input data file consisting of five points was used.

9.4 Too Many Points

The only true upper limit to the number of points which the user can input is 10000, which is

the internal array size. Standard geometry input files used for testing purposes range from 50 to

150 points. The program will print the following warning if more than 1000 points are input:

The number of geometry points input (2000) is very high. You probably do not need this many

points.

In this example, the number of points input was 2000.

9.5 Body Not Closed

The panel solution used in this software assumes that the body(s) being simulated are closed

bodies. Several tests have been run using airfoils with open trailing edges and most of the results

appear acceptable. The following warning message is generated when the program detects an

unclosed body:

Warning! The trailing edge is not closed. Check the flow solution carefully.

If the flow solution calculated with an open trailing edge is acceptable to the user, then there

may be no need to alter the trailing edge simply to enclose the body.

9.6 Small Point Spacing

LEWICE may have problems with input points which are very close together or exactly the

same (duplicate point). This can easily occur when points are typed into the computer or when

two airfoil segments are joined together. LEWICE 2.2 will automatically correct this problem and

generate the following warning message:
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Two of the points' on the geometry are too close together. Removing point (value)from body

(value).

This statement informs the user that one of the input points has been removed.

9.7 Body Input Backwards

LEWICE requires that the body geometry points should be input in a clockwise fashion. This

means that the points are input starting at the trailing edge and proceed sequentially toward the

leading edge along the lower surface up to the leading edge, then traverse back to the trailing edge

along the upper surface. LEWICE 2.2 will automatically correct for the case where the geometry

is input counterclockwise. If LEWICE detects this situation, the following warning message will

be generated:

Body points' have been input counterclockwise. The program needs' clockwise points'. Revers-

ing points.

Note: The correction in LEWICE may not work for body geometries with an open trailing

edge.

9.8 Large Angles Between Neighboring Segments

Several errors can occur when points are typed in. These errors may cause the geometry to be

different from the one intended by the user. Some common errors include: points input in reverse

order; missing or misplaced decimal points; or mistyped numbers. LEWICE cannot check for all

possible errors in the file. The user should always check the first panel geometry printed to

"ICE1.DAT" to ensure that the body being used by LEWICE closely resembles the intended

geometry. A common consequence of geometry input errors are large angles between neighboring

segments. LEWICE will print two warning messages to aid the user in identifying potential prob-

lems. The following error will print out if this angle is greater than 45°:

You have two segments' which form an angle greater than 45 degrees. Check the panel geom-

etry and flow solution thoroughly. Check input point number (value) on body (value).

Figure 2 provides a diagram showing a 45 degree panel angle.
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Outsideofbodygeometry_
i /] 45o

utside of bodygeometry
Insideof bodygeometry

Figure 2: Exampleof a45degreepanelangle

LEWICEdoesnotcorrectfor thisoccurrencesincethelargeanglemaybeintentionalonthe

part of theuser.If this angleis intentional,theusershouldensurethattherearesufficientinput

pointsin regionsof high curvature.Thepoint distributionmethodologyusedin LEWICE will

tendto "roundoff' comersif aninsufficientnumberofpointsareused.A moreseverewarningis

issuedby LEWICEif thesegmentangleexceeds135°:

You have two segments' which form an angle greater than 135 degrees. Check the panel geom-

etry and flow solution thoroughly. Also check that points' have been entered correctly. Check

point number (value) on body (value).

Figure 3 shows an example of a 135 ° panel angle.

/

J

Outside of body geometry /

135 °

utside of body geometry

body
geometry

Figure 3: Example of a 135 degree panel angle

In this case, it is unlikely that the user intended to have this large of a segment angle. How-

ever, LEWICE will still not make any corrections to the input as it is possible that this large angle

was also intentional on the part of the user. If this large angle is intentional on the part of the user,

it is even more important that the user supply sufficient input points in the region around this

angle so that it does not get rounded off. The flow solution and ice accretion results should also be

thoroughly checked to ensure that an acceptable result was obtained.
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9.9 Intersecting Bodies

Additional input problems may arise when the user attempts to input more than one body. One

such problem can occur when the bodies intersect. This can easily occur with multi-element air-

foils if the user does not properly rotate the flap or use the proper gap settings. LEWICE cannot

correct for this problem. The following error message will be generated:

Bodies (value) and (value) intersect. Program cannot run.

After performing the remaining checks on the geometry, the program will exit due to this

error.

9.10 Concentric Bodies

LEWICE cannot run multiple bodies where one body is completely inside another body. This

can occur if the coordinates for the bodies are supplied relative to different points of origin rather

than relative to the same point of origin. LEWlCE cannot correct for this error. If this situation is

found, the following error message will be generated:

Body (value) is inside body (value). LEWICE cannot run this' case.

After performing the remaining checks on the geometry, the program will exit due to this

error.

9.11 Bodies Out of Order

The logic used by the trajectory module dictates that multiple bodies need to be input in

sequential order in the x-direction. This means that the first body a particle could encounter must

be listed first, the second body it could encounter must be listed second and so on. This criteria is

based upon the leading edge of each body, not on the trailing edge as particles are most likely to

impinge on the leading edge of each body. LEWlCE will correct for this problem and automati-

cally put the bodies in the proper order. The following warning message will be generated:
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Bodies (value) and (value) are out of order. Bodies must be input so that the first body will be

the first to be hit by drops; the second body must be the second to be hit and so on. Putting bodies

in correct order.

If the program finds any correctable problems with the geometry file, the corrected geometry

will be written to file "FIXED.DAT".
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Chapter 10: Optional Input Files

A case submitted by the user containing default values for each input in the main input file

will not read additional input files. The user can choose several flags in the main input file which

will require the input of an additional input file. An input value of 1, 2, or 3 for variable IDEICE

will read in a de-icer input file. An input value of 1 for variable IGRID will read in the files

"XY.PLT" and "Q.PLT". An input value of 1 for variables ICP, IBETA, IHTC and IQEX will

read in values from files "RFLOW.INP", "RBETA.INP", "RHTC.INP" and "QEXTIN.INP"

respectively. Additionally, an input value of 1 for variables IBLEED, IQAIN and I3D in the de-

icer input file will read in the files "HI.INP", "QAI.INP" and "STREAM.INP". The formats for

all of these additional input files will now be discussed in detail.

10.1 De-icer Input File

For IDEICE values from 1 to 3, LEWICE 2.2 will read in a de-icer input file. The name of this

file is supplied by the user interactively. This is described in more detail in Section 7.4. The de-

icer input consists of free-form (unformatted) ASCII text and can contain comment lines for user

comments or to improve readability. The example cases used in this manual will contain com-

ment lines which are used to further explain the features of this module. The description of the de-

icer input file is divided into five sections: 1) description of the de-icer geometry and physical

properties; 2) definition of heater power and cycle times; 3) definition of boundary conditions; 4)

definition of various flags which control different features, and 5) description of time step and

input/output options. The division of the descriptions into five sections was done solely for clar-

ity. The data is read from a single file for each body. Each of these sections will now be described

in more detail.

10.1.1 De-icer Section 1

The first section of the de-icer input file contains the definition of the internal geometry of the

body and the physical properties. The internal geometry is defined using rectangular blocks in the
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computational domain. This is illustrated in Figure 4. Each block contains grid spacing in the

wrap direction and the normal direction.

s

outer outer

surface surfacet°wardupper _( surface

_trailing edge__ q

's%%erce

inner

surface

toward upper
surface
trailing edge

Figure 4: Grid block in the computational domain (left) and the physical domain (right)

Note: The de-icer geometry is specified by the user in the (rectangular) computational

domain, not in the physical domain.

10.1.1.1 LDE and NXDE

The first row of data in the de-icer file contains the number of "layers" (blocks in the normal

direction, variable named LDE) and the number of "sections" (blocks in the wrap direction, vari-

able named NXDE). The total number of blocks simulated will be the product of these two num-

bers (LDE * NXDE). A sample data line is given below.

007 009

Note: In the subsequent description, the blocks in the normal direction will be referred to as

"layers" while the blocks in the wrap direction will be referred to as "sections".

The data line given above does not have to be the first line in the data file. Comment lines can

be added for clarity. The software detects a comment line when it identifies a non-numeric char-

acter in the first 30 columns. An example is given in Table 11 below.

Table 69: First section of data file with comments
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C data for the composite body

C

C ide= total number of layers in the y-direction

C nxde= total number of heater sections in the x-direction

C

ide nxde

OO7 OO9

Note: Data is read free-form. The numbers do not have to reside in any particular column and

do not have to line up with the comments. However they must be in the prescribed order.

The number of layers and the number of sections must both be between 1 and 29. If the value

read for these variables is outside this range, the following error message will appear:

Layer number must be greater than zero (0) and less than thirty (30). Your input value of

(value) is outside this range. Blank lines are read as data with a value of zero. Check input file for

blank lines.

The software will stop because of the above error.

As the message indicates, the most common cause of this error is a blank line in the input file

which will be read as data with a value of zero.

10.1.1.2 NODE, ELDE, AK, ALP, AL, SLOPE

The next LDE number of data lines then contains six columns of numbers. The columns are:

1) the number of points in the normal direction for the layer; 2) the "thickness" of the layer (m); 3)

the thermal conductivity of the layer (W/mK) at 0 °C in the normal direction; 4) the thermal diffu-

sivity of the layer (m2/s); 5) the anisotropy ratio; and 6) the slope of thermal conductivity with

temperature (W/mK2). The number of points defines the grid spacing in the normal direction for

that layer. All sections will have the same grid spacing in the normal direction for a given layer.

Note: The first layer input is the innermost layer and the last layer will be the top surface.
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The thermal conductivity of a layer in the normal direction is defined as a function of temper-

ature, as shown in Equation 11.

k = kref + m (T - Tref) (11)

where

k = thermal conductivity (W/mK)

kre f = thermal conductivity (W/mK) at the reference temperature

m = slope of temperature dependence (W/mK 2)

Tre f = reference temperature = 0 °C

The user inputs the conductivity at the reference temperature as well as the slope in the equa-

tion above. For many composite materials, the conductivity can be anisotropic, which means that

it is different in the wrap direction than it is in the normal direction. Because of this, the user also

inputs a anisotropy ratio, which is the ratio of the thermal conductivity in the wrap direction to the

thermal conductivity in the normal direction. Most materials will have an anisotropy ratio of 1.

Note: The anisotropy ratio is constant, meaning that the variation of conductivity with tem-

perature is the same in each direction.

The user also inputs the thermal diffusivity, which is defined as

k

pCp
(12)

where

c_ = thermal diffusivity (m2/s)

k = thermal conductivity (W/mK)

p = density (kg/m 3)
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Cp = specific heat (J/kgK)

Note: Unlike thermal conductivity and density, the specific heat of materials is often difficult

to find in references. Manufacturers often do not measure (or list) this quantity in spec sheets.

However, this parameter is only important for transient (time-dependant) cases.

An example of the data for the layers is given in Table 12 below.

Table 70: Sample data for each layer

15 3.430d-3 0.120d0 1.652d-7 l.d0 0.d0

08 8.900d-4 0.294d0 1.045d-7 l.d0 0.d0

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7 l.d0 0.d0

07 1.300d-5 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7 l.d0 0.d0

08 2.030d-4 16.270d0 4.035d-6 l.d0 0.d0

21 2.540d-3 2.232d0 1.151d-6 l.d0 0.d0

Once again, the use of comment lines can be used as an aide in identifying the input, as shown

in Table 13.

Table 7h Sample data for each layer with comments

C

C Data for each layer:

C

C nodes : # of points in that layer or section

C length : length (thickness) of layer or section

C

# of length conductivity diffusivity anisotropy slope (b) of

nodes (m) (W/m/K) (m_2/s) factor temp. eqn.

_node" _elde" _ak" _alp" _al" _slope"

C substrate

15 3.430d-3 0.120d0 1.652d-7 l.d0 0.d0

C insulation

08 8.900d-4 0.294d0 1.045d-7 l.d0 0.d0

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7 l.d0 0.d0
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C

O7

C

18

C

O8

C

21

heater

1.300d-5 41.O00dO 1.194d-5 l.dO O.dO

insulation

2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7 l.dO O.dO

abrasion shield

2.030d-4 16.270d0 4.035d-6 l.dO O.dO

ice

2.540d-3 2.232d0 1.151d-6 l.dO O.dO

Note: LDE = 7 in this example, so there are seven lines of data.

Note: The input units for LEWICE 2.2 are metric.

Note: While performing de-icing or anti-icing simulations, make certain that the top layer

contains the thermal properties of ice. If the ice melts, the software will change the properties

accordingly.

Note: For any icing, de-icing or anti-icing simulation, the thickness given to the ice layer in

this section will only be used to determine the grid spacing within the ice. The actual ice thickness

at each grid point is part of the output from this module.

Note: The total number of points in the normal direction is currently limited to 310 points.

The total number of points is the sum of the points in each individual layer minus the number of

layers, plus 2 (see equation below).

Nto t = (]_n) - lde + 2 (13)

The number of points for a given layer must be at least two and less than 310. In addition, the

total number of points as given in Equation 13 must be less than 310. If the input data for a given

layer is outside this range, the following error message will occur:

Number of points in a layer must be greater than zero (0) and less than 310. Your input value

of (value)for layer number (value) is outside this range. Blank lines are read as data with a

value of zero. Check input file for blank lines.
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The software will stop because of the above error.

If the total number of points input is too high, the following error message will occur:

Total number of points in normal direction is' too high. Number of points input = (value)

The software will stop because of the above error.

The thickness of each layer must be greater than zero. If the value read for this variable is out-

side this range, the following error message will occur:

Thickness of a layer must be greater than zero (0). Your input value of(value)for layer num-

ber (value) is' outside this' range.

The software will stop because of the above error.

The thermal conductivity must be greater than zero. If the value read for this variable is out-

side this range, the following error message will occur:

Thermal conductivity of layer must be greater than zero (0). Your input value of (value)for

layer number (value) is' outside this' range.

The software will stop because of the above error.

The thermal diffusivity must be greater than zero. If the value read for this variable is outside

this range, the following error message will occur:

Thermal diffusivity of layer must be greater than zero (0). Your input value of(value)for layer

number (value) is outside this' range.

The software will stop because of the above error.

The anisotropic ratio must be greater than zero. If the value read for this variable is outside

this range, the following error message will occur:
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Anisotropic ratio of layer must be greater than zero (0). Your input value of(value)for layer

number (value) is outside this range.

The software will stop because of the above error.

10.1.1.3 NOX, ELX, AKX, ALPX, ALX, SLOPEX, ELXY, IVXY

The next NXDE number of lines contains the grid spacing and properties for each section.

The primary definition of the thermal properties was provided in the previous set of data. The

thermal properties input in this set of lines will be used only for the heater layer of an electrother-

mal system. For that layer, the thermal properties in this section will override those provided ear-

lier. Each line consists of eight (8) columns of data. The columns are: 1) the number of points in

the wrap direction for each section; 2) the width of each section (m); 3) the thermal conductivity

of the layer (W/mK) at 0 °C in the normal direction; 4) the thermal diffusivity of the layer (m2/s);

5) the anisotropy ratio; 6) the slope of thermal conductivity with temperature (W/mK2); 7) the

additional thickness in the normal direction for that section; and 8) the layer number to which the

additional thickness is added.

The first six columns have the same definition as the layer data. The number of points deter-

mines the grid spacing in the normal direction. The sum of the widths should be the same as the

total wrap distance around the input geometry. The program will automatically adjust the lengths

of the two end segments so that this sum is equal to the total wrap distance. The heater locations

may have shifted during this process. The user can avoid this by manually adjusting the end seg-

ments or by using the variable OFFSET in the next section. The thermal properties identified here

will be used only in the heater layer of an electrothermal system as mentioned earlier. The last

two columns of data are used to identify one section which can have a larger thickness than the

thickness given in the layer data. This concept is illustrated in Figure 5. In this example, section 4

of layer 1 is thicker than the other sections. This feature can be used to model a nose block in an

airfoil or other geometric anomalies. Table 14 shows an example input for the section data input.

Figure 5: Additional thickness case
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Section4 of layer1 is thicker
thanothersections.

Table72: Sampledatafor eachsectionwith comments
C

C Data for each heater/gap section:

C

# of length cond. diff. anisotropy slope(b) of add.

nodes (m) (W/m/K) (m_2/s) of heater temp. eqn. length (m)

_nox" _elx" _akx" _alpx" _alx" _slopex" _elxy"

C gap (no heat input)

i0 0.9144d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C heater G

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C heater E

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C heater C

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C parting strip - heater A

36 1.905d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C heater B

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C heater D

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C heater F

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C gap (no heat input)

i0 0.9144d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C

Note: NXDE = 9 in this example, so there are nine lines of data.

layer

number

_ivxy"

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
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Note: Only the lines with data are used by the software. The comments included in this exam-

ple are extraneous and are ignored by LEWlCE 2.2.

Note: The section data is entered from the left side of the computational domain toward the

right side. In the physical domain, data is entered starting from the lower surface trailing edge

clockwise toward the leading edge an ending back at the trailing edge.

Note: The length of the end segments will be changed so that the total segment length equals

the total wrap distance calculated by LEWlCE 2.2. An identical amount will be added (or sub-

tracted) from each end segment. Segments may be eliminated, if needed, to match the airfoil wrap

distance.

Note: The center of the middle section is not aligned with the body leading edge by default.

This can be changed in the next set of input data using variable OFFSET or by modifying the

lengths of the end segments.

The first six data columns have the same limits on the inputs that the layer data contained.

Therefore, the error messages will be the same as well. The additional thickness input cannot be

negative. If a negative value is read, the following error message will occur:

Additional length of a section must be greater than or equal to zero (0). Your input value of

(value)for section number (value) is outside this range.'

The software will stop because of the above error.

The layer number for the additional thickness must be at least 1 and no greater than the num-

ber of layers. If the value input is outside this range, the following error message will occur:

Layer number for additional thickness must be greater than zero (0) and less than or equal to

the number of layers. Your input value of(value)for section number (value) is outside this' range.'

The software will stop because of the above error.
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10.1.1.4 Example Input

Table 15 shows an example of the complete input data for the first data section.

Table 73: Example data for first section of de-icer input.

C data for the composite body

C

C

C

C

ide

OO7

C

C

C

C

C

C

# of

ide: total number of layers in the y-direction

nxde: total number of heater sections in the x-direction

nxde

OO9

Data for each layer:

nodes = # of points in that layer or section

length = length (thickness) of layer or section

length conductivity diffusivity anisotropy

nodes (m) (W/m/K) (m_2/s) factor

C substrate

15 3.430d-3 0.120d0 1.652d-7 l.d0

C insulation

08 8.900d-4 0.294d0 1.045d-7 l.d0

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7 l.d0

C heater

07 1.300d-5 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7 l.d0

C abrasion shield

08 2.030d-4 16.270d0 4.035d-6 l.d0

C ice

21 2.540d-3 2.232d0 1.151d-6 l.d0

slope (b) of

temp. eqn.

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO
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C
C Data for
C

# of length
nodes (m)

each heater/gap section:

cond. diff. anisotropy slope(b) of add. layer
(W/m/K) (m*2/s) of heater temp. eqn. length (m) number

C gap (no heat input)
i0 0.9144d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

C heater G

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3
C heater E
21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

C heater C

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

C parting strip - heater A
36 1.905d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

C heater B
21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

C heater D
21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

C heater F

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

C gap (no heat input)
i0 0.9144d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

C

Note: It is not necessary for the input data to align on a given column. This was done in this

example to improve readability.

Note: Comment lines have been added to improve readability. The software will ignore the

comments and only read the data lines.

10.1.2 De-icer Section 2

This section of input data describes the heater power and cycle times. There are two types of

heater modes. In the first mode, a heater can be given a specific wattage, an ON time, an OFF

time and a LAG time. In the second mode, it will be temperature controlled. In this mode, the user
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supplies an initial wattage, an ON temperature, an OFF temperature, and the layer number which

is used to control the heaters. This means that the heater can be controlled by the surface tempera-

ture instead of the heater temperature if desired. The inputs for this section will now be discussed

in more detail.

Note: If there was an error reading data in the first section, the software will continue to read

the rest of the input file. However, an error in an earlier section can cause incorrect error messages

to appear for subsequent sections. It is highly recommended that the user fix the first errors

encountered and resubmit the case.

10.1.2.1 IJDE, OFFSET, IPAR

The first line of data in this section contains three variables: the layer number for an electro-

thermal heater; the offset for the parting strip heater; and the number of parameter studies. The

heater layer number defines the layer from which heat will emanate for an electrothermal system.

It also defines the layer which will use the thermal properties entered in the section data input ear-

lier. A value for this variable must be entered even when using a hot air system. The input for this

variable must be between 1 and the total number of layers. If the value input is outside this range,

the following error message will occur:

Heater number must be greater than zero (0) and less than or equal to number of layers.

Your input value of(value) is' outside this range.

Blank lines are read as data with a value of zero. Check input file for blank lines.

The software will stop because of the above error.

Additionally, if ice is the top layer, it cannot also be used as the heater layer. If this occurs, the

following error message will be generated:

The ice layer cannot be the same as the heater layer.

The software will stop because of the above error.
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Theoffsetvariablecontainsthedistance,inmeters,of thecenterof thecomputationaldomain

from theleadingedge.If OFFSET= 0,thenthemidpoint(determinedby distance)of thede-icer

sectionswill bealignedwith themidpoint(determinedby distance)of theairfoil. Forvaluesless

than0, themidpointwill bemovedtowardthelowersurfacewhile for valuesgreaterthan0, it

will bemovedtowardtheuppersurface.If theabsolutevalueof OFFSETis greaterthanthechord

length,thefollowingwarningmessagewill occur:

The offset value may be past the trailing edge. OFFSET = (value) s/c

The number of parameter studies can be used to run more than one heater configuration using

the same flight and meteorological conditions. The user can also opt to run different conditions as

separate cases. The value for this variable must be between 1 and 29. If the value input is outside

this range, the following error message will occur:

Number of parameter studies must be greater than zero (0) and less than thirty (30). Your

input value of (value) is' outside this range. Blank lines are read as data with a value of zero.

Check input file for blank lines.

The software will stop because of the above error.

Note: Normal operation of this software uses one parameter study per run (IPAR = 1). While

a multiple parameter study option has been included, it is possible that output from a multiple

parameter study run may be different from the output that would have been achieved if the case

were run separately. This option has seen limited testing. Section 13.1 describes a potentially bet-

ter way to perform a parameter study by using external scripts.

Table 16 shows an example of this data line with comments.

Table 74: Example data line

C data for the heater

ijde offset ipar

004 0.005 1
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10.1.2.2 QDE, TON, TOFF, TLAG, ICFLAG

The next NXDE lines of data contain the heater power and cycle times. The user must input a

line of data for each section, even if there is no heat generation in that section. Each line must con-

tain five columns of data. These columns represent: 1) the heater power (kW/m2); 2) heater ON

time (sec) or heater ON temperature (K) (for temperature controlled heaters); 3) heater OFF time

(sec) or heater OFF temperature; 4) heater LAG time (sec); 5) flag for using temperature con-

trolled heaters. Figure 6 shows an example of each type of heater cycle

Figure 6: Example of heater cycle types

_D

©

ON temp.

OFF temp.

Time _ Time

The heater power input can also represent the initial wall heat flux for an optimal hot air sys-

tem. See IQW in de-icer section 4 input for more details. The heater power is input in units ofkW/

m 2 and must be -> 0. If the value input is outside this range, the following error message will

occur:

Heater wattage must be greater than or equal to zero (0). Your input value of(value)for layer

number (value) and parameter study (value) is outside this range.

The software will stop because of the above error.

Note: Heat flux values are input (and output) in units of kW/m 2 while thermal conductivity

and heat transfer coefficients are input (and output) in units of W/m/K and W/m2/K respectively.

The heater ON time must also be -> 0. If the value input is outside this range, the following

error message will occur:

Heater on time must be greater than or equal to zero (0). Your input value of(value)for layer

number (value) and parameter study (value) is outside this range.
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The software will stop because of the above error.

The heater OFF time must also be _ 0. If the value input is outside this range, the following

error message will occur:

Heater off time must be greater than or equal to zero (0). Your input value of(value)for layer

number (value) and parameter study (value) is' outside this range.

The software will stop because of the above error.

The heater LAG time must also be _ O. If the value input is outside this range, the following

error message will occur:

Heater lag time must be greater than or equal to zero (0). Your input value of(value)for layer

number (value) and parameter study (value) is' outside this range.

The software will stop because of the above error.

The temperature control flag has the following definition. If the flag = 0, then heaters are not

temperature controlled and the heater will operate with a given wattage and ON/OFF cycle time.

If the flag is > 0, then it represents the layer number which is used to control the heater cycle time.

In this mode, the wattage will be adjusted until the temperature remains between the temperature

range input. The exact temperature used will reside on the lower surface of the layer at the mid-

point of the section, as illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Temperature location for temperature controlled heaters

©

Valid input values for this flag are then 0 up to the number of layers. Enter the top layer num-

ber to control the heater with the surface temperature. If the input value is outside this range, the

following error message will occur:
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Temperature control flag must be greater than or equal to zero (0) and less than or equal to

the number of layers. Your input value of (value)for layer number (value) and parameter study

(value) is outside this' range.

The program will stop because of the above error.

If temperature controlled heater is used, the ON temperature must be greater than the OFF

temperature. If it is not, the following error message will occur:

Temperature control flag is' on. ON temperature must be greater than OFF temperature.'

T_on = (value) T_off= (value)

In addition, if a temperature controlled heater is used, both temperatures must be greater than

the ambient temperature. To effectively de-ice the surface, these temperatures should also be

greater than freezing but this is not required for proper operation of the software. If either value is

below the ambient temperature, the following error message will occur:

Temperature for temperature controlled heater cannot be less than the ambient temperature.

Temperature = (value)

The user should also refer to Section 10.1.4.2 for an additional use of the temperature con-

trolled heater function.

Note: Temperature controlled heaters as modeled in this software do not necessarily deter-

mine the "optimum" heat flux. Initially, it uses the wattages input until the temperature exceeds

the ON temperature. It then turns off all heat until the temperature drops below the OFF tempera-

ture. Heat is then turned on, but at a lower wattage. This process continues until the simulation

time (TSTOP) is reached. If the simulation time is sufficiently long and the wattage has not

changed for a long time, then the wattage reported in "QOPT.DAT" may be close to the optimum

heat flux. Results to date have been inconsistent for this option.
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10.1.2.3 Example Input

Table 17 then gives a complete input example for the second de-icer section, including com-

ments.

Table 75: Complete input data for de-icer section 2

C data for the heater

C

ijde

OO4

offset ipar

0.005 i

_QDE" _TON" _TOFF" _TLAG"

heater density time on time off lag time

(kWatts/m*2) (sec) (sec) (sec)

C gap (no heat input)

0.0d0 0.d0 0.d0 0.d0 0

C heater G

12.02d0 5.d0 llS.d0 llS.d0 0

C heater E

ll.19d0 5.d0 llS.d0 llS.d0 0

C heater C

ii.25d0 5.d0 llS.d0 ll0.d0 0

C parting strip (heater A) does not turn off

07.78d0 150.d0 0.d0 0.d0 0

C heater B

ii.68d0 5.d0 llS.d0 ll0.d0 0

C heater D

ii.27d0 5.d0 llS.d0 llS.d0 0

C heater F

ii.75d0 5.d0 l15.d0 l15.d0 0

C gap (no heat input)

0.0d0 0.d0 0.d0 0.d0 0

Table 18 shows an example using temperature controlled heaters

_ICFLAG"

temp cntrl.

flag
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Table 76: Complete input data for de-icer section 2 using temperature controlled heaters

C data for the heater

C

ijde

OO4

offset ipar

0.005 1

_QDE" _TON" _TOFF" _TLAG"

heater density temp on temp off lag time

(kWatts/m_2) (K) (K) (sec)

C gap (no heat input)

0.0d0 0.d0 0.d0 0.d0 0

C heater G

12.02d0 277.d0 275.d0 0.d0 6

C heater E

ll.19d0 277.d0 275.d0 0.d0 6

C heater C

ii.25d0 277.d0 275.d0 0.d0 6

C parting strip (heater A)

07.78d0 277.d0 275.d0 0.d0 6

C heater B

ii.68d0 277.d0 275.d0 0.d0 6

C heater D

ii.27d0 277.d0 275.d0 0.d0 6

C heater F

ii.75d0 277.d0 275.d0 0.d0 6

C gap (no heat input)

0.0d0 0.d0 0.d0 0.d0 0

_ICFLAG"

temp cntrl.

flag

Note: To model a section which does not have a heater, simply input QDE = 0.

Note: To model an electrothermal anti-icing system or parting strip, set TOFF = 0.

Note: W/in 2 * 1.55 = kW/m 2
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10.1.3 De-icer Section 3

The third section of de-icer input is used to define boundary conditions for the simulation.

There are four boundary conditions which need to be defined: at the top and bottom and on both

sides. The four sides are illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Boundaries on Sample Geometry

Ins)de boundary (IBC1) Right

boundary \(IBC4)

boundar3_Outside boundary (IBC2) (IBC3)

Figure 9: Boundaries on Computational Geometry

Outside boundary (IBC2)

Left

boundary
(IBC3)

Right

bi°  ,dary
#)

Inside boundary (IBC1)

Note: If there was an error reading data in a previous section, the software will continue to

read the rest of the input file. However, an error in an earlier section can cause incorrect error

messages to appear for subsequent sections. It is highly recommended that the user fix the first

errors encountered and resubmit the case.

10.1.3.1 IBC1, IBC2, IBC3, IBC4

The first line of this section contains four flags which represent the boundary condition on the

inside, outside, "left" and "right" boundaries as shown in the previous figure. The "left" boundary

occurs at the lower surface trailing edge while the "right" boundary occurs at the upper surface

trailing edge. Each flag can have a value from 1 to 3 where IBC = 1 represents a constant temper-
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atureboundary,IBC= 2 representsaconvectiveboundary,andIBC= 3representsaconstantwall

flux boundary.A valueoutsidethisrangewill causethefollowingwarningmessageto appear:

Boundary condition index must be greater than zero (0) and less than or equal to three (3)

Your input value of(value) is outside this' range. Setting boundary condition = 2 (convection)'

Blank lines are read as data with a value of zero. Check input file for blank lines.

As stated in the warning, the boundary condition will be set to the default (convection) bound-

ary.The standard boundary conditions for de-icing and anti-icing conditions are: IBC1 = 2 or 3

(IBC1 = 3 is used to model a hot air system.); IBC2 = 2; IBC3 = 2; IBC4 = 2. Ira constant temper-

ature boundary condition is used, the following warning message will appear:

Constant temperature boundary condition is' not normally used in icing calculations.

If IBC2 = 3, IBC3 = 3 or IBC4 = 3, the following warning message will appear:

Constant heat flux boundary condition is not normally used in icing calculations.

10.1.3.2 TG1, TG2, TG3, TG4

The second line of data in this section also contains four values which represent the ambient

temperature (in degrees Kelvin) at the boundary. If IBC = 1 or 2, this temperature should be the

same as the ambient temperature entered in the main input file (variable TINF). If any of these

temperatures are not equal to the ambient temperature, the following warning will appear:

Temperature at boundary is not equal to the ambient temperature input from the main

LEWICE input file. Setting temperature equal to TINF.

The temperature on the inside surface (IBC1) will not be reset to the ambient temperature as

this option could be used to model a hot air anti-icer.
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10.1.3.3 HI, H2, H3, H4

The third line of data in this section contains the four values of the heat transfer coefficients

(W/m2/K) at the four boundaries. Each value must be -> 0. If the data input is outside this range,

the following error message will occur:

Heat transfer coefficient must be greater than or equal to zero (0).

The software will stop because of the above error.

Additionally, since the software is designed to emulate an enclosed boundary, the heat trans-

fer coefficients on the "left" and "right" boundaries should be set to zero (insulated/reflective

boundary). If a value > 0 is read, the following warning message will appear:

Convective heat flux boundary condition is' not normally used in icing calculations.

Note: The heat transfer coefficient input at the top surface may be overwritten using the

IBOUND flag in the next input section.

Note: The inside heat transfer coefficient, H1, can be used to model a hot air anti-icer. Section

10.1.4 provides a better way to model of this type of system.

10.1.3.4 QW1, QW2, QW3, QW4

The fourth line in this data section contains the four wall heat fluxes (kW/m 2) for each bound-

ary. These values are read even if a wall heat flux boundary is not used. These values should be ->

0. If a negative heat flux is read, the following warning message will appear:

Negative heat flux boundary condition is' not normally used in icing calculations.

The software will allow the use of this boundary condition, however negative heat flux values

have not been tested.
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Note: The wall heat flux, QW1, can be used to model a hot air anti-icer. Section 10.1.4 pro-

vides a better way to model of this type of system.

Note: Heat flux values are input (and output) in units of kW/m 2 while thermal conductivity

and heat transfer coefficients are input (and output) in units of W/m/K and W/m2/K respectively.

10.1.3.5 Example Input

An example of this data section is given in Table 19 below.

Table 77: Example input for boundary condition data

C boundary condition data

Type of boundary condition:

C

C

C

"ibcl" "ibc2" "ibc3" "ibc4"

2 2 2 2

C

C Temperature data for bottom, left,

C

"tgl" "tg2" "tg3" "tg4"

263.3 263.3 263.3 263.3

C

C Heat transfer coeff.

C

_hl" _h2" _h3" _h4"

3.d0 3.d2 0.d0 0.d0

C

C Wall heat flux in kW/m_2

C

"qwl" "qw2" "qw3" "qw4"

0.d0 0.d0 0.d0 0.d0

in W/m_2/K

and side boundaries
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10.1.4 De-icer Section 4

The fourth section of the de-icer input file contains several flags and other variables which are

used to access specialized features of the software. Since these features modify the basic way the

software operates, care should be taken to ensure that the proper flags are set for the system the

user wants to model.

Note: If there was an error reading data in a previous section, the software will continue to

read the rest of the input file. However, an error in an earlier section can cause incorrect error

messages to appear for subsequent sections. It is highly recommended that the user fix the first

errors encountered and resubmit the case.

10.1.4.1 TAIRH, AIRMD, AIRUP, XAIRMD

The first line of this section is used to input variables for an anti-icing system. There are two

ways to model a hot air system with LEWICE 2.2 in this section. In this first method, the user

specifies the internal heat transfer coefficient (using variable H 1 from Section 10.3), the incoming

temperature of the bleed air (TAIRH), the mass flow rate (AIRMD), the mass fraction flowing up

from the supply location (AIRUP) and the air supply location (XAIRMD). This model is dia-

grammed in Figure 10.

Figure 10: First hot air model

Mass fraction flowing up
v,.. -_ Hot air supply location

_---_1_ Mass fraction flowing down

The first variable on this input line, TAIRH, is the hot air supply temperature in degrees

Kelvin. This value should be greater than the melting point of ice (273.15 K) for this model to

work properly. If the value read is less than this, the following warning message will appear:

Temperature for bleed air is' less than freezing. This' is' not normally used in icing calculations.
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Thenextvariableonthisline,AIRMD isthemassflow rateof thehotair supplyin kg/s.This

variablemustbe ->0. If a negativemassflow rateis entered,thefollowing errormessagewill

appear:

Mass flow rate for bleed air must be greater than or equal to zero (0). The software will stop

because of the above error.

The third variable on this line, AIRUP, is the mass fraction flowing up (or to the right in the

computational domain) as shown in Figure 10. The fraction flowing down is then fixed as (1 -

AIRUP). Since this variable is a fraction, its value must be 0 -<AIRUP _<1. Values outside this

range will generate the following warning message:

Mass fraction going up must be greater than or equal to zero (0) and less than or equal to one

(1). Setting AIRUP = 0.5

As stated in the warning message, the value for AIRUP will be set to the default value of 0.5.

The user should terminate the case and change the input file if this value is unacceptable.

The last variable on this line, XAIRMD, is used to define the hot air supply location in meters

as measured from the leading edge. A negative value should be used to define a location on the

lower surface of the body and a positive value should be used to define a location on the upper

surface of the body. If the absolute value of XAIRMD is greater than the chord length of the body,

the following warning message will be generated:

Mass flow rate input location is greater than one chord length. This' value will be set to the

trailing edge.

As suggested by the warning message, the supply location will be placed at the trailing edge

of the airfoil. Table 20 shows an example input for this data line with comments.

Table 78: Sample input line for hot air anti-icer

C miscellaneous data
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tairh airmd airup xairmd

5.d2 O.idO 0.SdO O.dO

10.1.4.2 I3D, IQAIN, IBLEED, IQW

The second line of data in this section defines flags which determine the type of anti-icer

which is to be modeled and a flag for reading in 3D streamline input. It is recommended that the

user only select one type of anti-icing model and not use a combination of models. The software

will accept the input, but the resulting model may not be realistic. The first variable on this line,

I3D, controls the input of a file used for performing a pseudo-3D analysis. If I3D = 0, then no

additional input data file will be read. If I3D = 1, the program will read in a file called

"STREAM.INP" (described in Section 10.2) which contains the dimensionless spanwise distance

from the current 2D cross-section to the next. The distance may also represent the axial distance

between two 2D cross-sections of an engine inlet. The program will use this data in the mass and

energy balance and is especially useful for determining the height and extent of runback ice for-

mations. This option is often used when supplying other 2D streamline information from a 3D

flow field and 3D trajectory analysis. Valid inputs for I3D are 0 and 1. If a value outside this

range is read, the following warning message will be generated:

3D streamline flag must be zero (0) or one (1). Your value of(value) is' out of range. Setting

I3D = 0

The second variable on this line, IQAIN, controls the input of a wall heat flux in kW/m 2 at the

inside surface. Valid inputs for this flag are 0 (OFF) and 1 (ON). If IQAIN = 1, the software will

read a separate file called "QAIN.INP" (described in Section 10.3) which contains the wall heat

flux on the inside surface as a function of the wrap distance. Also see Section 10.1.4.8 for addi-

tional options for this input file. If a value outside the valid range (0 or 1) is input, the following

warning message will be generated:

Heat flux flag must be zero (0) or one (1) Your value of(value) is out of range. Setting lQAIN

=0

IQAIN will then be set to the default value of 0 (no data read).
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The next flag on this line, IBLEED, can be used to read in a file containing heat transfer coef-

ficients in W/m2K instead of a wall heat flux. If IBLEED = 0, no data will be read. If IBLEED =

1, the software will read in a separate file called "HI.INP" (described in Section 10.4) containing

the heat transfer coefficients on the inside surface as a function of the wrap distance. See Section

10.1.4.9 for additional options on this input file.If a value outside the valid range (0 or 1) is input,

the following warning message will be generated:

Bleed air flag must be zero (0) or one (1) Your value of (value) is out of range. Setting

IBLEED = 0

IBLEED will then be set to the default value of 0 (no data read).

Note: Heat flux values are input (and output) in units of kW/m 2 while thermal conductivity

and heat transfer coefficients are input (and output) in units of W/m/K and W/m2/K respectively.

The last flag on this line, IQW, can be used to estimate the "optimal" wall heat flux for an

anti-icing system. If IQW = 0, no optimization is performed. If IQW = 1, then the software will

use the wattages input in Section 10.1.2.2 along with the temperature control information

described in that section to determine the wall heat flux required to maintain the selected temper-

ature within the range specified. In contrast to Section 10.1.2.2, where the heat generation was

supplied from layer IJDE, the heat generation case for IQW = 1 comes from the inside wall heat

flux. For two cases which both use the temperature control option, IQW = 0 would then be used to

model an electrothermal system while IQW = 1 would be used to model a hot air system. If a

value outside the valid range (0 or 1) is input, the following warning message will be generated:

Optimum bleed air flag must be zero (0) or one (1) Your value of (value) is' out of range. Set-

ting IQW = 0

IQW will then be set to the default value of 0 (no data read).

Note: The IQW flag does not necessarily determine the "optimum" heat flux. Initially, it uses

the wattages (or heat fluxes) input until the temperature exceeds the ON temperature. It then turns

off all heat until the temperature drops below the OFF temperature. Heat is then turned on, but at
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alowervalue.Thisprocesscontinuesuntil thesimulationtime(TSTOP)isreached.If thesimula-

tion time is sufficientlylong andthewattagehasnotchangedfor a longtime,thenthewattage

reportedin "QOPT.DAT"maybecloseto theoptimumheatflux. Alsoseethedescriptionof tem-

peraturecontrolledheatersin Section10.1.2.2.Resultsto datehavebeeninconsistentfor this

option.

In addition,theseflagsaremutuallyexclusive.Thatis,only oneof theseflagscanbesetfor a

giveninputfile. If IQAIN andIBLEEDarebothequalto one,thefollowingwarningmessagewill

begenerated:

Heat flux flag and bleed air flag cannot both be on. Setting IBLEED = 0

If IQW and IBLEED are both equal to one, the following warning message will be generated:

Optimum bleed flag and bleed air flag cannot both be on. Setting IBLEED = 0

If IQAIN and IQW are both equal to one, the following warning message will be generated:

Heat flux flag and optimum bleed flag cannot both be on. Setting IQAIN = 0

An example input for this line is shown in Table 21.

Table 79: Sample input for anti-icing flags

i3d iqain ibleed iqw

0 0 0 0

Note: IBLEED and IQAIN flags are most often used when the input data is known. Examples

of this condition occur when experimental test data is available or when values are calculated by

another program or via correlation. IQW is most often used when this data is not available.

10.1.4.3 ICOND, IBOUND, INIT, ISH, ISTD, IGDE

The third line of this data section contains six flags which control different features within the

software. The user should consider each flag carefully to ensure that their problem is being prop-

erly modeled. The default values represent those most likely to be used to set up a de-icing or
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anti-icing simulation. There is, however, no "best" value for these flags as they represent ways to

model different problems.

Note: If there was an error reading data in a previous section, the software will continue to

read the rest of the input file. However, an error in an earlier section can cause incorrect error

messages to appear for subsequent sections. It is highly recommended that the user fix the first

errors encountered and resubmit the case.

The first variable on this data line, ICOND, controls the use of the slower de-icer model dur-

ing an initial time lag. ICOND = 0 will turn off conduction during an initial time lag and can be

used in a de-icing simulation where the body is allowed to accrete ice before any heaters turn on.

When ICOND = 0, the software will use the standard LEWlCE accretion routines for the length

of the shortest time lag input in Section 10.1.2. If ICOND = 1, the de-icer model will be used

starting at time = 0. If there is an initial accretion period as described above, the user should select

ICOND = 0 to accelerate the solution. Valid inputs for this flag are 0 and 1. If a value outside this

range is read, the following warning message will be generated:

Conduction flag must be zero (0) or one (1) Your input value of(value) is' out of range. Setting

ICOND = 1

If ICOND = 0 but there is a zero second time lag on any of the heaters (or if the user selected

a wall heat flux boundary condition), the following warning message will appear:

Conduction flag must be = 1 since heaters will turn on immediately.

Setting ICOND = 1

The second variable in this data line, IBOUND, is used to refine the upper boundary condition

set with IBC2 in Section 10.1.3.1. For any of the IBOUND values, IBC2 must equal two for

IBOUND to be used. Otherwise, this flag is read in but not used by the software. If IBOUND = 1,

the convective heat transfer coefficient at the top surface is defined by the input variable H2 in

Section 10.1.3.2. This option is only useful for comparison with analytical heat transfer solutions

and is not applicable to icing simulation. If IBOUND = 2, the heat transfer coefficient is defined
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usingtheintegralboundarylayerequationsin LEWICE2.2orby auserreadfile (if IHTC= 1in

Section8.3)butnoiceaccretionwill occur.Thisoptionisusefulforcomparisonwithdry airdata

withheaterson.If IBOUND= 3, theheattransfercoefficientis definedusingtheintegralbound-

ary layerequationsin LEWICE2.2 andiceaccretionwill occur.IBOUND= 3 is recommended

for anyicing simulation.Valid inputvaluesare1,2, and3. If avalueoutsidethisrangeis read,

thefollowingwarningmessagewill appear:

Boundary flag must be one (1), two (2) or three (3) Your input value of(value) is' out of range.

Setting IBOUND = 3

If IBOUND does not equal 3, the following reminder is generated:

Upper boundary is set to dry air. Ice will not form.

Note" IBOUND values are ignored by the software unless IBC2 = 2 boundary condition is

used.

The third flag on this data line determines the initial temperature profile which should be

used. If INIT = 1, all temperatures will be set equal to the ambient temperature. This option has

primarily been used for comparison with analytical heat transfer cases. If INIT = 2, the tempera-

ture distribution in the wrap direction will be set to the recovery temperature. This option should

be used when the body is initially in dry air. This occurs for dry air cases or for accretion cases

where at least one heater is on at time = 0. INIT = 2 should be used for all cases where ICOND =

1. If INIT = 3, the temperature distribution in the wrap direction will be set to the accretion tem-

perature (wet surface temperature). This option must be used if ICOND = 0 and IBOUND = 3.

For any of these options, there is no initial temperature gradient in the body normal direc-

tion.Valid input values for INIT are 1, 2, and 3. If a value is read outside this range, the following

warning message will be generated:

Initial temperature flag must be one (1), two (2) or three (3) Your input value of(value) is' out

of range. Setting INIT = 3

IF INIT = l, the following reminder warning is generated:
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Initial temperature selected is not normally used in icing simulations.

This warning will also be generated when INIT = 3 and ICOND = 1 since, if conduction is

considered at the start of an accretion, the proper value for INIT is two.

Note: Most of the cases performed to date (especially those which have experimental data)

use INIT = 2 and ICOND = 1. Other combinations have seen limited testing.

The fourth and fifth flags on this data line control ice shedding behavior for a de-icing system.

The fourth flag, ISH, turns ice shedding on (ISH = 1) and off (ISH = 0) while the fifth flag, ISTD,

determined the preferred type of ice shedding. ISTD values will be read but not used if ISH = 0.

Valid input values for ISH are 0 and 1. A value outside this range will generate the following

warning message:

Ice shed flag must be zero (0) or one (1) Your input value of(value) is' out of range. Setting

ISH = 1

If ISH = 0 (no ice shed), the following warning message will be generated:

Ice will not shed. This is usually too conservative.

The values of ISTD have the following meaning: if ISTD = 0, ice will only shed if the soft-

ware determines that the whole ice shape will shed (conservative); if ISTD = 1, ice will shed in a

given section if the software determines that the ice in that section should shed; if ISTD = 2, ice

can shed node by node if the software determines shedding of that node is appropriate (non-con-

servative). The recommended value is ISTD = 1 for the cases considered thus far. The other

options are included as this result may not be universal since the number of test cases is small.

Valid inputs for ISTD are 0, 1, and 2. If a value outside this range is read, the following warning

message will be generated:

Shed type flag must be zero (0), one (1), or two (2) Your input value of (value) is' out of

range.Setting ISTD = 1
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Additionally,if ISTD= 0 or2,thefollowingreminderwarningis generated:

The preferred shedding mode is' by sections (ISTD = 1).

The sixth and final flag on this data line, IGDE, is used to determine if phase change is consid-

ered. Phase change allows ice to melt or sublimate and allows water to evaporate. IGDE = 0 turns

phase change off and should be used only when analyzing dry air cases. Additionally, the top

layer properties entered in Section 10.1.1.2 should reflect the top layer of the de-icer or anti-icer

construction. If IGDE = 1, phase change is considered and the top layer properties entered in Sec-

tion 10.1.1.2 should reflect the properties for ice.

Note: If a node of ice melts, the software will automatically change the thermal properties of

that node to water.

Note" If phase change is considered (IGDE = 1), the length (ELDE) given to the top layer in

Section 10.1.1.2 will only be used to define the normal direction grid spacing in the ice layer. In

this case, the ice thickness at time = 0 will be zero. Valid input values for IGDE are 0 and 1. If a

value is read which is outside this range, the following warning message will appear:

Phase change flag must be zero (0) or one (1) Your input value of(value) is out of range. Set-

ting IGDE = 1

If IGDE = 0, the following reminder warning will be generated:

Phase change is' not selected. This' is' not normally used in icing simulations.

Some combinations of the flags in this data line will result in cases which are not physically

meaningful. The software will check for these occurrences and take the following actions. If ice is

the top layer (IGDE = 1) and conduction is initially off (ICOND = 0), then the upper boundary

condition must be set so that ice accretion is considered (IBOUND = 3) and the initial temperature

distribution must be the accretion temperature (INIT = 3). IfIGDE = 1 and ICOND = 0 but either

IBOUND_3 or INIT_3, then the following warning message will be generated:
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Since conduction flag is off (ICOND = 0), then the boundary condition flag (IBOUND) must

be = 3 and temperatures must be initialized to the accretion temperature (INIT = 3). Resetting

those flags.

Conversely, if ice is not the top layer (IGDE = 0) then ice accretion cannot occur and

IBOUND = 3 or INIT = 3 are not allowed. If either of these flags has an incorrect value, the fol-

lowing warning will be generated:

Since phase change flag is off (IGDE = 0), then the boundary condition flag (IBOUND) must

be = 2 and temperatures must be initialized to the recovery temperature (INIT = 2). Resetting

those flags.

In addition, if ice is not the top layer (IGDE = 0), then ice shedding cannot occur. IfIGDE = 0

and ISH = 1, the following warning message will be generated:

Ice cannot shed without phase change. Setting ISH = 0

Finally, if ice is the top layer (IGDE = 1), it cannot also be the source of an electrothermal

heater. If IGDE = 1 and IJDE (from Section 10.1.2.1) equals the total number of layers (LDE

from Section 10.1.1.1), then the following error message will be generated:

The ice layer cannot be the same as the heater layer. The software will stop because of the

above error.

Table 22 contains a convenient cross reference showing the allowable combinations of flags.

Each row contains the valid values for selected flag in the first column. For example, the first row

shows the valid flags for that option. A cell containing the value "N/A" means "Not Applicable"

because this flag is not used by the software for the other flag values set.
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Note: Some combinations of flags in this table may generate warning messages but the flag

values will not be changed

Table 80: Cross reference for allowable flags

Flag ICOND IBOUND INIT ISH ISTD IGDE

ICOND = 0 0 1,2 1,2 0 N/A 0

ICOND = 0 0 3 3 0 N/A 1

ICOND = 0 0 3 3 1 0,1,2 1

ICOND = 1 1 1,2 1,2 0 N/A 0

ICOND = 1 1 3 1,2 0 N/A 1

ICOND = 1 1 3 1,2 1 0,1,2 1

IBOUND = 1 0 1 1,2 0 N/A 0

IBOUND = 1 1 1 1,2 0 N/A 0

IBOUND = 1 0 1 3 0 N/A 1

IBOUND = 1 0 1 3 1 0,1,2 1

IBOUND = 1 1 1 1,2 0 N/A 1

IBOUND = 1 1 1 1,2 1 0,1,2 1

IBOUND = 2 0 2 1,2 0 N/A 0

IBOUND = 2 1 2 1,2 0 N/A 0

IBOUND = 2 0 2 3 0 N/A 1

IBOUND = 2 0 2 3 1 0,1,2 1

IBOUND = 2 1 2 1,2 0 N/A 1

IBOUND = 2 1 2 1,2 1 0,1,2 1

IBOUND = 3 0 3 3 0 N/A 1

IBOUND = 3 0 3 3 1 0,1,2 1

IBOUND = 3 1 3 1,2 0 N/A 1

IBOUND = 3 1 3 1,2 1 0,1,2 1

INIT = 1 0,1 1,2 1 0 N/A 0

INIT = 1 0,1 3 1 0 N/A 1

INIT = 1 0,1 3 1 1 0,1,2 1
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Table 80: Cross reference for allowable flags

Flag ICOND IBOUND INIT ISH ISTD IGDE

INIT = 2 0,1 1,2 2 0 N/A 0

INIT = 2 0,1 3 2 0 N/A 1

INIT = 2 0,1 3 2 1 0,1,2 1

INIT = 3 0 3 3 0 N/A 1

INIT = 3 0 3 3 1 0,1,2 1

ISH = 0 0,1 1,2 1,2 0 N/A 0

ISH = 0 1 3 1,2 0 N/A 1

ISH = 0 0 3 3 0 N/A 1

ISH = 1 0 3 3 1 0,1,2 1

ISH = 1 1 3 1,2 1 0,1,2 1

ISTD = 0 0 3 3 1 0 1

ISTD = 0 1 3 1,2 1 0 1

ISTD = 1 0 3 1,2 1 1 1

ISTD = 1 1 3 3 1 1 1

ISTD = 2 0 3 1,2 1 2 1

ISTD = 2 1 3 3 1 2 1

IGDE = 0 0,1 1,2 1,2 0 N/A 0

IGDE = 1 0 3 1,2 0 N/A 1

IGDE = 1 1 3 3 0 N/A 1

IGDE = 1 0 3 1,2 1 0,1,2 1

IGDE = 1 1 3 3 1 0,1,2 1

Table 23 shows an example of this data line with comments.

Table 8h Example input for the third line of the fourth de-icer input section.

icond ibound init ish istd igde

1 3 2 1 1 1
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10.1.4.4 TSURF, IEVAP, ITHERM

This input data line contains variables used for the 1D anti-icing approximation (IDEICE = 1).

If DEICE = 1, the software will use the following variables from the de-icer input file to generate

its solution: LDE (Section 10.1.1.1), ELDE and AK (Section 10.1.1.2), IJDE (Section 10.1.2.1),

the upper and lower surface boundary conditions (Section 10.1.3) and the three variables above.

The definitions for these variables are the same in version 2.2 as they were in version 2.0. The

input data format, however, conforms to the free-form format described earlier in the de-icer input

file rather than the rigid format used in version 2.0.

The first value on this input data line, TSURF, is the temperature at the airfoil surface which

the user wants to maintain. Typical running wet anti-icing systems operate in the region 278°K -

283°K while an evaporative system may operate at 320°K or even higher. The software assumes

that the user wants to perform an anti-icing analysis. The desired surface temperature should

therefore be above freezing. If a value of TSURF _ 273.15 is entered, the following warning mes-

sage is generated:

Desired surface temperature is' less than freezing. Value read in was (value) K Setting

TSURF = 273.15 K

Note: The results for a desired surface temperature at freezing will be inaccurate since the

anti-icing module does not have provisions to freeze surface water as does the LEWlCE icing

module.

The second value on this input data line, IEVAP, indicates if the system is running wet

(IEVAP = 0) or evaporative (IEVAP = 1). A third option (IEVAP = 2) will use the electrothermal

wattages input. This option is convenient for direct comparison of the 1D option (IDEICE = 1)

with the 2D option (IDEICE = 2 or 3). Valid input values for IEVAP are 0, 1 or 2. If the value

input is outside this range, the following warning message will be generated:

Evaporation flag must be zero (0), one (1) or two (2). Your value of(value) is' out of range.

Setting IEVAP = 0
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Additionally, IEVAP = 2 canonly be usedwhenwattagesareread(IDEICE= 2 or 3). If

IEVAP = 2 whenDEICE = 1 in the maininput file, the following warningmessagewill be

generated:

Constant heat source for 1-D analysis can only be used for IDEICE = 2 or = 3 option. Setting

IEVAP = 0

The third value on this input data line, ITHERM, indicates whether the anti-icer is

electrothermal (ITHERM = 0) or uses hot air (ITHERM = 1). Valid input values for ITHERM are

0 and 1. If the value input is outside this range, the following warning message will be generated:

De-ice flag must be zero (0) or one (1). Your value of(value) is out of range. Setting ITHERM

=0

Table 24 contains an example input for this data line with comments.

Table 82: Example input for 1D anti-icing approximation (DEICE = l)

tsurf ievap itherm

278.d0 1 0

10.1.4.5 STA, RPM, IROT

The next line in this data input section defines three variables which are used to simulate rota-

tional effects in the de-icing system. The software does not simulate a fully rotational system

hence these options should be used with caution. The first variable, STA, defines the distance of

the 2D cross-section being simulated from the hub of the rotating device (moment arm) in meters.

Valid inputs for STA are STA _>0. If a value which is outside this range is read, the following

warning message will be generated:

Span location on rotor cannot be less than zero (0) Your value of(value) is' out of range. Set-

ting STA = O.
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The second variable on this data input line is the rotational speed, RPM, in revolutions per

minute. Valid inputs for RPM are RPM _>0. If a value which is outside this range is read, the fol-

lowing warning message will be generated:

Rotor speed cannot be less than zero (0). Your value of(value) is' out of range. Setting RPM =

O.

Note: To model a fixed-body problem, simply set RPM = 0.

The last variable on this data input line, IROT, contains a flag which defines the body as rotat-

ing vertically (propeller, IROT = 0) or horizontally (rotor blade, IROT = 1). Valid inputs for

IROT are 0 and 1. If a value which is outside this range is read, the following warning message

will be generated:

Rotor flag must be zero (0) or one (1). Your value of(value) is out of range. Setting IROT = 0

Note: The software uses the data input on this line for three calculations: 1) the rotational

speed is used to calculate an increase in the aerodynamic heating term in the energy balance; 2)

the rotational force is used to shed ice; and, 3) the rotational force is used to find the resultant

force of the shed ice particle, which is used to track the particle after it sheds.

Note: The rotating body information is not used by the potential flow solver in LEWICE 2.2

nor is the rotating body information used by the trajectory equation.

Note: If STA = 0 or RPM = 0, then there is no difference between IROT = 0 and IROT = 1

(rotational force is zero).

Table 25 shows an example of this data line with comments.

Table 83: Example input for rotating body information.

sta rpm irot

lO.dO O.dO 1
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10.1.4.6 DTAUI, NISP, DTAUM, NMSP, DTAUF, JCOUNTD

The sixth line of data input in this section defines six variables which are used to control the

de-icer time step and convergence of the solution. The de-icer time step discussed in this section

is completely different from the icing time step defined in Section 8.3. In this section, the de-icer

time step is used to calculate the transient (time-accurate) temperature distribution in the de-icer

and the ice shape. In order to accurately capture these distributions, the de-icer time step must be

much smaller than the icing time step. For example, a typical icing time step is 60 seconds while

the standard de-icer time step is 0.1 seconds. This means that during a 60 second icing cycle, the

de-icer routine will produce 600 temperature solutions, the last of which contains the local ice

growth which is then used to produce an ice shape for the next icing time. The first variable on

this line, DTAUI, defines the time step which is used at time = 0. This value must be 0.0001 _<

DTAUI _<10 and a typical value is 0.1 seconds. If the value read from the de-icer input file is out-

side this range, the following warning message will be generated:

Time steps less than O.0001 or greater than 1.0 should not be used. Your value of (value) is'

out of range. Setting DTAUI = 0.1 sec Blank lines are read as data with a value of zero. Check

input file for blank lines

Note: De-icer time steps less than 10 -4 seconds are not allowed as the software will run very

slowly at such de-icer time steps and de-icer time steps greater than 10 second cannot accurately

capture temperature distributions even for cases where only the steady-state output (an anti-icing

case) is simulated. This occurs because convergence cannot be maintained for larger de-icer time

steps.

Note: DTAUI values other than 0.1 seconds have been used in test cases which have a large

initial transient in the temperature distribution. Smaller initial time steps were chosen in these

cases to accurately model the temperature distribution. Larger initial time steps were chosen for

steady-state anti-icing cases. Note that since the phase of each node in the ice layer must be iter-

ated upon, a larger time step does not always provide a faster solution.
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Thesecondvariableon thisdatainputline,NISP,definesthenumberof timestepsfor which

DTAUI will beusedasthetimestep.To usea0.1secondtimestepfor thefirst tenseconds,use

NISP= 100.Tousea0.01secondtimestepforthefirsttenseconds,useNISP= 1000.NISPmust

begreaterthanzero.If avalueisreadwhichis outsidethisrange,thefollowingwarningmessage

will appear:

Number of time steps must be greater than zero (0). Your value of(value) is out of range.Set-

ting NISP = 1000 Blank lines are read as data with a value of zero.Check input file for blank

lines.

The third variable on this line, DTAUM, defines the time step for the period of time after

DTAUI is used. This variable has a smaller time range as DTAUI, namely 0.0001 _<DTAUM _<1.

De-icing time steps greater than 1 should only be used in anti-icing simulations where only one

time step is needed. If a value is read which is outside this range, the following warning message

will appear:

Time steps less than O.0001 or greater than 1.0 should not be used. Your value of (value) is'

out of range. Setting DTA UM = O.1 sec Blank lines are read as data with a value of zero. Check

input file for blank lines

The fourth variable on this line, NMSP, defines the number of time steps for which DTAUM

will be used as the time step. Valid inputs for NMSP must be > 0. If a value is read which is out-

side this range, the following warning message will appear:

Number of time steps must be greater than zero (0). Your value of(value) is' out of range. Set-

ting NMSP = 1000

The fifth variable on this line, DTAUF, defines the time step for the remainder of the de-icing

time, if any.This variable has the same range as DTAUM, namely 0.0001 _<DTAUF _< 1. If a

value is read which is outside this range, the following warning message will appear:
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Time steps less than O.0001 or greater than 1.0 should not be used. Your value of (value) is

out of range. Setting DTAUF = 0.1 sec Blank lines are read as data with a value of zero. Check

input file for blank lines

The last variable on this line, JCOUNT, defines the number of iterations for the solution tech-

nique and the phase change iteration. The temperature distribution at each time step is solved

using the Modified Strongly Implicit Procedure (MSIP) which requires the use of some iteration.

In addition, the software must predict the phase (rime, glaze, water) of each ice node and compare

the solution to these predicted values. In most cases, JCOUNT = 10 has been found to be suffi-

cient. The valid range for JCOUNT is 1 to 50. If a value is read which is outside this range, the

following warning message will be generated:

Number of iterations must be greater than zero (0) and less than (value). Your value of(value)

is out of range.Setting JCOUNTD = 10 Blank lines are read as data with a value of zero. Check

input file for blank lines

Table 26 shows an example of this line of data input.

Table 84: Example input for time step data input line

dtaui ni sp dtaum nmsp dtauf j countd

1 .d-i i000 1 .d-i i000 1 .d-i i0

10.1.4.7 TSPRAY, TAFTER

The next line of this data input section contains two variables which control the on and off

times of the heater relative to the immersion in the cloud. The first variable, TSPRAY, is defined

as the time the heaters are on before water hits the surface. In a simulation of the real environ-

ment, this translates to the heaters being turned on before entering a cloud. In the tunnel, the heat-

ers could also turn on before the water spray. TSPRAY = 0 has been used in the large majority of

simulations to date. This value must be -> 0. If a value is read which is outside this range, the fol-

lowing warning message is generated:
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Time before spray cannot be less than zero (0). Your value of(value) is out of range. Setting

TSPRA Y = 0

Since TSPRAY = 0 has been used for the majority of simulations, the following reminder

warning will be generated if TSPRAY > 0:

Time before spray is' greater than zero (0). Water impingement will not start until TSPRAE

The second variable on this data input line, TAFTER, is defined as the time the heaters are on

after water stops hitting the surface. In a simulation of the real environment, it is the period of

time in which the de-icers are still on after a cloud has been exited. TAFTER = 0 has been used in

the large majority of simulations to date. This value must be _ 0. If a value is read which is out-

side this range, the following warning message is generated:

Time after spray cannot be less than zero (0).

Your value of(value) is' out of range. Setting TAFTER = O.

Since TAFTER = 0 has been used for the majority of simulations, the following reminder

warning will be generated if TAFTER > 0:

Time after spray is' greater than zero (0).

Water impingement will end and de-icing will continue for (value) seconds'.

Table 27 shows an example of this data input line.

Table 85: Example data for spray time data input line

tspray tafter

O.dO O.dO

10.1.4.8 ISCOLA, JSCOLA, KSCOLA, SSLOPA, SZEROA

The eighth line of this data input section contains variables used when reading bleed air heat

transfer coefficients (i.e. when IBLEED = 1). The data on this line is read regardless of the value
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of IBLEED however. The data line contains five variables which define the format of the bleed

air data. The first three numbers (ISCOLA, JSCOLA and KSCOLA) define the column numbers

in the bleed air input data file which contain the requested values. ISCOLA defines which column

contains the wrap distance. JSCOLA defines the column which contains the bleed air heat transfer

coefficients in W/m2/K, and KSCOLA defines the total number of columns in the file. A file

which contained only the necessary data would therefore have ISCOLA = 1, JSCOLA = 2, and

KSCOLA = 2. (ISCOLA = 2, JSCOLA = 1 and KSCOLA = 2 would also be valid.) This type of

data input format was used since the data probably came from a separate program and this format

style reduces the amount of reformatting needed for LEWlCE 2.2. Section 10.2 contains further

information on the format of the input data file "HI.INP" which contains the bleed air heat trans-

fer coefficient values. ISCOLA must be at least 1 and no greater than KSCOLA. If a value is read

which is outside this range, the following warning message will be generated:

Columns for 1st variable must be at least one (1) and no greater than the number of columns.

Your value of (value) is out of range. Setting ISCOLA = 1 Blank lines are read as data with a

value of zero. Check input file for blank lines.

Similarly, JSCOLA must be at least 1 and no greater than KSCOLA. It also cannot be the

same as ISCOLA. If a value is read which is outside this range, the following warning message

will be generated:

Columns for 2nd variable must be at least one (1) and no greater than the number of col-

umns. Your value of(value) is' out of range. Setting JSCOLA = 1 Blank lines are read as data with

a value of zero. Check inputfilefor blank lines.

If the values for ISCOLA and JSCOLA are the same, the following warning message will be

generated:

Columns for 1st and 2nd variable cannot be the same. Setting ISCOLA = 1 and JSCOLA =

KSCOLA

The total number of columns, KSCOLA must be at least 2, but can be higher. If a value is read

which is outside this range, the following warning message will be generated:
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Number of columns must be at least two (2) Your value of (value) is out of range. Setting

KSCOLA = 2

The fourth value on this data input line, SSLOPA, defines the conversion factor which will be

applied to the wrap distance values input. LEWlCE 2.2 uses wrap distances in dimensionless val-

ues (value divided by chord). The wrap distance values input can be in any set of units if the user

supplies the correct conversion to SSLOPA. The slope can be positive or negative, but not zero. If

a value of zero is read for this data input, the following warning message will be generated:

Slope cannot be zero.Blank lines are read as data with a value of zero. Check input file for

blank lines.

The last value on this data input line, SZEROA, defines the offset of the input wrap distances

from those needed for LEWlCE 2.2. If SZEROA = 0., The software will assume that a wrap dis-

tance value of 0 in the input data corresponds to the lower surface of the trailing edge. If this is not

the case, the user should supply a value (in dimensionless distance) which supplies the correct

offset. The value for SZEROA should not be greater than the wrap distance from the leading edge

to the trailing edge.

The following equation is used within LEWICE to convert wrap distance values using

SSLOPA and SZEROA:

SLEWICE = SinputSSlopa + szeroa (14)

where SLEWICE is the wrap distance used by LEWICE and Sinpu t is the wrap distance in the

input file. If the value read is greater than 1.2 (1.2 chord lengths), the following warning message

will be generated:

Offset may be past the trailing edge. Setting SZERO = 1.

Table 28 shows an example of this data input line.
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Table 86: Example input for hot air data file characteristics

input parameters for reading in hot air HTC info

iscola jscola kscola sslopa szeroa

2 3 3 l.d0 0.d0

10.1.4.9 ISCOLQ, JSCOLQ, KSCOLQ, SSLOPQ, SZEROQ

This input data line consists of the same five variables as the previous input line, except the

variables on this line pertain to reading in heat flux data (IQAIN = 1). That is, ISCOLQ contains

the column number containing the wrap distances for heat flux data input, JSCOLQ contains the

column number containing the heat fluxes in kW/m 2 and KSCOLQ contains the total number of

data columns in the input data file. Similarly, SSLOPQ and SZEROQ are the conversion factor

for the wrap distances and the offset, respectively. The limits on input and warning messages gen-

erated are the same as those listed in Section 10.1.4.8 and therefore will not be repeated here. The

relationship between the wrap distances read in Section 10.3 and the wrap distances within

LEWlCE is also given by the equation in the previous section. Section 10.3 contains further infor-

mation on the format of the input data file "QAI.INP" which contains the bleed air heat flux val-

ues.Table 29 shows an example of this data input line.

Note: Heat flux values are input (and output) in units of kW/m 2 while thermal conductivity

and heat transfer coefficients are input (and output) in units of W/m/K and W/m2/K respectively.

Table 87: Example input for wall heat flux data file characteristics

input parameters for reading in hot air q_wall info

iscolq jscolq kscolq sslopq szeroq

1 2 2 l.d0 0.d0

10.1.4.10 ISCOLS, JSCOLS, KSCOLS, SSLOPS, SZEROS

This input data line consists of the same five variables as the previous two input lines, except

the variables on this line pertain to reading in 3D streamline data (I3D = 1). That is, ISCOLS con-

tains the column number containing the wrap distances for 3D streamline data input, JSCOLS

contains the column number containing the 3D streamline ratios and KSCOLS contains the total

number of data columns in the input data file. Similarly, SSLOPS and SZEROS are the conver-
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sion factor for the wrap distances and the offset, respectively. The limits on input and warning

messages generated are the same as those listed in Section 10.1.4.8 and therefore will not be

repeated here. The relationship between the wrap distances read in Section 10.4 and the wrap dis-

tances within LEWlCE is also given by the equation in the previous section. Section 10.4 contains

further information on the format of the input data file "STREAM.INP" which contains the 3D

streamline values. Table 30 shows an example of this data input line.

Table 88: Example input for 3D streamline data file characteristics

input parameters for reading in 3D streamline info

iscols jscols kscols sslops szeros

1 2 2 l.d0 0.d0

10.1.4.11 Complete input section example

This completes the descriptions for the fourth input data section. Table 31 shows an example

with all of the input data read in this section.

Table 89: Complete input example for fourth data section

C miscellaneous data

C

tairh airmd

5.d2 0.1d0

C

i3d iqain

0 0

C

icond ibound

1 3

C

tsurf ievap

278.d0 1

C

sta rpm

airup xairmd

0.5d0 0.d0

ibleed iqw

0 1

init ish istd igde

2 1 1 1

itherm

0

irot
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10.d0 0.d0 1

C

dtaui nisp dtaum nmsp dtauf jcountd

l.d-i i000 l.d-i i000 l.d-i i0

C

tspray tafter

0.d0 0.d0

C

input parameters for reading in hot air HTC info

iscola jscola kscola sslopa szeroa

2 3 3 l.d0 0.d0

input parameters for reading in hot air q_wall

iscolq jscolq kscolq sslopq szeroq

1 2 2 l.d0 0.d0

input parameters for reading in 3D

iscols jscols kscols sslops

1 2 2 l.d0

info

streamline info

szeros

0.d0

10.1.5 De-icer Section 5

The last section of the de-icer input file defines parameters which control how temperatures

will be output from LEWICE 2.2. There are two main styles of temperature output from the soft-

ware. The first style will output temperatures in the entire domain using a specified file format.

This style is suitable for importing results into post-processor software. The second style outputs

temperatures at selected locations in space and time in column format consistent with the output

style used for the other output files generated by LEWICE 2.2.

Note: If there was an error reading data in a previous section, the software will continue to

read the rest of the input file. However, an error in an earlier section can cause incorrect error

messages to appear for subsequent sections. It is highly recommended that the user fix the first

errors encountered and resubmit the case.
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10.1.5.1 NPRT, NPRF

The first line of data input in this section defines how many post-processor files the user wants

and a flag defining the file format to be used. The first variable, NPRT, defines the number of

times the software will output two very large files: one containing the grid for the de-icer and ice

shape; the other containing the 2D solution file. This number must be 0 -<NPRT _<50. Ifa value is

input which is outside this range, the following warning message will be generated:

Number of output files must be between zero (0) and 50.

Your value of(value) is' out of range. Setting NPRT = 0

The second variable on this line, NPRF, defines the output format for these files. IfNPRF = 0,

the flies will be output in PLOT3D format. This is a standard output file format for post-process-

ing software on Silicon Graphics and other unix platforms. IfNPRF = 1, the files will be output in

TECPLOT format. TECPLOT is a widely used post-processing software on the PC. Users who

wish to have additional output file formats should contact the NASA Glenn Icing Branch. Valid

input values for NPRF are 0 and 1. If a value is input which is outside this range, the following

warning message will be generated:

Output file format flag must be zero (0) or one (1).

Your value of(value) is' out of range. Setting NPRF = O.

10.1.5.2 ITIME

The following NPRT number of lines contains the times at which this style output will be gen-

erated. Values should be input as integers (no decimal points) and cannot be negative values. If a

value is input which is outside this range, the following warning message will be generated:

Printout time number (value) must be greater than or equal to zero (0).

Your value of(value) is' out of range. Setting ITIME = 1000.
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Table32containsanexampleof thefirst seriesof datainputfor thissection.

Table90: Exampleinputfor PLOT3Dstyleoutput
nprt nprf

i0 0

itime values (seconds)

i0

2O

3O

4O

5O

6O

7O

8O

9O

i00

Note: Output times do not have to be in equal time increments as is shown in the example

input.

Note: Previous versions of the LEWlCE/Thermal software used time step instead of time.

10.1.5.3 NTYPE

The next line of data input defines the number of output types the user wants. There are five

output types which can be generated by the software. These are defined as follows: 1) temperature

is output as a function of time at user-selected x,y locations (IOTYPE = 1); 2) temperature is out-

put as a function of wrap distance at user-selected times and layer locations (IOTYPE = 2); 3)

temperature is output as a function of the normal distance at user-selected times and wrap distance

locations (IOTYPE = 3); 4) all temperatures are output in ASCII format (IOTYPE = 4); and, 5)

temperatures at every node are output at user-specified times (IOTYPE = 5). This line of data

input selects the number of output types desired. The user should select NTYPE = 1 if only one of

these output types is needed. Valid inputs for NTYPE are 1 to 4. If a value is input which is out-

side this range, the following warning message will be generated:
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Print type must be between one (1) and four (4).

Your value of(value) is out of range. Setting NTYPE = 1

Note: The last two output types (IOTYPE = 4 or 5) are intended for debugging purposes and

should not normally be needed by the user.

10.1.5.4 IOTYPE, NPTSD

The next line of data input contains the type of output being requested (IOTYPE) and the

number of points which the user wants output (NPTSD). The output type, IOTYPE, defines

which of the five outputs will be generated. IOTYPE = 1 provides the same type of output as a

thermocouple, namely it outputs temperature at a specific location as a function of time. IOTYPE

= 2 outputs temperature as a function of wrap distance at specified times and given layers. For

example, it can provide the surface temperature as a function of wrap distance at specified times

and/or it can output heater temperatures as a function of wrap distance. IOTYPE = 3 outputs tem-

perature as a function of the normal direction at specified wrap distance locations and times. For

example, the user could output the temperature at the parting strip for selected times as a function

of the normal distance through the heater. This output type may be useful to look for "hot spots"

in a heater section. IOTYPE = 4 outputs the temperatures at every node at all time steps and

should only be used for debugging purposes. Similarly, IOTYPE = 5 outputs the temperature at

every node, but only at user-selected times. Valid inputs for IOTYPE are 1 to 5. If a value is input

which is outside this range, the following warning message will be generated:

Printout type must be between one (1) and five (5).

Your value of(value) is' out of range. Setting IOTYPE = 1

The next variable on this line, NPTSD, defines the number of points the user wants to output

for type IOTYPE. Valid inputs for NPTSD are 0 -<NPTSD _<50. If a value is input which is out-

side this range, the following warning message will be generated:

Number of printouts must be between zero (0) and 50.
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Your value of(value) is out of range. Setting NPTSD = 0

10.1.5.5 ILAYER, IWHERE, JLAYER, JWHERE

The user must input NTYPE number of lines which contain the values for IOTYPE and

NPTSD. These data lines are not input sequentially, however. After each data line containing val-

ues of IOTYPE and NPTSD, there must be NPTSD number of lines containing the output loca-

tions for that data type. These locations are read in as the variables ILAYER, IWHERE, JLAYER

and JWHERE. Each data type has a different input format type, each of which will be described in

this subsection.

For IOTYPE = l, the user must input NPTSD number of lines, each of which contains four

variables. Rather than input node numbers or distances which may be unknown, the input has

been set up to have the user input the layer and section numbers where temperature is to be out-

put. The first variable, ILAYER, defines the section in the wrap direction where the user wants

temperature output. The second variable, IWHERE, tells the software to take the left (1), middle

(2) or right (3) side of the section. The third variable, JLAYER, defines the layer number where

the user wants temperature output and the last variable, JWHERE, tells the software to take the

bottom (1), middle (2), or top (3) side of the layer. This means of selecting temperature output is

diagramed in Figure 11. In this figure, a sample grid block is shown with 15 nodes in the wrap

direction and five in the normal direction. The open circles denote the nodes in the grid, while the

solid circles represent the locations in this block which can be output using the IOTYPE = 1 des-

ignation.

Figure 11: Potential IOTYPE = 1 (thermocouple) locations in a grid block

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (

• 0 0 0 0 0 0 II

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (
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For IOTYPE = 1, valid inputs for ILAYER are from 1 to the number of sections, NXDE (Sec-

tion 10.1.1.1). If a value is input which is outside this range, the following warning message will

be generated:

Printout section must be between one (1) and the number of sections. Your value of(value) is

out of range.Setting ILAYER = NXDE.

For IOTYPE = l, valid inputs for JLAYER are from 1 to the number of layers, LDE (Section

10.1.1.1).If a value is input which is outside this range, the following warning message will be

generated:

Printout layer must be between one (1) and the number of layers. Your value of(value) is' out

of range. Setting ILAYER = LDE.

Valid inputs for IWHERE are from 1 to 3. If a value is input which is outside this range, the

following warning message will be generated:

Printout flag must be between one (1) and three (3) Your value of(value) is' out of range. Set-

ting IWHERE = 2

Similarly, valid inputs for JWHERE are from 1 to 3. If a value is input which is outside this

range, the following warning message will be generated:

Printout flag must be between one (1) and three (3) Your value of(value) is' out of range. Set-

ting JWHERE = 2

For IOTYPE = 2, the user must input NPTSD number of lines which contain the time and

location of temperatures for this output type. In this case, however, the user inputs only three val-

ues for each line: ILAYER, JLAYER, and JWHERE. For IOTYPE = 2, ILAYER contains the

times at which output is to take place. JLAYER and JWHERE have the same definition as for

IOTYPE = 1. For IOTYPE = 2, ILAYER need only be ->0. If a value is input which is outside this

range, the following warning message will be generated:
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Printout time cannot be negative. Your value of (value) is out of range. Setting ILAYER =

1000

For IOTYPE = 3, the user must input NPTSD number of lines which contain the time and

location of temperatures for this output type. In this case, however, the user inputs only three val-

ues for each line: ILAYER, JLAYER, and JWHERE. For IOTYPE = 3, ILAYER contains the

times at which output is to take place. JLAYER and JWHERE now contain the section number

and location where temperature output will occur for this output type. Valid inputs are: ILAYER

0, 1 _ JLAYER _ NXDE, 1 _ JWHERE _ 3. If a value is input which is outside this range, the

warnings previously given will generated for the proper variable.

For IOTYPE = 4, the user does not input any additional lines of data, since no descriptors are

needed. For IOTYPE = 5, the user must input NPTSD number of lines which contain the time at

which temperatures will be output. In this case, the user inputs one variable on each line, namely

ILAYER. Valid inputs for ILAYER are _ 0 and the previously listed warning message will be

generated if the data input is outside this range. Finally, Table 33 shows an example of the data

input in this subsection.

Table 91" Example input for temperature output flags

C

C

ntype

3

C

C

C

C

iotype

1

C

ntype : number of types of output

iotype : type of output requested

nptsd : number of points to be output

nptsd

20

section where layer where

5 2 6 3

5 2 7 3

4 2 6 3

4 2 7 3

(20 data lines to follow)
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C iotype = type of output requested

C nptsd = number of points to be output

C

iotype nptsd

3 i0

C time section where

C (sec) (i0 data lines to follow)

i0 5 2

20 5 2

30 5 2

40 5 2

50 5 2

60 5 2

70 5 2

80 5 2

90 5 2

i00 5 2

10.1.6 Complete example for de-icer input file

This completes the description of the input for the de-icer input file. Table 34 shows a com-

plete example of an input file with comments.

Table 92: Example of complete de-icer input file

C data for the composite body

C

C ide: total number of layers in the normal direction

C nxde= total number of heater sections in the wrap direction

C

ide nxde

OO7 OO9

C

C Data for each layer:

C
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C

C

C

# of

nodes = # of points in that layer or section

length = length (thickness) of layer or section

length conductivity diffusivity anisotropy slope (b) of

nodes (m) (W/m/K) (m_2/s) factor temp. eqn.

C substrate

15 3.430d-3 0.120d0 1.652d-7 l.d0 0.d0

C insulation

08 8.900d-4 0.294d0 1.045d-7 l.d0 0.d0

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7 l.d0 0.d0

C heater

07 1.300d-5 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7 l.d0 0.d0

C abrasion shield

08 2.030d-4 16.270d0 4.035d-6 l.d0 0.d0

C ice

21 2.540d-3 2.232d0 1.151d-6 l.d0 0.d0

C

C Data for each heater/gap section:

C

# of length cond. diff. anisotropy slope (b) of

nodes (m) (W/m/K)

add. layer

(m_2/s) of heater temp. eqn. length (m) number

C gap (no heat input)

i0 0.9144d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7 l.d0 0.d0

C heater G

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0

C heater E

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0

C heater C

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0

C parting strip - heater A

36 1.905d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0

C heater B

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0

0 .dO 3

0 .dO 3

0 .dO 3

0 .dO 3

0 .dO 3

0 .dO 3
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C heater D

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater F

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C gap (no heat input)

i0 0.9144d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7 l.d0

C

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

C data for the heater

C

ijde offset ipar

004 0.005 1

_QDE" _TON"

heater density time on

(kWatts/m_2) (sec)

C gap (no heat input)

0.0d0 0.d0

C heater G

12.02d0 5.d0

C heater E

ll.19d0 5.d0

C heater C

_TOFF"

time off

(sec)

_TLAG" _ICFLAG"

lag time temp cntrl.

(sec) flag

0.d0 0.d0 0

llS.d0 llS.d0 0

llS.d0 0llS.d0

ii.25d0 5.d0 llS.d0 ll0.d0

C parting strip (heater A) does not turn off

07.78d0 150.d0 0.d0 0.d0

5.d0 llS.d0 ll0.d0

5.d0 llS.d0 llS.d0

llS.d0 llS.d0 0

0.d0 0.d0 0

C heater B

ii.68d0

C heater D

ii.27d0

C heater F

ii.75d0 5.d0

C gap (no heat input)

0.0d0 0.d0

boundary condition data
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C

C Type of boundary condition:

C

_ibcl" _ibc2" _ibc3" _ibc4"

2 2 2 2

C

C

C

_tgl" _tg2" _tg3" _tg4"

263.3 263.3 263.3 263.3

C

C Heat transfer coeff, in W/m_2/K

C

"hl"

3 .dO

C

C

C

"qwl"

0 .dO

Temperature data for bottom, left, and side boundaries

_h2" _h3" _h4"

3.d2 0.d0 0.d0

Wall heat flux in kW/m_2

_qw2" _qw3" _qw4"

0.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C miscellaneous data

C

tairh airmd airup xairmd

5.d2 0.1d0 0.Sd0 0.d0

C

i3d iqain ibleed iqw

0 0 0 1

C

icond ibound init ish istd igde

1 3 2 1 1 1

C

tsurf ievap itherm

278.d0 1 0
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C

sta rpm irot
10.d0 0.d0 1
C

dtaui nisp dtaum nmsp dtauf jcountd
l.d-i i000 l.d-i i000 l.d-i i0
C

tspray tafter
0.d0 0.d0

C

input parameters for reading in hot air HTCinfo

iscola jscola kscola sslopa szeroa
2 3 3 l.d0 0.d0

input parameters for reading in hot air q_wall info
iscolq jscolq kscolq sslopq szeroq

1 2 2 l.d0 0.d0

input parameters for reading in 3D streamline info
iscols jscols kscols sslops szeros

1 2 2 l.d0 0.d0

C input/output parameters

nprt nprf
i0 1

itime values (seconds)
i0
20
3O

4O
5O
6O
7O
8O

9O
i00
C ntype = numberof types of output
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C

ntype

3

C

C

C

C

iotype

1

C

iotype = type of output requested

nptsd = number of points to be output

nptsd

20

section where layer where

5 2 6 3

5 2 7 3

4 2 6 3

4 2 7 3

6 2 6 3

6 2 7 3

3 2 6 3

3 2 7 3

7 2 6 3

7 2 7 3

5 2 4 1

4 2 4 1

6 2 4 1

3 2 4 1

7 2 4 1

5 2 1 1

4 2 1 1

6 2 1 1

3 2 1 1

7 2 1 1

C

C

C

C

iotype nptsd

2 i0

(20 data lines to follow)

iotype = type of output requested

nptsd = number of points to be output
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C

C

C

C

iotype

3

C

C

time layer where

(sec) (i0 data lines to

i0 6 1

20 6 1

30 6 1

40 6 1

50 6 1

60 6 1

70 6 1

80 6 1

90 6 1

i00 6 1

follow)

iotype = type of output requested

nptsd = number of points to be output

nptsd

i0

time section where

(sec) (i0 data lines

i0 5 2

20 5 2

30 5 2

40 5 2

50 5 2

60 5 2

70 5 2

80 5 2

90 5 2

i00 5 2

to follow)

10.2 Hot Air Heat Transfer Coefficient Input File (HI.INP)

LEWICE 2.2 has two methods for reading in data to be used in analyzing hot air anti-icing

performance. In this first approach, if IBLEED = 1 in the de-icer input file as specified in Section

10.1.4.2, then the program will read in a file named "HI.INP" which contains the values of the hot
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air heat transfer coefficients in W/m2/K. The first line of this data file contains the number of

points to be read. Subsequent lines contain at least two columns of data: one column which con-

tains the wrap distance locations and a second column containing the hot air heat transfer coeffi-

cients. The wrap distance values are expected to be nondimensionalized by chord with the zero

wrap distance value at the lower surface trailing edge of the body, with values proceeding clock-

wise from that location. These defaults can be changed as described in Section 10.1.4.8 except

that the data must be input clockwise starting from the lower surface trailing edge. Since only

wrap distance locations are read in, clockwise input cannot be checked for by the software. The

heat transfer coefficients must be in units of W/m2/K. Other options on this input file are also dis-

cussed in Section 10.1.4.8.

The number of data points must be at least 2 and cannot be greater than 10000 (104). If the

value read is outside this range, the following error message will be generated:

Number of hot air values input is' out of range. Fix HLINP input and resubmit. NEL = (value)

Program will stop because of this error

If one or more of the wrap distance values do not reside on the body geometry, the following

warning message will be generated:

Wrap distance value input is out of range.srj(i) = (value) at location i = (value) limit =

(value)

The variables output are the wrap distance input (after being translated using SSLOPA and

SZEROA), the index of the wrap distance and the wrap distance limit which was exceeded. For

example if the first wrap distance value is negative after translation, then this warning will appear

since the lower wrap distance limit is zero.

Note: It is normal for there to be a slight difference in wrap distance values between two dif-

ferent programs. Small differences may be ignored.
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Note: The user should input values for the entire wrap distance region. The program needs

values for the entire body geometry and extrapolation from the values provided can yield poor

results.

After the file has been processed, if any warning messages are issued the following confirma-

tion will appear:

(value) warnings have been issued when reading HI values.

Do you wish to continue (Y / N)?

The user must input the character 'y' or 'Y' to continue the run.

If any error messages were generated, the following message will appear:

(value) errors have been found when reading HI values.

Program will stop because of this error.

The user must fix the errors and resubmit the case.

10.3 Hot Air Heat Flux Input File (QAIN.INP)

The second method of reading in data for a hot air anti-icer can be accessed by specifying

IQAIN = 1 in the de-icer input file as described in Section 10.1.4.2. In this case, the program will

read in a file named "QAIN.INP" which contains the values of the hot air heat fluxes. The first

line of this data file contains the number of points to be read. Subsequent lines contain at least two

columns of data: one column which contains the wrap distance locations and a second column

containing the heat fluxes. The wrap distance values are expected to be nondimensionalized by

chord with the zero wrap distance value at the lower surface trailing edge of the body, with values

proceeding clockwise from that location. These defaults can be changed as described in Section

10.1.4.9 except that the data must be input clockwise starting from the lower surface trailing edge.

Since only wrap distance locations are read in, clockwise input cannot be checked for by the soft-

ware. The heat fluxes must be in units of kW/m 2. Other options on this input file are also dis-

cussed in Section 10.1.4.9.
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The number of data points must be at least 2 and cannot be greater than 10000 (104). The

warning and error messages associated with this file are the same as those described in Section

10.2 and will not be repeated.

10.4 3D Streamline Input file (STREAM.INP)

LEWICE 2.2 can be used to analyze a three dimensional geometry using a pseudo-3D

approach. The user inputs a 2D cross-section in the geometry input file and then specifies in a file

named "STREAM.INP" the dimensionless distance between two cross-sections at each wrap dis-

tance location. This is diagrammed in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Representation of 3D streamline data

streamlin_ distance distance lo,

_ _ _ spanwise at wrap

' \ _------_ streamline A

This input file will be read when I3D = 1 as described in Section 10.1.4.2. The first line of this

data file contains the number of points to be read. Subsequent lines contain at least two columns

of data: one column which contains the wrap distance locations and a second column containing

the spanwise distances. The wrap distance values are expected to be nondimensionalized by chord

with the zero wrap distance value at the lower surface trailing edge of the body, with values pro-

ceeding clockwise from that location. These defaults can be changed as described in Section

10.1.4.9 except that the data must be input clockwise starting from the lower surface trailing edge.

Since only wrap distance locations are read in, clockwise input cannot be checked for by the soft-

ware. The spanwise distances must be nondimensionalized by the chord length. Other options on

this input file are also discussed in Section 10.1.4.10.

The number of data points must be at least 2 and cannot be greater than 10000 (104). The

warning and error messages associated with this file are the same as those described in Section

10.2 and will not be repeated.
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10.5 Grid Input Files (XY.PLT and Q.PLT)

LEWICE 2.2 has the option to bypass the potential flow solution and read in a flow solution

from a grid-based flow solver. This option limits the user to a single time step. This option has

also seen very limited testing and has not been validated against the database of experimental ice

shapes. It can read up to 10 grid blocks and each block can contain up to 600x200 grid points. The

import format for the grid conforms to the PLOT3D 11 format with iblanking. The input data files

must contain REAL*4 binary data. The read statements needed to create the files are as follows:

10.5.1 Grid read statements (XY.PLT)

Read (2) mg

Read (2) (imns(mqf) ,jmns(mqf) ,mqf:l,mg)

Read(2) ((xg(i,j,mqf) ,i=l,im) ,j=l,jm) ,

1 ((yg(i,j,mqf),i=l,im),j=l,jm),

2 ((iblank(i,j,mqf) ,i=l,im) ,j=l,jm)

10.5.2 Flow solution read statements (Q.PLT)

Read (2) mg

Read (2) (imns(mqf) ,jmns(mqf) ,mqf=l,mg)

Read(2) mach, alpha, reair, time

Read (2) ( (q(i, j, i) ,i=l,im) , j=l, jm) ,

1 ((q(i,j,2),i=l,im),j=l,jm),

2 ( (q (i, j, 3) , i=l, ira) , j=l, jm) ,

3 ((q(i,j,4),i=l,im),j=l,jm)

Note: For a single body, LEWICE 2.2 assumes that the grid is in the single block format used

by PLOT3D. Therefore, the number of grid blocks (mg) is not read in.

There is no error checking of the grid and solution file. The user should independently ver-

ify that the grid and solution files are correct for the case being run. In particular, the angle of

attack and velocity should match the values input in the main input data file. The program will

also not run with a grid solution unless the grid surface geometry is very similar to the body

geometry read in from the geometry input file(s). An example case is provided in this manual
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which uses the grid input function. The example case will further describe errors which can occur

when using this feature.

The variables conform to the standard PLOT3D with multiple grids with IBLANKing. The

first grid variable, MG, contains the number of grid blocks being read. The second set of grid

variables, IMNS and JMNS, contain the number of grid points in each direction of the grid block.

The variables XG and YG contain the grid coordinates and the variable IBLANK is an integer

value which describes detains about that grid node. Within LEWICE, IBLANK = 1 activates the

grid node and IBLANK = 0 deactivates the node.

The flow solution file also contains the number of grid blocks and the grid dimensions. The

following line contains ambient Mach number, angle of attack, Reynolds number, and time in

seconds. These values are not used by LEWICE with the exception of Mach number which is

used to calculate primitive variables from Eqs. 16-18. However, if these values are different from

the corresponding values read or calculated from the LEWICE main input file then the answers

obtained from the analysis may not be correct. The four flow solution variables are defined as fol-

lows:

ql- p (15)
Poo

q2_Pu_P u
pooa poo _ooM°° (16)

q3-Pv-P v
pooa poo 7ooM°° (17)

q4_ p 1 +1 p//u)2 (;)2)P_Y- 1 2p-_\\a/ + (18)

10.6 Pressure Coefficient Input File (RFLOW.INP)

LEWICE 2.2 will read in this optional input file if ICP = 1 in the main input file, as specified

in Section 8.3.10. In this case, the program will read in a file named "RFLOW.INP" which con-

tains the values of the pressure coefficients and bypass the calculation of this value in the soft-

ware. The first line of this data file contains the number of points to be read. Subsequent lines
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containatleasttwocolumnsof data:onecolumnwhichcontainsthewrapdistancelocationsand

asecondcolumncontainingthepressurecoefficients.Thewrapdistancevaluesareexpectedtobe

nondimensionalizedby chordwith thezerowrapdistancevalueatthelowersurfacetrailingedge

of thebody,withvaluesproceedingclockwisefrom thatlocation.Thesedefaultscanbechanged

asdescribedin Section8.3.10exceptthatthedatamustbe inputclockwisestartingfromthelower

surfacetrailingedge.Sinceonly wrapdistancelocationsarereadin, clockwiseinputcannotbe

checkedfor by the software.Thepressurecoefficientsareby definitiondimensionless.Other

optionsonthis inputfile arealsodiscussedin Section8.3.10.

Thenumberof datapointsmustbeat least2 andcannotbe greaterthan10000(104).The

warninganderrormessagesassociatedwith this file arethesameasthosedescribedin Section

10.2andwill notberepeated.

Note: As stated in Section 8.3.10, surface pressures are insufficient for calculating droplet tra-

jectories. The user must include either a grid flow solution (which makes the "RFLOW.INP" file

redundant) or supply collection efficiencies (IBETA = 1) to use this option.

10.7 Collection Efficiency Input File (RBETA.INP)

LEWICE 2.2 will read in this optional input file if IBETA = 1 in the main input file as speci-

fied in Section 8.3.11. In this case, the program will read in a file named "RBETA.INP" which

contains the values of the collection efficiencies and bypass the calculation of this value in the

software. The first line of this data file contains the number of points to be read. Subsequent lines

contain at least two columns of data: one column which contains the wrap distance locations and

a second column containing the collection efficiencies. The wrap distance values are expected to

be nondimensionalized by chord with the zero wrap distance value at the lower surface trailing

edge of the body, with values proceeding clockwise from that location. These defaults can be

changed as described in Section 8.3.11 except that the data must be input clockwise starting from

the lower surface trailing edge. Since only wrap distance locations are read in, clockwise input

cannot be checked for by the software. The collection efficiencies are by definition dimension-

less. Other options on this input file are also discussed in Section 8.3.11.
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Thenumberof datapointsmustbeat least2 andcannotbe greaterthan10000(104).The

warninganderrormessagesassociatedwith this file arethesameasthosedescribedin Section

10.2andwill notberepeated.

10.8 External Heat Transfer Coefficient Input File (RHTC.INP)

LEWICE 2.2 will read in this optional input file iflHTC = 1 in the main input file as specified

in Section 8.3.12. In this case, the program will read in a file named "RHTC.INP" which contains

the values of the external heat transfer coefficients and bypass the calculation of this value in the

software. The first line of this data file contains the number of points to be read. Subsequent lines

contain at least two columns of data: one column which contains the wrap distance locations and

a second column containing the external heat transfer coefficients. The wrap distance values are

expected to be nondimensionalized by chord with the zero wrap distance value at the lower sur-

face trailing edge of the body, with values proceeding clockwise from that location. These

defaults can be changed as described in Section 8.3.12 except that the data must be input clock-

wise starting from the lower surface trailing edge. Since only wrap distance locations are read in,

clockwise input cannot be checked for by the software. The external heat transfer coefficients are

expected to be in kW/m2/K. Other options on this input file are also discussed in Section 8.3.12.

The number of data points must be at least 2 and cannot be greater than 10000 (104). The

warning and error messages associated with this file are the same as those described in Section

10.2 and will not be repeated.

10.9 External Heat Flux Input File (QEXTIN.INP)

LEWICE 2.2 will read in this optional input file if IQEX = 1 in the main input file as specified

in Section 8.3.13, then the program will read in a file named "QEXTIN.INP" which contains the

values of the external heat fluxes and bypass the calculation of the external heat transfer coeffi-

cient in the software. The first line of this data file contains the number of points to be read. Sub-

sequent lines contain at least two columns of data: one column which contains the wrap distance

locations and a second column containing the external heat fluxes. The wrap distance values are

expected to be nondimensionalized by chord with the zero wrap distance value at the lower sur-

face trailing edge of the body, with values proceeding clockwise from that location. These
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defaultscanbechangedasdescribedin Section8.3.13exceptthatthedatamustbe inputclock-

wisestartingfromthelowersurfacetrailingedge.Sinceonlywrapdistancelocationsarereadin,

clockwiseinputcannotbecheckedfor by thesoftware.Theexternalheatfluxesareby expected

tobe inkW/m2.Otheroptionson thisinputfile arealsodiscussedin Section8.3.13.

Thenumberof datapointsmustbeat least2 andcannotbe greaterthan10000(104).The

warninganderrormessagesassociatedwith this file arethesameasthosedescribedin Section

10.2andwill notberepeated.

Note: Heat flux values are input (and output) in units of kW/m 2 while thermal conductivity

and heat transfer coefficients are input (and output) in units of W/m/K and W/m2/K respectively.
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Chapter 11: Output Files

This list contains a description of the LEWICE output files included on the distribution disk.

It will also duplicate some of the input file information where necessary. Data is output sequen-

tially with regard to time. This means that the first set of outputs in a given file are the results for

the first time step, the second set of outputs are the results for the second time step and so on. This

is illustrated in Table 35. The values in parenthesis in the following descriptions are the titles used

for the columns of data in the output files.

Table 93: Example of Data Format in Output Files

Header Text

data from time step 1

data from time step 2

data from last time step

Note: All input and output file names have been presented in uppercase to make them stand

out in the manual. The actual input and output files on the CD-ROM have lower case filenames

and all output files from LEWlCE 2.2 have lowercase filenames.

11.1 BETA.DAT

This file contains collection efficiency output for each time step. Columns are dimensionless

wrap distance from the stagnation point (s/c), collection efficiency (beta), dimensionless wrap

distance as measured from the airfoil leading edge (sle/c), dimensionless x-coordinate of the air-

foil (x/c) and dimensionless y-coordinate of the airfoil (y/c). This output will be generated if the

output flag BPRT is set to 1. When a drop size distribution is used, only the composite collection

efficiency is written. The collection efficiency for each individual drop size is not output.

Note: The format for this output file has changed since the validation runs were made. At that

time, the format for this file conformed to the output format specified in the LEWICE 1.6 User

Manual 6. The current output format is based upon several requests from users.
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Note: The wrap distance from the leading edge may lose physical meaning past the first time

step.

Note: The impingement limit listed in the output file "IMP.DAT" may not match the wrap

distance location where the collection efficiency (beta) goes to zero in the output file

"BETA.DAT". The difference is due to the resolution of surface points in the impingement limit

region. The value quoted in the file "IMP.DAT" is the computed impingement limit. The location

where the collection efficiency goes to zero is a function of both the computed impingement limit

and the body geometry coordinates.

11.2 DENS.DAT

This file contains predicted ice density at each location for each time step. Columns are: wrap

distance from stagnation (s/c) and ice density (density) in kg/m 3. If the input flag MPRT is set to

1, the output from every 1/10th control volume will be generated. If this flag is set to 2, the output

from every control volume will be generated.

Note: Ice density in LEWICE is fixed at a value of 917 kg/m 3. There exists two correlations

within the source code which are currently inactive due to undesirable numerical side effects.

Developers who wish to activate these correlations can do so by changing an internal flag in the

source code.

11.3 DYICE.DAT

This file contains ice thickness and other results from the mass balance. Columns are: wrap

distance from stagnation (s/c), ice height to be added at each location (dice), velocity of runback

water (vrunback) in m/s, and the ice area to be added at each location (aice) in m 2. If the input flag

MPRT is set to 1, the output from every 1/10th control volume will be generated. If this flag is set

to 2, the output from every control volume will be generated.

11.4 FINAL1.DAT

This file contains the final ice shape produced by LEWICE on the first body. If the program

stopped due to an error, this file will not be output. Each line contains the dimensionless x,y coor-

dinates of the final ice shape. This file format can also be used as input to the utility program
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THICK which calculatesparametersof the ice shapefor comparisonwith digitizedice shapes

from experiments.

Note: The file format has changed from the format used in LEWICE 2.0.

11.5 FINAL2.DAT, FINAL3.DAT, FINAL4.DAT, FINALS.DAT

These files contain the final ice shape for the other bodies. "FINAL2.DAT" contains the iced

geometry for the second body, "FINAL3.DAT" contains the iced geometry for the third body and

so on. These files will be generated only if more than one body is being simulated. The data is for-

matted the same as for file "FINAL1.DAT".

Note: The file format has changed from the format used in LEWICE 2.0.

11.6 FIXED.DAT

This file contains the clean airfoil geometry after the initial geometry checks. This file will

only be output if the geometry has changed as a result of this error checking. See the section on

the geometry input file for a listing and description of these checks. The data for this file consists

of the new x,y coordinates for every body. Each body is offset by the header "Body # (value)".

The first column of the output file contains the new x-coordinates while the second column con-

tains the y-coordinates of the changed geometry. The user should check this geometry to ensure

that the corrections made by the software are acceptable. If they are not, the user will need to fix

the geometry input file and resubmit this case.

11.7 FLOW.DAT

This file contains the output from the potential flow solution at each time step. Columns con-

tain the panel index (i), dimensionless x,y coordinates (x/c, y/c) at the panel center (not at the end-

points as with other files), dimensionless wrap distance as measured from the lower surface

trailing edge (s/c), dimensionless tangent velocity (vt), pressure coefficient (cp), a separate panel

index for each body (j), the panel source/sink value (sigma), and the dimensionless normal veloc-

ity (vn). One flow solution is written to disk for each time step and an additional flow solution is

generated on the final ice shape before the program exits. Prior to version 2.0, the last flow solu-

tion performed by LEWICE was on the iced geometry at the next-to-last time step. This output
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will begeneratedif theinputflagFPRTis setto 1or2. However,nooutputwill begeneratedto

this file if theusersetsthegridflag on (IGRID = 1) or the flow field input flag on (ICP = 1) since

the potential flow solution will not be performed if either flag is set on.

11.8 FRACT.DAT

This file contains mass fraction output from the LEWICE mass balance at each time step. Col-

umns are dimensionless wrap distance from stagnation (s/c), mass fraction of incoming water

which does not freeze, evaporate, or runback (xtot), mass fraction of incoming water which

freezes (ffrac), mass fraction of incoming water which evaporates (envap), and scaling factor for

runback (xvr). The mass fraction of incoming water which freezes is commonly known as the

freezing fraction. If the input flag MPRT is set to 1, the output from every 1/10th control volume

will be generated. If this flag is set to 2, the output from every control volume will be generated.

Note: The output is generated starting from the stagnation point toward the lower surface

trailing edge. Output from the stagnation point toward the upper surface trailing edge follows this.

Output from subsequent time steps will follow after the output from the first time step, as is the

case for the other output files.

11.9 HTC.DAT

This file contains the convective heat transfer coefficient at each time step. Columns are seg-

ment number (seg), dimensionless wrap distance from stagnation (s/c), heat transfer coefficient

(htc) in W/m2/K, and Fr6ssling number (fr). The Fr6ssling number output is the local Nusselt

number divided by the square root of the ambient Reynolds number. If the input flag HPRT is set

to 1, the output from every 1/10th control volume will be generated. If this flag is set to 2, the out-

put from every control volume will be generated.

11.10 ICE1.DAT

This file contains the ice shape for the first body at each time step. Columns contain the

dimensionless coordinates of the ice shape (x/c, y/c), dimensionless ice thickness (thick/c) and

wrap distance from the stagnation point (s/c). The first set of points contains the airfoil prior to
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anyicebuildup. Eachsuccessivesetof datacontainstheiceshapeat aspecifiedpoint in time.

Thelastsetof datacontainsthefinal iceshape,whichis alsooutputto thefile "FINAL1.DAT".

Note: The file format has changed from the format used in LEWICE 2.0.

11.11 ICE2.DAT, ICE3.DAT, ICE4.DAT, ICES.DAT

These files contain the ice shape for the other bodies at each time step. "ICE2.DAT" contains

the iced geometry for the second body, "ICE3.DAT" contains the iced geometry for the third

body and so on. These files will be generated only if more than one body is being simulated. The

data is formatted the same as for file "ICE1.DAT".

Note: The file format has changed from the format used in LEWICE 2.0.

11.12 IMP.DAT

This file contains information related to the impingement limit for each time step. Columns

are droplet size (size) in microns, dimensionless x-coordinate of the lower impingement limit

(xlow), dimensionless y-coordinate of the lower impingement limit (ylow), dimensionless wrap

distance from stagnation to the lower impingement limit (slow), dimensionless wrap distance

from the leading edge to the lower impingement limit (slowle), dimensionless x-coordinate of the

upper impingement limit (xhi), dimensionless y-coordinate of the upper impingement limit (yhi),

dimensionless wrap distance from stagnation to the upper impingement limit (shi), and dimen-

sionless wrap distance from the leading edge to the upper impingement limit (shile). This output

will be generated if the output flag BPRT is set to 1. If more than one body is being simulated,

data for the second body will be listed beneath the output for the first body and data for each sub-

sequent body will follow this output.

Note: The wrap distance from the leading edge may lose physical meaning past the first time

step.

Note: The impingement limit listed in the output file "IMP.DAT" may not match the wrap

distance location where the collection efficiency (beta) goes to zero in the output file

"BETA.DAT". The difference is due to the resolution of surface points in the impingement limit
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region.Thevaluequotedin thefile "IMP.DAT" is thecomputedimpingementlimit. Thelocation

wherethecollectionefficiencygoestozerois afunctionofboththecomputedimpingementlimit

andthenumber&points on the surface.

11.13 JUNK.DAT

This file contains information useful for debugging the software and any screen outputs

including warning or error messages. All of this output will be generated if the output flag IDBF

is set to 1. This flag only needs to be set on if problems occur when running the software. By

default in version 2.2, much of this printout is turned off. When the input flag IDBF is set to 0,

only the most important debug information is sent to this file.

11.14 LIMIT.DAT

This file contains the lower and upper icing limits for each time step. Due to runback or evap-

oration effects, this limit will be different than the impingement limit output to file "IMP.DAT".

Columns are dimensionless coordinates of the lower icing limit (xlow/c, ylow/c), dimensionless

wrap distance of the lower icing limit from the leading edge of the clean airfoil (slow/c), dimen-

sionless coordinates of the upper icing limit (xhi/c, yhi/c) and dimensionless wrap distance of the

upper icing limit from the leading edge of the clean airfoil (shi/c).

Note: The "LIMIT.DAT" output file was not generated in previous versions. The value for

the final time step should agree with output from the utility program THICK although roundoff

errors may cause the utility program to report an erroneous limit.

11.15 MASS.DAT

This file contains mass flux terms from the LEWICE mass balance at each time step. Columns

are dimensionless wrap distance from stagnation (s/c), mass of incoming water which freezes

(mdotf) in kg/m, mass of impinging water (mdotc) in kg/m, mass of incoming water which evap-

orates (mdote) in kg/m, mass ofrunback water (mdotri) in kg/m, mass of incoming water (mdotti)

in kg/m, mass of incoming water minus mass flux which evaporates (mdott) in kg/m, and poten-

tial mass which could be evaporated (emexs) in kg/m. If the input flag MPRT is set to 1, the out-
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put from every1/10thcontrolvolumewill begenerated.If this flag is setto 2, theoutputfrom

everycontrolvolumewill begenerated.

Note: The output file has not changed from version 2.0. The output file description in the

LEWICE 2.0 manual were wrong.

11.16 MISC.DAT

This file contains other miscellaneous output from the software. It contains a complete copy

of the main input data file, lift results from the flow software, and individual trajectory informa-

tion among other information.

11.17 PRES.DAT

This file contains the compressible flow solution at the edge of the boundary layer. Columns

are segment number (seg), dimensionless wrap distance from stagnation (s/c), dimensionless

velocity at the edge of the boundary layer (ve), dimensionless temperature at the edge of the

boundary layer (te), dimensionless pressure at the edge of the boundary layer (press) and dimen-

sionless density at the edge of the boundary layer (ra). Reference variables which were used to

nondimensionalize these quantities are chord length, ambient velocity, freestream total tempera-

ture, freestream total pressure and freestream total density, calculated from the equation

P
O

Po - RT ° (19)

If the input flag HPRT is set to 1, the output from every 1/10th control volume will be gener-

ated. If this flag is set to 2, the output from every control volume will be generated.

11.18 QENER.DAT

This file contains individual terms from the energy balance. Columns are wrap distance from

stagnation (s/c), net convective heat loss (qconv), evaporative heat loss (qevap), sensible heat

loss/gain (qsens), latent heat gain (qlat), conduction heat loss/gain (qcond) and the sum of these

individual terms (qtot). The numbers in this last column should be very close to zero as an indica-

tor that energy was balanced at that control volume. If the input flag EPRT is set to 1, the output
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from every1/10thcontrolvolumewill begenerated.If this flag is setto 2, theoutputfromevery

controlvolumewill begenerated.

11.19 TEMP.DAT

This file contains the surface temperature output from the energy balance. Columns are wrap

distance from stagnation (s/c), surface temperature (t) in degrees Kelvin, and 'recovery' tempera-

ture (t rec) in degrees Kelvin. If the input flag EPRT is set to 1, the output from every 1/10th con-

trol volume will be generated. If this flag is set to 2, the output from every control volume will be

generated.

11.20 THICK.DAT

This file contains the ice thickness for each time step as measured from the clean surface. The

ice thickness output in the "ICE1 .DAT" file provides the ice thickness measured from the current

ice shape. The "THICK.DAT" file was created to show the ice thickness from a common refer-

ence, i.e., the clean airfoil. This output file is similar to the ice thickness output file

"CLEAN.DAT" created by the utility program THICK. However, output is sent to

"THICK.DAT" only for every 1/10th control volume, so the output to this file will appear coarse

compared to the output from program THICK as it outputs the ice thickness at every point. Col-

umns are the x-coordinates of the clean surface (xsav) in inches, the y-coordinates of the clean

surface (ysav) in inches, the ice thickness as measured from the clean surface (ditot) in inches, the

cumulative ice area (area) in inches and the wrap distance from the leading edge of the clean sur-

face (s) in inches.

11.21 TRAJ1.DAT

This file contains the dimensionless x,y coordinates of individual droplet trajectories. Droplet

trajectory output is sequential. The first set of coordinates contain the coordinates of the first tra-

jectory calculated. Subsequent output contains coordinates for each successive trajectory calcu-

lated. No indicator is present in the output file to offset trajectory output from one time step to

another. Hence, this output is only recommended for single time step cases. If the input flag

TPRT is set to 1, only droplet trajectories used for the collection efficiency calculation will be

generated. If this flag is set to 2, all droplet trajectories will be generated. Note that the definition
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of this flaghaschangedfromversion1.66.Thesefiles arevery large.If this informationis not

needed,theusercansaveagreatdealof diskspacebynotgeneratingthis file.

11.22 TRAJ2.DAT, TRAJ3.DAT, TRAJ4.DAT, TRAJS.DAT

These files contain the droplet trajectories calculated for the other bodies at each time step.

"TRAJ2.DAT" contains the droplet trajectories for the second body, "TRAJ3.DAT" contains the

droplet trajectories for the third body and so on. These files will be generated only if more than

one body is being simulated. The data is formatted the same as for file "TRAJ1 .DAT". These files

are very large. If this information is not needed, the user can save a great deal of disk space by not

generating this file.

11.23 XKINIT.DAT

This file contains the predicted sand-grain roughness at each time step. Columns are time in

seconds (time), and two predictions for sand-grain roughness which are calculated by different

sets of equations (xkinitl) and (xkinit2). LEWICE 2.2 uses the last value listed on each line

(xkinit2) as the sand-grain roughness, which is also dimensionless.

11.24 XKINIT2.DAT

The previous file (XKINIT.DAT) contains the average sand grain roughness which is used by

LEWICE in the heat transfer coefficient calculation. LEWICE calculates a local roughness value

but uses the average for numerical purposes. The file "XKINIT2.DAT" contains the local rough-

ness coefficients. Columns are the wrap distance from stagnation (s/c), the local sand grain rough-

ness (xk) in millimeters, the film thickness (hflow) in millimeters, and the water bead height

(hbead) in millimeters. The user is referred to Appendix A for more details on these terms and

how they are calculated.
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Chapter 12: Additional Output Files

These files will be generated if nonstandard values have been selected for flags IDEICE and

IGRID in the main input file.

12.1 NOICE.DAT

This file contains output from the anti-icing calculation. Columns are dimensionless wrap

distance from stagnation (s/c), heat required at that control volume (qheat) in kW/m 2, maximum

temperature (T max) in degrees Kelvin, surface temperature (T_surf) in degrees Kelvin and

effective heat transfer coefficient in W/m2/K. The effective heat transfer coefficient can be used

to transfer information from LEWICE to other programs. It is the "effective" value which would

need to be input as the convective boundary condition for many commercial or non commercial

CFD programs in order to thermally account for icing effects.

This output will be generated if the de-icing flag is set on (DEICE = 1). For a multi-body

case, output for each body will be generated in succession. For a hot air anti-ice system, the max-

imum temperature column will contain the local temperature of the air stream. For an electrother-

mal system, the maximum temperature column will contain the local temperature of the heater. In

either case, the predicted temperature will be extremely high due to the simplistic assumptions

made in the solution process. The user is strongly advised to use a value of DEICE = 3 for more

accurate prediction of these maximum temperatures.

Note: Heat flux values are input (and output) in units of kW/m 2 while thermal conductivity

and heat transfer coefficients are input (and output) in units of W/m/K and W/m2/K respectively.

12.2 CTEMP.DAT

This file contains surface velocities from the grid solution file. This output will be generated

if the grid flag is on (IGRID = 1). Columns are grid index value (i), body index value (ii), dimen-

sionless x-coordinate (xoc), dimensionless y-coordinate (yoc), dimensionless surface velocity

(ve), and surface pressure coefficient (cp).
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12.3 GEOMETRY.DAT

This file contains the surface geometry of the body(s) read in from the grid solution file. The

columns are the dimensionless x,y coordinates of the surface geometry. This output will be gener-

ated if the grid flag is on (IGRID = 1). LEWICE will not run with a grid solution unless this

geometry is very similar to the one read in from the geometry input file(s). No error checking

has been added to ensure this.

12.4 FORCE.DAT

This file contains output from the ice shedding algorithm and will be output for IDEICE = 2 or

IDEICE = 3 cases. The columns are time (time), total force due to adhesion (fad), net force on the

ice shape in the x-direction (fx), net force in the y-direction (fy) and net force in the z-direction

(fz). This file will be output if ISH = 1 in the de-ice input file. Units on time are seconds and all

force units are in kN/m (kilo Newtons per meter).

12.5 FORCE2.DAT

This file contains output from the ice shed trajectories and will be output for IDEICE = 2 or

IDEICE = 3 cases where ice forms then sheds. The columns are shed time (time), trajectory time

step (tadd), x-coordinate of shed ice particle (x/c), y-coordinate of shed ice particle (y/c), z-coor-

dinate of shed ice particle (z/c), and resultant force on the ice shape (riot). This file will be output

if ISH = 1 in the de-ice input file.

Units on time are seconds, distances are non-dimensionalized by chord and force is in kN/m.

Note: The shed trajectory computation assumes that shed ice particles are spheres.

Note: The shed force data files can be extremely large and should be deleted if they are not

needed.

12.6 QOPT.DAT

This file contains output from heater optimization runs and will be output for IDEICE = 2 or

IDEICE = 3 cases where heaters are temperature controlled (including IQW = 1 cases). The col-

umns are wrap distance index value [i], normal index value [j], temperature at control location
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[t(K)], andheatflux [qopt(kW/mA2)].Whenthetemperaturecontroloptionis beingusedin the

de-icerinputfile, thesoftwarewill usethewattagesinputby theuserinitially andthenincreaseor

decreasethosewattagessuchthat thetemperatureat thecontrollocationremainsin the range

specified.Thewattagesneededto maintaintheheatersectionin thattemperaturerangeareoutput

to theuserin this file. Asnotedin thefile header,unitsof temperaturearein Kelvinandwattages
areinkW/m2.

Note: There does not exist a "convergence criteria" for the heater optimization process. If the

user does not input a large enough time for the algorithm to fully converge, then the wattages out-

put may not be optimal. Judgment is required by the user to decide if the wattages shown have

converged.

12.7 DUMMY.INP

This file contains an echo of the de-icer input data without any user comments (i.e., only the

numbers are written to this file). This file may be useful for debugging de-icer input data files.

The software reads in the de-icer input file and strips off all the comments and then writes this file

to disk. It then reads this file when it reads the variables into the program. The variables listed in

this file are described in Section 10.1.

12.8 TEMPS1.DAT, TEMPS2.DAT, TEMPS3.DAT, TEMPS4.DAT, TEMPSS.DAT,

TEMPS6.DAT, TEMPS7.DAT

These files contain temperature output as specified by Section 10.1.5.3 to 10.1.5.5 of this

manual. If thermocouple output was specified (IOTYPE = 1), then the first column will be time

(time), and the remaining ten columns will contain the temperature in Kelvin for the first ten ther-

mocouple locations specified. The file header will denote these temperatures with the variables

'tl', 't2', 't3', '4', 't5', 't6', 't7', 'tS', 't9', 'tl0'. If more than ten thermocouple locations are

specified, then the next ten thermocouples will be written to the next file (for example, the first 10

will be in "TEMPS1 .DAT", the next 10 will be in "TEMPS2.DAT", etc.). The file header for each

case will remain the same.

If a temperature profile as a function of wrap distance was specified (IOTYPE = 2), then the

first column will contain the wrap distance (s/c) and the remaining ten columns will contain the
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first tentemperatureprofilesspecifiedin thede-icerinputfile for theIOTYPE= 2 option.Thefile

headerwill denotethesetemperatureswith thevariables'ta', 'tb', 'tc', 'td', 'te', 'tf', 'tg', 'th',

'ti', 'tj' to distinguishthemfrom theIOTYPE= 1output.Onceagain,if morethantenprofiles

wererequested,thesecondtenprofileswill be in thenexthighestnumberoutputfile (for exam-

ple, if the first tenprofileswereoutputto "TEMPS3.DAT"thenthe secondsetof ten outputs

wouldbewrittento "TEMPS4.DAT"andsoon).

If anormaldirectiontemperatureprofilewasspecified(IOTYPE= 3), thenthefirst column

will containthenormaldistance(eta/c)andtheremainingtencolumnswill containthefirst ten

temperatureprofilesspecifiedin thede-icerinputfile for theIOTYPE= 3 option.Thereference

valuefor etais the insidesurfaceof thede-icer.Thefile headerwill denotethesetemperatures

with thevariables'taa', 'tbb', 'tcc', 'tdd', 'tee', 'tff', 'tgg', 'thh', 'tii', 'tjj' to distinguishthem

from the IOTYPE = 1 or IOTYPE = 2 output.Onceagain,if more than ten profiles were

requested,thesecondtenprofileswill be in thenexthighestnumberoutputfile (for example,if

thefirst tenprofileswereoutputto "TEMPS3.DAT"thenthesecondsetoften wouldbeoutputto

"TEMPS4.DAT"andsoon).

Note: For a case where the user selects a number which is not divisible by 10, then extraneous

data columns will be written which should be ignored. The software will always write out 11 col-

umns in each of these files. The first column will always contain the independent variable with

the next 10 containing temperature values. Example: The user specifies 25 locations for thermo-

couple style output (IOTYPE = 1) and 12 locations for wrap distance style output (IOTYPE = 2).

Files "TEMPS1.DAT", "TEMPS2.DAT", and "TEMPS3.DAT" will contain the IOTYPE = 1

output while "TEMPS4.DAT" and "TEMPS5.DAT" will contain the IOTYPE = 2 style output. In

file "TEMPS3.DAT", the last five columns of numbers should be ignored in this example while in

file "TEMPS5.DAT", the last eight columns should be ignored.

If IOTYPE = 4 or IOTYPE = 5 output is specified, then the software will output the time at

the top of the output section [time (sec)] on a single line. Following this line will be the tempera-

tures at every node. Each column of data represents one column of nodes in the wrap direction.

The first column will contain the normal distance (eta/c) and the remaining ten columns will con-
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taintemperaturein Kelvin for thefirst tencolumnsof nodes.Thesecondsetoftennodeswill fol-

low thefirst setandsoon,asdiagrammedin Figure13.

Figure 13:Diagramof temperatureoutputfor IOTYPE= 4 andIOTYPE= 5 output
time (sec)

eta(j) t(l,j) t(2,j) t(3,j) t(4,j) t(5,j) t(6,j) t(7,j) t(8,j) t(9,j) t(lO,j)

eta(j) t(ll,j) t(12,j) t(13,j) t(14,j) t(15,j) t(16,j) t(17,j) t(18,j) t(19,j) t(20,j)

eta(j) t(21,j) t(22,j) t(23,j) t(24,j) t(25,j) t(26,j) t(27,j) t(28,j) t(29,j) t(30,j)

etc

12.9 FORT.54

The file "FORT.54" contains debug information concerning the phase change convergence of

the program. The user should not need the output from this file unless the user is also a developer

looking to improve the software's capabilities. There are 10 columns of data output to this file but

there is no file header. The columns are: wrap distance index value, normal index value, current

temperature at node, previous temperature at node, previous time step temperature at node, cur-

rent phase index, previous phase index, previous time step phase index, time, and iteration num-

ber.

12.10 FORT.80, FORT.81, etc.

The file "FORT.80" will contain the de-icer grid and ice grid for the first time specified with

the variable ITIME in Section 10.1.5.2. File "FORT.81" then contains the temperature solution

file for the time specified. The format for these files will be determined by the value of the NPRF

flag entered in Section 10.1.5.1. If more than one ITIME value was specified, additional output

files will be generated. The file names for the second time specified will be "FORT.82" and

"FORT. 83" respectively. If a third time is specified, the output file names will be "FORT. 84" and

"FORT.85" and so on. Geometry grids are generated for each time specified since the ice grid

may change due to ice growth.
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Chapter 13: Utility Programs

This section will describe five utility programs which are released along with LEWICE 2.2.

The inputs and outputs to these utility programs will also be discussed.

13.1 Program THICK

Program THICK generates an ice thickness distribution using as input a clean airfoil geometry

and an iced geometry. The iced geometry can come from LEWICE or from experiment. The pro-

gram also outputs the quantitative parameters which were used for the validation tests. The results

of these tests have been published in a recent contractor report 1. Only one body can be processed

for this program. A multi-body case can be processed by running THICK for each individual

body geometry.

Basically, the program calculates the minimum distance from each point on the ice shape to

the clean surface. For small ice thicknesses on the same order of magnitude as the point spacing,

the thickness is determined by using the unit normal from the surface. It is possible for complex

ice shapes to have more than one ice thickness at a given location on the clean surface. In this

case, the maximum of these individual ice thicknesses is used. The current version of THICK

included on the CD can use the same input geometry hat was used in LEWlCE. There no longer

exists a need to input a refined geometry. The refined geometry will be calculated internally in the

program. The user should consult the report on the validation tests I and Appendix A for further

details on the methodology used in this program.

13.1.1 Interactive Input for Program THICK

Input Clean Geometry File Name

The first interactive input directs the user to input the name of the input file containing the

clean geometry. The name can be up to 80 characters long. This filename length is necessary as

the user must also input the directory path of this file if it is different from the directory containing

the program. Please read the error messages in this section which describes the proper form of the
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input when using a directory path. If the file cannot be accessed, the following system error will

be generated:

IRIX 6.2 Message

open (name): No such file or directory

apparent state: unit 8 named

last format:

Unit 8 is a sequential formatted

*** Execution terminated (2) ***

Windows DOS Shell Message

external file

forrtl: The system cannot find the file specified.

forrtl: severe (29): file not found, unit 8, file C:\Lewice\test.xyd

This error in_cates that the file name input by the user does not exist, or does not exist in this

Nrectory. Common problems:

1) The file name was not typed correctly (remember to include the extension - use

"case l .xyd" not simply "case 1");

2) The input file is in a different directory than the program and the user did not specify the

directory. The input file can be in a different directory than the program, but in order for THICK

to recognize the input file the path must be specified. For example, use

"inputs\naca0012\casel.xyd" instead of simply "casel.xyd" to read the input file "casel.xyd" in

the directory "inputs" and subdirectory "naca0012". Note: The above example used the DOS

directory convention of backward slashes "V' to list subdirectories. IRIX and many other unix sys-

tems use forward slashes "/" instead.

PC Note: To get to the root directory, first type a backward slash "V', then the path and file

name. For example, the command "\lewice\inputs\naca0012\casel.inp" can be also be used to

read the file "casel .inp" in the directory "C:\lewice\inputs\naca0012".

Unix Note: It is common practice in unix to place all programs in a predefined directory such

as/usr/bin so that everyone using that system can run the program. The path for specifying the
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input file in this case is to provide the path from the directory the user is in. For example, if the

user is in their home directory and the input file is in the home directory, no path should be pro-

vided. If the user is in their home directory and the input files are in directory ../inputs/naca0012,

then the proper path to input is "inputs/naca0012/casel.inp". If the user is in directory ../inputs/

naca0012 and the input file is in this directory, then no path needs to be provided in this case

either. P.S.: This sequence is correct based on the IRIX 6.2 operating system. Behavior for other

unix operating systems is expected to be similar, but potentially could be different.

Input Iced Geometry File Name

This interactive input directs the user to input the name of the file containing the iced geome-

try. The iced geometry can come from experiment or from an ice shape prediction and does not

have to be a complete airfoil. Digitized ice shapes from experiments are often supplied only up to

the end of the measured ice shape. If the file cannot be accessed, the error message listed previ-

ously for the clean geometry input file name will be generated. In this case however, the unit

number being referenced will be unit 9. The corrective measures concerning file name and direc-

tory path listed earlier for this error will also apply to errors involving the iced geometry.

This completes the section on interactive inputs for program THICK. The file format for the

input files will now be discussed.

13.1.2 File Format for Clean Geometry and Iced Geometry

The file format for the clean geometry and the iced geometry are the same. Each line of the

file contains an x,y coordinate pair for the body geometry. The x-coordinate is listed first. The for-

mat of the data is free-format for the x,y coordinates. The number of points in the geometry is

no longer input. The input file format for the clean and iced geometries is identical to the format

for the body geometry input for LEWICE. It is quite common for problems to arise when input-

ting a new geometry for the first time. Consult the section in this report on entering body geome-

tries into LEWICE if there are problems with this input. There is no longer any need to create a

more refined body geometry for input into THICK. The input geometry for the clean airfoil can

(and should) be the same as the LEWICE input geometry.
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Note: The units of the input variables for THICK can be any consistent set of units. The pro-

gram will normalize the data for processing and then convert the data back to the original units for

output. Therefore the program should give consistent output regardless of the input units.

13.1.3 THICK output files

THICK produces five output files, each of which contains different methods for looking at the

ice thickness output. The first two output files, CLEAN.DAT and ICED.DAT, contain the ice

thickness on the clean and iced geometries. CLEAN.DAT contains four columns of data. The first

two columns contain the x,y coordinates (xsav, ysav) of the body geometry input. The number of

data points on the geometry may have changed, however. The units of the output data will be the

same units as the input data file. The third column contains the ice thickness (ditot) at that loca-

tion and the fourth column contains the wrap distance (s) as measured from the leading edge

(minimum x-coordinate value). The units for these variables will be the same as the units for the

body geometry. ICED.DAT contains the x,y coordinates (xice, yice) of the iced geometry and the

ice thickness (yptot) to the body surface at each location. This output should have the same num-

ber of points and the same units as the input iced geometry.

Note: THICK does not perform any error checking on the input files. If there are any prob-

lems with the input files, then the output of THICK will be in error. The most common error

occurs when the clean body geometry and the iced geometry are in different units.

The next output file, ECHO.DAT, contains an echo of all of the screen output from THICK,

including any program error messages. This output includes a summary of the icing parameters

which THICK has been set up to calculate. Upper and lower icing limits, horn heights, horn

angles (labeled upper and lower maximum ice thickness) are output as well as leading edge mini-

mum thickness and ice area. The units of these variables will coincide with the units of the input

geometry (except horn angles which are in degrees). Each of these parameters were defined in the

LEWICE validation report. The definitions of horn angle and ice area have changed for this ver-

son. The current definitions correspond to those given in an SAE Aerospace Recommended Prac-

tices (ARP) report (ref.). The current definitions are also shown in the diagram and equation 20

below. Since THICK does not input the icing parameters or chord length, the normalized vari-
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ablesdescribedin theLEWICEvalidationreportcannotbeoutputdirectly.If THICK failsto find

a givenparameter,it will print "N/A" for thevalue.Theoutputsfrom THICK cannotsupplant

goodengineeringjudgment.THICKoccasionallycannotfindsomeof theparameterswhichexist

and canalsooutputerroneousinformation.The useris referredto the following sectionfor

details.
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Figure 14: Horn Angle Definition for THICK

• xhi , , xhi ,

-If:4
x iced x clean

where xlow = lower icing limit and xhi = upper icing limit

(20)

The fourth output file, PEAKS.DAT, was added to THICK to aid the user in correcting prob-

lems where THICK does not label the correct peak as the upper or lower horn. This file contains

all of the local maxima in ice thickness found by THICK. Experimental ice shapes will often have

several peaks due to the irregularity of the ice shape. Ice shapes from LEWICE or other programs

may have multiple peaks as well. Each peak found is labeled with the header "Found a Peak". The

index location and x,y coordinate location (on both the clean and iced surface) are output as well
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as the ice thickness and angle (in degrees). The coordinates and thicknesses output will have the

same units as the input data. If the user believes that THICK chose the wrong location for either

the upper or lower horn, then the user can choose to select one of the peaks given in this file.

The last output file, TOTAL.TXT, contains only the eight icing parameters described in the

SAE ARP mentioned earlier. The variables output are, in order: lower icing limit, upper icing

limit, lower horn height, leading edge minimum thickness, upper horn height, ice area, lower horn

angle and upper horn angle. The numbers are output in the same units as the input data and have

not been normalized. Only the numbers are output. There do not exists any text header descrip-

tions. The output was formatted in this manner in order to facilitate the automation of quantifying

large numbers of ice shapes and importing the results into a spreadsheet software such as

Microsoft Excel ® . This option is best described by the example below.

13.1.3.1 THICK Example Case

Computation Time: Approximately 15 minutes on a 550 MHz Pentium III.

In this example, the user has a large number of data files for which the user wants the eight

quantitative icing parameters defined in the SAE report mentioned earlier. In this example, the

experimental ice shapes from the LEWICE validation CD were chosen. An ASCII text script

called "exppc.bat" was then manually generated which contains the necessary DOS commands

for running THICK for each of the data files. This script was generated in approximately one day.

An excerpt from the script is given below.

Table 94: Excerpt of Scr_t Commands

copy GEOMETRY\C23014.XYD cgeom.xyd

copy 23014MOD\I20R2.TXT exp.txt

thick < thick.inp

mkdir 23014MOD\I20R2

move *.dat 23014MOD\I20R2
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erase exp.txt

copy 23014MOD\I26R8.TXTexp.txt

thick < thick.inp

mkdir 23014MOD\I26R8

move*.dat 23014MOD\I26R8

erase exp.txt

Each set of script commands contains the following steps:

1) The geometry file is copied to a generic name, in this case "cgeom.xyd".

2) For each experimental data file which uses that geometry, the file name is likewise copied

to file "exp.txt".

3) THICK is run with the interactive input coming from file "thick.inp". "thick.inp" contains

two lines which read "cgeom.xyd" and "exp.txt" (without the quotes).

4) Appropriate subdirectories are created to organize the output

5) The output data files (excluding "total.txt") are moved to the subdirectory.

6) File "exp.txt" is removed.

7) Steps 2-6 are repeated for each data file which uses that geometry, then Step 1 is repeated

for each airfoil in the database.

Once the script has finished, then "total.txt" will contain the output for all of the cases in a

column format which can easily be imported into a spreadsheet software such as Microsoft

Excel ® . Note that in this script, the clean geometry and the iced geometry are in the same units

since no conversions have been performed. The output can then be normalized from within the

spreadsheet software. This process, including differences and percent differences has been per-

formed for the experimental data on the LEWICE Validation CD-ROM. This spreadsheet, which
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contains values for Version 2.0 as well as Version 2.2 and experimental data, has been put on the

distribution CD-ROM for LEWlCE 2.2 and is named "total.xls". The astute user will notice that

several of the quantitative values generated using this process do not agree with the values given

in the LEWICE validation report spreadsheet "matrix.xls". This demonstrates that the automated

process cannot (yet) be substituted for good engineering judgment. The following section will

describe some of the problems and potential solutions.

13.1.4 THICK Judgment Errors

The utility program THICK performs a simplistic geometric comparison between two data

files and outputs the results. As such, it is prone to errors based upon a lack of icing knowledge. It

is possible for any (or all!) of the eight parameters to be incorrectly output. Even so, THICK has

proven to be a useful tool for reducing the amount of time needed to quantify ice shape parame-

ters. There are two basic problems which occur repeatedly when analyzing output from THICK:

misalignment of the geometries and misidentification of the horns.

First, the iced shape may be misaligned with the airfoil. This is illustrated in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Ice Shape Misalignment

Run 15

oo4 oo6 6o6
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This figureshowsa comparisonfor Run 15in theNACA 4415MODdatabase.It appearsas

thoughthe experimentaldatagoesinsidethe airfoil on the lower surface.This will causethe

lowericing limit tobesmallerthanactual.Theuppericing limit mayalsobelagerthanactualand

themisalignmentwill subtlychangethearea,hornheights,andpossiblyhornangles.Thiserror

canpossiblybe fixed manuallyby shifting the experimentalice shapeto matchtheairfoil as

shownin Figure16.

Figure 16:ShiftedIceShapePlot

Run 15

oo4 oo6 6o6

The problem with this procedure is that the translation chosen has no scientific basis - it just

makes the ice shape "fit" better. This problem arises since the reference locations used for digitiz-

ing the ice shapes may not be the same reference point used for defining the airfoil coordinates.

This problem can also occur with ice shapes generated by LEWICE, although the effect is more

subtle as shown in Figure 17. Since LEWICE outputs the entire iced geometry, any misalignment

can cause the icing limits reported by THICK to be located as far back as the airfoil trailing edge.
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Figure 17: Expanded View of Airfoil Misalignment
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Once again, the "iced" geometry resides inside the airfoil. It should be noted that the scale has

been greatly expanded in this figure to show a very small geometric discrepancy. THICK will

ignore values inside the airfoil, so in this case the THICK output may be accurate. If the discrep-

ancy puts the iced geometry outside the airfoil, THICK may misidentify this small level as "ice"

and report an erroneous icing limit. THICK has been set up to ignore some small discrepancies,

but this tolerance cannot be set too high or else THICK will under report the limit. The icing lim-

its reported by THICK should be checked with the icing limits output by LEWlCE 2.2 to the

file"LIMIT.DAT". Ice area can also be in error due to this type ofmisalignment.

The second problem which occurs occasionally with THICK is that the ice horns are not prop-

erly identified from the list of known peaks which are output to "PEAKS.DAT". THICK identi-

fies the "upper" surface as the region above the leading edge and the "lower" surface as the region

below the leading edge. This may not always give the correct horn locations, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 18.
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Figure 18: THICK Horn Angle Problem
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In this example, the LEWICE validation report would have listed the "upper" horn as the peak

location of the upper "finger". The "lower" horn height would be given by the maximum thick-

ness of the lower block feature and the leading edge minimum would have been listed as the min-

imum thickness between those two values. Horn angles would then be calculated from those

locations. However, since the peak thickness for each shape is below the airfoil leading edge,

THICK will identify the large "finger" feature as the lower horn and may list "N/A" for the upper

horn, since very little ice resides above the airfoil leading edge. In all cases, the LEWICE valida-

tion report numbers should be used as the reference values when comparing to an automated pro-

cess such as the one described here.

13.2 Program EXPAND

Program EXPAND will read in a set ofx,y coordinates from a file and output the same geom-

etry with a different number of points. The additional points are calculated by spline interpolation.

This program had been useful for creating clean geometry input files for use with program

THICK, but may not be as useful since THICK has incorporated this feature.
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13.2.1 Interactive Input for Program EXPAND

Enter Input File Name

The first interactive input directs the user to input the name of the input file containing the

geometry. The name can be up to 80 characters long. This filename length is necessary as the user

must also input the directory path of this file if it is different from the directory containing the pro-

gram. Please read the error messages in the previous section concerning the proper form of the

input using a directory path. If the file cannot be accessed, the following system error will be gen-

erated:

IRIX 6.2 Message

open (name): No such file or directory

apparent state: unit 8 named

last format:

Unit 8 is a sequential formatted

*** Execution terminated (2) ***

Windows DOS Shell Message

forrtl: The system cannot find

forrtl- severe (29) • file not

Enter Output File Name

external file

the file specified.

found, unit 8, file C:\Lewice\test.xyd

This interactive input directs the user to input the name of the file containing the output geom-

etry. Note: If the file name input already exists, it will be overwritten.

Enter Number of Points

This interactive input directs the user to input the number of points for the output geometry.

The number can be free-format, but must be within the range 1 _<NPOINTS _<10000. Input values

outside this range will generate the following warning message:

Number of points input (value) is out of range. Using default value of 5000.
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If a nonnumerical value is input for the number of points, it will be converted to integer for

use in the program on the SGI system. The likely result of this action is that the default number of

points will be used. On the PC, the following system error will be generated:

forrth severe (59): list-directed I/0 syntax error, unit 5, file CONIN$

This completes the section on interactive inputs for program EXPAND. The file format for

the input files will now be discussed.

13.2.2 File Format for Input and Output Geometries

The file format for the input and output geometries are the same. Each line of the file contains

an x,y coordinate pair for the body geometry. The x-coordinate is listed first. The format of the

data is free-format for the x,y coordinates. The number of points in the geometry is no longer

input. It is quite common for problems to arise when inputting a new geometry for the first time.

Consult the section in this report on entering body geometries into LEWICE if there are problems

with this input.

Note: The input file format for this program is the same as the geometry input file format for

LEWICE 2.2.

13.3 Program CONVERT

Input files from previous versions of LEWICE will not work with version 2.2. Program CON-

VERT will read in an input file from LEWICE version 1.6 and convert it for use in LEWICE ver-

sion 2.2. The program will prompt the user for the name of the LEWICE 1.6 input file and the

name to be given to the LEWICE 2.2 input file. LEWICE 2.0 users simply need to add the follow-

ing two lines to the end of the main input file:

&RDATA

&END
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13.3.1 Interactive Input for Program CONVERT

Enter Version 1.6 Input File Name

The first interactive input directs the user to enter the name of the LEWICE 1.6 input file to be

converted. The name can be up to 80 characters long. This filename length is necessary as the user

must also input the directory path of this file if it is different from the directory containing the pro-

gram. Please read the error messages in the section on the main input file concerning the proper

form of the input using a directory path. If the file cannot be accessed, the following system error

will be generated:

IRIX 6.2 Message

open(name): No such file or directory

apparent state: unit 8 named

last format:

Unit 8 is a sequential formatted external file

*** Execution terminated (2) ***

Windows DOS Shell Message

forrtl: The system cannot find the file specified.

forrtl: severe (29): file not found, unit 8, file C:\Lewice\test.xyd

Enter LEWICE 2.2 Input File Name

This interactive input directs the user to input the name of the file which will contain the

LEWlCE 2.2 input. Note: If the file name input already exists, it will be overwritten.

13.3.2 Format for the LEWICE 1.6 Input File

Program CONVERT will read input files which conform to the format listed in the LEWlCE

1.6 User Manual 6. No error checking of this input file is performed.
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Note: Variable IDEICE will be set to its default value (0) as it was not present in the

LEWlCE 1.6 inputs.

Note: Many of the print flags in the LPRT namelist have changed definition from version 1.6

to version 2.2. Refer to those sections describing this input for a more detailed explanation.

13.3.3 Warning Message for CONVERT

The flag INCLT in the LEWICE 1.6 input file is not used in LEWICE 2.2. If the flag INCLT

= 1, then the following warning message will appear:

The flag INCLT is set to 1 in the LEWICE 1.6 input file. This' means that the value of CLT in

the LEWICE 1.6 input file is' probably the lift coefficient instead of the angle of attack. Since the

value of CLT was used as the value of AOA in the LEWICE 2.2 input file, make sure that the value

of AOA is' the desired angle of attack.

This message serves only as a warning and the LEWlCE 2.2 file will be generated.

13.4 Program TOBINARY

Navi6r-Stokes solution files in PLOT3D format are read into LEWICE in binary format. This

utility program converts PLOT3D files in text format to binary. It is useful for transferring the

PLOT3D files to different hardware platforms. The program requires no interactive input. The

text file names are "XY.TXT" for the grid and "Q.TXT" for the flow solution. The binary output

files are named "XY.PLT" and "Q.PLT" respectively. If the file cannot be accessed, the following

system error will be generated:

IRIX 6.2 Message

open(name): No such file or directory

apparent state: unit 8 named

last format:

Unit 8 is a sequential formatted external file

*** Execution terminated (2) ***
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Windows DOS Shell Message

forrtl: The system cannot find the file specified.

forrtl: severe (29): file not found, unit 8, file C:\Lewice\test.xyd

Note: If the output files "XY.PLT" and "Q.PLT" already exist, they will be overwritten.

Note: This program was designed to be used to convert files in the PLOT3D format from text

to binary format. It is not a general purpose conversion utility.

13.5 Program TOASCII

Navi6r-Stokes solution files in PLOT3D format are read into LEWICE in binary format. This

utility program converts PLOT3D files in binary format to text format. It is useful for transferring

the PLOT3D files to different hardware platforms. The program requires no interactive input. The

binary file names are "XY.PLT" for the grid and "Q.PLT" for the flow solution. The text output

files are named "XY.TXT" and "Q.TXT" respectively. If the file cannot be accessed, the follow-

ing system error will be generated:

IRIX 6.2 Message

open (name): No such file or directory

apparent state: unit 8 named

last format:

Unit 8 is a sequential formatted

*** Execution terminated (2) ***

Windows DOS Shell Message

external file

forrtl: The system cannot find the file specified.

forrtl: severe (29): file not found, unit 8, file C:\Lewice\test.xyd

Note: If the output files "XY.TXT" and "Q.TXT" already exists, they will be overwri_en.

Note: This program was designed to be used to convert files in the PLOT3D format from

binary to text format. It is not a general purpose conversion utility.
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13.6 Program ANTICON

This program reads the LEWICE3D files named "FORT.2" and "FORT.26" and outputs the

files FLOW.DAT, BETA.DAT, HTC.DAT, and STREAM.DAT which contain the 3D results

along 2D streamlines which can then be read into LEWICE using the input flags ICP, IBETA,

IHTC, and I3D. The files FLOW.DAT, BETA.DAT, HTC.DAT, and STREAM.DAT must first

be segmented into several files, each of which contains only one of the streamlines output to the

other files. For example, if the file FLOW.DAT contains five 2D streamlines, the user must first

create five separate files, each of which contains only one of the streamlines. This function can be

performed with any text editor or word processor software. These files need to have the proper

name as described in Sections 8.3 and Sections 10.5 through 10.8 in order to be read properly by

LEWICE. See the example in Section 15.18 for more details.

13.7 Program ANTICON2

This program reads the LEWICE3D files named "FORT.2" and "FORT.26" as well as the

LEWICE 2.2 output files "DYICE.DAT" and "TEMP.DAT" and outputs files named

"PLOT3D.XYZ" and "PLOT3D.Q" which can be read by the NASA software PLOT3D. If more

than one streamline exists in the "FORT.26" file, then several output files from LEWICE 2.2

must be concatenated prior to running ANTICON2. This function can be performed with any text

editor or word processor software. For example, if five 2D streamlines were output to

"FORT.26", then the user must perform five runs of LEWICE 2.2 in order to produce output for

ANTICON2. Then the five "DYICE.DAT" output files must be combined into a single

"DYICE.DAT" file prior to running ANTICON2. See Section 15.18 for more details.

13.8 Program REDUCE

This program reads the LEWICE 2.2 output files "TEMPS1.DAT", "TEMPS2.DAT", and

"TEMPS3.DAT" and outputs files "TEMPS1A.DAT", "TEMPS2A.DAT", and

"TEMPS3A.DAT" which are more easily compared to the existing validation data. The program

converts the temperatures in these files from Kelvin to Fahrenheit and reduces the output from

one temperature every 1/10th second to once every second. The program assumes that

"TEMPS1.DAT", "TEMPS2.DAT", and "TEMPS3.DAT" all contain thermocouple type output

(IOTYPE = 1) and that the de-icer time step is 0.1 seconds.
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Chapter 14: Runtime Errors

This section will describe errors which may occur during a run. Errors during a run are very

infrequent with this software, but may still occur if a problem arises which the software cannot

handle. The most likely cause of these errors is that the user is analyzing a case outside of the

range of data used for validation. Over 400 runs were made with LEWICE 2.2 during the valida-

tion testing phase. In one case, an error occurred because the DSMN value was too small and the

array size was exceeded. This case ran successfully with a slightly higher DSMN value. In no

other case did any error occur which caused the software to stop prior to its normal completion.

This occurred even though many of the tests were in fact selected in an attempt to create runtime

errors. Corrective actions which can be taken are discussed following the listing of each individ-

ual error message. All of the errors listed will stop the run before completion unless otherwise

noted. The runtime error which is generated will be in italics, followed by a description of the

error. Every possible error message is listed and they have been organized by type. Any error

messages which occurred during the validation testing phase are identified in this section.

14.1 Flow Solver Errors

The flow solver has encountered an error. Usually, this' means that there is something wrong

with the body geometry(s) such as two bodies intersecting. Please check the last ice shape print-

out for problems and check that the case conforms to the recommended limits' on inputs'. Because

of this error, the program cannot continue.

The error listed above can only occur for multi-body simulations such as multi-element air-

foils. One potential cause of this error can occur when multi-element airfoils begin to intersect

due to ice growth. It is also possible that errors occurred in the ice growth process during the pre-

vious time step. The user can run a different spacing (DSMN) on the geometry or different time

step (IFLO) for this case. However, it may be the case that this is a correct prediction and that the

elements have fused together due to ice growth. The run can only be continued from this point if

the user resubmits the case using the last iced geometry and treating the two individual bodies as

a single body.
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This' situation can only occur when the number of panels is' greater than 1001 and you have

increased both NPAF and NBF parameters. To solve this' problem increase KORE in routine

SOL VIT and recompile.

If this error occurs, one of the array size dimensions has been exceeded. As stated in the error

message, this can occur only if the user has modified the program. The user should also check the

iced geometry for abnormalities.

Attempted to load the (value)th body. Maximum allowable number of bodies is' (value).

Because of the above error, this run is' terminated

This error should never occur since LEWICE now checks the input for the number of bodies.

The number of elements (value) will exceed allowable storage (value) when added to the data

set.

Because of the above error, this run is' terminated

The array size had been exceeded. LEWICE should have stopped when adding ice during the

previous time step. The last iced geometry is likely bad. The user will need to increase DSMN to

run this case.

The number of elements (value)for the new body exceeds' the number (value)for the body it is

replacing.

Because of the above error, this run is' terminated

The array size had been exceeded. LEWICE should have stopped when adding ice during the

previous time step. The last iced geometry is likely bad. The user will need to increase DSMN to

run this case.
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14.2 Errors when Using Grid Solutions

This section covers specific errors which can occur when attempting to use a grid-based flow

solution.

Cannot find the droplet position in the grid. Usually, this' means the grid was read wrong or

there is' a problem searching multi-block grids'. Did not find interpolation stencils'.

.... the point: xpt = (value) ypt = (value)

program stop in searchpt

During the droplet trajectory calculation, LEWICE attempted to find the grid cell containing

the drop so that the air velocity at that point could be determined. This search was unsuccessful.

Check that the grid matches the airfoil input in the geometry input file and that the flight condi-

tions in the main input file match those in the flow solution input file. The user should also refer

to the trouble shooting given for Example Case 12.

Cannot find the droplet position in the grid. Usually, this' means the grid was read wrong or

there is' a problem searching multi-block grids'.

program stop. ! ! !

subroutine: stencils!

*****************************************

This error occurs for the same reason as the previous error but in a different subroutine.

Cannot find the droplet position in the grid. Usually, this' means the grid was read wrong or

there is' a problem searching multi-block grids'.

**** big trouble! ****

This error occurs for the same reason as the previous error but in a different subroutine.
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14.3 Trajectory Errors

This section lists errors which can occur during the droplet trajectory calculation.

(value) trajectories are calculated in range. There is something wrong with the flow solution

for this' to happen. Program cannot continue with run.

In the initial phase of the droplet traj ectory routine, droplets are sent toward the model to find

an upper and lower bound for the impingement limit search. This error occurs when this range

cannot be found. Usually, there is an error in the iced geometry from the previous time step. The

user may need to adjust the point spacing (DSMN) or time step (IFLO) for this case.

****kflag = (value) difsub failed****

Integration of trajectory stopped before a result could be found. Program will assume that

the trajectory missed which may not be correct. Please check output carefully.

During each step in the trajectory integration, the program needs to iterate on the droplet loca-

tion for the next step. This message will appear if convergence was not achieved. This message

occurs very rarely. In the validation test cases, it occurred once in over 400 LEWlCE runs. In that

case, the program assumed the particle had missed the body and continued the run without further

incident. If this message occurs repeatedly during a run, the user should stop the case manually

(using <ctrl> C) as a problem has occurred. This may occur for very complex ice shapes. The user

may need to adjust the point spacing (DSMN) or time step (IFLO) for this case. Below are the

definitions of the "kflag" error values.

-i the step was taken with h : hmin, but the requested error was not achieved.

-2 the maximum order specified was found to be too large.

-3 corrector convergence could not be achieved for h.gt. hmin.

-4 the requested error is smaller than can be handled for this problem.

*** lO00*ibod steps in intig ***

Integration of trajectory stopped before a result could be found. Program will assume that the

trajectory missed which may not be correct. Please check output carefully.
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end point xp = (value)yp = (value)

Each trajectory is limited to no more than 1000*ibod steps, where "ibod" is the number of

bodies input by the user in the main input file. It is very rare for a trajectory to need more than 200

steps for completion. This upper limit is normally reached because the step size has gotten very

small. In certain multi-element cases, more steps are needed as the program will start the trajecto-

ries far upstream in order to obtain free stream conditions for the initial air flow around the drop.

As with the previous warning message, the program will continue as though the trajectory missed

the body. This assumption can be checked as the program prints out the last droplet location to the

screen and to the debug file. If this message occurs repeatedly during a run, the user should stop

the case manually (using <ctrl> C) as a problem has occurred. This may occur for very complex

ice shapes on multi-element airfoils. The user may need to adjust the point spacing (DSMN) or

time step (IFLO) for this case.

Newton-Raphson did not converge in vterm, minimum error = (value), last calculated value

(value), value at minimum error (value).

The program attempted to calculate the freefall (terminal) velocity of a particle to be used as

an initial condition for the trajectory integration. This error may be indicative of problems with

the flow solution. The value at the minimum error will be used and the software will continue to

run.

number of trajectories is more than (value). Flow solution is probably bad. Program cannot

continue. Check output carefully

The program is limited to 199 trajectories during a single impingement limit search. It is

highly likely that there is a problem with the iced geometry from the previous time step which

caused a poor flow solution. The user will likely need to adjust the point spacing (DSMN) or time

step (IFLO) for this case.

Impingement limit could not be found. Flow solution is'probably bad. Continuing with rest of

run. Please check output thoroughly.
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yOmax = (value), yOmin = (value)

The impingement limit is determined by a binomial search algorithm. This error will occur if

the starting point for the next trajectory is the same as the last trajectory calculated. This may have

occurred if the iced geometry from the previous time step caused a poor flow solution. The pro-

gram will continue as if no impingement limit exists.

Program cannot decide on path for next trajectory. Output may not be reliable. Check results'

carefully.

This error can only occur if a multi-body simulation is being performed. At the end of each

trajectory, the program must decide where to start the next trajectory based on where hit trajecto-

ries have occurred and if this particle passed over or under the body for which the impingement

limit is being sought. The error occurs when the data is conflicting on the proper decision. The

program will choose one of the two possible paths and continue with the run. The user should

check for other trajectory errors and also check the iced geometry produced at the last time step.

14.4 Energy Balance Errors

This section covers errors which occur during the calculation of the mass and energy balance.

An error in this section is usually indicative of problems elsewhere in the software. The iced

geometry from the last time step and the flow solution for this time step should be checked for

possible abnormalities.

Maximum ice thickness is much too large, ymax = (value)

The calculated ice thickness at one of the control volumes is too large to be added to the ice

shape. This may indicate that the number of time steps should be increased for this case.

The temperature sent to function PVAP is outside the range for this routine. There is a prob-

lem with this case. Be careful interpreting results'.

big error in pvap t = (value)
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This error canonly occurif the calculatedsurfacetemperatureis below32 K. Obviously,

thereis anerrorin thecasefor this to occur.Theprogramwill attemptto continue,but theuser

shouldmanuallyterminatethecase(<ctrl>C) andinvestigatetheproblemwith theiceshape.

In NOICE, Newton-Raphson did not converge, minimum error = (value)

last temp. predicted = (value), temp. at rain. error = (value)

The output data for anti-icing may be incorrect.

The program must iteratively solve for surface temperature for evaporative anti-icing cases.

This error occurs when convergence was not found. The program will continue with the tempera-

ture value at the minimum error.

In SOL VEW, Newton-Raphson did not converge, minimum error = (value)

last temperature calculated (value), temperature at minimum error = (value)

The output data may be incorrect.

The program must iteratively solve for surface temperature during the energy balance. This

error occurs when convergence was not found. The program will continue with the temperature

value at the minimum error.

14.5 Ice Growth Errors

If the errors listed in this section occur, the most likely cause of the error is a problem when

the predicted ice growth is added to the current ice shape.

Stopping because nsteps too large.

nsteps = (value)

This' error occurs because the software is' trying to add too much ice at one time. This' could be

due to a bad solution from one of the earlier routines (such as FLOW, TRAJ or ICE). Check that

your case conforms to the guidelines for time step (IFLO) and point spacing (DSMN).
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If it does and the case still bombs here then you have found a legitimate error in LEWICE. It

would be very helpful for future versions if we _ASA) could have a copy of the input file so this

error can be fixed. Also include what machine the software ran on and if it was recompiled.

The user most likely input fewer time steps than recommended if this message appears.

Increase the number of time steps (IFLO) for this case.

Stopping because negative nsteps.

nsteps = (value)

This' error occurs because the software is trying to add too much ice at one time. This' could be

due to a bad solution from one of the earlier routines (such as FLOW, TRAJ or ICE). Check that

your case conforms to the guidelines for time step (IFLO) and point spacing (DSMN).

If it does and the case still bombs here then you have found a legitimate error in LEWICE. It

would be very helpful for future versions if we _ASA) could have a copy of the input file so this

error can be fixed. Also include what machine the software ran on and if it was recompiled.

This error can also occur if too few time steps are used. Increase the number of time steps

(IFLO) for this case.

WARNING!!! The point spacing at the following location is zero. The software will attempt to

continue, but the output may be bad or the software will bomb later. This statement is in routine

NWF3 and is usually caused by a memory allocation error.

i = (value), xbtdot = (value), dsdd = (value).

This problem should never occur in LEWICE 2.2. Please consider sending this case to us

(NASA) so that this case can be investigated.

spline routine failed, doing linear interpolation
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Theprogramusesacubicsplineto generatesurfacepoints.If this fails, thiswarninginforms

theuserthatlinearinterpolationwill beused.Thisis aminorerrorandtheoutputis likely ok.

danger you are now extrapolating. Problem in routine lntp.

i = (value)j = (value), xnl(l') = (value), xol(1) = (value), xol(no) = (value)

The program will also use linear interpolation to find new surface points. This warning

informs the user that the software needed to extrapolate to find points. This should not normally

happen. The iced geometry should be checked. Also consider changing the point spacing

(DSMN) and/or the number of time steps (IFLO) for this case.

error nwfoil (value) (value) (value) (value) (value) (value)

The program attempted to smooth the ice shape before the next time step, but was unsuccess-

ful. This is a minor error and the output is likely ok.

Array size exceeded. Increase npa to at least npa = (value)

The program needed more points than are currently allowed. The user should increase the

DSMN value for this case. Alternatively, the programmer may wish to consider increasing the

array size and recompiling the software.

ARRAY STORAGE EXCEEDED!!!!!

Strange things may have happened to ice shape/Do one of the following:

(1) Rerun the case with a larger DSMN input

(2) Increase the value of NPA in file param, inc

For the second option, LEWICE must be recompiled. You will need at least (value) points' to

run this case.
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Thiserroris theonemostlikely to occurduringa run. It will appearwhentheuserselectsa

DSMNvaluewhichis toosmallfor thecasebeingrun.Foratypicalcleanairfoil, thetotalwrap

distanceis slightlygreaterthan2 (dimensionless).Fora DSMNvalueof 4"10-4,thiswill create

over5000controlvolumeson thatshape.As thearraysizelimits are10000,thetotalwrapdis-

tancearoundtheicedgeometryneedstobemorethanfourtimesgreaterthanthechordlengthfor

thiserrorto appear.ForaDSMNvalueof 8*10-4,thetotalwrapdistancearoundtheicedgeome-

try needsto bemorethaneighttimesgreaterthanthechordlength.Theratioof wrapdistanceto

chordlengthfor acylinderisby definitionpi (3.1415926536...).Thisratiowill increaseastheice

growsonthecylinder.Thisexampleshowswhy largerDSMNvaluesarelikely neededfor acyl-

inder.

14.6 De-icer Routine Errors

The errors listed in this section are produced by the de-icer routine. They can only be gener-

ated for DEICE = 1, DEICE = 2 or DEICE = 3 cases. Some of the errors listed in this section

are not errors, but additional information written to "JUNK.DAT" for informational purposes.

Those messages will be identified in their descriptions.

In NOICE d, Newton-Raphson did not converge.

minimum error = (value) last temp. predicted = (value)

temp. at rain. error = (value)

The output data for anti-icing may be incorrect.

This error occurs for IDEICE = 1 cases where the program could not converge on the anti-

icing temperature. Check the input data for possible errors, as this message did not appear during

testing of the program.

The time step is <= zero! This is usually a memory allocation problem

Check output carefully. Setting dtime = 60 sec. Current dtime = (value)
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Thiserroroccurswhenthetimestephassomehowbeensetto zero.Thisshouldneveroccur,

sincethetimestepinputischeckedby theprogram.

In SOL VEW, Newton-Raphson did not converge.

minimum error = (value) last temperature calculated (value)

temperature at minimum error = (value)

The output data may be incorrect.

This error occurs when the energy balance equations did not converge. This error occurred

during testing only after other serious warning messages listed in this section had been issued by

the program. It usually occurred during anti-icing runs with an extremely high wattage. The run

should be terminated and resubmitted with different inputs. See the recommendations below for

the error "program is having problems with this case".

Bad stfr= (value) (value) (value) (value)

This is a warning message only which indicates possible problems with the water runback

routines. Check all output carefully, especially runback ice formations.

Bad mass flux (value) (value) (value) (value) (value) (value) (value)

This is a warning message only which indicates possible problems with the water runback

routines. Check all output carefully, especially runback ice formations.

program is having problems with this case.

please check the output thoroughly, time = (value)

This warning message can occur when the program is having convergence problems in the

phase change algorithm. When this message is immediately followed by six numbers (5 integers

and one real number), then the program is having serious convergence problems and may soon

crash. The six numbers are: wrap distance index value, normal index value, temperature, time step
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index,phasechangeindex,andpreviousphasechangeindex.In anycasewherethismessage

appears,the usershouldcheckthe temperature output thoroughly. If this warning message

appears more than 10 times during a run or if the user detects anomalous temperature out-

put, the output from this run should be abandoned and the case ran again with different

inputs. The user should consider the following remedies (in recommended order): reduce or elim-

inate LEWICE time stepping (IFLO = 1); a larger number of iterations (JCOUNTD) and/or a

smaller time step (DTAUI, DTAUM, DTAUF); increased nodal spacing (NODE) especially in

the ice layer and the layer adjacent; simplifying the case by reducing sections, layers or other vari-

ables.

temp below tinf (value) (value) (value) (value) (value) (value)

This error message occurs when the de-icing module crashes (stops running prematurely). It

occurs when the temperature at a node drops below the ambient temperature, which should never

occur under normal operation. The six values are: wrap distance index value, normal index value,

temperature, time, phase change index and previous phase change index. The user should contact

the developer if this error occurs and supply a sample input file for further program debugging.

phase change algorithm did not converge

This warning message is generated if the program repeatedly fails to converge on the phase

for the problem at hand. The user should consider resubmitting this case with a larger number of

iterations (JCOUNTD) and/or a smaller time step (DTAUI, DTAUM, DTAUF).

not converged, diftemp = (value), (value), (value), (value), (value)

This warning message occurs when the matrix solver MSIP did not converge on a temperature

profile. This has occurred during testing when an anti-icing case was run with a large time step

(only the steady-state solution was desired). In this case, no action is required of the user since the

transient temperature profile was not needed. If this message occurs for a case where the transient

profile is needed (de-icing cases), then the user should resubmit the case with a smaller time step.

The user may need to examine grid refinement for this case as well. The five values output are:
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maximumtemperaturedifference,temperature,previoustemperature,wrapdistanceindexvalue

andnormalindexvalue.

bleed air option is on but flow rate is zero

either set IBLEED = 0 in the input file, or select a value AIRMD > 0

This error message would occur if the bleed air mass flow rate was zero for a case where bleed

air was considered. This error should never occur as the program checks this when the data is

read.

an error occurred while reading the input file

This error is generated when the program could not read the de-icer input file for some reason.

Check the de-ice input file for possible errors and resubmit the case.

14.6.1 Other de-icer routine messages

This section will describe some of the other informational messages generated by the de-icer

routine. These messages are not warnings or indicators of a problem with the output.

ice has shed (value) (value) (value) (value) (value) (value)

This is an informational printout only and is not a warning or error message. It is written out

when the ice shape sheds The six values are: body index, net force, force in normal direction,

force in wrap direction, force in span direction and force of adhesion.

Phase has matched previous iteration

Iteration = (value)

This message occurs during the phase change iteration when the program cannot decide on the

phase of a particular node or node(s) and is simply alternating between two values. The program

is set up to handle this occurrence, so it is not a warning or a problem with the output.
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(value) iterations were required at time = (value)

This message occurs when the program uses more than two iterations for a particular time

step. It can be helpful in identifying if the program used too many iterations for a given time step.

During testing, the number of iterations was almost always below 10 and usually below 5.

time = (value) sec

This message is written every 20 iterations to inform the user of the program's progress.
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Chapter 15: Example Cases

The following example cases have been included to illustrate different features of LEWICE.

Many of the cases correspond to runs made for the validation report. Those examples which cor-

respond to a particular validation case are identified. The cases are included for illustration pur-

poses only. The user does not have to run all of the cases provided. Output for the cases are

provided on the distribution disk. A script has also been included on the distribution disk called

"EXAMPLES.BAT" which will automatically run all of the example cases. The computation

time for running the script will be the sum of the computation times for all of the individual cases.

The results shown in this section were generated using the PC executable on the distribution disk.

The validation report showed minor differences in output across platform, but the results from

two different PCs using the PC executable on the distribution disk were exactly the same.

In each of the examples, all of the possible input fields have not been specified. Those which

have not been specified will be assigned to their default value as listed in the description of the

input variables in this report. The plots for each example case show the ice shape for each time

step, the ice thickness distribution for each time step, the flow solution for the clean airfoil and the

final ice shape, the heat transfer coefficient for the clean airfoil and next-to-last ice shape and the

collection efficiency for the clean airfoil and the next-to-last ice shape. The de-icing and anti-

icing cases will additionally show plots for selected temperature distributions. The ice thickness

plots are the result of plotting the data in the "THICK.DAT" output file, not the thickness listed in

the ice shape file. The difference between the two outputs is the definition of wrap distance as

defined for those files. Refer to the description of these output files for further explanation. As can

be seen from the print flags in the main input files, many of the other output files were not pro-

duced. The heat transfer coefficient and collection efficiency plots show the solution on the next-

to-last ice shape since the software stops after calculating the ice shape for the last time step.

15.1 Case 1: Run 072501 from Validation Report

Computation Time: Pentium III 550MHz, 1 min. 30 s.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 36 s.

Disk Space: 1 MB
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The first example case is run number 072501 from the validation report. This example case is

illustrative of the tests performed for validation against the experimental data. The run number

corresponds to the designation used by the test engineer. It is a six minute glaze ice accretion and

was the first benchmark case used to assess cross-platform variability and CPU usage in the vali-

dation report. The main input file is listed below. The main input file and geometry input file are

provided on the distribution disk as "casel .inp" and "casel .xyd" respectively.

Table 95" Main Input File for Example Case 1

Test Case

&LEW20

TSTOP

IBOD

IFLO

&END

&DIST

FLWC

DPD

&END

&ICE1

CHORD

AOA

VINF

LWC

TINF

PINF

RH

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT

HPRT

BPRT

TPRT

&END

&RDATA

&END

360.

i

6

1.0

20.

0. 9144

4.5

90.

0.540

268.30

i00000.00

i00.0
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Figure 19" Ice Shape for Example Case 1
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Figure 20" Ice Thickness for Example Case 1
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Figure 21: Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 1
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Figure 22: Pressure Coefficient for Example Case 1
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Figure 23: Collection Efficiency for Example Case 1

15.2 Case 2: Run 072504 from Validation Report

Computation Time: Pentium III 550MHz, 4 min. 59 s.; Pentium IV 1.7 GHz, 1 min.57 s.

Disk Space: 2.7 MB

This example case is taken from Run 072504 from the validation report. It is the second case

used in that report for benchmarking results on different platforms. The case is a 45 minute glaze

ice condition. This is representative of a long icing time which might be run for certification pur-

poses. The meteorological conditions for this case are identical to Example Case 1. It is interest-

ing to note that the experimental icing limit is less for this case than the first example even though

it has a longer exposure time. This effect is a by-product of the variability of ice formations in the

tunnel and the variability in the measurement technique. The main input file for this case is listed

in Table 38. The main input file and geometry input file are provided on the distribution disk as

"case2.inp" and "case2.xyd" respectively.
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Table96"Main InputFile for ExampleCase2
Test Case

&LEW20

TSTOP : 2700.

IBOD : i

IFLO : 15

DSMN : 4.0D-4

NPL = 24

&END

&DIST

FLWC = 1.0

DPD = 20.

&END

&ICE1

CHORD = 0.9144

AOA = 4.5

VINF = 90.

LWC = 0.540

TINF = 268.30

PINF = i00000.00

RH = i00.0

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT = 1

HPRT = 1

BPRT = 1

TPRT = 0

&END

&RDATA

&END
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Figure 24: Ice Shape for Example Case 2
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Figure 25: Ice Thickness for Example Case 2
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Figure 26: Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 2
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Figure 27: Pressure Coefficient for Example Case 2
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Figure 28: Collection Efficiency for Example Case 2

15.3 Case 3: Cylinder Benchmark Case

Computation Time: Pentium III 550MHz, 24 min.37 s.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 8 min.41 s.

Disk Space: 3.9 MB

This example case uses a 6" diameter cylinder for the geometry input. This example was

included in the validation report as benchmark case number 16. It is a much longer case computa-

tionally and as such is not well suited for slower machines as the times above illustrate. The slow

execution time is due to the relative size of the ice shape to the cylinder. Slower execution times

can be expected for any small model, not just cylinders. The small chord size also causes the pro-

gram to use a large number of time steps for this case if the automated time-step flag (ITIMFL) is

on. The automatic time step flag was not used for this case as the computation time would be pro-

hibitive. The cylinder case imposes a further constraint due to the high ratio of wrap distance to

chord length. This ratio necessitates the use of a larger DSMN value than desired due to array size

limitations. The main input file for this case is listed in Table 39. The main input file and geome-

try input file are provided on the distribution disk as "case3.inp" and "case3.xyd" respectively.

Note that the program will warn the user that the automated time step flag is not being used. The
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user should confirm this when the warning message appears on the screen. The effect of the com-

promises made to this case can be seen in the ice shape output as the ice shape on the cylinder is

not symmetrical. As such, this case would not be appropriate for comparison with experimental

data if such data exists.

Table 97" Main Input File for Example Case 3

Test Case

&LEW20

ITIMFL =

TSTOP =

IBOD =

IFLO =

DSMN =

NPL

RHOP =

IGRID =

IBOE =

IDEICE =

&END

&DIST

FLWC =

DPD

&END

&ICE1

CHORD =

AOA

VINF =

LWC

TINF =

PINF =

RH

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT =

HPRT =

0

2700.

1

15

0.0008

24

i000.

0

0

0

1.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0

20.,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0

0.1524

0.0

90.

0.540

268.30

i00000.00

i00.0
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BPRT = i

EPRT = 0
MPRT = 0
TPRT = 0
IDBF = i

&END
&RDATA
&END

1 oo

o 80

Ice Shape

_--LEWICE 2 2 2 ]

I oo

x/c

Figure 29: Ice Shape for Example Case 3
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Figure 30: Ice Thickness for Example Case 3
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Figure 31: Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 3
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Figure 32: Pressure Coefficient for Example Case 3
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Figure 33: Collection Efficiency for Example Case 3
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Figure 34: Collection Efficiency as a Function of Wrap Distance for Example Case 3

The plots for collection efficiency and pressure coefficient are quite complex due the com-

plexity of the ice shape. For this case, it is more appropriate to plot collection efficiency as a func-

tion of wrap distance instead of x-distance. This is shown in Figure 34.

The wrap distance plotted in Figure 34 was the wrap distance from stagnation, not the wrap

distance from the leading edge. Both wrap distances are listed in the output file.

15.4 Case 4: Langmuir 'D' distribution

Computation Time: Pentium III 550MHz, 2 min.59 s.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 1 min.9 s.

Disk Space: 993 KB

This case shows an example using a drop size distribution. The conditions are identical to

Example Case 1 except for the droplet distribution. The case was originally run as part of the

Numerical Effects section in the validation report. That section showed the qualitative difference

in ice shape and ice thickness by using a droplet distribution rather than a monodispersed drop

size as was the case for the main validation runs. The main input file is listed in Table 40. The
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main input file and geometry input file are provided on the distribution disk as "case4.inp" and

"case4.xyd" respectively.

Table 98" Main Input File for Example Case 4

Test Case

&LEW20

TSTOP

IBOD

IFLO

DSMN

NPL

&END

&DIST

FLWC

DPD

&END

&ICE1

CHORD

AOA

VINF

LWC

TINF

PINF

RH

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT

HPRT

BPRT

TPRT

&END

&RDATA

&END

360.

i

6

4.0D-4

24

: 0.05, 0.i, 0.2, 0.3, 0.2, 0.i, 0.05

= 6.2, i0.4, 14.2, 20., 27.4, 34.8, 44.4

0. 9144

4.5

90.

0.540

268.30

i00000.00

i00.0
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Figure 35: Ice Shape for Example Case 4
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Figure 36: Ice Thickness for Example Case 4
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Figure 37: Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 4

Pressure Coefficient
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Figure 38: Pressure Coefficient for Example Case 4
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Figure 39: Collection Efficiency for Example Case 4

15.5 Case 5: Exceedence condition

Computation Time: Pentium III 550MHz, 2 min.19 s.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 51 s.

Disk Space: 1.08 MB

This case shows an example using an exceedence condition as input. This condition is Run

DC-2 from the NACA4415(mod) database in the validation report 1. When this case is run, a

warning message will appear to indicate that the condition is outside of the FAA certification

envelope. This warning must be confirmed by the user for this case to run.

There are some interesting features to note on this ice accretion. First, the ice shape from the

IRT is much rougher than the one calculated by LEWICE, even more so than ice shapes generated

within the FAA Appendix C envelope. Second, the lower surface icing limit for the experiment

extends about 5 inches (6% chord) past the end of the ice shape predicted by LEWICE 2.0. This is

a curious result as water collection tests have shown the opposite trend concerning the prediction

of impingement limits 12. It should be noted though that the experimental data for lower icing limit

for this particular condition ranges from 7.3 inches (9.4% chord) to 13.3 inches (17% chord)
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while the predicted lower icing limit from LEWICE is 7.9 inches (10% chord) using a monodis-

persed drop size. Granted, there is very little ice on the ice shape from the experimental data in

this region, but it exists nevertheless.

This example illustrates that it is the ice accretion limit which is the important parameter to

consider and not simply the water collection limit (they are not the same!). Indeed, the collection

efficiency prediction for this case shows water collection past 14% chord for this case while the

icing limit is closer to 10% chord. Another interesting observation is that although the condition

indicates a glaze ice condition, there is not a true glaze ice "horn" for this case. This observation

can be seen throughout the validation database for many of the exceedence conditions, even for

longer exposure times. The higher water collection rate for these drop sizes tends to distribute the

ice more evenly throughout the impingement region. However, the conclusions listed in these

observations may be premature due to the scarcity of data in this regime. Table 41 shows the main

input file for this case. The main input file and geometry input file are included on the distribution

disks as "case5.inp" and "case5.xyd" respectively.

Table 99" Main Input File for Example Case 5

Test Case

&LEW20

TSTOP

IBOD

IFLO

DSMN

NPL

&END

&DIST

FLWC

DPD

&END

&ICE1

CHORD

AOA

VINF

LWC

= 420.

1

7

4 . 0D-4

24

1.0

160.0

1.9812

0.0

87.2

0.82
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TINF = 266.85

PINF = i00000.00

RH = i00.0

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT = 1

HPRT = 1

BPRT = 1

TPRT = 0

&END

&RDATA

&END
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oo6

oo8

OlO

Ice Shape

Figure 40: Ice Shape for Example Case 5
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Figure 41" Ice Thickness for Example Case 5
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Figure 42" Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 5
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Figure 43: Flow Solution for Example Case 5
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Figure 44: Collection Efficiency for Example Case 5
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15.6 Case 6: Exceedence condition w/Langmuir 'D' distribution

Computation Time: Pentium III 550MHz, 5 min.57 s.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 1 min.45 s.

Disk Space: 1.14 MB

This example case uses the same input as the previous example, except that a Langmuir 'D'

drop size distribution is used instead of a monodispersed drop size. This example was provided to

show the effect of a drop size distribution for an exceedence condition. As with the previous

example, the software will print a warning concerning the input drop size. The user will have to

confirm the warning to continue the case. The collection efficiency plot for this example shows a

greater extent of water collection than the previous example as expected. However, the ice shape

comparison for this case is virtually identical to the previous example, as a comparison of the two

ice shapes shows.

A plot of the ice thickness distribution for these two cases shows that the Langmuir 'D' case

extends the ice by 1 inches on the lower surface and 3 inches on the upper surface. However the

panel spacing is very course in this region for both cases. Whether this quantitative difference is

due more to the use of a drop size distribution or whether it is due to the course spacing is

unknown. The algorithms in LEWlCE will place a higher density of points in regions of high cur-

vature. This results in higher accuracy in regions where the ice thickness is greatest. Near the

icing limits, the surface curvature is flat, reducing the accuracy of the result. Table 42 shows the

main input file for this case. The main input file and geometry input file are included on the distri-

bution disks as "case6.inp" and "case6.xyd" respectively.
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Table 100: Main Input File for Example Case 6

Test Case

&LEW20

TSTOP : 420.

IBOD : i

IFLO : 7

DSMN : 4.0D-4

NPL : 24

&END

&DIST

FLWC = 0.05, 0.i, 0.2, 0.3

DPD = 49.6, 83.2, 113.6, 160.

&END

&ICE1

CHORD = 1.9812

AOA = 0.0

VINF = 87.2

LWC = 0.82

TINF = 266.85

PINF = i00000.00

RH = i00.0

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT = 1

HPRT = 1

BPRT = 1

TPRT = 0

&END

&RDATA

&END

0.2, 0.i, 0.05

219.2, 278.4, 355.2
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Figure 45: Ice Shape for Example Case 6
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Figure 46" Ice Thickness for Example Case 6
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Figure 47: Comparison of Ice Shapes for Monodispersed and Langmuir 'D' Cases

Ice Thickness Comparison
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Figure 48: Comparison of Ice Thicknesses for Monodispersed and Langmuir 'D' Cases
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Figure 49: Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 6

Pressure Coefficient
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Figure 50: Pressure Coefficient for Example Case 6
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Figure 51: Collection Efficiency for Example Case 6

15.7 Case 7: Run 072504 without automated time step and fewer time steps

Computation Time: Pentium III 550MHz, 1 min.23 s.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 27 s.

Disk Space: 556 KB

This example case illustrates the problems which can occur when the user bypasses the rec-

ommended operating procedure for LEWlCE. In this case, the automatic time step flag has been

set to off (ITIMFL = 0) and the number of time steps has been reduced to three. Otherwise, the

example case uses the same inputs as Example Case 2. Warning messages will be issued for this

case to inform the user that the guidelines are not being followed. This message must be con-

firmed by the user to run this case. Since the current example case uses fewer time steps, it runs

much faster than Example Case 2. However, an examination of the ice shape prediction shows the

pitfalls of this approach. Because the ice shape is not allowed to progress in time relative of the

proper ice accretion physics, the glaze ice horn which develops is not as large as the experimental

ice shape or the prediction from Example Case 2. Also note that there is no development of a dis-

tinctive lower horn which was observed in Case 2. Table 43 shows the main input file for this
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case. The main input file and geometry input file are included on the distribution disks as

"case7.inp" and "case7.xyd" respectively.

Table 10h Main Input File for Example Case 7

Test Case

&LEW20

ITIMFL = 0

TSTOP = 2700.

IBOD = i

IFLO = 3

DSMN = 4.0D-4

NPL = 24

&END

&DIST

FLWC = 1.0

DPD = 20.

&END

&ICE1

CHORD = 0.9144

AOA = 4.5

VINF = 90.

LWC = 0.540

TINF = 268.30

PINF = i00000.00

RH = i00.0

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT = 1

HPRT = 1

BPRT = 1

TPRT = 0

&END

&RDATA

&END
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Figure 52" Ice Shape for Example Case 7
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Figure 53: Ice Thickness for Example Case 7
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Figure 54: Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 7

Pressure Coefficient

Figure 55: Pressure Coefficient for Example Case 7
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Figure 56: Collection Efficiency for Example Case 7

15.8 Case 8: Run 072504 with Larger Point Spacing

Computation Time: Pentium III 550MHz, 1 min.26 s.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 29 s.

Disk Space: 1.07 MB

As with the previous example, this example case illustrates the problems which can occur

when the user bypasses the recommended operating procedure for LEWlCE. In this case, the

point spacing has been increased past the recommended limits. Otherwise, the inputs for this case

also correspond to Example Case 2. A warning will be issued by the program when this example

case is run due to the large point spacing. The warning message must be confirmed by the user to

run this case. Since the point spacing is much sparser than Case 2, the program also runs much

faster, again at some cost to the accuracy of the solution. The effect on the ice shape prediction

due to the increased point spacing is not as great for this case as the time step effect, but the

effects are still noticeable. The main effect on the ice shape prediction for this case is a change in

the predicted horn angle. The upper horn tends to "droop" for this case whereas the original case

predicted a more regular horn angle throughout the run. This "drooping" effect on glaze ice horns

is typical of a case with poor numerics. The user should increase the number of points (decrease
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DSMN) for thiscaseto counterthiseffect.Table44showsthemaininput file for thiscase.The

maininput file andgeometryinput file areincludedon thedistributiondisksas"case8.inp"and

"case8.xyd"respectively.

Table 102: Main Input File for Example Case 8

Test Case

&LEW20

TSTOP

IBOD

IFLO

DSMN

NPL

&END

&DIST

FLWC

DPD

&END

&ICE1

CHORD

AOA

VINF

LWC

TINF

PINF

RH

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT

HPRT

BPRT

TPRT

&END

&RDATA

&END

2700.

1

15

1.2D-3

24

1.0

20.

0. 9144

4.5

90.

0.540

268.30

i00000.00

i00.0
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Figure 57" Ice Shape for Example Case 8
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Figure 58: Ice Thickness for Example Case 8
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Figure 59: Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 8
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Figure 60: Pressure Coefficient for Example Case 8
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Figure 61: Collection Efficiency for Example Case 8

15.9 Case 9: First benchmark conditions with an evaporative hot air anti-leer.

Computation Time: Pentium III 550MHz, 18 s.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 5 s.

Disk Space: 420 KB

This example case illustrates the use of the IDEICE = 1 anti-ice capabilities of LEWICE. As

the procedure used in LEWICE for IDEICE = 1 anti-icing is less involved than the procedure used

for the IDEICE = 2 or IDEICE = 3 options and since this feature has not been validated with

experimental data, a warning will appear when this case is run. The user must confirm the warn-

ing message to continue the run. Also note that a second warning will be generated because the

IDEICE = 1 option is being used. The conditions for this case are the same as Example Case 1,

except the simulated icing time has been reduced to 1 minute and the de-icer flag has been set on

(IDEICE = 1). The use of a 1 minute icing time was arbitrary. The anti-ice solution provided is a

steady-state solution so the choice of time step is irrelevant to that output. Since this example was

created to illustrate the use of the anti-ice solution, a single time step was chosen for expediency.
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Table45showsthemaininput file for thiscasewhileTable46showsthede-iceinputfile.

Themaininputfile andgeometryinput file areincludedonthedistributiondisksas"case9.inp"

and "case9.xyd"respectively.The de-ice input file is listed on the distribution disk as

"deice9.inp". Thiscaseshowsanexampleof anevaporativeanti-icerusingbleedair.Sincethe

inputflagstatesthatall of thewatermustevaporate,thewattagesshownareveryhigh.Wattages

in thisrangeshouldbeexpectedfor evaporativesystems.Theusefuloutputsfrom"NOICE.DAT"

in thisexamplearetheheatrequirementsandthesurfacetemperature.As shownin Figure64,the

bleedairtemperaturesolutionwill be inaccurateduetothesimplisticassumptionsused.Theinput

flag IDEICEshouldbesetto 3topredictbleedairtemperaturesforthiscase.Anotheroutputfrom

"NOICE.DAT"whichmaybeusefulis theeffectiveheattransfercoefficient,heft:Theeffective

heattransfercoefficientcanbeusedto transferinformationfromLEWICEto otherprograms.It is

the "effective"valuewhichwould needto be input asthe convectiveboundaryconditionfor

manycommercialor non commercialCFDprogramsin orderto thermallyaccountfor icing

effects.Otheroutputsfor thiscasesuchasheattransfercoefficient,collectionefficiencyandpres-

surecoefficientarethesameasshownin thefirst examplecaseandarenotshownagainhere.

Note: The full de-ice input file is read even though the program will only perform a one

dimensional steady-state analysis.

Note: The de-ice input file name no longer is fixed as "deicei.inp" as it was in version 2.0.

Table 103: Main Input File for Example Case 9

Test Case

&LEW20

ITIMFL = 0

TSTOP : 60.

IBOD = 1

IFLO = 1

DSMN = 4.0D-4

NPL = 24

IDEICE = 1

&END

&DIST

FLWC = 1.0
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DPD = 20.

&END

&ICE1

CHORD = 0.9144

AOA = 4.5

VINF = 90.

LWC = 0.540

TINF = 268.30

PINF = i00000.00

RH = i00.0

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT

HPRT

BPRT

TPRT

&END

&RDATA

&END

: i

: i

: i

= 0

Table 104: De-ice input file for Example Case 9

1 nx

2 9

# of length conductivity

nodes (m) (W/m/K)

C substrate(alumuinum)

25 1.750d-3 176.530d0

C ice

61 2.540d-3 2.232d0

# of length cond.

nodes (m) (W/m/K)

C gap (no heat input)

i0

C

14

C

diffusivity anisotropy slope (b) of

(m_2/s) factor temp. eqn.

4.260d-5 l.d0 0.d0

diff.

(m_2/s)

1.151d-6 l.d0 0.d0

anis. slope of add. layer

temp. eqn. thick, number

0.9144d0 176.56d0 4.260d-5 l.d0

heater G

3.175d-2 176.56d0 4.260d-5 l.d0

heater E

0.d0 0.d0 1

0.d0 0.d0 1
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21

C

21

C

36

C

21

C

21

C

14

C

i0

2.540d-2 176.56d0 4 260d-5 l.d0

heater C

2.540d-2 176.56d0 4 260d-5 l.d0

parting strip - heater A

1.905d-2 176.56d0 4 260d-5 l.d0

heater B

2.540d-2 176.56d0 4 260d-5 l.d0

heater D

2.540d-2 176.56d0 4 260d-5 l.d0

heater F

3.175d-2 176.56d0 4 260d-5 l.d0

gap (no heat input)

0.9144d0 176.56d0 4 260d-5 l.d0

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

ijde offset ipar

001 0.005 1

C Q TON TOFF TLAG

C gap (no heat input)

0.0d0 0.d0 0.d0 0.d0

heater G

00.00d0 600.d0 0.d0 0.d0

heater E

0.00d0 600.d0 0.d0 0.d0

heater C

00.00d0 600.d0 0.d0 0.d0

parting strip (heater A) does not turn off

00.00d0 600.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C heater B

00.00d0 600.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C heater D

00.00d0 600.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C heater F

00.00d0 600.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C gap (no heat input)

0.0d0 0.d0 0.d0 0.d0

ibcl ibc2 ibc3 ibc4

2 2 2 2

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

0 .dO

ICFLAG

0

0

0
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tgl tg2 tg3 tg4

265.5 265.5 265.5 265.5

hl h2 h3 h4

3.d0 3.d2 0.d0 0.d0

qwl qw2 qw3 qw4

0.d0 0.d0 0.d0 0.d0

tairh airmd airup xairmd

5.d2 0.1d0 0.Sd0 0.d0

i3d iqain ibleed iopt

0 0 1 0

icond ibound init ish istd igde

1 3 2 1 1 1

tsurf ievap itherm

320.d0 1 1

sta rpm irot

10.d0 0.d0 1

dtaui nisp dtaum nmsp dtauf jcount

l.d-i i000 l.d-i i000 l.d-i i0

tspray tafter

0.d0 0.d0

iscol jscol kscol sslope szero

input parameters for reading in hot air HTC info

1 2 2 l.d0 0.d0

input parameters for reading in hot air q_wall info

1 2 2 l.d0 0.d0

input parameters for reading in 3D streamline info

1 2 2 l.d0 0.d0

nprt nprf

0 0

ntype

1

iotype nptsd

1 14

C section where layer where

5 2 1 3

5 2 1 1
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Figure 62: Heat Requirement for the Evaporative Hot Air System in Example Case 9
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Figure 63" Surface Temperature for the Evaporative Hot Air System in Example Case 9
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Figure 64" Hot Air Temperature for the Evaporative Hot Air System in Example Case 9
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Effective Heat Transfer
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Figure 65: Effective Heat Transfer in Example Case 9

15.10 Case 10: First benchmark condition with a running wet electrothermal anti-ieer.

Computation Time: Pentium III 550MHz, 14 s.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 5 s.

Disk Space: 420 KB

Example Case 10 also shows an example using the IDEICE = 1 option and the de-icer input

file. The conditions for this case are the same as those shown for Example Case 9, except in this

case a running wet thermal de-icer is used instead of a hot air anti-icer as in the previous example.

A warning is again issued to the user to indicate that the solution provided is only a first approxi-

mation and has not been validated. The warning must be confirmed by the user to run this case.

Also note that a second warning will be generated because the IDEICE = 1 option was selected.

This warning must also be confirmed to continue the run. Table 47 shows the main input file for

this case while Table 48 lists the de-icer input file. The main input file and geometry input file are

included on the distribution disks as "case l 0.inp" and "case 10.xyd" respectively. The de-ice input

file is listed on the distribution disk as "deicel0.inp".
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Theusefuloutputsfor thiscasearethelocalheaterwattagesshownin Figure66andtheeffec-

tiveheattransfercoefficientshownin Figure68.Forarunningwetsystem,theassumptionmade

is thatthesurfacetemperatureis constantandis inputby theuser.Therefore,a plot of surface

temperatureis notprovided.As wasthecasefor thepreviousexample,theheatertemperatures

plottedareinaccuratedueto thesimplisticassumptionsusedin orderto achievea fastsolution.

Theinputflag IDEICEshouldbesetto 3 topredictheatertemperaturesfor thiscase.

Note: The full de-ice input file is read even though the program will only perform a one

dimensional steady-state analysis.

Note: The de-ice input file name no longer is fixed as "deicei.inp" as it was in version 2.0.

Table 105: Main Input File for Example Case 10

Test Case

&LEW20

ITIMFL = 0

TSTOP : 60.

IBOD = 1

IFLO = 1

DSMN = 4.0D-4

NPL = 24

IDEICE = 1

&END

&DIST

FLWC = 1.0

DPD = 20.

&END

&ICE1

CHORD = 0.9144

AOA = 4.5

VINF = 90.

LWC = 0.540

TINF = 268.30

PINF = i00000.00

RH = i00.0
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&END

&LPRNT

FPRT

HPRT

BPRT

TPRT

&END

: i

: i

: i

= 0

Table 106: De-ice Input File for Example Case 10

1 nx

7 9

# of length conductivity diffusivity

nodes (m) (W/m/K) (m*2/s)

C substrate

15 3.430d-3 0.120d0 1.652d-7

C insulation

08 8.900d-4 0.294d0 1.045d-7

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7

C heater

07 1.300d-5 41.000d0 1.194d-5

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7

C abrasion shield

08 2.030d-4 16.270d0 4.035d-6

C ice

61 2.540d-3 2.232d0 1.151d-6

# of length cond. diff. anis.

nodes (m) (W/m/K) (m*2/s)

C gap (no heat input)

i0 0.9144d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7

C heater G

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5

C heater E

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5

C heater C

anisotropy slope (b) of

factor temp. eqn.

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0

slope of

temp. eqn.

0.d0

add. layer

thick, number

l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3
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21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C parting strip - heater A
36 1.905d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater B

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0
C heater D
21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater F

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C gap (no heat input)
i0 0.9144d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7 l.d0

ijde offset ipar
004 0.005 1

C Q TON
heater density time on
(kWatts/m_2) (sec)

C gap (no heat input)
0.0d0 0.d0

C heater G
12.41d0 600.d0

C heater E
8.87d0 600.d0

C heater C

TOFF
time off

(sec)

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

TLAG ICFLAG

lag time tempcntrl.

(sec) flag

0.d0 0.d0 0

0.d0 0.d0 0

0.d0 0.d0 0

19.26d0 600.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C parting strip (heater A) does not turn off
46.58d0 600.d0 0.d0 0.d0

0.d0 0.d0 0

0.d0 0.d0 0

0.d0 0.d0 0

C heater B
31.95d0 600.d0

C heater D
12.70d0 600.d0

C heater F
ii.27d0 600.d0

C gap (no heat input)
0.0d0 0.d0

ibcl ibc2 ibc3 ibc4
2 2 2 2

0.d0 0.d0 0
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tgl tg2 tg3 tg4

265.5 265.5 265.5 265.5

hl h2 h3 h4

3.d0 3.d2 0.d0 0.d0

qwl qw2 qw3 qw4

0.d0 0.d0 0.d0 0.d0

tairh airmd airup xairmd

5.d2 0.1d0 0.Sd0 0.d0

i3d iqain ibleed iopt

0 0 0 0

icond ibound init ish istd igde

1 3 2 1 1 1

tsurf ievap itherm

283.15d0 0 0

sta rpm irot

10.d0 0.d0 1

dtaui nisp dtaum nmsp dtauf jcount

l.d-i i000 l.d-i i000 l.d-i i0

tspray tafter

0.d0 0.d0

iscol jscol kscol sslope szero

input parameters for reading in hot air HTC info

2 3 3 l.d0 0.d0

input parameters for reading in hot air q_wall info

1 2 2 l.d0 0.d0

input parameters for reading in 3D streamline info

1 2 2 l.d0 0.d0

nprt nprf

0 0

ntype

1

iotype nptsd

1 21

C section where layer where

5 2 6 3

5 2 1 1
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Figure 67" Heater Temperature for the Running Wet Thermal De-icer in Example Case 10

Effective Heat Transfer
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Figure 68" Effective Heat Transfer Coefficient in Example Case 10
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15.11 Case 11: Three body example

Computation Time: Pentium III 550MHz, 12 min.54 s.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 3 min.57 s.

Disk Space: 1.82 MB

This example case shows a condition using a multi-element airfoil instead of the single ele-

ment airfoils used in the previous example and in the validation database. This condition repre-

sents one data point of only a handful of experimental data points which are available on multi-

element airfoils. The other data points available are for the same airfoil. A warning will be issued

to the user due to the use of multiple body input. An additional warning will be made due to the

high angle of attack used. Warnings will also be issued since the trailing edge is not closed on two

of the bodies. The user must confirm these warnings in order to run the case.

The use of a potential flow solution for this case is questionable as the flow physics clearly

indicate that a more complex flow solution should be sought. However, it is quite difficult and

time consuming even with current technology to regrid an iced airfoil multiple times in order to

obtain the more accurate solution. Icing physics dictate that in most cases a multiple time step

solution (which takes into account the change in flow due to ice accretion) is preferable to a single

time step solution which does not. In addition, parametric studies have also shown that the user

should make use of a drop size distribution for multi-element cases rather than use a monodis-

persed drop size as this example shows. The ice shape predicted for this case shows some of the

limitations of using the built-in flow solver for a multi-element airfoil. The ice shape predicted on

the slat shows an accuracy similar to those shown for single element airfoils. This result should be

expected, since the viscous effects are not as dominant in this region. The ice shape predicted on

the main element shows a different horn angle than the experiment, but the icing region is similar.

The largest deviation from the experimental data is shown on the flap. This result also makes

sense physically as the viscous forces are dominant in this region. Additionally, the trailing edge

of the flap is open and no corrections were made to the input angle of attack for this case as the

actual lift coefficient was not known for this case. These two corrections could make a substantial

increase in accuracy for these cases. One point which should be noted is that the ice accretion on

the aft elements is somewhat an artifact of the subscale conditions being used. Parametric studies
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usingafull-scaleairfoil atflight Reynoldsnumbersshowmuchlessiceaccretiononaft elements.

Themaininputfile andgeometryinputfile areincludedonthedistributiondisksas"casel1.inp"

and"casel1.xyd" respectively.

Table 107:MainInputFilefor ExampleCase11
Test Case

&LEW20

ITIMFL = 1

TSTOP : 360.

IBOD = 3

IFLO = 6

DSMN = 2.0D-4, 4.0D-4,

NPL = 24

&END

&DIST

FLWC = 1.0

DPD = 20.

&END

&ICE1

CHORD = 0.9144

AOA = 8.0

VINF = 88.5

LWC = 0.60

TINF = 268.15

PINF = i00000.00

RH = i00.0

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT = 1

HPRT = 1

BPRT = 1

TPRT = 0

&END

2.5D-4
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Figure 69: Ice Shape on Slat and Main Elements for Example Case 11
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Figure 70: Ice Shape on Flap for Example Case 11
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Figure 71: Ice Thickness on Slat for Example Case 11
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Figure 72: Ice Thickness on Main Element for Example Case 11
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Figure 73" Ice Thickness on Flap for Example Case 11
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Figure 74" Slat Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 11
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Figure 75: Main Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 11
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Figure 76: Flap Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 11
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Figure 77" Pressure Coefficient for Example Case 11
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15.12 Case 12: Grid input

Computation Time: Pentium III 550MHz, 24 min.37 s.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 8 min.41 s.

Disk Space: 177 KB

This example case illustrates a new feature of LEWICE. The user may import a grid and grid-

based flow solution from another source in order to perform a more detailed analysis. The draw-

back of this feature is that since the flow solver is not integrated into the model, only a single time

step can be performed. Its use is thus limited to examining differences in water collection effi-

ciency and heat transfer coefficient prediction. A process for integrating a flow solver into

LEWICE to perform multi-time step ice accretions using a grid-based flow solver is described in

Appendix A. This process may require modifications both to LEWICE and to the flow solver,

therefore it is best left to more advanced users or software developers to examine this feature.

The computation times listed for this case represent the time taken for LEWICE to run. The

computation time does not include the computation time necessary to create the flow solution. In

addition, the disk space listed represents the disk space occupied by the output files from

LEWICE. The grid file and flow solution file are considered input files to LEWICE and are much

larger. Table 50 shows the main input file for this case. The complete input for this case, includ-

ing the grid and flow solution are included on the distribution disk. The grid file is a single block

structured grid output by GRIDGEN 13. LEWICE 2.2 can handle up to ten grid blocks, each of

which can be as large as 600 by 200 grid points. LEWICE is currently set up to use structured

grids, although a programmer familiar with unstructured grids should be able to easily modify the

software to handle unstructured grids.

The flow solution provided was generated by the Navi6r-Stokes software NPARC 14. The out-

put format of the flow solution file provided is different from the original output produced by

NPARC to conform to the format needed by LEWICE. Other software packages may also be used

to generate the grid and flow solution. The programs selected for this example were chosen based

on their accessibility. This feature is quite new and may require programming knowledge on the

part of the user to get a grid solution to read in correctly. At the end of this example case, a section
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isprovideddescribingsomeof thepitfalls encounteredin readingtheoriginalflow solutioninto

LEWICE.

Theoutputfor this caseshowsthatthepredictedlowerimpingementlimit hasbeenreduced

significantlydueto theuseof thisgrid solutionascomparedto theoutputobtainedby usingthe

potentialflow solution.A parametricstudyshouldbeperformedon theresolutionof thegrid and

onthepanelresolutionto determineif thisresultis dueto theflowphysicsor if it is anartifactof

thepoint spacingneartheimpingementlimit.

Table 108:MainInputFilefor ExampleCase12
Test Case

&LEW20

ITIMFL = 0

TSTOP =

IBOD =

IFLO =

DSMN =

NPL

IGRID =

&END

&DIST

FLWC = 1.0

DPD = 20.

&END

&ICE1

CHORD =

AOA

VINF =

LWC

TINF =

PINF =

RH

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT = 1

60.

i

1

4.0D-4

24

i

1.745

5.0

76.

0.80

258.00

i00000.00

i00.0
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HPRT = 1

BPRT = 1

TPRT = 0

&END
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Figure 79: Ice Shape for Example Case 12
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Figure 80: Ice Thickness for Example Case 12
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Figure 81" Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 12
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Figure 82: Pressure Coefficient for Example Case 12
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Figure 83" Collection Efficiency for Example Case 12

15.12.1 Grid Input Problems

This section describes the problems encountered when trying to import the NPARC flow solu-

tion into LEWlCE for Example Case 12. Many of the problems do not require extensive program-

ming knowledge to rectify. The problems encountered by the user may be different than those

described here. This section is intended to provide some general explanations which will aid the

user in reading input files.

Problem 1" Translated Grid Geometry

The airfoil for this case was the NACA23014(mod) airfoil used in the validation report.

Therefore, the geometry file originally input into LEWlCE used the same airfoil geometry as the

validation cases. The grid however used a surface geometry which was offset from this geometry

file. It is necessary that the airfoil input by the user matches the surface geometry of the grid. In

order to rectify this problem, the airfoil geometry was shifted by 0.15 inches (0.0218 in nondi-

mensional format) in the y-direction so that the airfoil is aligned with the grid surface.
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Problem 2: Input Format

LEWICE expects the grid and flow solution to be in PLOT3D binary format with the

IBLANK feature on as described in the PLOT3D User Manual 11. For a single body airfoil,

LEWlCE is set up to read only single block grids. Although the original file was a single block

grid, it was written using the multi-block grid format described in the PLOT3D manual. After this

problem was corrected, it was discovered that the original input grid had the first index in the sec-

ond dimension as the outer grid boundary and the last index value as the surface grid. LEWlCE

expects the grid to be input such that the first index in the second dimension contains the surface

geometry. Also, LEWlCE expected a 'C' or 'O' grid input clockwise in the first dimension while

the actual grid was supplied in the counterclockwise direction. These problems required that a

small utility program be written to read the file in its existing format and to output it in the desired

format.

Problem 3: Unit Conversions

The next problem which was encountered was the use by NPARC of dimensionless variables

which were nondimensionalized by different factors than those expected by LEWlCE. The sec-

ond and third 'Q' functions (pv x and pVy) had to be divided by the ambient Mach number while

the fourth 'Q' function had to be multiplied by _/(1.4) to convert the file to the quantities expected

by LEWlCE.

Problem 4: Platform Problems

Once this conversion was made, the case ran successfully on an SGI Indigo2. When the case

was repeated on a PC, it was discovered that the binary file format for SGIs and for PCs were

incompatible. The grid and flow solution files had to be converted to text format before transfer to

a PC and then reconverted to binary format on the PC before the grid and solution files could be

used on that platform. This problem also required that small utility programs be written to per-

form the conversion. Two such programs (TOBINARY and TOASCII) are provided on the distri-

bution disk for conversion to and from binary format.
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15.12.2 LEWICE Errors Associated with Grid Input Problems

For the problems described earlier LEWICE would, for the most part, read the grid and flow

solution file and start running. The problems occurred when runtime errors were generated for

these cases. These errors usually occurred during the droplet trajectory routine as the software

attempted to interpolate air velocities from this grid. The user should review the runtime error

messages which are generated by LEWlCE specific to grid usage. For the cases run thus far, the

runtime errors which were generated were caused by an incorrect interpretation of the information

in the grid and flow solution files. Once these files were converted to the file format expected by

LEWlCE, the software ran without incident.

15.13 Case 13: Example Using Detailed Thermal Module

Computation Time: Pentium III 550MHz, 24 min.37 s.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 8 min.41 s.

Disk Space: 2.9 MB

This example case illustrates a feature new to version 2.2 of LEWlCE. In the previous anti-

icing examples, a simplified analysis was employed which assumed that heat transfer was one

dimensional in the direction normal to the airfoil. This approach yielded heat flux values which

appear reasonable, but results in heater (or bleed air) temperatures which are excessive. This

result shows the importance of the chordwise component of heat transfer on the process. The

approach used in this and subsequent examples solves the two dimensional unsteady heat conduc-

tion equation within the airfoil geometry and couples this to the standard mass and energy balance

used by LEWlCE for ice accretion prediction. This approach is an extension of the capabilities

which previously resided in the LEWlCE/Thermal and ANTICE programs.

The first example using this approach models an electrothermal de-icer embedded within an

airfoil as illustrated in Figure 84. The airfoil is a 36" chord NACA 0012 airfoil with seven heaters

wrapped around the leading edge. The middle heater is 0.75" wide and is on for the duration of

the run which simulates a parting strip heater. The parting strip heater separates the accreted ice

into upper and lower segments for easier removal. The heaters on each side of the parting strip are

turned on for 10 seconds and are off for 110 seconds (two minute cycle time). This set of heaters
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will first turnon100secondsintotherun.Theremainingfourheaterswill alsoturnonfor 10sec-

ondsoutof thetwominutecycle,butwill first engage110secondsintothesimulationsothatthey

will beon immediatelyafterthesecondsetof heatersturnoff. Thisheatercycleis diagrammedin

Figure85.

Theexperimentaldataplottedin thesefigurescomesfromRun28froma 1996IRT testonthe

NACA0012geometrydescribed.Eachheaterzonepicturedbelowhadthermocouplesjust below

theairfoil surfaceandontheinsidesurfaceof thede-icer.An RTDwasplacedundertheheaterto

recordheatertemperature.For all thermocouplesandRTDs,therewasa setof readingsat two

spanwiselocationson thetwo dimensionalmodel.Thereareover100casesfromthis testwhich

areavailablefor comparison.A completecomparisonof all runshasbeenperformedandareport

on theresultsis currentlybeingprepared.Thesecomparisonsshowthat thesoftwareunderpre-

dictsthetemperaturesfromsomeof thethermocouples.Thisisbelievedtobecausedby usingthe

standardLEWICEheattransfercoefficientswhichresultfromanassumptionthaticewill formon

thesurfacecausingroughnesswhichcausestheboundarylayerto turnturbulent.Thenextexam-

ple will exploreanassumptionusingalaminarheattransfercoefficientinstead.

Note: In this example, there is no residual ice. Therefore, only one LEWICE time step was

performed (IFLO = 1) and neither the ice shape nor ice thickness plots were included.

Note: In the IRT run of this condition, residual ice did form. Due to the fragile nature of the

runback ice formations, quantitative tracings could not be obtained and only qualitative observa-

tions of the extent of runback ice were recorded.

Note: Only the heater temperatures have been shown in this example. Surface temperature

and substrate temperature comparisons are similar.

Note: In Example Cases 13-16, the user will receive five temperature output files named

"TEMPS1.DAT" through "TEMPS5.DAT". Since 21 locations were chosen for temperature ver-

sus time output, the first three files ("TEMPS 1.DAT" to "TEMPS3.DAT") will contain that data.

"TEMPS4.DAT" will contain the temperature versus wrap distance location at the surface of the

de-icer for 30 different times. "TEMPS5.DAT" will contain temperature as a function of the dis-
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tancenormalto thesurfaceatthecenterof thepartingstripheaterfor thesame30timesteps.All

of theseoptionsarecontrolledbytheuserandarediscussedin Section10.1.5.

The21 locationschosenfor temperatureversustimeoutputcorrespondto theapproximate

locationsof the21thermocouplesin theexperimentalsetup.Furthermore,theyareoutputin same

orderastheoriginalexperimentaldatafiles to avoidconfusion.Thisorderis givenasfollows:

SectionA, outersurface;SectionA, innersurface;SectionB, outersurface;SectionB, innersur-

face;SectionC, outersurface;SectionC, innersurface;SectionD,outersurface;SectionD, inner

surface;SectionE,outersurface;SectionE, innersurface(endof "TEMPS1.DAT"file); Section

F,outersurface;SectionF, innersurface;SectionG,outersurface;SectionG, innersurface;Sec-

tionA, heater;SectionB,heater;SectionC,heater;SectionD, heater;SectionE,heater;Section

F, heater (end of "TEMPS2.DAT" file); Section G, heater.The remainingcolumns of

"TEMPS3.DAT"containzerovaluesto avoidconfusion.Temperatureis outputto thesefiles in

Kelvinevery0.1secondsasspecifiedin theinputfile. Experimentaldatawasrecordedin degrees

Fahrenheitoncepersecond.Theutility programREDUCEwasusedto converttheLEWICE2.2

outputfor easiercomparisontotheexperimentaldata.

Table 109:MainInputFilefor ExampleCase13

Example 13 Test Case

&LEW20

ITIMFL : 0

TSTOP : 600

IBOD = 1

IFLO = 1

DSMN = 4.0D-4

NPL = 24

IDEICE = 2

&END

&DIST

FLWC = 1.0

DPD = 20.

&END

&ICE1

CHORD = 0.9144
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AOA = 0.

VINF = 44.7

LWC = 0.780

TINF = 265.50

PINF = i00000.00

RH = i00.0

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT = 1

HPRT = 1

BPRT = 1

EPRT = 1

MPRT = 1

TPRT = 0

IDBF = 1

&END

&RDATA

&END

Table 110: De-ice Input File for Example Case 13

1 nx

7 9

# of length conductivity diffusivity

nodes (m) (W/m/K) (m*2/s)

C substrate

15 3.430d-3 0.120d0 1.652d-7

C insulation

08 8.900d-4 0.294d0 1.045d-7

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7

C heater

07 1.300d-5 41.000d0 1.194d-5

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7

C abrasion shield

08 2.030d-4 16.270d0 4.035d-6

anisotropy slope (b) of

factor temp. eqn.

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0
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C ice

21 2.540d-3 2.232d0

# of length cond. diff.

nodes (m) (W/m/K) (m_2/s)

1.151d-6 l.d0 0.d0

anis. slope of add. layer

temp. eqn. thick, number

C gap (no heat input)

i0 0.9244d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7 l.d0

C heater G

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater E

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater C

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C parting strip - heater A

36 1.905d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater B

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater D

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater F

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C gap (no heat input)

i0 0.9144d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7 l.d0

TOFF

time off

(sec)

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

ijde offset ipar

004 0.000 1

C Q TON

heater density time on

(kWatts/m*2) (sec)

C gap (no heat input)

0.0d0 0.d0 0.d0

C heater G

ii.75d0 10.d0 ll0.d0

C heater E

ii.27d0 10.d0 ll0.d0

C heater C

ii.68d0 10.d0 ll0.d0

C

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

TLAG ICFLAG

lag time temp cntrl.

(sec) flag

0 .dO 0

ll0.d0 0

ll0.d0 0

100.d0

parting strip (heater A) does not turn off
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07.78d0 600.d0
C heater B

ii.25d0 10.d0
C heater D

ll.19d0 10.d0
C heater F

12.02d0 10.d0

C gap (no heat input)
0.0d0 0.d0

ibcl ibc2 ibc3 ibc4
2 2 2 2

tgl tg2 tg3 tg4
265.5 265.5 265.5 265.5
hl h2 h3 h4
3.d0 3.d2 0.d0 0.d0

qwl qw2 qw3 qw4
0.d0 0.d0 0.d0 0.d0

tairh airmd airup xairmd
5.d2 0.1d0 0.Sd0 0.d0

0.dO

ll0.d0

ll0.d0

ll0.d0

0.dO

0.dO

100.d0

ll0.d0

ll0.d0

0.dO

i3d iqain ibleed iopt
0 0 0 0

icond ibound init ish istd igde
1 3 2 1 1 1

tsurf ievap itherm
278.d0 1 0

sta rpm irot
10.d0 0.d0 1

dtaui nisp dtaum nmsp dtauf jcount
l.d-i i000 l.d-i i000 l.d-i i0

tspray tafter
0.d0 0.d0

iscol jscol kscol sslope szero

input parameters for reading in hot air HTCinfo
2 3 3 l.d0 0.d0

input parameters for reading in hot air q_wall info
1 2 2 l.d0 0.d0
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Figure 84: Schematic of Heaters for Example Casel3
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Figure 85: Heater Power for Example Case 13
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Figure 86: Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 13
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Figure 87: Pressure Coefficient for Example Case 13
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Figure 88: Collection Efficiency for Example Case 13

Run 28 Top, Section A: Heater Temperature
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Figure 89: Heater A Temperature for Example Case 13
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Run 28 Top, Section B: Heater Temperature
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Figure 91): Heater B Temperature for Example Case 13
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Figure 91: Heater C Temperature for Example Case 13
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Run 28 Top, Section D: Heater Temperature
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Figure 92: Heater D Temperature for Example Case 13
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Figure 93: Heater E Temperature for Example Case 13
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Run 28 Top, Section F: Heater Temperature
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Figure 94" Heater F Temperature for Example Case 13

Run 28 Top, Section G: Heater Temperature
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Figure 95: Heater G Temperature for Example Case 13
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15.14 Case 14: Laminar Example Using Detailed Thermal Module

Computation Time: Pentium III 550MHz, 24 min.37 s.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 8 min.41 s.

Disk Space: 3 MB

This example case was created in conjunction with the previous example. In this case, the

external heat transfer coefficient was forced to remain laminar on the airfoil. Within the icing lim-

its, this is believed to be a more accurate assumption over the de-icer thermocouples since the de-

icer maintains an ice-free surface after the ice is shed. The example inputs for this case are exactly

the same as the previous example, except that IDEICE = 3 in the main LEWlCE input file. The

results from this case show that while the temperatures over heater zones "B" and "C" are better

predicted using the laminar assumption, the results for heater zones "A", "D", "E", "F" and "G"

were better predicted using the turbulent assumption. This indicates that the best prediction could

be obtained by forcing transition after heaters "B" and "C". Forced transition, however, was not

included as an input option to LEWlCE 2.2 as this creates user to user variability in the results

which was considered undesirable from a certification standpoint. Since the temperature in zone

"A" (parting strip) is overpredicted with this option while neighboring zones "B" and "C" are

underpredicted, this may indicate that the program may be underpredicting transverse heating in

regions of high curvature. This assumption could not be verified however.

Note: In this example, there is no residual ice. Therefore, only one LEWICE time step was

performed (IFLO = 1) and neither the ice shape nor ice thickness plots were included.

Note: In the IRT run of this condition, residual ice did form. Due to the fragile nature of the

runback ice formations, quantitative tracings could not be obtained and only qualitative observa-

tions of the extent of runback ice were recorded.

Note: Only the heater temperatures have been shown in this example. Surface temperature

and substrate temperature comparisons are similar.
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Table 111" Main Input File for Example Case 14

Example 14 Test Case

&LEW20

ITIMFL = 0

TSTOP = 600

IBOD = 1

IFLO = 1

DSMN = 4.0D-4

NPL = 24

IDEICE = 2

&END

&DIST

FLWC = 1.0

DPD = 20.

&END

&ICE1

CHORD = 0.9144

AOA = 0.

VINF = 44.7

LWC = O.78O

TINF = 265.50

PINF = i00000.00

RH = i00.0

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT = 1

HPRT = 1

BPRT = 1

EPRT = 1

MPRT = 1

TPRT = 0

IDBF = 1

&END

&RDATA

&END
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Table 112: De-ice Input File for Example Case 14

1 nx

7 9

# of length conductivity

nodes (m) (W/m/K)

C substrate

15 3.430d-3 0.120d0

C insulation

08 8.900d-4 0.294d0

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0

C heater

07 1.300d-5 41.000d0

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0

C abrasion shield

08 2.030d-4 16.270d0

C ice

21 2.540d-3 2.232d0

# of length cond.

nodes (m) (W/m/K)

C gap (no heat input)

i0 0.9244d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7

C heater G

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5

C heater E

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5

C heater C

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5

C parting strip - heater A

36 1.905d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5

C heater B

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5

C heater D

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5

C heater F

diffusivity anisotropy slope (b) of

(m_2/s) factor temp. eqn.

1.652d-7 l.d0 0.d0

i. 045d-7 1 .dO 0 .dO

1.473d-7 l.d0 0.d0

1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0

1.473d-7 l.d0 0.d0

4.035d-6 l.d0 0.d0

1.151d-6 l.d0

diff. anis. slope of

(m_2/s) temp. eqn.

0.d0

add. layer

thick, number

l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3
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14

C

i0

ijde offset ipar

004 0.000 1

C Q TON

heater density time on

(kWatts/m_2) (sec)

C gap (no heat input)

0.0d0 0.d0

C heater G

ii.75d0 10.d0

C heater E

ii.27d0 10.d0

C heater C

3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

gap (no heat input)

0.9144d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7 l.d0

TOFF

time off

(sec)

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

TLAG ICFLAG

lag time temp cntrl.

(sec) flag

0.d0 0.d0 0

ll0.d0 ll0.d0

ll0.d0 ll0.d0

ii.68d0 10.d0 ll0.d0 100.d0

C parting strip (heater A) does not turn off

07.78d0 600.d0 0.d0 0.d0

ll0.d0 100.d0

C heater B

ii.25d0 10.d0

C heater D

ll.19d0 10.d0

C heater F

12.02d0 10.d0

C gap (no heat input)

0.0d0 0.d0

ibcl ibc2 ibc3 ibc4

2 2 2 2

tgl tg2 tg3 tg4

265.5 265.5 265.5 265.5

ll0.d0 ll0.d0

ll0.d0 ll0.d0

hl h2 h3 h4

3.d0 3.d2 0.d0 0.d0

qwl qw2 qw3 qw4

0.d0 0.d0 0.d0 0.d0

tairh airmd airup xairmd

5.d2 0.1d0 0.Sd0 0.d0

0.d0 0.d0 0
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i3d iqain ibleed iopt

0 0 0 0

icond ibound init ish istd igde

1 3 2 1 1 1

tsurf ievap itherm

278.d0 1 0

sta rpm irot

10.d0 0.d0 1

dtaui nisp dtaum nmsp dtauf jcount

l.d-i i000 l.d-i i000 l.d-i i0

tspray tafter

0.d0 0.d0

iscol jscol kscol sslope szero

input parameters for reading in hot air HTC info

2 3 3 l.d0 0.d0

input parameters for reading in hot air q_wall info

1 2 2 l.d0 0.d0

input parameters for reading in 3D streamline info

1 2 2 l.d0 0.d0

nprt nprf

0 0

ntype

3

iotype nptsd

1 21

C section where layer where

5 2 6 3

5 2 1 1

4 2 6 3

4 2 1 1

6 2 6 3

6 2 1 1

3 2 6 3

3 2 1 1

7 2 6 3

7 2 1 1
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Figure 96: Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 14
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Figure 98: Collection Efficiency for Example Case 14
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Run 28 Top, Section A: Heater Temperature
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Figure 99" Heater A Temperature for Example Case 14

Run 28 Top, Section B: Heater Temperature
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Figure 100: Heater B Temperature for Example Case 14
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Figure 101: Heater C Temperature for Example Case 14
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Figure 102: Heater D Temperature for Example Case 14
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Figure 103: Heater E Temperature for Example Case 14
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Figure 105: Heater G Temperature for Example Case 14

15.15 Case 15: Running Wet Example Using Detailed Thermal Module

Computation Time: Pentium III 550MHz, 24 min.37 s.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 8 min.41 s.

Disk Space: 3.4 MB

This example case uses the same NACA0012 de-icer model as used in the previous two cases.

In this example, however, the heaters are on for the duration of the simulation. The wattages used

were high enough in the experiment (Run 22F) to keep the de-icer region free of ice, but was not

high enough to evaporate all of the water. In this mode, the electrothermal unit operates similarly

to a hot air anti-icing system, albeit with specified heat fluxes instead of specified flow rates. In

this example, the laminar heat transfer assumption was used since the de-icer region was com-

pletely free of ice.

The results show an excellent comparison to the experimental results using the laminar

assumption. A case using the turbulent heat transfer assumption was also ran (but not shown)

which again resulted in an underprediction of the temperatures. Similar results were obtained for

all of the anti-icing cases in this database, although many of the laminar cases showed an overpre-
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dictionof temperature.Thiswouldseemto indicatethattheactualheattransfercoefficientlies

betweenthetwopredictedvalues.A secondexplanationwouldbeaphysicaleffectnotmodeled

whichwouldcauseanincreaseof theconvectiveheattransfercoefficientdueto theevaporation

of wateraboveandbeyondthatwhichis alreadymodeled.In eithercase,thisincreasedheattrans-

fercoefficientcanbereverse-engineeredfromtheexperimentaldata.However,sincethedatabase

containsonlyNACA0012airfoils,mostcasesof whichareat0° AOA, it is unknownhow appli-

cablethis experimentallyadjustedcoefficientwouldbe outsidethis region.As a result, the

adjustedcoefficientwasleft outof theLEWICE2.2model.

Anotherfeaturemodeledin thisexampleis thecomparisonof the1Danti-icingmodelto the

2Danti-icingmodel.Thiscomparisoncanbeachievedfor anyanti-icingcaseusingtheIEVAP=

2 option in the de-icerinput file. Many usershaverequestedthis option,asthe 1D anti-icing

modelis knownto overpredictheatertemperatures.This comparisonis shownin Figure116.

While thetemperaturesarehigherin the 1Dmodel,thedifferenceis not asgreatassomehave

suggested.

Table 113:MainInputFilefor ExampleCase15

Example 15 Test Case

&LEW20

ITIMFL : 0

TSTOP : 600

IBOD = 1

IFLO = 1

DSMN = 4.0D-4

NPL = 24

IDEICE = 3

&END

&DIST

FLWC = 1.0

DPD = 20.

&END

&ICE1

CHORD = 0.9144

AOA = 0.
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VINF = 44.7

LWC = 0.780

TINF = 265.50

PINF = i00000.00

RH = i00.0

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT = 1

HPRT = 1

BPRT = 1

EPRT = 1

MPRT = 1

TPRT = 0

IDBF = 1

&END

&RDATA

&END

Table 114: De-ice Input File for Example Case 15

1 nx

7 9

# of length conductivity diffusivity

nodes (m) (W/m/K) (m*2/s)

C substrate

15 3.430d-3 0.120d0 1.652d-7

C insulation

08 8.900d-4 0.294d0 1.045d-7

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7

C heater

07 1.300d-5 41.000d0 1.194d-5

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7

C abrasion shield

08 2.030d-4 16.270d0 4.035d-6

anisotropy slope (b) of

factor temp. eqn.

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0
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C ice

21 2.540d-3 2.232d0

# of length cond. diff.

nodes (m) (W/m/K) (m_2/s)

1.151d-6 l.d0 0.d0

anis. slope of add. layer

temp. eqn. thick, number

C gap (no heat input)

i0 0.9244d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7 l.d0

C heater G

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater E

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater C

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C parting strip - heater A

36 1.905d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater B

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater D

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater F

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C gap (no heat input)

i0 0.9144d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7 l.d0

TOFF

time off

(sec)

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

ijde offset ipar

004 0.000 1

C Q TON

heater density time on

(kWatts/m*2) (sec)

C gap (no heat input)

0.0d0 0.d0 0.d0

C heater G

2.27d0 600.d0 0.d0

C heater E

3.40d0 600.d0 0.d0

C heater C

2.94d0 600.d0 0.d0

C

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

TLAG ICFLAG

lag time temp cntrl.

(sec) flag

0 .dO 0

0 .dO 0

0 .dO 0

0.d0

parting strip (heater A) does not turn off
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4.82d0 600.d0
C heater B

3.84d0 600.d0
C heater D

2.95d0 600.d0
C heater F

2.59d0 600.d0

C gap (no heat input)
0.0d0 0.d0

ibcl ibc2 ibc3 ibc4
2 2 2 2

tgl tg2 tg3 tg4
265.5 265.5 265.5 265.5
hl h2 h3 h4
3.d0 3.d2 0.d0 0.d0

qwl qw2 qw3 qw4
0.d0 0.d0 0.d0 0.d0

tairh airmd airup xairmd
5.d2 0.1d0 0.Sd0 0.d0

0.dO

0.dO

0.dO

0.dO

0.dO

0.dO

0.dO

0.dO

0.dO

0.dO

i3d iqain ibleed iopt
0 0 0 0

icond ibound init ish istd igde
1 3 2 1 1 1

tsurf ievap itherm
298.d0 2 0

sta rpm irot
10.d0 0.d0 1

dtaui nisp dtaum nmsp dtauf jcount
l.d-i i000 l.d-i i000 l.d-i i0

tspray tafter
0.d0 0.d0

iscol jscol kscol sslope szero

input parameters for reading in hot air HTCinfo
2 3 3 l.d0 0.d0

input parameters for reading in hot air q_wall info
1 2 2 l.d0 0.d0
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Figure 106: Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 15
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Figure 107: Pressure Coefficient for Example Case 15
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Figure 108: Collection Efficiency for Example Case 15
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Figure 109: Heater A Temperature for Example Case 15
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Figure 110: Heater B Temperature for Example Case 15
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Figure 111" Heater C Temperature for Example Case 15
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Figure 112: Heater D Temperature for Example Case 15
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Figure 113: Heater E Temperature for Example Case 15
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Figure 114: Heater F Temperature for Example Case 15
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Figure 116: Comparison of One-Dimensional Assumption to 2D Result

15.16 Case 16: Evaporative Example Using Detailed Thermal Module

Computation Time: Pentium Ill 550 MHz, 34 min., 52 sec.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 8 min.41 s.

Disk Space: 2.6 MB

This example case uses the same NACA0012 de-icer model as used in the previous two cases.

In this example, however, the heaters are on for the duration of the simulation. The wattages used

were high enough in the experiment (Run 22E) to completely evaporate all of the water within the

de-icer region. In this mode, the electrothermal unit operates similarly to a hot air anti-icing sys-

tem, albeit with specified heat fluxes instead of specified flow rates. In this example, the laminar

heat transfer assumption was used since the de-icer region was completely free of ice.

The LEWICE results show an underprediction of the experimental results on the lower sur-

face despite using the laminar assumption. The prediction on the upper surface and at the parting

strip are reasonable considering the fluctuation of the heater wattages in the experiment. Since the

heaters are offset slightly from the leading edge, the results will not be symmetric. Evaporative

results were also obtained for all of the anti-icing cases in this database. While many of these
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cases show a similar result to this example, other cases showed an overprediction of temperature

by a similar amount as the underprediction indicated in this case. This discrepancy would seem to

indicate a physical effect which is not modeled that would account for this behavior. One possible

cause is a change in the convective heat transfer coefficient due to the evaporation of water

beyond that which is already modeled. The necessary heat transfer coefficient can be reverse-

engineered for each case from the experimental data. However, the resulting values do not follow

a known physical trend which could be placed in the model. Additionally, since the database con-

tains only NACA0012 airfoils, most cases of which are at 0 ° AOA, it is unknown how applicable

this experimentally adjusted coefficient would be outside this region. As a result, the adjusted

coefficient was left out of the LEWlCE 2.2 model.

Another feature modeled in this example is the comparison of the 1D anti-icing model to the

2D anti-icing model. This comparison can be achieved for any anti-icing case using the IEVAP =

2 option in the de-icer input file. Many users have requested this option, as the 1D anti-icing

model is known to overpredict heater temperatures. This comparison is shown in Figure 127.

While the temperatures are higher in the 1D model, the difference is not as great as some have

suggested, at least within the impingement limits.

Table 115" Main Input File for Example Case 16

Example 16 Test Case

&LEW20

ITIMFL = 0

TSTOP : 600

IBOD = 1

IFLO = 1

DSMN = 4.0D-4

NPL = 24

IDEICE = 3

&END

&DIST

FLWC = 1.0

DPD = 20.

&END

&ICE1
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CHORD = 0.9144

AOA = 0.

VINF = 44.7

LWC = 0.780

TINF = 265.50

PINF = i00000.00

RH = i00.0

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT = 1

HPRT = 1

BPRT = 1

EPRT = 1

MPRT = 1

TPRT = 0

IDBF = 1

&END

&RDATA

&END

Table 116: De-ice Input File for Example Case 16

1 nx

7 9

# of length conductivity diffusivity

nodes (m) (W/m/K) (m*2/s)

C substrate

15 3.430d-3 0.120d0 1.652d-7

C insulation

08 8.900d-4 0.294d0 1.045d-7

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7

C heater

07 1.300d-5 41.000d0 1.194d-5

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7

C abrasion shield

anisotropy slope (b) of

factor temp. eqn.

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0

l.d0 0.d0
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08 2.030d-4 16.270d0

C ice

61 2.540d-3 2.232d0

# of length cond.

nodes (m) (W/m/K)

C gap (no heat input)

4.035d-6 l.d0 0.d0

diff.

(m_2/s)

1.151d-6 l.d0 0.d0

anis. slope of add. layer

temp. eqn. thick, number

i0 0.9244d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7 l.d0

C heater G

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater E

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater C

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C parting strip - heater A

36 1.905d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater B

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater D

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater F

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C gap (no heat input)

i0 0.9144d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7 l.d0

ijde offset ipar

004 0.000 1

C Q TON

heater density time on

(kWatts/m_2) (sec)

C gap (no heat input)

0.0d0 0.d0

C heater G

12.41d0 600.d0

C heater E

8.87d0 600.d0

C heater C

19.26d0 600.d0

TOFF

time off

(sec)

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

TLAG ICFLAG

lag time temp cntrl.

(sec) flag

0.d0 0.d0 0

0.d0 0.d0 0

0.d0 0.d0 0

0.d0 0.d0 0
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parting strip (heater A) does not turn off

46.58d0 600.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C heater B

31.95d0 600.d0

C heater D

12.70d0 600.d0

C heater F

ii.27d0 600.d0

C gap (no heat input)

0.0d0 0.d0

ibcl ibc2 ibc3 ibc4

2 2 2 2

tgl tg2 tg3 tg4

265.5 265.5 265.5 265.5

hl h2 h3 h4

3.d0 3.d2 0.d0 0.d0

qwl qw2 qw3 qw4

0.d0 0.d0 0.d0 0.d0

tairh airmd airup xairmd

5.d2 0.1d0 0.Sd0 0.d0

0.d0 0.d0 0

0.d0 0.d0 0

0.d0 0.d0 0

0.d0 0.d0 0

i3d iqain ibleed iopt

0 0 0 0

icond ibound init ish istd igde

1 3 2 1 1 1

tsurf ievap itherm

328.d0 2 0

sta rpm irot

10.d0 0.d0 1

dtaui nisp dtaum nmsp dtauf jcount

l.d-i i000 l.d-i i000 l.d-i i0

tspray tafter

0.d0 0.d0

iscol jscol kscol sslope szero

input parameters for reading in hot air HTC info

2 3 3 l.d0 0.d0

input parameters for reading in hot air q_wall info
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Figure 117: Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 16
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Figure 118: Pressure Coefficient for Example Case 16
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Figure 119" Collection Efficiency for Example Case 16
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Figure 127: Comparison of 2D Anti-Icing Results to 1D Anti-Icing Results

15.17 Case 17: Hot Air Evaporative Example Using Detailed Thermal Module

Computation Time: Pentium III 550 MHz, 35 min., 57 sec.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 8 min.41 s.

Disk Space: 2.6 MB

This example case uses a NACA0012 airfoil as the previous thermal cases, but in this exam-

ple the electrothermal de-icer is replaced by a hot air model shown in Figure 128. This model was

designed by NASA Glenn specifically to validate the bleed air capabilities and does not resemble

existing bleed air capabilities. The plenum section of the bleed air occupies most of the inside

area of the airfoil within the impingement region. The air is then propelled to the inside surface

via small holes which provide jet flow perpendicular to the surface. The bleed air then flows

chordwise through a small channel to the exit. The test hardware has many more holes than a typ-

ical piccolo tube anti-icing system and the flow rates were well below choked flow. The advan-

tage of this model was that it made measurement of the internal heat transfer coefficients easier.

Experimental data has been taken on the internal heat transfer coefficients for this model and are

shown in Figure 129. The peaks in this curve show the locations of the air jets. The bleed air flow

rate for this example was 0.11 kg/s at a supply temperature of 440°F. This data is then used as an
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input to LEWICE 2.2. This example case uses the same LEWICE input case as the previous

example, so that a direct comparison of the bleed air case could be made to the electrothermal

case. No data is currently available for comparison for this type of anti-icing case.

Note: The external heat transfer coefficients, pressure coefficients and collection efficiencies

are identical to the values in Example 16 and are not shown again in this example.

Note: All anti-icing cases are ran until TSTOP is reached or until steady-state convergence is

achieved. This example case stops prior to the TSTOP value because the latter criteria was

reached.

2.0

Jet Locations on Bleed Air Model

1.5

-1.5

-2.0

_,rrows indicate

et locations

Plenum containing supply air

x(in)

Figure 128: Jet Locations on Bleed Air Model
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15.18 Case 18: Hot Air Example Interfaced with LEWICE3D

Computation Time: Pentium III 550 MHz, 56 min., 27 sec.; Pentium IV 1.7GHz, 8 min.41 s.

Disk Space: 15.6 MB

This example case uses five 2D cross sections of an engine inlet as the body geometries. The

first of these cross-sections is shown in Figure 131. This model was taken from a LEWICE3D

example case. The surface pressure coefficients, collection efficiencies, and external heat transfer

coefficients were supplied from a LEWICE3D output file at each 2D cross-section shown. The

computation time shown included only the time needed to run the LEWICE 2.2 cases and does

not include the computation time needed to generate the flow solution or the collection efficien-

cies. The internal heat fluxes for this model were selected such that residual ice would form. A

plot of these values are shown in Figure 132. These values were then used for each cross-section.

Since the inputs and results for each cross-section are very similar, only the inputs and results for

the first section are shown in this report. The CD containing LEWICE 2.2 also contains the com-

plete input and output files for this case as well as the previous cases. Figure 133 shows surface

temperature predictions for the first section. The temperatures and the resultant residual ice can

then be loaded into the utility program ANTICON2 for the generation of a simulated 3D residual

ice shape. The simulated 3D ice shape is shown in Figure 134. The resolution of the ice shape in

this figure can be improved by the addition of more streamlines to the model or by interpolation

from the existing results. Since LEWICE 2.2 also contains a prediction of rivulet formation in its

model, it should be possible to display that information as well. That process would require a

much more sophisticated utility program than ANTICON2 and has not been developed yet.

Note: The computation time and disk space listed above includes only the resources needed to

run the five thermal anti-icing cases. It does not include the resources needed to perform the 3D

flow solution or collection efficiency analysis.

Note: If the bleed air is shut off, the user should get similar results to using the LEWICE3D

program directly. A detailed discussion of the procedure and problems with this type of analysis

follow this example case.
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Note: Although pressure coefficients, heat transfer coefficients and collection efficiencies are

inputs in this example, they are plotted and not tabulated like the other input files.

Table 117: Main Input File for Example Case 18-1

Example 18 Test Case

&LEW20

ITIMFL : 0

TSTOP : 600

IBOD = 1

IFLO = 1

DSMN = 4.0D-4

NPL = 24

IDEICE = 3

&END

&DIST

FLWC = 1.0

DPD = 20.

&END

&ICE1

CHORD = 0.9144

AOA = 0.

VINF = 44.7

LWC = O.78O

TINF = 265.50

PINF = i00000.00

RH = i00.0

&END

&LPRNT

FPRT = 1

HPRT = 1

BPRT = 1

EPRT = 1

MPRT = 1

TPRT = 0

IDBF = 1

&END
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&RDATA

&END

Table 118: De-ice Input File for Example Case 18-1

1 nx

7 9

# of length conductivity diffusivity anisotropy slope (b) of

nodes (m) (W/m/K) (m_2/s) factor temp. eqn.

C substrate

15 3.430d-3 0.120d0 1.652d-7 l.d0 0.d0

C insulation

08 8.900d-4 0.294d0 1.045d-7 l.d0 0.d0

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7 l.d0 0.d0

C heater

07 1.300d-5 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0

C insulation

18 2.800d-4 0.256d0 1.473d-7 l.d0 0.d0

C abrasion shield

08 2.030d-4 16.270d0 4.035d-6 l.d0 0.d0

C ice

61 2.540d-3 2.232d0 1.151d-6 l.d0 0.d0

# of length cond. diff. anis. slope of add. layer

nodes (m) (W/m/K) (m_2/s) temp. eqn. thick, number

C gap (no heat input)

i0 0.9144d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

C heater G

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

C heater E

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

C heater C

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

C parting strip - heater A

36 1.905d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3

C heater B

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0 0.d0 0.d0 3
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C heater D

21 2.540d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C heater F

14 3.175d-2 41.000d0 1.194d-5 l.d0

C gap (no heat input)

i0 0.9144d0 0.256d0 1.637d-7 l.d0

ijde offset ipar

004 0.000 1

C Q TON

heater density time on

(kWatts/m_2) (sec)

C gap (no heat input)

0.0d0 0.d0

C heater G

12.41d0 600.d0

C heater E

8.87d0 600.d0

C heater C

TOFF

time off

(sec)

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

0.d0 0.d0 3

TLAG ICFLAG

lag time temp cntrl.

(sec) flag

0.d0 0.d0 0

0.d0 0.d0 0

0.d0 0.d0 0

19.26d0 600.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C parting strip (heater A) does not turn off

46.58d0 600.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C heater B

31.95d0 600.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C heater D

12.70d0 600.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C heater F

ii.27d0 600.d0 0.d0 0.d0

C gap (no heat input)

0.0d0 0.d0 0.d0 0.d0

ibcl ibc2 ibc3 ibc4

2 2 2 2

tgl tg2 tg3 tg4

265.5 265.5 265.5 265.5

hl h2 h3 h4

3.d0 3.d2 0.d0 0.d0

qwl qw2 qw3 qw4
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0.d0 0.d0 0.d0 0.d0

tairh airmd airup xairmd

5.d2 0.1d0 0.Sd0 0.d0

i3d iqain ibleed iopt

0 0 0 0

icond ibound init ish istd igde

1 3 2 1 1 1

tsurf ievap itherm

328.d0 2 0

sta rpm irot

10.d0 0.d0 1

dtaui nisp dtaum nmsp dtauf jcount

l.d-i i000 l.d-i i000 l.d-i i0

tspray tafter

0.d0 0.d0

iscol jscol kscol sslope szero

input parameters for reading in hot air HTC info

2 3 3 l.d0 0.d0

input parameters for reading in hot air q_wall info

1 2 2 l.d0 0.d0

input parameters for reading in 3D streamline info

1 2 2 l.d0 0.d0

nprt nprf

0 0

ntype

3

iotype nptsd

1 21

C section where layer where

5 2 6 3

5 2 1 1

4 2 6 3

4 2 1 1

6 2 6 3

6 2 1 1

3 2 6 3
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Figure 131: Engine Inlet Cross-Section for Example Case 18-1
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Figure 132: Internal Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 18-1
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Figure 133: Surface Temperature Distribution for Example Case 18-1
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Figure 134: Ice Shape for Example Case 18-1
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Figure 135: Ice Thickness for Example Case 18-1
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Figure 136: Heat Transfer Coefficient for Example Case 18-1
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Figure 137: Pressure Coefficients for Example Case 18-1
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Figure 139" 3D Engine Inlet (Half-model) Surface Grid (Ice is Shaded)

15.18.1 Procedure for 2.5D Anti-king and De-king Analysis

This procedure will describe, in general, the process for obtaining a pseudo-3D anti-icing

analysis using NASA software. The emphasis in this document is on the details of the anti-icing

interface to the 3D software already used for icing analysis. These steps will not describe how to

run a particular software. The user is referred to the User Manuals for the respective programs for

details.
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Step 1: Create a 3D surface model of your geometry. This is often performed by commercial

software. Depending upon the requirements of your flow solver, you may need to use a CAD

model, equations or points for this geometry

Step 2: Create a grid in 3D around the model. If using a potential flow solver, it may only be

necessary to construct a "trajectory grid" for the particle trajectory program LEWI3DGR. Trajec-

tory grids can be generated using programs supplied by NASA, while grids for Euler or Navi6r-

Stokes are often generated using commercial software such as GRIDGEN.

Step 3: Create a 3D flow solution for the model. This flow solution can be potential flow,

Euler, or Navi6r-Stokes depending upon your needs. The flow solvers can be commercial soft-

ware packages such as VSAERO or FLUENT.

Step 4: Create a 3D collection efficiency distribution using LEWI3DGR. This may require

using supplemental utility programs supplied by NASA to create "trajectory grids" or otherwise

translate data from the flow module for use with NASA's 3D trajectory modules.

Step 5 (optional): Calculate the wall heat flux or convective heat transfer coefficient on the

surface of the model. This can either be calculated directly from a Navi6r-Stokes solution from

(kOT)
qw = -\ _}n=o

(21)

(kOT)

h = -\ _}q=0

(rn =o-
(22)

or from using a 3D boundary layer program to get the convective heat transfer coefficient "h"

or by using a 2D boundary layer program along streamline "cuts" as described in Step 6. This step

is optional, as LEWICE 2.2 can generate "h" on the streamline "cuts".

Step 6: Run the conversion program ANTICON to create input files compatible with

LEWICE 2.2. This requires the files "FORT.2" and "FORT.26" from the LEWI3DGR solution.
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Note: For inlets, a customized version of this program was required to obtain the 2D "cuts"

normal to the local geometry, not simply taking the 'X' and 'Z' coordinates as is normally done

by that software. The customized utility ANTICON is on the distribution disk. This program cre-

ates the files geom.xyd, FLOW.DAT, BETA.DAT, HTC.DAT, and STREAM.DAT.

STREAM.DAT contains the spanwise distance between streamlines at each chord location.

Step 7: Using a text editor, separate the ANTICON output into several files, one for each 2D

"cut" and file type. For example, if there are five 2D "cuts" generated, the user will need to gener-

ate five geometry files, five flow solution files and so on. Each of these files must contain only the

output data. Any text headers must be removed prior to running LEWICE 2.2. The general format

for each file is as follows:

(number of points)

wrap distancel(sl) data valuel

wrap distance2(s2) data value2

wrap distance3(s3) data vaulle3

Step 8 (optional): Create a CFD model of the internal hot air bleed flow using a procedure

similar to Steps 1-3 which are used for generating the external flow field. For each of the 2D

"cuts" defined in Step 6, generate a file containing either the wall heat flux or wall heat transfer

coefficient calculated by the internal flow software. These are defined by Equations 21 and 22

earlier. This step is optional, as the user may be modelling an electrothermal system or using the

"optimum" heat flux flag in LEWICE 2.2.

Step 9: Create a 2D anti-icing model for each of the "cuts" generated in the previous step.

Since the same system in each section is probably being modeled, the input files may be identical,

but they are not required to be so.

Step 10: Run LEWICE 2.2 for each of the 2D "cuts" which have been created. Create directo-

ries to store each of the cases, as the output files generated by LEWICE 2.2 will be the same for

each case. Set the flags in the LEWICE 2.2 input file to bypass calculation of the flow field (ICP

-- 1), collection efficiency (IBETA -- 1) and heat transfer coefficient (both external [IHTC -- 1]
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and internal [IBLEED = 1] if desired). Move the output for each run into the directory created for

it prior to the next case.

Step 11: Concatenate the output files "DYICE.DAT" and "TEMP.DAT" created from each of

the streamline "cuts". These files must also be called "DYICE.DAT" and "TEMP.DAT". Run the

conversion program ANTICON2 which will combine the outputs from LEWICE 2.2 and

LEWI3DGR and create a PLOT3D output file for the surface geometry, the iced geometry, and

the temperature distribution on the surface. This requires the "FORT.2" and "FORT.26" output

files used in Step 6.

Step 12: Plot the output files PLOT3D.XYZ and PLOT3D.Q in PLOT3D or a program which

can read those files. Since PLOT3D was designed to visualize a flow solution, not a temperature

solution, temperature is output from ANTICON2 in the "density" field as density and temperature

are both scalar variables. The other PLOT3D information in PLOT3D.Q contains garbage values.

The output files are read in PLOT3D using the string "read/mg/blank/form/xyz=PLOT3D.XYZ/

q=PLOT3D.Q". An advanced user/developer could also write a small utility program to convert

these output files into a different format such as the format used by TECPLOT.
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Chapter 16: User Tips and Notes

Many of the tips and notes provided in this section are listed in this manual in the description

of the input and output files. They are summarized here for convenient reference by the user. Each

paragraph may contain a user note which is not directly related to other notes in that section. This

section differs from Chapter 6 which list user notes considered most important for accurate use of

the software.

16.1 Old Input Files

Input files from previous versions of LEWICE will not work 'as is' with this version. Please

follow the examples provided or see Chapter 5 for a summary of the differences.

16.2 Input File Errors

An error reading the input file indicates that the file name input does not exist, or does not

exist in this directory. Common problems:

1) The file name was not typed correctly (remember to include the extension - use "casel .inp"

not simply "casel");

2) The input file is in a different directory than the program. The input file can be in a differ-

ent directory than the program, but in order for LEWlCE to recognize the input file the path must

be specified. For example, use "inputs\naca0012\casel .inp" instead of simply "casel .inp" to read

the input file "casel .inp" in the directory "inputs" and subdirectory "naca0012". Note: The above

example used the DOS directory convention of backward slashes "V' to list subdirectories. IRIX

and many other unix systems use forward slashes "/" instead.

PC Note: To get to the root directory, first type a backward slash "V', then the path and file

name. For example, the command "\lewice\inputs\naca0012\casel.inp" can also be used to read

the file "casel .inp" in the directory "C:\lewice\inputs\naca0012".

Unix Note: It is common practice in unix to place all programs in a predefined directory such

as/usr/bin so that everyone using that system can run the program. The path for specifying the

input file in this case is to provide the path from the directory the user is in. For example, if the
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user is in their home directory and the input file is in the home directory, no path should be pro-

vided. If the user is in their home directory and the input files are in directory ../inputs/naca0012,

then the proper path to input is "inputs/naca0012/casel.inp". If the user is in directory ../inputs/

naca0012 and the input file is in this directory, then no path needs to be provided in this case

either. P.S." This sequence is correct based on the IRIX 6.2 operating system. Behavior for other

unix operating systems are expected to be similar, but potentially could be different.

16.3 Porting ASCII Files

The LEWICE input files are ASCII text. PCs, Macs and Unix workstations all have different

formats for treating line breaks with ASCII files which may cause problems when transferring

input files to different platforms. Specifically, when PC ASCII files are moved to an SGI with

IRIX 6.2, there is an extraneous character (AM) at the end of each line. This character must be

removed from each line to use the file on the SGI.

The conversion programs provided were designed to be used to convert files in the PLOT3D

format from text to binary format and from binary to text format. They are not general purpose

conversion utilities.

16.4 PC Application

When run from Windows, a console shell opens for interactive input and output. This console

shell disappears when the run is finished. For this reason, it is highly recommended that the user

run the PC executable from a DOS Shell instead of from the console shell.

Most of the output data is provided in columns of text, with a text header identifying the vari-

able. This file format can be easily imported into any spreadsheet package for plotting. The pro-

gram takes about 650 KB of hard disk space for the executable, and several megabytes for output

files. The second example case shows the program's potential to produce large output files. The

output files for this case takes only 3.3 MB of disk space. However, several of the larger output

files were not printed in this example and output was further reduced using the print flags in the

main input file. If this same case were to be run with all of the outputs activated, the output for

this case would occupy over 45 MB of disk space.
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All input andoutputfile nameshavebeenpresentedin uppercaseto makethemstandout in

themanual.Theactualinputandoutputfileson theCD-ROMhavelowercasefilenamesandall

outputfiles fromLEWlCE2.2havelowercasefilenames.

16.5 Listing Variables in a Namelist

Variables in namelist format are input on separate lines. Each line contains a unique variable

which is listed in that namelist. The line should contain the variable name followed by an equal

sign (=) followed by the value to be assigned to that variable. The value can be in integer, real or

exponential format regardless of the definition used within the program. For example, an integer

variable does not have to be input as an integer. The value will be truncated for use in the pro-

gram. In addition, the user is not required to list every variable in the namelist. If a variable is not

listed in the input file, the program will use the default value. Default values are listed in this sec-

tion for each variable. Examples of valid inputs are provided for each namelist section. Common

causes for errors occur when the user mistypes the variable name or when the user enters a vari-

able from a previous LEWICE version which is no longer input into that namelist.

At a minimum, the user must add the following two lines to the end of the main input file for

existing LEWlCE 2.0 input files for them to work with LEWlCE 2.2:

&RDATA

&END

See Section 8.7 for details of the new namelist.

16.6 Multiple Bodies / Multi-Element Airfoils

LEWICE 2.2 can run multiple body simulations including multi-element airfoils. A report of

its capabilities in this region shows very encouraging results 7. However, much of the develop-

ment effort for version 2.2 has centered on validating the existing features of the program. Even

though the results to date have been encouraging, there is not enough data available to consider

LEWICE 2.2 validated for multi-body flows.
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16.7 Grid-Based Flow Solutions

Some cases have been made using a grid solution as input to verify that the routines function

as designed. This option has seen very limited testing and has not been validated against the

database of experimental ice shapes. This procedure may still contain errors and is not recom-

mended unless the user is willing to customize the software for their use. Since only one time step

can be used with this option, the use of this feature is limited to collection efficiency and heat

transfer coefficient prediction. Even for these uses, the user should perform grid resolution studies

in the impingement region before drawing any conclusions.

There is no error checking of the grid and solution file. The user should independently ver-

ify that the grid and solution files are correct for the case being run. In particular, the angle of

attack and velocity should match the values input in the main input data file. The program will

also not run with a grid solution unless the grid surface geometry is very similar to the body

geometry read in from the geometry input file(s). Similarly, the variables in the user's PLOT3D

file may not be the variables the program expects. Refer to Section 10.5 for the correct format.

16.8 Chord Length

CHORD is the distance from the leading edge to the trailing edge in meters. For a cylinder,

this represents the cylinder diameter. For airfoils, it is the standard chord length. For a multi-body

simulation, CHORD represents the reference length used to normalize the coordinates input. A

typical value used for multi-element airfoils is the length of the airfoil in the stowed configura-

tion.

16.9 Multiple Stagnation Points

A main cause of error in LEWICE occurs when multiple stagnation points are predicted by the

flow solution. The criteria used by the program is to select the value closest to the stagnation point

from the previous time step. If it finds more than one stagnation point on the first time step, the

point closest to the leading edge is used. If this is not satisfactory, the user should lower the

DSMN input variable or increase the number of points in the input data so as to produce a single

stagnation point value.
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16.10 Flow Module Limitation

For glaze ice shapes at high subsonic velocities, it is possible for the software to compute a

pressure coefficient which would lead to a negative local static pressure. If this occurs, the pro-

gram will compute the static pressure needed for a local Mach number of 0.8, hence 'rounding

off' the solution. The subsequent ice shape may not be an accurate representation. If a validated

Euler/Navi6r-Stokes program capable of handling transonic conditions becomes available, the

user is encouraged to use it for this case. In addition, no experimental data is available for Mach

Numbers above M = 0.45. Therefore the software has not been validated against experimental

data above this value. Problems may exist with the solution due to the limitations of potential

flow.

Potential flow cannot model stall or post-stall behavior. The user should also note that in the

validation test procedure, the angle of attack input into the software was sometimes different from

the actual angle of attack value. This difference was made to compensate for the difference in pre-

dicted lift using a potential flow module and an estimate of the actual lift on the clean airfoil.

16.11 Ice Density

Ice density in LEWICE is fixed at a value of 917 kg/m 3. There exists two correlations within

the source code which are currently inactive due to undesirable numerical side effects. Developers

who wish to activate these correlations can do so by changing an internal flag in the source code.

16.12 king Limit

The "LIMIT.DAT" output file was not generated in previous versions. The value for the final

time step should agree with output from the utility program THICK although roundoff errors may

cause the utility program to report an erroneous limit.
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Chapter 17: Procedure for Acquiring LEWICE or other NASA Icing Software

Funding for LEWICE development comes from the NASA budget which is provided for by

US tax dollars. LEWICE is therefore provided free of charge to US corporations, universities or

individuals. A request letter such as that provided in the next section should be sent to the Icing

Branch Chief. The letter may be sent by regular mail, electronic mail or fax. A current mailing

address is provided below.

17.1 Current Address for Icing Software Requests

Mr. Thomas H. Bond

Branch Chief, Icing Branch

NASA Glenn Research Center

21000 Brookpark Rd.

MS 11-2

Cleveland OH 44135

E-mail: Thomas.H.Bond@grc.nasa.gov

Phone: (216) 433-3900

FAX: (216) 977-1269
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Chapter 18: Sample Software Request Letter

Dear Sir,

Our company/university would like to request the ice accretion software LEWICE 2.2 for use

in design and/or certification of our products for flight in icing conditions. We are a US corpora-

tion with offices in (place). Our immediate need is for the certification of (fill

in blank). The software will be run primarily on (name the system) and it is preferred

that the software be distributed on (preferred media). Thank you.

Sincerely,

Note: Software requests are normally filled 2-3 weeks from the request date on average.

Note: As of March 1, 1999, the NASA Lewis Research Center has been renamed to the John

H. Glenn Research Center at Lewis Field. The address listed above reflects this change.

Note: The software developers are involved only in technical support of the programs and are

not directly involved in the distribution process. Questions concerning distribution should be sent

to the branch office.
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Chapter 19: Technical Support

Technical support is available _om 9 AM to 5 PM Eastern time _om the software devel-

oper(s). Questions on running the software or how to simulate Nfficult problems with LEWICE

should be sent to:

William Wright

NASA Glenn Research Center

21000 Brookpark Rd.

MS 11-2

Cleveland OH 44135

E-mail: William. B.Wright@grc.nasa.gov

Phone: (216) 433-2161

FAX: (216) 977-1269

E-mail and fax are the preferred methods of communication. The user should provide a

description of the problem and error messages obtained and also provide an input file (including

geometry) so the error can be reproduced. If correspondence is confidential, please mark it as

such. Software improvements including bug fixes which result from this correspondence will be

incorporated into future versions which can be released by NASA.
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Appendix A

Functional Requirements for LEWICE version 2.2

This section has been included by the request of several users. It will define the equations and

other functional requirements of LEWICE 2.2 so that users can increase their understanding of the

underlying physics being solved. Note that the equations are simply defined, not derived. Users

who wish to understand how these equations are arrived at are directed to the references to this

report. The sections are organized by module, but the modules themselves are not presented in

any particular order.
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1 Geometry Smoothing

1.1

1.2

Description/Purpose

1.1.1 The purpose of geometry smoothing is to smooth the body

geometry(s) supplied according to the requirements listed below.

Smoothing Requirements

1.2.1 The program shall modify the body geometry(s) such

that the angle between any two adjoining segments is no greater

than 0.001 degrees.

1.2.2 The program shall modify the body geometry(s) such

that the size of any segment is no greater than or less

than 5% of the size of an adjoining segment.

1.2.3 The program shall modify the body geometry(s) such

that the minimum size of any segment is not less than the size

criteria input by the user.

1.2.4 The maximum value which the user may input for the minimum

segment size is 0.0008 times the chord length.

1.2.5 The program shall modify the body geometry(s) such

that the maximum size of any segment is not greater than two times

the minimum segment size input by the user.

1.2.6 Each 5% section (measured by wrap distance) of the body

geometry(s) shall not have an overall curvature which is greater

than the curvature of a circle whose radius is 0.2 times the geometry

chord length.

1.2.7 The 5% sections of the body geometry(s) given in 1.2.6 shall

overlap each other by 1% of the total surface wrap distance.

1.2.8 The modified body geometry(s) shall not differ from the original

body geometry(s) by more than 5% based on the quantified ice
measurement scale defined in NASA TM 208690.

1.2.9 The program shall transfer the variables for interim ice thickness

and wrap distance to the modified body geometry(s).

1.2.10 The program shall store the modified values for body geometry(s),

wrap distance, interim ice thickness and number of points

into new variables and shall not overwrite the original values.
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2 Point Generation

2.1

2.2

Description/Purpose

2.1.1 The purpose of the point generation function is to calculate surface

points and the surface wrap distance of those points for a given

body geometry(s) according to the requirements listed below.

Point Generation Requirements

2.2.1 The program shall modify the body geometry(s) such that the

angle between any two adjoining segments is no greater than

0.001 degrees.

2.2.2 The program shall modify the body geometry(s) such that the

size of any segment is no greater than 5% greater or less than a

neighboring segment.

2.2.3 The program shall modify the body geometry(s) such that the

minimum size of any segment is not less than the criteria input

by the user.

2.2.4 The maximum value which the user may input for the minimum

segment size is 0.0008 times the geometry chord length.

2.2.5 The program shall modify the body geometry(s) such that the

maximum size of any segment is not greater than two times

the minimum segment size input by the user.

2.2.6 The modified body geometry(s) for this step shall not differ from

the original body geometry(s) by more than 1% based on the

quantified ice measurement scale defined in NASA TM 208690.

2.2.7 The program shall transfer the variables for interim ice thickness

and surface wrap distance to the modified body geometry(s).
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3 Ice Addition

3.1 Description/Purpose

3.1.1 The purpose of ice addition is to add a previously calculated ice

thickness distribution to the existing body geometry(s) according to

the requirements listed below.

3.2 Ice Addition Requirements

3.2.1 The program shall add the ice thickness such that the area of ice

added to each segment is within 0.1% of the calculated amount.

3.2.2 The program shall add the ice thickness such that the total area of
ice added to the surface is within 0.1% of the calculated amount.

*3.2.3 The program shall add the ice thickness in a direction methodology

which is chosen by the user.

*3.2.4 The program shall allow the user to choose from the following three

direction methodologies:

3.2.4.1 Normal to each segment
3.2.4.2 Normal to the flow direction

3.2.4.3 Normal to the trajectory impact direction

3.2.5 During the ice addition, the program shall not use those surface

points for which no ice is to be added.

3.2.6 During the ice addition, the program shall add and remove surface

points as necessary in accordance with the point generation

requirements listed above.

3.2.7 The program shall output to file(s) the body geometry(s) after the

new body geometry(s) have been calculated.

* Not active in LEWICE 2.2 Beta Release
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4 Trajectory Integration

4.1 Description/Purpose

4.1.1 The purpose of trajectory integration is to numerically integrate the

equations of motion of a water particle through a surrounding
airstream.

4.2

4.2.1

Trajectory Integration Requirements

The program shall integrate the following equations:
4.2.1.1

.. --_ -)

mXp = - Dcos_/- Lsin_/+ mgsinc_

4.2.1.2

.. --) -)

myp = - Dsin_/+ Lcos_/- mgcosc_

4.2.2 The terms in these equations have the following definitions:
4.2.2.1

_/ = atanYP - Vy
Xp- V x

4.2.2.2

2

4.2.2.3

2

+ Pa______ApL = c l

4.2.2.4

v : _/(_p-vx)_+ (._p-vy)_
4.2.2.5

24

Cd - Re

4.2.2.6

24

Cd - Re

4.2.2.7

Re -

4.2.2.8

- --+0.4+ --

- --+0.3+ --

Vdp

_a

1+,_

1+_

for cd _<1 O0

for cd _>1 O0
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4.2.3

4.2.4

Ap 4

4.2.2.9

m = particle mass (kg)

g = gravitational constant = 9.8 m/s 2

Xp = x-location of water particle (m)

yp = y-location of water particle (m)

xp = first derivative of x-location of water particle with respect to

time (x-component of particle velocity) (m/s)

yp = first derivative of y-location of water particle with respect to

time (y-component of particle velocity) (m/s)

xp = second derivative of x-location of water particle with respect

to time (x-component of particle acceleration) (m/s 2)

;9)) = second derivative of y-location of water particle with respect

to time (y-component of particle acceleration) (m/s 2)

V x = x-component of local air velocity at particle location (m/s)

Vy = y-component of local air velocity at particle location (m/s)

Pa = local air density at particle location (kg/m 3)

Ap = cross-sectional area of particle (m 2)

dp = particle diameter (m)

c1= coefficient of lift = 0

cd = coefficient of drag (dimensionless)

Re = Reynolds number (dimensionless)

c_ = angle of attack (degrees)

/) = drag force (kg*m/s 2)

/_ = lifting force (kg*m/s 2)

y = angle difference between particle velocity vector and

air flow velocity vector (degrees)

v = kinematic viscosity of air m2/s
= 3.1415926536...

The integration shall start at a location specified in Section 8

and with an initial velocity as specified in Section 8

The integration shall end when one of the following two conditions
have been met:

4.2.4.1

The particle path intersects one of the body geometry(s).
4.2.4.2
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Theparticlehastravelledpasttheendof all of thebody
geometry(s)asmeasuredin thex-direction.

* 4.2.5 Theprogramshallmodelthebreakupof waterdropsasdefinedin
Section5.

* 4.2.6 Theprogramshalldetermineif dropletswhosepathintersectsthe
bodygeometry(s)will fully impinge,partiallyimpingeorbouncein
accordancewithSection6.

4.2.7 Theprogramshalloutputto file(s)thestartingandendinglocation
of thetrajectoryandtheendconditionmetby Section4.2.4.

4.2.8 Theprogramshalloutputtofile(s)theentirepathof eachtrajectory
or eachtrajectorywhosepathintersectsthebodygeometry(s)if
desiredbytheuser.

* Not implementedin LEWlCE2.2BetaRelease
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5 Droplet Breakup *

5.1 Description/Purpose

5.1.1 Droplet breakup occurs when fluid particles are moving at high

velocities. The droplet will first deform from a spherical shape to an

ellipsoid. This is modeled in the coefficient of drag in Sections

4.2.2.5 and 4.2.2.6. After this deformation, the droplet

continues to deform until it breaks apart. The purpose of this

section is to describe the requirements for modeling the physical

processes of droplet breakup.

5.2 5.2 Droplet Breakup Requirements

5.2.1 The program shall determine if droplet breakup occurs after each

step of the droplet trajectory integration as described in
Section 4.

5.2.2 The program shall calculate the Weber number as defined by

We- PaV2dp
(3

where o = surface tension between air and water (kg/s2).

5.2.3 Where the Weber number of Section 5.2.2 exceeds a value of 10,

the droplet shall be broken into 10 equally sized smaller particles

where the total mass of the 10 smaller particles equals the mass of

the original particle.

5.2.4 If droplet breakup has occurred, the program shall continue to

integrate the traj ectories of the smaller particles until one of the
conditions in Section 4.2.4 has been met.

5.2.5 The droplet breakup routines shall not cause the execution time of

the trajectory integration to increase by more than 25% over the
execution time of the LEWICE 2.2 Beta Release when the

benchmark test cases are ran.

* Not implemented in LEWICE 2.2 Beta Release
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6 Droplet Splashing *

6.1 Description/Purpose

6.1.1 Droplets whose path intersects the body geometry(s) may fully

impinge, partially impinge and partially bounce or may fully

bounce off the body geometry(s). The purpose of this section is to

describe requirements for modeling the physical phenomena
involved.

6.2 Droplet Splashing Requirements

6.2.1 When the path of a droplet intersects a body geometry, the program
shall determine the fraction of water which bounces from the

following equations:
6.2.1.1

N b = 0 for K _<57.7

_(K- 57.7)N b -- 0.8 _6-6-0 for 57.7 < K < 282.7

N b -- 0.2 for K x 282.7

6.2.1.2

The terms in these equations have the following definitions:

N b = mass fraction of water lost due to bouncing (dimensionless)

6.2.1.3

K = OhRelp "25 (dimensionless)

6.2.1.4

Oh - _tp - Ohnesorge number (dimensionless)

_/ppOdp

6.2.1.5

ReB - pB Vdp _ Droplet Reynolds number (dimensionless)
_tp

6.2.1.6

_tp = particle viscosity (kg/m/s)

pp = particle density (kg/m 3)

o = surface tension between air and water (kg/s 2)

dp = particle diameter (m)

V = particle velocity (m/s) as given in 4.2.2.4

6.2.2 For this function, the program shall subtract the local mass fraction

of water lost due to splashing from the local collection efficiency
defined in Section 8

* Not implemented in LEWlCE 2.2 Beta Release

** This requirement shows an empirical equation which has not been rigorously verified and may

change as a result of future tunnel data.
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7 Impingement Limits

7.1 Description/Purpose

7.1.1 Impingement limits are the uppermost and lowermost locations on

the body geometry(s) where water droplets impinge upon the

surface. The purpose of this section is to provide the requirements

for determining upper and lower impingement limits for the body

geometry(s).

7.2 Impingement Limit Requirements

7.2.1 The program shall integrate trajectories as listed in Section 4

starting from the same x-location as determined in Section 9

but different y-locations until two trajectories meet the following
criteria:

7.2.1.1

Their starting locations are within 5* 10-5(dimensionless) distance.
7.2.1.2

One of the trajectories passes above the target body geometry while

the other trajectory intersects the target body geometry.
7.2.1.3

The same criteria as listed in 7.2.1.1 and 7.2.1.2 are met

except that the missed trajectory must pass below the target body

geometry.

7.2.2 The program shall output to file(s) the starting and ending locations

of the trajectories which intersect the target body geometry in the

requirement above.
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8 Collection Efficiency

8.1

8.2

Description/Purpose

8.1.1 The collection efficiency is the efficiency with which any location

on the body geometry(s) will collect water droplets. The purpose of

this section is to provide the requirements for calculating the

collection efficiency on the body geometry(s).

Collection Efficiency Requirements

8.2.1 The program shall take as input from the user a number of

trajectories for the collection efficiency calculation. This number

shall be greater than or equal to 12 less than 50.

8.2.2 The program shall integrate the number of trajectories listed in

8.2.1 by the requirements listed in Section 4

starting from the same x-location as determined in Section 9

but different y-locations which are evenly spaced between the

starting locations determined by the impingement limit

requirements as given in Section 7.

8.2.3 The program shall determine the local collection efficiency at each

point on the body geometry(s) by the following equation:
8.2.3.1

dyo
ds

8.2.3.2

The terms in the previous equation have the following definition:

13= local collection efficiency (dimensionless)

Y0 = y-value of the starting locations of the collection efficiency

trajectories (m)

s = surface wrap distance on target body geometry where the

droplet intersects (m)

8.2.4 The local collection efficiency from the previous requirement shall

be reduced due to splashing as described in Section 6

8.2.5 The program shall output to file(s) the starting and ending locations

of the trajectories which intersect the target body geometry in the

requirement above.
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9 Other Droplet Trajectory Requirements

9.1

9.2

Description/Purpose

9.1.1 This section shall describe requirements for droplet trajectory and

collection efficiency calculation not covered by the previous
sections.

Other Droplet Trajectory Requirements

9.2.1 The droplets shall start at an initial x-location and y-location where

the local velocity is within 10-3 of the flight velocity input by the

user.

9.2.2 The initial velocity of the droplet shall be the flight velocity input

by the user plus the terminal velocity of the droplet as given by the

equation:
9.2.2.1

4gdp( Pw - Pa)
= CdRe _

2
3VaPa

9.2.2.2

The terms in the above equation have the following definitions:

Pw = density of water droplet (kg/m 3)

Vtdp
Re t - - terminal velocity Reynolds number (dimensionless)

qOa

V t = terminal droplet velocity (m/s)

other variables were defined in Section 4.2.2

9.2.3 The program shall calculate droplet trajectories, impingement

limits and collection efficiencies for up to 5 body geometries and up

to 10 drop sizes.

9.2.4 The program shall calculate an overall local collection efficiency

from the individual collection efficiencies in Section 8 by the

following equation:
9.2.4.1

_o = _ _iNi

9.2.4.2

The terms in the above equation have the following definitions:

[3o = overall local collection efficiency (dimensionless)

[_i = local collection efficiency for droplet size i (dimensionless)
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N i = mass fraction contained in droplet size i (dimensionless)

(N i is input by the user)

9.2.5 The program shall output to file(s) the overall local collection

efficiency.
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10 Potential Flow

10.1 Description/Purpose

Potential flow describes a specific equation which provides flow variables such

as velocity, pressure, and pressure coefficient on the surface of the body

geometry(s) assuming that the flow field is inviscid, incompressible and

irrotational. The purpose of this section is to provide the requirements for a

potential flow solution.

10.2 Potential Flow Requirements

10.2.1 The program shall use potential flow as the flow solution when this

input option is selected by the user.

10.2.2 The program shall solve the following equation:

10.2.2.1

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:

10.2.2.2

qb = velocity potential (m2/s)

r = distance from an arbitrary point (m)

S = surface area (m 2)

n = unit normal direction (dimensionless)

= source strength per unit area (m/s)

g = dipole strength per unit area (m/s)

10.2.2.3

The velocity potential is related to the velocity by the following

equations:

0qb
V -

x Ox

O_

Vs - Oy

10.2.3 The velocity at an arbitrary point in space shall be determined from

the following equation:

10.2.3.1

p
10.2.3.2
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10.2.4

10.2.5

Thesubscriptp in thepreviousequationrefersto thepanel(body
segment)

Theequationlistedaboveshallbeusedto calculateair velocities
duringthedroplettrajectoryintegrationaslistedin Section4
whenpotentialflowhasbeenselectedby theuser.

Thesourcestrengthsshallbecalculatedfromthefollowing
equation:
10.2.5.1

n

_-_ + dS = -V_ * n i._.2Jr3 Oni\ r/
tgJ

V_ = flight velocity (m/s)

_i = source strength (m/s)
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11 Grid-based Flow

11.1 Description/Purpose

Grid-based flow describes flow equations which provides flow variables such

as velocity, pressure, and pressure coefficient on the surface of the body

geometry(s) and on predetermined locations on a structured grid. The purpose

of this section is to provide the requirements for a grid-based flow solution.

11.2 Grid-based Flow Requirements

11.2.1 The program shall use grid-based flow as the flow solution when

this input option is selected by the user.

11.2.2 The program shall read the grid-based flow solution from file(s)

when this input option is selected by the user.

11.2.3 The two input options given above shall be considered separate

inputs.

11.2.4 The format of the file(s) used shall be specified by the format used

by the grid-based flow module which generated the flow solution.

11.2.5 When the user has selected a grid-based flow solution but did not

select the read option, the program shall run a user-supplied script

file which runs the grid-based flow solver.

11.2.6 The requirements for the grid-based flow solver shall be specified in

the requirements document for the program being used and shall

not be specified herein.

11.2.7 For either grid-based option, the program shall accept structured

grids and flow solutions of up to 10 grid blocks.

11.2.8 When requested by the droplet trajectory requirements of Section

4, the program shall calculate velocities at locations which are

not at grid points.
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12 Compressibility Correction

12.1 Description/Purpose

12.1.1 A compressibility correction will adjust an incompressible flow

solution for compressibility effects. The purpose of this section is to describe

the requirements for this function.

12.2 Compressibility Requirements

12.2.1 The program shall apply standard corrections to the potential flow

solution described in Section 10 and the grid-based flow

solution of Section 11 to account for compressibility effects.

12.2.2 The following equation shall be used as the correction for the

pressure coefficient:
12.2.2.1

Cp #_c

Cpcom p =

Cp_n_ m2_

The terms in this equation have the following definition:
12.2.2.2

Cp_n_= incompressible pressure coefficient at a given location

(dimensionless)

Cp_o,,_= compressible pressure coefficient at the same location

(dimensionless)

Moo = flight Mach number

12.2.3 The static pressure at a given location shall be calculated from the

pressure coefficient using the equation:
12.2.3.1

p-p_

Cp -- 1 2

zP_V_

The terms in the above equation are defined as follows:
12.2.3.2

p = static pressure at a given location (N/m 2)

p_ = ambient static pressure (N/m 2)

p_ = ambient air density (kg/m 3)

V_ = flight velocity (m/s)

12.2.4 The Mach number at a given location shall be calculated using the

equation:
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12.2.5

12.2.6

12.2.4.1

P

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:
12.2.4.2

_/= specific heat ratio = 1.4 for air (dimensionless)

M = Mach number at a given location (dimensionless)

p = static pressure at a given location (N/m 2)

Po = ambient total pressure (N/m 2)

The ambient total pressure in Section 12.2.4 is defined by the

equation:
12.2.5.1

1 2
Po = P_+ 72P_V_

The variables in this equation have been previously defined in this
section.

The static air temperature at a given location shall be defined by the

equation:
12.2.6.1

1

r o

The variables in this equation have the following definitions:
12.2.6.2

T = static air temperature at a given location (°K)

T o = ambient total temperature (°K) which is defined as

1

Z
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* 12.2.7 The corrected velocity at a given point shall be calculated from the

following equation:
12.2.7.1

V = M,,/_IRT

The terms in the above equation have the following definitions:
12.2.7.2

V = corrected velocity at a given location

R = ideal gas constant = 287.5 m2/s2/°K

* The implementation in the LEWICE 2.2 Beta Release defines the corrected velocity from the

equation:

Vinc( 1 - _/)
V-

v21 - _/ tnc

where Vinc = incompressible velocity (m/s). It then calculates the local Mach number from the

equation:

V
M =

- -__2v22

The maximum local Mach number allowed is M = 0.8. The velocity is also adjusted down-

ward if the equation above gives a Mach number greater than 0.8. Other quantities are then calcu-

lated from the local Mach number as given earlier. The discrepancy between this implementation

and the isentropic equations given earlier is due to numerical error in the calculated incompress-

ible pressure coefficient. For large negative pressure coefficients, the equation in 12.2.3.1 will

give a negative static pressure, an impossible result. For smaller negative pressure coefficients or

for positive pressure coefficients, the two methodologies give approximately equal answers.

(For the following inputs: P_ = 100,000 N/m2; p_ = 1.3 kg/m3; V_ = 150 m/s, correctedpres-

sure coefficients less than [more negative than] Cp = -6.84 will give negative static pressures. This

result is a consequence of the physical limitations of potential flow when applying the equation in

12.2.2.1)
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13 Stagnation Point

13.1 Description/Purpose

13.1.1 The flow solution specified in Sections 11 and 12 will have one or

more locations where the surface velocity changes sign (direction). The purpose of this section is

to describe the requirements for this function.

13.2 Stagnation Point Requirements

13.2.1 The program shall use the minimum x-location on the body

geometry as the initial stagnation point estimate.

13.2.2 The program shall determine the location(s) on the body

geometry(s) where the surface velocity changes sign or is equal to
zero.

13.2.3 If only one stagnation point occurs on a body geometry, it shall be

designated as the main stagnation point.

13.2.4 If more than one stagnation point occurs on a body geometry, the

program shall select the main stagnation point as the location

nearest to the previous value for the main stagnation point.
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14 Roughness Height

14.1 Description/Purpose

14.1.1 Ice growth will have a characteristic surface roughness which is

based on the specific conditions input by the user. The purpose of

this section is to describe the requirements for determining this

height.

14.2 Roughness Height Requirements

14.2.1 The surface roughness height shall be determined from the

following empirical correlation:
14.2.1.1

xk = _10.15+ 0.___3
N f stag

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:
14.2.1.2

xk = surface roughness height (dimensionless); also known as

equivalent sand-grain roughness height

Nj;tag = freezing fraction at stagnation point (dimensionless)

14.2.2 The freezing fraction at stagnation point shall be calculated in

accordance with the requirements given in Section 17.

* This empirical equation was determined from experimental measurements of roughness heights

as a function of the calculated freezing fraction at the stagnation point. It was not reverse-engi-

neered in order to match ice shape predictions.
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15 Heat Transfer Coefficient

15.1

15.2

Description/Purpose

15.1.1 The convective heat loss from the surface is characterized by a heat
transfer coefficient which is calculated from a flow solution. The

purpose of this section is to provide requirements for the

calculation of this parameter.

Heat Transfer Coefficient Requirements

15.2.1 The program shall calculate the heat transfer coefficient on the

surface of the body geometry(s) using an integral boundary layer

approach when it is not supplied from a grid-based flow solution.

The integral boundary layer approach involves the following steps:

15.2.1.1

Calculation of critical Reynolds number for transition from the

following empirical equation:

Re c = 1022 when at stagnation point

Re c = 3834.2 - 1.9846x1051sl + 3.2812xlO61sl 2 - 6.9994xlO61sl 3

when Isl -<3.5% chord and Re c _>600

Re c = 600 when Isl > 3.5% chord or Re c < 600 in the equation

above.

15.2.1.2

Calculation of shape factors Z, A and K from the equations:
15.2.1.2.1

dZ _ F(K)

ds V

15.2.1.2.2

K = Z dV
ds

The terms in these equations have the following definitions:
15.2.1.2.3

2
i_2

Z-
v

15.2.1.2.4

F(K) = 2(3_315 A 129-4-5 9-_2) I2-116" 2 1 12+3--_A + (9---_ + 1-'_)90-_A31

15.2.1.2.5

62dV
A-

v ds
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15.2.1.2.6

6 = boundary layer thickness (m)

i_2 = momentum thickness (m)

V = surface velocity at a given location (m/s)

s = surface distance from stagnation point (m)

v = kinematic viscosity of air (m2/s)

15.2.1.3

Calculation of the roughness Reynolds number from the equation:
15.2.1.3.1

Vkxk
Re k -

v

The terms in this equation have the following definition:
15.2.1.3.2

xk = roughness height (m) from Section 14

v = kinematic viscosity of air (m2/s)

V k = velocity at the roughness height as found by the equation:

15.2.1.3.3

Vk 3 4) A( 2 3 4)
V - (2_lk- 2_lk +_lk + _ _lk- 3_lk + 3_lk --_lk

The term _lk is defined as:

15.2.1.3.4

x k

_lk = _" ifxk -<6 and _lk = 1 ifx k > 6

15.2.1.4.5

The solution procedure is as follows:

1) The flow function U(s) together with its derivative dU/ds are

known (Sections 10 and 11);

2) Integration of the above equations gives the shape factors Z(s)

and K(s) so that displacement thickness 62 can be calculated;

3)The first shape factor A(s) is found;

4) The boundary layer thickness 6(s) is found;

5) Finally, the velocity distribution is found.

15.2.1.4

Assigning a transition location to the first wrap distance from the

stagnation point where the roughness Reynolds number has

exceeded the critical Reynolds number.

15.2.1.5

Calculationof_elaminarheattrans_rcoefficientpriorto_e

transitionlocationffom_ee_ation:
15.2.1.5.1
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2k
h l -

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:
15.2.1.5.1

6 y = thermal boundary thickness (m) as given by the equation:

15.2.1.5.1.1

$

15.2.1.5.2

c = chord length of body geometry(s)

k = thermal conductivity of air (W/m/°K)

h 1= laminar heat transfer coefficient (W/m2/°K)

V = velocity at a given surface location (m/s)

s = surface distance from stagnation point (m)

v = kinematic viscosity of air (m2/s)

V_ = flight velocity (m/s)

15.2.1.6

Calculation of the turbulent heat transfer coefficient after the

transition location from the equation:
15.2.1.6.1

1
ujpvcp

ht=
c_f 045 08

0.9 + _[-_0.52Rekl Pr "

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:
15.2.1.6.2

ht = turbulent heat transfer coefficient (W/m2/°K)

p = air density at a given surface location (kg/m 3)

V = air velocity at a given surface location (m/s)

Cp = specific heat of air (J/kg/°K)

Pr = Prandtl number (dimensionless) - Cp _t
k

k = thermal conductivity of air (W/m/°K)

_t= viscosity of air (kg/m/s)

Rekt = turbulent roughness Reynolds number as given by

15.2.1.6.3
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15.2.2

15.2.3

Rek,-- v_/2

15.2.1.6.4

cf = skin friction coefficient (dimensionless) as given by the

empirical expression:

0.3362

cf = / /8640t 2.568)) 2
/l°g/--_k +

The terms in this equation have the following meaning
15.2.1.6.5

xk = roughness height (m) from Section 14

0 t = turbulent momentum thickness (m) as given by the equation:

s 0.8

0 t -- V3.29 V3"86ds +

St

Terms in this equation which have not been previously defined in
this section are defined as follows:

15.2.1.6.6

st = wrap distance from stagnation point to transition location (m)

62 Is t = laminar momentum thickness at transition location (m) as

calculated in Section 15.2.1.4.5

When the program performs an integral boundary layer integration,

a separate integration shall be made for each body geometry.

If the heat transfer coefficient is supplied by a grid-based flow

solution, its definition and requirements are a function of that grid-

based flow module and is not specified by this document.
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16 Energy Balance Equation

16.1 Description/Purpose

16.1.1 The energy balance equation determines the amount of heat gain

and loss from different factors and determines the energy available

at each location for freezing the available water. The purpose of this

section is to describe the requirements for this equation.

16.2 Energy Balance Equation Requirements

16.2.1 The program shall solve the following equation for the temperature

distribution on the surface of the body geometry(s):
16.2.1.1

(k 0T) = ,, + ,, _ ,, _q,, _ ,,
-\ q_}q_= 0 q nc q evap q ke lat + q sens

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:
16.2.1.2

kq_= thermal conductivity of body in direction normal to the surface

(W/m/°K)

T = temperature at a given location on the body geometry(s) (°K)

q_= direction normal to body surface (m)

q"nc = net convective heat loss from body (W/m 2)

q"evap = evaporative heat loss from surface water (W/m 2)

q"ke = kinetic heat gain to body from impinging droplets (W/m 2)

q"lat = latent heat gain to body from freezing (W/m 2)

q"sens = sensible heat loss (or gain) from surface water (W/m 2)

16.2.2 The net convective heat loss shall be determined by the equation:
16.2.2.1

q"nc = ( q"conv- q"_)Aratio

The terms in this equation have the following definition:
16.2.2.2

q"conv = convective heat loss (W/m 2) as defined by the equation:

q"conv = h(V_,- Too)

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:
16.2.2.2.1

h = convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m 2) as determined from
Section 15

T s = temperature at a given surface location on a body

geometry (°K).

Too = ambient static temperature (°K)

16.2.2.3
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16.2.3

q"fh= heatgainonsurfacefromfrictionalheating(W/m2)as
definedby theequation:

q"fh = h(Trec- Too)
Trechasthefollowingdefinition:
16.2.2.3.1
Trec= recoverytemperature(°K) ata givensurfacelocationona

bodygeometryasgivenby theequation:

Tre e =

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:
16.2.2.3.2

y, M and To were previously defined in Section 12

r = recovery factor (dimensionless) = Pr 1/2 if the boundary layer is

laminar as defined in Section 15 and r = Pr 1/3 if the

boundary layer is turbulent as defined in Section 15.

Pr = Prandtl number (dimensionless) as given in 15.2.1.6.2

16.2.2.4 The area ratio (Aratio) is defined as the ratio of the

surface area of a bead on the surface with respect to the surface area

of the control volume and has the following definition:

2

Arati° - 1 + cOS0e (1 - WfZf)

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:
16.2.2.4.1

0 c = contact angle (radians) = n/90 * (Trap - Ts)

Trap = melting point temperature for ice (°K)

wf = wetness factor constant (dimensionless) = 1 in impingement

region and = 0.3 elsewhere

zf = wetness factor = 1 in impingement region and

z f =(1 si-_0e)elsewhere

The evaporative heat loss shall be defined by the equation:
16.2.3.1

q"evap = Arati°Lvhm( MW)w (-_\-_ses _-)

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:
16.2.3.2

Arati o = area ratio as defined above

L v = latent heat of vaporization (J/kg)
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hm= masstransfercoefficient(m/s)
(MW)w= molecularweightof water= 18kg/kg-mole

/) = molar ideal gas constant = 8337.5 kg*m2/kg-mole/s2/°K

T s = temperature at a given surface location on a body

geometry (°K).

Te = Temperature at the edge of boundary layer (°K) as given

in Section 12.2.6.1

es = saturated evaporative pressure at a given surface location on a

body geometry (N/m 2)

ee = saturated evaporative pressure at the edge of boundary layer

(N/m 2)

16.2.3.3

The saturated evaporative pressure shall be defined by the following

empirical equations:

{ 11097.16963)
6894.7 exp \20.15247167 - 1-8_ /

e

for T < Trap = 273.15°K

{ 7129.219482_
6894.7exp\14.56594634- _-__-/e

for T _ Trap

Tmp = melting point temperature for ice (°K)

16.2.3.4

The mass transfer coefficient shall be defined by the following

empirical equation:
16.2.3.4.1

h

h m = (pCp)air_£2/3

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:
16.2.3.4.2

Pair = density of air (kg/m 3) at a given location as given

in Section 12.

Cp,ai r = specific heat of air (J/kg/°K)

£ = Lewis number (dimensionless) which is defined by the

equation:

kair
Z=

P airC p, airD aw

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:
16.2.3.4.3

Pair = density of air (kg/m 3) at a given location as given

in Section 12.
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Cp,ai r = specific heat of air (J/kg/°K)

kai r = thermal conductivity of air (W/m/°K)

Daw = mass diffusivity between water and air (m2/s)

16.2.4 The kinetic heat gain from the impinging droplets shall be defined

by the following equation:
16.2.4.1

_oLWCV3o_

q"ke - 2

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:
16.2.4.2

[3o = local collection efficiency as defined in Section 9.2.4

LWC = ambient liquid water content (kg/m 3)

V_ = flight velocity (m/s)

16.2.5 The latent heat gain shall be defined by the following equation:
16.2.5.1

q"lat = N ff3 oL WCVo_L f

The terms in this equation which have not been defined in this
sections are defined as follows:

16.2.5.2

Lf = latent heat of fusion (J/kg)

Nf = mass fraction of incoming water which does not freeze

[freezing fraction] (dimensionless) as defined

in the following equation:

Trap + A T r - T s

Nf = AT r

AT r = temperature range between water and ice phases (°K)

16.2.6 The sensible heat transfer shall be defined by the following

equations:
16.2.6.1

This equation shall be used when T s < Tmp (rime ice)

- -"_;m(Cpw(rmp- Too)+ Cp_(r_,- r_p))- "_rb_n(Cpw(r_p-rrb) + Cp_(r_,- r_p))
The terms which have not been defined in this section have the

following definitions:

rhim = mass flux of impinging water = [3oLWCV_ (kg/m2s)

l_lrb#, = mass flux ofrunback water entering a given

section (kg/m2s) as defined in Section 17

Trb = temperature at previous surface location on a body geometry
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(runbacktemperature)(°K)
CPw= specificheatof water(J/kg/°K)
CPi= specificheatof ice(J/kg/°K)
16.2.6.2
ThisequationshallbeusedwhenTmp_ Ts_ Tmp+ ATr

16.2.6.3
ThisequationshallbeusedwhenTs> Tmp+ ATr
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17 Mass Balance Equation

17.1 Description/Purpose

17.1.1 The mass balance equation determines the amount of mass gain
and loss from different factors and determines the mass of water

which freezes at each location. The purpose of this section is to

describe the requirements for this equation.

17.2 Mass Balance Equation Requirements

17.2.1 The program shall solve the following equation for the mass flux of

runback water leaving at each location on a body geometry:
17.2.1.1

Asnext
lilim + fhrbin = m e + mf + lilrbo.tA _ + ritsh + rest

_ CHFFCIIt

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:
17.2.1.2

rhim = mass flux of impinging water = [3oLWCV_ (kg/m2s)

n_rb_n= mass flux ofrunback water entering a given

section (kg/m2s)

m e = mass flux of evaporating water (kg/m2s)

n_rbo.' = mass flux ofrunback water leaving a given

section (kg/m2s)

n_f = mass flux of water freezing in a given

section (kg/m2s)

n_sh = mass flux of water shedding (kg/m2s) in a given section.

This physical phenomena is different from droplet splashing

as given in Section 6

n_st = mass flux of standing water (kg/m2s) due to

surface tension effects

Asnext = surface distance spacing at next location (m)

Ascurren t = surface distance spacing at current location (m)

17.2.2 The mass flux ofrunback water entering the stagnation point shall

be equal to 0 (no mass flow).

17.2.3 The direction ofrunback mass flow shall be in the surface direction

away from the stagnation point. (Therefore the calculation of

17.2.1.1 is initiated at the stagnation point and is calculated

going away from this point on either side so that n_rb_n is a known

quantity at each location.)
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17.2.4

17.2.5

* 17.2.6

The mass flux of evaporating water shall be defined from the

following equations:
17.2.4.1

qevap when me < mira + mrb#,
me -- Lv

17.2.4.2

= mira + turban when m e >_(ml. m + m)b_) in the previousm e

equation

In the case cited by Section 17.2.4.2, the other mass fluxes on

the right hand side of 17.2.1.1 are identically zero.

The mass flux lost by water shedding shall be determined by the

empirical equations:
17.2.6.1

= mr'bo,t 1 - for We _ We crash

17.2.6.2

rash = 0 for We<We c

The terms in these equations have the following definitions:
17.2.6.3

We c = critical bead Weber number (dimensionless) which shall be

determined from the following empirical expression:

We c = 200 + 50000 x-(_
c

xk = surface roughness (m) as defined in Section 14

c = chord length of the body geometry(s)
17.2.6.4

We = bead Weber number (dimensionless) which shall be defined

by the equation:

P V2 db
We-

(3

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:
17.2.6.5

p = air density (kg/m 3) at a given location at the edge of the

boundary layer as defined in Section 12

V = air velocity (m/s) at a given location at the edge of the

boundary layer as defined in Section 12

o = surface tension between water and air (kg/s 2)
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db = diameter of a bead of surface water (m) which shall be defined

from the equation:

(m ,t)t t At+ mi'mAt
db=

Pw

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:
17.2.6.6

(mst)t t At = standing water from previous time step (kg/m 2)

At = current time step (sec)

Pw = water density (kg/m 3)

17.2.7 The mass flux of standing water shall be determined by the

following equation:
17.2.7.1

hbPw
m_'t - At + (m_'t)t = t At

1
where hb = height of water bead = _ d b

17.2.8 The mass flux of water freezing shall be determined from the

following equation:
17.2.8.1

my = Nf(ml.m+m_b_n)

The terms in this equation have been previously defined
in this section.

* Not implemented in LEWICE 2.2 Beta Release
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18 One Dimensional Anti-Icing

18.1 Description/Purpose

18.1.1 The purpose of anti-icing is to determine the amount of heat

required to keep the surface of the body geometry(s) free of ice by

supplying bleed air from a compressor, or by supplying heat from

an electrothermal heater pad inside the body geometry using a one

dimensional steady-state heat transfer analysis.

18.2 One Dimensional Anti-Icing Requirements

18.2.1 The program shall determine the heat requirements for either a

bleed air system or an electrothermal system based on an input

surface temperature or based on an assumption that all of the

impinging water evaporates.

18.2.1.1 The four options stated above (bleed air evaporative,

bleed air running wet, electrothermal evaporative and

electrothermal running wet) shall be determined by
the user.

18.2.2 For an input surface temperature, the program shall solve for the

surface heat flux from the equation:
18.2.2.1

__ . + . . q.q"surf q nc q evap-- q ke -+ sens

The terms in this equation are defined in Section 16 with the
additional definition:

18.2.2.1.1

q"surf = heat flux at the surface (W/m 2)

18.2.2.2

The mass fluxes needed for the previous equation shall be

calculated from Section 17 with the stipulation that mf = 0

18.2.3 For an evaporative system, the surface heat flux shall be solved for

as stated in Section 18.2.2 with the following alterations:
18.2.3.1

The mass flux equation of Section 17 reduces to the following

equation:

mira = m e

18.2.3.2

The surface temperature shall be calculated from the equation in

18.2.3.1 noting the definitions of these terms from Sections
17 and 16.
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18.2.4

18.2.5

18.2.6

For a bleed air system, the required heat flux shall be equal to the
surface heat flux as defined in Sections 18.2.2 and 18.2.3.

For an electrothermal system, the required heat flux shall be

calculated from the following equation:
18.2.5.1

qtt z ttrequired q surf--

E k;j
j=h+l

18.2.5.2

The terms in this equation are defined as follows:

q"required = required heat flux (W/m 2)

T s = surface temperature (K)

Too = ambient temperature (K)

q"surf = surface heat flux (W/m 2)

Ay h = thickness of heater (m)

kh = thermal conductivity of heater material (W/mK)

Ayj = thickness of layer j in body structure (m)

kj = thermal conductivity of material in layer j (W/mK)

n = number of layers in body structure

h = index number of heater layer in body structure as counted from

the inside surface of the body structure

hinside = convective heat transfer coefficient on inside surface of

body structure (W/m2K). For a bleed air system, this is the

heat transfer coefficient supplied by the bleed air. For an

electrothermal system, this is the natural convection heat
transfer coefficient.

For a bleed air system, the program shall calculate the local bleed

air temperature from the following equation:
18.2.6.1

+ ,, VI___L- n Ay;l
J

18.2.6.2

The terms in the previous equation have already been defined in this
section with the addition:
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18.2.7

18.2.8

18.2.9

Tai r = local bleed air temperature (°K)

For an electrothermal system, the program shall calculate the

temperature at the top of the heater layer from the following

equation:
18.2.7.1

n Ayj

Th,o_ = Ts-q"surf _+ kj
j= 1

18.2.7.2

The terms in this equation have been previously defined in this
section with the addition:

Thto_ = temperature at top of the heater layer (°K)

For an electrothermal system, the program shall calculate the

temperature at the bottom of the heater layer from the following

equation:
18.2.8.1

Thbot = Thtop-

( 2q"surf - q"required)AYh

2k h

18.2.8.2

The terms in the following equation have been defined previously in
this section with the addition:

Th_ot = temperature at bottom of the heater layer (K)

For an one-dimensional electrothermal system which uses the heat

fluxes specified for use in Section 19, the program shall instead

calculate the unknowns q"surf and T s using the known heat fluxes

for the values of (]"required d in the above equations.
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19 Effective Heat Transfer Coefficient

Nf =

19.1

19.2

Description/Purpose

19.1.1 The purpose of this module is to calculate the effective heat transfer

coefficient for use when interfacing LEWICE 2.2 with other

software such as an internal flow solver for bleed air applications•

Effective Heat Transfer Requirements

19.2.1 The effective heat transfer coefficient is defined by the equation:

19.2.1.1 q" '.rJ.ce : c)
19.2.1.1.1 q"surface is determined from Section 18.

19.2.1.1.2Tre c is defined in Section 16.2.2.3.1

19.2.2 First, a temporary value using heft, ternp and a reference

temperature, Tref, are obtained without evaporation. For a

mixed phase, heft, ternp and Tre f are defined by the following

equations:

Tref =

= h + (m)m+ m b n)Cpw

19.2.2.3

hTre c + m)mCpwT_ + m_b_nCpwTrb

h cff temp

The effective heat transfer coefficient is then calculated from

the following equation:

herf :heff, e,, + NfLf(m)m+ m)b,)-q"• evap

19.2.2.4 The estimated freezing fraction at each location on the body

geometry shall be calculated from the following equation:
19.2.2.4.1

- surface + h(Tmp- Trec)+ q evap + lilimCpw(Tm p Too) + lilrb#Cpw(Tmp- Trb )

L f( rilim + rilrb_n)

19.2.3

The terms in this equation are defined in Sections 16 and 17

The evaporative term shall be evaluated using T s = Trap

For a solid (rime ice) condition, hefl.tem p and Tref are defined by the

following equations:

19.2.3.1 heff,_,,_ = h + (m)m + mrbgCp_
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h Tre c + q"sens

19.2.3.2 Tre f = h eff temp

19.2.3.2.1 The term q"sens is determined by the following equation:

q"sens = lhimCpw( T_ - Trap) + lhrb_nCpw( Trb - Trap) + Cp_Tmp(fhim + lhrb9

19.2.3.2.2 Other terms (including those in 19.2.3.2.1) are defined in
Sections 16 and 17

19.2.3.2.3 The effective heat transfer coefficient is then calculated from

the following equation:

herf = hefftemp+ Lf(ml.m+ m)b_n)-q"evap

19.2.4

19.2.4.1

For a liquid phase condition (including fully evaporative cases),

heft, ternp and Tre f are defined by the following equations:

heft- n = h + (m .m+ m,%)C;w

hTre c + ml.mCpwTo_ + m)b_ CpwTrb
Tre f =

heft

For a fully evaporative condition, q" is defined by theevap

following equation:

q,, = ( ml.m + "evap mrb_n)Lv

The effective heat transfer coefficient is then calculated from

the following equation:

heft h eff t_mp evap
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20 Two Dimensional De-icing/Anti-Icing

20.1 Description/Purpose

20.1.1 The purpose of this module is to calculate the temperatures on a

two dimensional grid inside the body geometry(s) using a given

amount of heat from bleed air or an electrothermal heater pad inside

the body geometry. This module can also be used to determine the

heat required to keep the surface of the body geometry(s) at a

specified surface temperature using the same type of heat input as
described earlier.

20.2 Two Dimensional De-Icing Requirements

20.2.1 The program shall solve the following equation within the airfoil

geometry:

20.2.1.1

(pCp)k_

20.2.1.2

2 2

O T + O T ,,,
= kx, k0_- ky, k_y2 + q k

The terms in this equation are defined as follows:

Pk = density of material k (kg/m 3)

Cp, k = specific heat of material k (J/kg/°K)

T = temperature at each location in material k (°K)

k x = thermal conductivity of material k in direction parallel to surface (W/m/K)

ky = thermal conductivity of material k in direction normal to surface (W/m/K)

q"'k = volumetric heat source emanating from material k (W/m 3)

t = time (s)

x = direction parallel to surface (m)

y = direction normal to surface (m)

20.2.1.3 In the ice/water region, the above equation shall be replaced with

the following expression:
2 2

OH_ ki ' O T+ki, 0 T
Ot WOx2 WOy2

20.2.1.4 The additional terms are defined as follows:

H = enthalpy in ice/water region (J/m 3)

ki, w = thermal conductivity of ice or water (changed as needed) (W/m/K)

20.2.2 The program shall solve the above equation for up to 29 different

materials in the parallel direction and for up to 29 different materials in the
direction normal to the surface.

20.2.3 The program shall use the following relationships at the interface
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= Tmaterial 2 at every interface between different materials

between materials within the airfoil geometry:
20.2.3.1

Tmaterial 1

20.2.3.2

k OT_ = k OT_ at interfaces normal to the surface
-- x_/materiall -- x_/material2

20.2.3.3

k OT_
-- Y_/ materiall

= k OT)
-- Y_] material2 at interfaces parallel to the surface

20.2.4

20.2.4.1

T)su_ee

20.2.4.2

20.2.4.3

The program shall be able to use any of the following boundary

conditions for each external interface of the airfoil geometry:

= Tcons t

The temperature constant (Tconst) can be different for each

external boundary

k OT_ = h(Tsurf.ce-Tconst) for an external boundary normal to the
-- x_ / surface

surface (at interior of de-icer or at airfoil (or ice) external surface).
20.2.4.4

k OT_ = h( Tsurfac e - Tconst) for an external boundary parallel to the
-- Y_ / surface

surface (at ends of airfoil)

20.2.4.5 The temperature constant (Tconst) and heat transfer coefficient (h)

can be different for each external boundary.
20.2.4.6

k OT_
-- x_ / surface

20.2.4.7

k OT_
-- Y_ / surface

20.2.4.8

= q"surface for an external boundary normal to the surface

= q"surface for an external boundary parallel to the surface

The surface heat flux (qsurface) can be different for each external

boundary.

20.2.4.9 In place of the boundary conditions specified above, the outer

surface boundary of the airfoil geometry shall be also able to use

the equations in Section 16 as the external boundary condition.

20.2.4.10 In place of the boundary conditions specified above, the outer

surface boundary of the airfoil geometry shall be also able to use

the following boundary condition:
20.2.4.10.1
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-- Y_ ] surface

where Tre c is defined in Section 16.2.2.3.1

20.2.4.11 The heat transfer coefficient for the external boundary parallel

to the surface may be defined in three ways:

20.2.4.11.1 A user-specified constant

20.2.4.11.2 A user-specified array as a function of wrap distance

20.2.4.11.2 From the equations listed in Section 15

20.2.4.12 The heat transfer coefficient for the internal boundary parallel

to the surface may be defined in two ways:

20.2.4.12.1 A user-specified constant

20.2.4.12.2 A user-specified array as a function of wrap distance

20.2.4.13 The surface heat flux for the boundaries parallel to the surface

may be defined in two ways:

20.2.4.13.1 A user-specified constant

20.2.4.13.2 A user-specified array as a function of wrap distance

20.2.5 The ice layer shall be allowed to shed (be removed from the

computation) when the following condition is met:
20.2.5.1

The terms in this equation have the following definitions:

Fad = adhesion force (Pascals) as defined by the empirical equations *

Fad = 14583(Trap - Ts) when 267.7K _<T s _<Trap

Fad = 34475(1.5(267.3- Ts) +4) when 258.15K _<T s_< 267.7K

Fad = 34475(3.79(258.15 - Ts) + 12.5) when T s _<258.15K

Trap = melting point of ice = 273.15K

T s = surface temperature (K)

Fp = component of force parallel to the ice as provided by the flow solution in
Sections 10 or 11

Fn = component of force normal to the ice as provided by the flow solution in

Sections 10 or 11

Fr = component of force on the ice as provided by a rotating airfoil (rotor or

propeller) as defined by
2

PairVr r
F - where

r 2(3600)

Pair = air density (kg/m 3)

V r = rotor velocity (RPM) (=0 for fixed wing simulations)

r = distance of airfoil section from rotor hub (m)

• These empirical equations were derived from experimental data with a reported error rate of

+100%. Caveat emptor.
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20.2.5.2

Only ice is shed by these mechanisms. If the ice/water layer contains only

water, it is shed by the equations in Section 17.2.6 or it is subjected to

runback or standing water as defined in Section 17

20.2.5.3 The shedding formula provided above can be applied by using one

of three user-specified options:

20.2.5.3.1 It is applied independently at each grid location

20.2.5.3.2 It is applied as a summation of forces for each section in the

direction parallel to the surface with each section shedding independent of the

others. (default)

20.2.5.3.1 It is applied as a summation of forces for the entire ice shape,

meaning that the entire ice shape must shed as a whole unit or not at all.

20.2.6 The equations in this section shall be discretized into a

two-dimensional grid with implicit central differencing (second order accuracy

of Taylor series) in the spatial direction and first-order differencing in time.
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21 Error Checking

21.1 Description/Purpose

21.1.1 The variables input by the user must be checked for errors and for

the ranges imposed by the available test data.

21.2 Error Checking Requirements

21.2.1 The program shall check the following input data and issue a

warning message for the following inputs:
21.2.1.1

The automated time step procedure was not selected.
21.2.1.2

The simulation time is > 45 minutes (data limit).
21.2.1.3

The number of body geometries is > 1 and _<5
21.2.1.4

The number of flow solutions is < the number calculated for the

automated time step procedure.
21.2.1.5

The point spacing for any body geometry is _>8"10 -4

21.2.1.6

The number of trajectories is < 10 or > 50
21.2.1.6.1

The warning message for number of trajectories < 10
shall indicate that this number is insufficient and the

program shall set this variable equal to 24.
21.2.1.6.2

The warning message for number of trajectories > 50

shall indicate that this number is unnecessarily high.
21.2.1.7

Theparticle
21.2.1.8

density is _<980 kg/m 3 or _>1020 kg/m 3.

A grid-based flow solution is selected.
21.2.1.9

An additional warning if an interactive grid-based flow solution is
selected.

21.2.1.10

The anti-icing option is selected.
21.2.1.11

The sum of the particle distribution is _ 1.
21.2.1.11.1

The program shall adjust the individual particle

fractions such that their sum is =1 by the following

equation:
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]]LWCinputj

_lLwcj = n

_ _]LWCinputj

j 1

21.2.1.11.2

The terms in this equation are defined as follows:

_ILwc = fraction liquid water content (dimensionless)

_ILv/c_np.t = fraction liquid water content input

(dimensionless)

n = number of drop sizes input

j = index value for a given drop size in distribution
21.2.1.12

The volume median drop size of the distribution is > 50 _tm which

acknowledges that the distribution is outside the FAA certification

range.
21.2.1.13

An additional warning if the volume median drop size of the

distribution is > 270 _tm (data limit).
21.2.1.14

The angle of attack is < -6 or > +6 to indicate possible flow

separation.
21.2.1.15

The ambient Mach number calculated in Section 21.2.2.13.1 is

0.6 to reflect limits of incompressible flow.
21.2.1.16

The ambient liquid water content is > 2 g/m 3 (data limit).

21.2.1.17

The ambient temperature is < 240 °K (outside meteorological

probability) or _ 273.15 °K (no ice will form).
21.2.1.18

Output files which are estimated > 100 kB will be generated.
21.2.1.19

Blank lines are found in a body geometry input file.
21.2.1.19.1

The program shall otherwise ignore the blank lines in

a body geometry input file.
21.2.1.20

A body geometry is not enclosed (first and last input data points are

different).
21.2.1.21

Two consecutive body geometry points are the same.
21.2.1.21.1

The program shall remove one of the duplicate points

from the body geometry.
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21.2.1.22
Thebodygeometrypointsareinputcounter-clockwise.

21.2.1.22.1
Theprogramshallreversethebodygeometrypoints
sotheyareclockwise.

21.2.1.23
Theanglebetweentwoadjacentbodysegmentsis > 45°.
21.2.1.24
An additionalwarningis issuedif theanglebetweentwoadjacent
bodysegmentsis > 145°.
21.2.1.25
Numberof thermaltimestepsmustbe> 0
21.2.1.26
Numberof thermaliterationsmustbe0< N < 50
21.2.1.27
Timebeforespraycannotbe< 0
21.2.1.28
Timeafterspraycannotbe< 0
21.2.1.29
Timebeforesprayis> 0
21.2.1.30
Timeaftersprayis > 0
21.2.1.31
Numberof thermaloutputfilesmustbe0 _ N < 50
21.2.1.32
Printouttimenumbermustbe_ 0
21.2.1.33
Printouttypemustbe 1_ N _ 5
21.2.1.34
Numberofprintoutsmustbebetween0 _N < 50
21.2.1.35
Printoutflagmustbe1_N _ 3
21.2.1.36
Secondprintoutflagmustbe1_ N _ 3
21.2.1.37
Printoutlayermustbe1_N _ numberof layers.
21.2.1.38
Printoutsectionmustbe1_ N _numberof sections
21.2.1.39
Printouttimemustbe_ 0
21.2.1.40
Totalnumberof columnsfor externaldatafilesmustbe_ 2
21.2.1.41
Columnfor 1stvariablein externaldatafilesmustbe 1_ N
numberof columns.
21.2.1.42
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Columnfor 2ndvariablein externaldatafilesmustbe1_ N
numberof columns.
21.2.1.43
Columnsfor 1stand2ndvariablein externaldatafiles
cannotbethesame.
21.2.1.44
Offsetmaybepastthetrailingedge.
21.2.1.45
Outputfile formatflagmustbe0 or 1
21.2.1.46
Constantheatsourcefor 1-Danalysiscanonlybeused
for IDEICE= 2 or= 3option.
21.2.1.47
Theoffsetvaluemaybepastthetrailingedge
21.2.1.48
Boundaryconditionindexmustbe0< N _ 3
21.2.1.49
Constanttemperatureboundaryconditionisnot
normallyusedin icingcalculations.
21.2.1.50
Constantheatfluxboundaryconditionisnot
normallyusedin icingcalculations.
21.2.1.51
Temperatureatboundaryisnotequalto theambient
temperatureinputfromthemainLEWICEinputfile.
21.2.1.52
Convectiveheatfluxboundaryconditionis not
normallyusedin icingcalculations.
21.2.1.53
Negativeheatfluxboundaryconditionisnot
normallyusedin icingcalculations.
21.2.1.54
Temperaturefor bleedair is lessthanfreezing.
Thisis notnormallyusedin icingcalculations.
Massflow ratefor bleedairmustbe_ 0
21.2.1.55
Massfractiongoingupmustbe0 _ N _ 1
21.2.1.56
Massflow rateinputlocationisgreaterthanonechordlength.
21.2.1.57
Heatfluxflagmustbe0or 1
21.2.1.58
Bleedair flagmustbe0 or 1
21.2.1.59
"Optimum"bleedair flagmustbe0 or 1
21.2.1.60
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Heatfluxflagandbleedair flagcannotbothbeon.
21.2.1.61
"Optimum"bleedflagandbleedair flagcannotbothbeon.
21.2.1.62
Heatfluxflagand"optimum"bleedflagcannotbothbeon.
21.2.1.63
Conductionflagmustbe0or 1
21.2.1.64
Boundaryflagmustbe0< N _ 3
21.2.1.65
Initial temperatureflagmustbe0 < N _ 3
21.2.1.66
Iceshedflagmustbe0 or 1
21.2.1.67
Shedtypeflagmustbe0< N _ 2
21.2.1.68
Phasechangeflagmustbe0 or 1
21.2.1.69
Foranti-icingcase,conductionflagmustbe= 1sinceheaters
will turnonimmediately.
21.2.1.70
Sinceconductionflag isoff (ICOND= 0),thenthe
boundaryconditionflag (IBOUND)mustbe= 3and
temperaturesmustbeinitializedto theaccretion
temperature(INIT = 3).
21.2.1.71
Sincephasechangeflagis off (IGDE= 0),thenthe
boundaryconditionflag (IBOUND)mustbe= 2 and
temperaturesmustbeinitializedto therecovery
temperature(INIT = 2).
21.2.1.72
Upperboundaryis setto dryair. Icewill not form.
21.2.1.73
Initial temperatureselectedisnotnormallyused
in icingsimulations.
21.2.1.74
Icewill not shed.Thisis usuallytooconservative.
21.2.1.75
Thepreferredsheddingmodeisby sections(ISTD= 1).
21.2.1.76
Phasechangeisnotselected.Thisis not
normallyusedin icingsimulations.
21.2.1.77
Icecannotshedwithoutphasechange.
21.2.1.78
3Dstreamlineflagmustbe0 or 1
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21.2.2

21.2.1.79
Desiredsurfacetemperatureis lessthanfreezing.
21.2.1.80
Evaporationflagmustbe0< N -<2
21.2.1.81
De-iceflagmustbe0or 1
21.2.1.82
Spanlocationonrotorcannotbe< 0
21.2.1.83
Rotorspeedcannotbe< 0
21.2.1.84
Rotorflagmustbe0 or 1
21.2.1.85
Thermaltimesteps< 0.0001or> 1.0shouldnotbeused.

Theprogramshallcheckthefollowinginputdataandissuean
errormessagefor thefollowinginputs:
21.2.2.1
Thesimulationtimeinputis lessthanorequaltozero.
21.2.2.2
Thenumberof bodygeometriesis < 1or> 5.
21.2.2.3
Thenumberof flowsolutionsis_<0.
21.2.2.4
Thepointspacingfor anybodygeometryis _<0.
21.2.2.5
Theparticledensityis _<0.
21.2.2.6
Any dropsizein thedistributionis_<0.
21.2.2.7
Thechordlengthis _<0.
21.2.2.8
Theambientvelocityis _<0.
21.2.2.9
Theambientliquidwatercontentis < 0.
21.2.2.10
Theambientstatictemperatureis_<0.
21.2.2.11
Theambientstaticpressureis _<0.
21.2.2.12
Theambientrelativehumidityis< 0%or > 100%.
21.2.2.13
TheambientMachnumberis _>1

21.2.2.13.1
TheambientMachnumberiscalculatedfromthe
equation:
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VOO

mc° -

21.2.2.13.2

The terms in this equation are defined as follows:

Moo = ambient Mach number (dimensionless)

V_ = ambient velocity (m/s)

To+= ambient temperature (°K)

y = heat capacity ratio = 1.4 (dimensionless)

R = ideal gas constant = 1430 m2/s2/°K
21.2.2.14

A given body geometry contains no data points.
21.2.2.15

One body geometry lies completely inside any other body

geometry.
21.2.2.16

Any two body geometries intersect.
21.2.2.17

Blank lines are read as data with a value of zero.

Check input file for blank lines.
21.2.2.18

Layer number must be 1 < N < 30.
21.2.2.19

Number of points in a layer must be 1 < N < 310
21.2.2.20

Length of a layer must be > 0.
21.2.2.21

Thermal conductivity of layer must be > 0.
21.2.2.22

Thermal diffusivity of layer must be > 0.
21.2.2.23

Anisotropic ratio of layer must be > 0.
21.2.2.24

Total number of points in normal direction is > 310.
21.2.2.25

Number of points in a section must be 1 < N < 310
21.2.2.26

Length of a section must be > 0
21.2.2.27

Thermal conductivity of section must be > 0
21.2.2.28

Thermal diffusivity of section must be > 0
21.2.2.29

Anisotropic ratio of section must be > 0
21.2.2.30
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Additional length of a section must be _ 0
21.2.2.31

Layer number for additional thickness must be 0 < N

number of layers.
21.2.2.32

Total number of points in wrap direction < 310
21.2.2.33

Heater number must be 0 < N _ number of layers.
21.2.2.34

Number of parameter studies must be 0 < N < 30
21.2.2.35

Heater wattage must be _ 0
21.2.2.36

Heater on time must be _ 0

21.2.2.37

Heater off time must be _ 0

21.2.2.38

Heater lag time must be _ 0
21.2.2.39

Temperature control flag must be 0 _ N _ number of layers
21.2.2.40

Temperature control flag is on. ON temperature

must be > OFF temperature.
21.2.2.41

Temperature for temperature controlled heater

cannot be < the ambient temperature.
21.2.2.42

Slope cannot be zero.
21.2.2.43

Number of beta values input is out of range
21.2.2.44

Wrap distance value input is out of range.
21.2.2.45

Number of hot air values input is out of range
21.2.2.46

Number of streamline values input is out of range
21.2.2.47

The ice layer cannot be the same as the heater layer.
21.2.2.48

Heat transfer coefficient must be _ 0
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DYICE.DAT67,163,192,340
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333,335,338,339,344,372,373,374,375,376,385,387,388,390,391,400
heater__,_2,29,35,48,49,93,95,98,___,___,__3,__4,__5,__6,__7,__8,__9,___,___,_2_,
_2_,_22,_25,_33,_42,_47,_48,_49,_7_,_72,_73,244,245,25_,25_,252,255,269,27_,27_,
272,273,274,278,28_,28_,282,283,284,286,287,293,294,295,296,297,298,3__,3_5,3_6,
307,308,309,310,311,312,318,319,320,321,327,328,384,385,386,389,397,400
HI.INP93,119,135,153
h_tairiii,_2,_7,2_,29,49,__5,__7,__3,__4,__5,__6,__7,__9,_29,_37,_39,_5_,_53,_55,
171,242,246,247,248,249,253,274,288,296,300,309,313,322,325,329,339,400
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HPRT66,165,168
HTC.DAT66,165,192,339

I
I3D 93,118,120,137,138,150,156,192
IBC1 112,113,115,150
IBC230,112,113,115,121,122,150
IBC3 112,113,115,150
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IBETA 51,52,72,93,159,192,339
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